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Abstract 
Set in three local government authorities in north Queensland, Townsville, Douglas and 
Mackay, this study explores the extent to which community workers and environmental 
planners contribute to ecologically sustainable local area planning. The concept of 
ecological sustainability requires a balanced planning approach in order that the well-
being of humans and the non-human environment are protected, yet the potential 
economic benefits promised by local development projects frequently override concerns 
about loss of areas with a high conservation value. 
The approach taken by the three local authorities studied in this thesis, to planning the 
future of their areas is significant in its potential to contribute to attaining ecological 
sustainability. Land-use planning decisions have affected and will continue to impact 
upon not only the aesthetics of the case study areas, but also inevitably short and long 
term issues of quality of life. There are many conflicting objectives in the councils 
because they endeavour to maintain employment opportunities, clean, safe environments 
and manage conservation of natural resources in the face of growing local populations. 
In an effort to subscribe to ecological sustainability principles, local government has 
introduced integrated planning approaches. The attempt by local councils to understand 
the theoretical context for applying integrated planning remains formative. This thesis 
in seizing the opportunity to document the early experiences of integrated planning so 
that they may be built upon, details the contribution of community work and 
environmental planning to ecological sustainability. The contribution of community 
work and environmental planners is vitally important if a balance between 
environmental protection and social well-being is to be attained. 
The integrated planning model introduced by the Australian Local Government 
Association in 1993 provided a structure for a more interdisciplinary local area planning 
approach with a mor integral role for community workers and environmental 
practitioners. However, the model did not offer an adequate conceptual framework to 
guide ecologically sustainable planning practice. This study argues that to attain 
ecological sustainability through local area planning, an understanding of the competing 
v 
interests of people and the environment in planning decisions must be acknowledged. 
Further, a more ecocentric planning approach aimed at ecological sustainability will 
require a sharing of knowledge, skills, values and power across local government work 
areas to ensure shared responsibility for local area planning. 
Community workers and environmental planners with their diverse and complementary 
bank of knowledge and skills have a significant contribution to make to local area 
planning but were marginalised in the three councils. Enhancing their involvement in 
ecologically sustainable local area planning will require removing a number of 
obstacles. This study has identified these impediments and as its substantial 
contribution to the integrated planning and ecological sustainability fields concludes 
with a new conceptual framework to guide interdisciplinary local area planning. The 
framework merges the best ethics and ideologies of both community work and 
environmental planning, two disciplines which have enormous potential together to 
positively influence local area ecological sustainability. 
The roles of community workers and environmental planners in these case studies are 
presented according to their own descriptions as well as through the perceptions of other 
practitioners involved in local government planning. The data is viewed and analysed 
using an interpretive and critical social science methodology that is exploratory, 
interdisciplinary, reflective and participatory. It aims to generate theory about the three 
case studies whose issues will have relevance beyond themselves at a time when 
ecological sustainability is a serious consideration for all local government authorities. 
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Introduction 
Introduction 2 
Texts become dear to one's heart and entrenched in one's psyche at different times and 
for particular reasons. As a community worker in the Townsville community in 1988, 
Kelly and Sewell's With Head, Heart and Hand (1988), a model for community and 
neighbourhood development, inspired me enormously. I was taken by the concept of 
integrating the knowledge, values and skills of community work so closely; the notion 
that community work was only effective when all three connected. This thesis, With 
Head, Heart and Land carries the same theme forward. Land replaces hand not because 
skills are unimportant in integrated local area planning, but because community work 
needs to establish a close association between human welfare and the non-human 
environment. 
My interest in the interdependent relationship of environmental and social 
considerations in the planning process was aroused through two research experiences. 
The first involved preparation of a literature review on social impact assessment (SIA) 
for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA) in 1991 (Rough ley and 
Scher! 1992). SIA is ' ... an interdisciplinary approach to applied policy analysis and 
planning activity' (Carley and Bustelo 1984, p. 16) with the aim of predicting the future 
effects of policy decisions (including the initiation of specific projects) upon people; 
their physical and psychological health, well-being and welfare, their traditions, 
lifestyles, institutions and inter-personal relationships (D'Amore 1981). The other 
research I was involved in was a study of community values, needs and aspirations in 
relation to future land-use in Cape York Peninsula (Roughley and Elliott 1995). 
The GBRMPA study found that SIA wa~ intended, through state and federal legislation, 
to be an integrated part of environmental impact assessment (EIA) but had endured 
marginalisation in its early days (1970s and early 1980s) in Australia. The attempt to 
link the values of community participation and policy development with the physical 
science approach of environmental planning constantly left the advocate of social well-
being in the background of EIAs. 
SIA aims to foster strategies and courses of action to mitigate negative impacts within 
communities by informing authorities, development proponents and communities and 
placing residents in a better position to understand the implications of proposed action. 
Plate 1 (Previous page) Anzac Park in TownsviUe during mid afternoon 
Peter J. Hartley 1992 
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The social impacts of development can be desirable, such as the creation of new jobs for 
local residents or the improvement of community facilities and services. There may 
also be undesirable social impacts such as the displacement of residents, the disruption 
of day-to-day activities or the loss of community character or cohesion. 
The many participants in the Cape York study said that as residents of Cape York 
Peninsula, they were aware of culturally significant areas and hoped for heavy 
restrictions to be placed on development in those areas. They considered that any form 
of development in culturally significant areas would interfere with historical land-use 
customs. Many of the residents surveyed, linked lifestyle characteristics, particularly 
recreational choices, to low levels of urban development and vast areas of natural 
environment in the Cape. They also hoped for controlled development in the Cape 
which would provide local employment opportunities without changing the sense of 
place they had experienced living in Cape York (Rough ley and Elliott 1995). 
These two research projects exposed the interdependent relationship of social and 
environmental factors germane to development and land-use planning and poor 
integration of social considerations into ElA. Both studies revealed the difficulty in 
articulating the relationship between people and the natural environment in a way which 
could inform planners clearly about the best path for development to follow (Roughley 
and Scherl 1992). 
People and environment have been segregated in the conduct of ElAs (Roughley and 
Scher! 1992). The contrasting epistemological approaches of social and environmental 
planners involved in ElA is one reason for the lack of synthesis in ElA reports of social 
and environmental impacts proposed development projects (Hindmarsh et al 1988). 
Social impact assessors work with people, environmental impact assessors work with 
measurement of non-human phenomena. Social assessors gauge the impacts a proposed 
development would have on a human population. They engage both technical and 
participatory social science research methods. Environmental impact assessors employ 
technical scientific methods. Their predictions are usually considered more precise and 
therefore more convincing than those of the social impact assessors. 
Involvement of the public in project planning frequently led to public contention and 
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lobbying of government departments and development proponents by citizen groups. 
The SIA process politicised the public while the environmental impact assessment 
procedures were technical enough to alienate lay people. Decision-makers frequently 
discarded citizen knowledge and rights to be involved in local development decisions by 
bluffing the public with scientific findings. 
While barriers to social integration into environmental planning are apparent, with 
Head, Heart and Land there is possibility to develop a planning approach that embraces 
the different perspectives of participatory community work and environmental planning, 
and accepts the interdependence of people and the non-human environment. 
Essentially, sharing of practitioner knowledge and values can contribute to greater co-
operation and co-ordination. However, effective integrated planning will never be that 
simple. The policy and institutional contexts must also be considered in terms of the 
barriers they create and the possibilities for removing them. 
The local government context provides succinct sites from which this study views these 
issues more intensively. First, there must be an interrogation of the way these 
practitioners conceive local area planning; the processes practitioners adopt and the 
kinds of activities in which they are involved. These attributes explain the knowledge 
and skills bases of the practitioners - the Head. The Heart is characterised by the values 
underpinning the approaches of the practitioners. By accepting the interdependent 
nature of people and the environment, I assume that most local government planning 
will affect both, hence, Land. Examination of the roles of community workers and 
environmental planners in local area planning means challenging traditional 
relationships between local government authorities, community workers, environmental 
planners and land-use planners. 
Study objectives 
This study has three major objectives. The first is to explore the roles of community 
workers and environmental planners in the north Queensland local government 
authorities of Townsville, Douglas and Mackay. 
Their roles are comprehensively documented as they describe them and as other local 
government practitioners in the councils perceive them. 
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The second study objective is to describe obstacles to effective integration of 
community workers and environmental planners in local government's ecologically 
sustainable planning effort. Through these two objectives, this study probes a largely 
unexplored terrain. 
Enhancement of knowledge about the contribution social and environmental 
practitioners in local government can make to ecological sustainability at the local level 
is the major aim of this study. Thirdly, therefore, I present possibilities for advancing 
local government knowledge about relating ecological sustainability goals to the field of 
interdisciplinary planning. 
Study Context 
The case studies 
In Townsville, Douglas and Mackay proposed development often threatens sensitive 
natural environments. In each town, public debate surrounding proposed development 
exposes polarisation of public opinion. Some sections of each community support 
development that they argue promises local employment and high living standards 
while others contend that ecologically significant environments should be protected if 
ecological sustainability is to become an attainable goal. At this early stage in the 
development of ecologically sustainable planning knowledge in local government, there 
is an opportunity to explore the reactions of local government practitioners to 
integrated, ecological sustainability-oriented planning models and to identify issues that 
may impede their progress. 
Local government and integrated planning 
The Australian Local Government Association (ALGA) introduced an Integrated Local 
Area Planning model (ILAP) which a number of local government authorities 
implemented in the early 1990s. The meaning of integrated planning and the 
characteristics of the ILAP program are elaborated in chapter one. ILAP was evaluated 
following a number of pilot projects that put the model into practice. The evaluation 
found that participating councils failed to develop holistic interdisciplinary planning 
approaches and conducive organisational structures (Purdon 1995). Interdisciplinary 
co-operation was not achieved in pilot ILAP projects. Nor was it achieved in projects 
funded through the Building Better Cities (BBC) Program, a Joint Government urban 
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planning initiative (Hundloe and McDonald 1997). While requiring an interdisciplinary 
planning approach, neither program provided the theoretical framework to guide 
planning practice, an important omission given that the values of workers from different 
occupational groups can be diverse and conflicting (Lincoln 1985). This issue is 
discussed in detail in chapter one. 
Regional planning processes undertaken in the far north, south east and northern regions 
of Queensland have shared this inadequacy. Drawing on specific expertise, each 
regional planning project produced between eight and fourteen comprehensive, 
technical reports. They covered issues such as transport, social infrastructure, economic 
development, nature conservation, urban development and natural resource 
management. However, the regional planning processes were also beset by the 
difficulties of integration when it came to incorporating information from the many 
multi-disciplinary reports into one plan. Each of the final reports failed to acknowledge 
that certain environmentally destructive economic growth strategies conflicted in the 
long term with nature conservation strategies. Therefore, they did not address issues of 
ecological sustainability thoroughly. 
According to Birkeland (1991; 1993) one procedure for addressing ecological 
sustainability is to challenge the relationship between planning and the market whereby 
planning is driven by market forces and a development ethos that is resistant to the 
preservation of non-human nature. Diesendorf and Hamilton (\ 997) also argue that 
ecological sustainability requires a re-thinking of planning along lines of environmental 
and social values instead of solely economic imperatives. A problem in the regional 
studies in Queensland and in many ElAs has been an inability to address the question of 
ecological sustainability in that way. Limiting environmentally destructive growth was 
simply not seriously confronted. The experiences and concerns referred to above 
inspired this research. They assisted in the development of the above research interests 
and objecti ves. 
Research approach 
This research approaches ecological sustainability by positing a relationship of 
interdependence between human welfare and protection of the non-human environment. 
Accepting this interdependence within one ecological system, the study inquires about 
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the contribution community workers and environmental planners can make on a number 
of levels: their epistemological foundations, the roles they actually assume and their 
status within the organisational and policy contexts. 
The methodology for this study is philosophically based within a post-positivist social 
science paradigm. The question of integrating not just one, but two different categories 
of local government practitioners from fields which frequently appear to compete in the 
context of ecological sustainability is a relatively unexplored terrain. A positivist 
methodology which attempted to hypothesise about research outcomes would restrict 
the potential for exploration and the ability to establish new insights (Sarantakos 1995). 
Interpretive and critical research principles inform the approach I have adopted to 
address the above study objectives. Interpretive research assumes that meaning is 
socially constructed in relationships between people (Denzin and Lincoln 1994). 
Critical social science inquiry adopts the view that power structures also influence 
peoples experiences and understandings (Sarantakos 1995). As this study examines 
community work and environmental planning at the organisational and practitioner 
levels, these theoretical perspectives are most appropriate. The principles and methods 
of interpretive and critical research are discussed in detail in chapter four. 
With exploration, description and theory building as central methodological aims, the 
approach to this study required the openness characteristic of a qualitative case study. 
The case study method is ideal for the how, what and why questions I asked during in-
depth interviews as it provides for elicitation of rich data and evokes different 
discourses reflecting different kinds of knowledge. The mUltiple voices of planners 
from different disciplines and three particular organisations and communities could not 
be heard through a research paradigm that recognises only one way of knowing. The 
positivist propensity to observe, measure and standardise is therefore rejected here in 
favour of the premise that reality is socially and symbolically constructed (Berger and 
Luckmann 1975). 
Three case studies 
In this study the case study refers to community workers and environmental planners as 
focal points in each place. The three local government authorities provide an important 
organisational dimension of the case studies. The broader context is located in the 
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places, Townsville, Douglas and Mackay. While Townsville, Douglas and Mackay are 
all located in north Queensland, each place is unique. Chapter three illustrates the 
particular physical and social environments of the three places and their diverse local 
ecological sustainability issues and responses. Each case study presents different 
organisational approaches to local area planning. The three provide a basis for 
comparing the ways in which community workers and environmental planners are 
involved in local area planning. Knowledge derived from the three case studies is not a 
step towards grand generalisation about integration of social and environmental 
practitioners in local government, but is in itself an interesting and valuable contribution 
to current understanding about integrated planning for ecological sustainability in local 
government. The issues identified through this study are therefore generalisable 
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Glaser and Strauss 1967). 
Defining terms 
Throughout this thesis, I refer to the terms ecoLogicaL sustainabiLity, community work 
and environmentaL pLanning. Each term is explained below. 
Ecological sustainability 
A more common term than ecoLogical sustainability is ecoLogically sustainable 
development (ESD). In this thesis, I distinguish development and ecoLogicaL 
sustainability. The tendency to link the two creates confusion. 
In this study, the term ecologicaL sustainabiIity is defined as: 
Endurable levels of consumption that recognise that land, water and all Hfe fonns are finite. The aim of 
ecological sustainability through prevention of environmental degradation, is to ensure that future 
generations have the same range of options and resources that we have today (adapted from Birkeland 
1991). 
In the Australian Local Government context, ecologically sustainable deveLopment 
(ESD) is the common term for a planning approach that takes account of both social 
needs and minimising damage to or loss of areas of natural environment. According to 
the United Nations World Congress on Environment and Development (UNCED) ESD 
policy document, Agenda 21: 
Because so many of the problems and solutions being addressed by Agenda 21 have their roots 
in local activities, the participation and co-operation of local authorities will be a detennining 
factor in fulfilling iLS objectives. Local authorities conSlruct, operate and maintain economic, 
social and environmental infrastructure, oversee planning processes, establish local 
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environmental policies and regulations, and assist in implementing national and sub-national 
environmental policies. As the level of governance closest to the people, they playa vital role in 
educating, mobilising and responding to the public to promote sustainable development. 
(United Nations 1992, p.233). 
According to State and local government policy statements, ESD projects implemented 
by Australian local government authorities to date coincide closely with the sustainable 
development principles established through the United Nations (1992). They include: 
enhancement of individual and community well-being by following a development 
course that safeguards the welfare of future generations; provision for equity in and 
between generations; and protection of biological diversity and maintenance of essential 
processes and life-support (Australian Government 1992c). 
Striving to achieve the harmony between economIc growth and environmental 
protection assumed to be possible through ESD, local government authorities must 
balance economic, social and environmental goals in their communities. Should 
economIC goals continue to take precedence over environmental preservation, 
ecological sustainability will be difficult to attain. Without adequate attention to 
maintenance of both social and environmental stability, local government's planning 
effort will be an inadequate response to the requirements of ecologiCal sustainability. 
Community work 
Workers within the social welfare field assume various titles in the work place. In this 
study, I have encompassed the tasks of social welfare workers and social planners 
irrespective of their title under the broad heading, community worker. I have elected to 
do so for a number of reasons, including existing definitions, the actual roles of the 
seven community workers participating in this study, and the values which guide their 
practice. I expand on these in chapter five. 
The term community work has always retained a broad enough definition to encompass 
not only communities as localities but also communities within localities that are 
formed through mutual connections or interests such as ethnic or indigenous groups, 
women's groups, people with disabilities, and functional co-operatives (Kenny 1994). 
Inclusion of marginalised communities with specific interests has been a major 
objective of community work. Given this breadth, community work innately concerns 
legitimising difference while at the same time encouraging formation of collectives to 
facilitate expression of community aspirations (Rough ley and Elliott 1995). It is as 
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much a philosophical or an intellectual approach to the world as it is a set of tasks 
(Kenny I 994). 
As a model of social welfare born in the 1960s and most prominent during the 1970s 
and in Australia, the 1980s (see for example Baldry and Vincon 1991; Burghardt 1986; 
Coover et al. 1985; Alinsky 1971), community work proposed that solutions to social 
problems should be addressed as political rather than individual issues (Thorpe and 
Petruchenia I 990). During the I 970s, when five of the seven community workers 
participating in this study either undertook tertiary studies or were employed in the 
social welfare field, the occupation's focus was experiencing a period of change. The 
once psychological, philanthropic, individualist orientation to social welfare in 
education programs began to incorporate the new radical community work arm of social 
welfare informed by sociology, politics and gender studies (Mowbray 1981; Thorpe and 
Petruchenia 1985). Community work engendered the Gandhian model of peaceful 
collective action as opposed to the personal therapy, social welfare models that situated 
the worker as the expert (Kenny 1994; Kelly and SewellI988). 
In Queensland, community work made its local government debut in Townsville around 
1974. Employed only by larger metropolitan and regional councils, community workers 
were set the task of seeking funding to establish community-based services such as 
child-care centres, after school care and holiday programs, aged care services, 
community transport and community halls or centres (Townsville City Council 1975). 
The community work emphasis in Queensland was on development of non-government, 
community-based organisations to provide services to disadvantaged groups within the 
community, freeing up local government workers to co-ordinate community welfare 
services and influence broader welfare policy to ensure it was locally appropriate 
(Menzies et al. 1995). A significant contribution of community work to local 
government has been that it has complemented the work of town planners and engineers 
by encouraging adoption of social justice strategies based on a sophisticated social 
science analysis of human oppression in relation to class, racial and gender-based 
discrimination. 
Environmental planning 
The Environment Institute of Australia (the EIA) recogruses that environmental 
practitioners come from a range of occupational backgrounds including planning, bio-
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physical sciences, economics, geography, social science, engineering, law, agriculture, 
industrial technology and mining (the EIA n.d.). Environmental planners differ from 
town planners because they specialise in linking environmental considerations to the 
land-use planning process. 
Unlike the community workers with tertiary courses accredited by professional 
associations, the ElA does not accredit educational courses for environmental 
practitioners. However, the EIA does aim to advance ethical and competent 
environmental practice through a code of ethics of professional conduct (the ElA n.d.). 
The primary ethical consideration of environmental practitioners according to that code 
of ethics is that: 
The member shall carry out his or her professional activities, as far as possible, in accordance 
with emerging principles of sustainable development and the highest standards of environmental 
protection (the EIA n.d.). 
In accordance with this primary occupational guideline, in this thesis I have 
distinguished environmental planners in local government as those workers who engage 
in tasks aimed at environmental protection in addition to assuming management tasks in 
program implementation, such as regulating and monitoring pollution control levels 
(Graham 1992). The environmental protection role involves strategic planning in 
addition to the regulatory environmental management role and as such incorporates the 
notion of ecological sustainability. 
Environmental planners joined local government authorities in Queensland later than 
community workers. In 1984, the environmental planner in Townsville City Council 
was one of the first appointed in Queensland. Introduction of environmental planners to 
local government in Australia is difficult to gauge due to lack of records. In addition, 
local government employees engaged broadly in environmental tasks do not always 
assume an environmental protection role. For example environmental health officers 
have a longer history in local government than environmental planners but their role has 
been largely technical. Town planners also assume responsibility for environmental 
planning as part of the land-use planning role. By contrast environmental planners are 
specifically responsible for specialist strategic environmental planning that anticipates 
ecologically sustainable outcomes. 
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Both community work and environmental planning can be considered as professions 
because they are represented by professional associations. In discussing them here as 
work areas within local government, I have chosen to avoid entering into the contested 
domain of professionalism. Professionalism is considered to be characterised by a 
number of features including possession of specialised knowledge and skills acquired 
through training and collective responsibility for maintaining the profession as a whole 
organised via a professional body (Dietrich and Roberts 1997). Jones and May (1992) 
add to that list of professional attributes, systematic theory, community sanction, 
authority, an ethical code and a professional culture. While both community workers 
and environmental planners could claim to possess all of the above qualities, there are 
two reasons for avoiding adoption of the professional label for them in this study. 
To begin with, community workers emerge from various training backgrounds as do 
environmental planners. Secondly, given the orientation of the two groups of 
practitioners, their occupational values and those of professionalism can conflict. In 
particular, conflict can occur in relation to the division professionalism can incur 
between the professional and the consumers of the service they provide (Jones and May 
1992). Community workers and environmental planners commonly recognise intrinsic 
value. A further conflict therefore, for these practitioners, is between intrinsic value 
and the economically constructed values of professionalism (Dietrich and Roberts 
1997). 
Thesis structure 
This study is divided into three broad sections: context, description and analysis. The 
study is primarily informed by the exploration of community work and environmental 
planning roles in the case studies. The study context is elaborated in chapters one, two 
and three. Chapter one elaborates upon the association between ecological 
sustainability and integrated planning and explains the tensions within the concept of 
ESD noted above. These difficulties are illustrated through discussion of the experience 
of ll..,AP in local government. Chapters two and three situate the three case studies 
according to the physical, social, cultural, economic, and organisational characteristics 
of Townsville, Douglas and Mackay. An explanation of the methodological rationale 
and study approach are the subject of chapter four. 
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Chapters fi ve and six address the first study objecti ve through description of the roles of 
the community workers and the environmental planners. These two chapters document 
perceptions of study participants about integration of community workers and 
environmental planners in strategic local area planning. The third section of this thesis 
addresses the second and third objectives. Chapter seven returns to the theme of 
integrated planning with the meanings assigned by study participants. Chapter seven 
also considers the role of citizens in integrated planning. Chapter eight elaborates upon 
the constraints to effective integration of community workers and environmental 
planners in the local area planning processes of their councils. Chapter nine submits 
possibilities for overcoming the impediments discussed in chapters seven and eight and 
presents an ecocentric planning framework to inform ecologically sustainable local 
planning practice. 
Ecological sustainability 
and integrated planning 
in local government 
, 
< .' 
Chapter One 
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Some of the difficulties of applying ESD to local area planning were indicated in the 
introduction. This chapter considers those issues in greater detail. The aims of this 
chapter are three-fold. Firstly, the components of ESD are examined with the intention 
of exposing internal conflicts. Secondly, I clarify the connections between ecological 
sustain ability and integrated planning. Finally, the ensuing discussion provides a critical 
appraisal of the broad policy context for this study. 
Ecologically sustainable development 
Act locally, think globally has been a significant motto for capturing the sentiment of 
ecological sustainability in the 1990s. ESD has been a dominant policy theme at all 
levels of government in Australia. That ESD is an extremely amorphous concept is both 
its weakness and its strength. It offers the potential to integrate the competing goals of 
local area planning to which I referred in the introduction. At the same time, it stops 
short of indicating how to bring often conflicting objectives and processes together. 
In this section, I analyse the terms ecological sustainability and development separately. 
Given the definition of ecological sustainability provided in the introduction, I consider 
difficulties experienced in attempting to transform ESD into practical local planning 
strategies. 
A background to ecological sustainability in local government in Australia 
The concept of sustainable development was introduced by the United Nations 
Commission on Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1987 as development that: 
'Meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs' (United Nations 1987, p. 43). Following the United Nations 
Conference on the Human Environment in 1972 and the publication of the Bruntland 
Report, Our Common Future, in 1987, Agenda 21 was produced at the 1992 UNCED 
Earth Summit in Rio. Agenda 21 aimed to transform recommendations of the Rio Earth 
Summit into a blueprint for ESD policy. The ESD role of local government was 
considered significant. Given the long standing environmental management 
responsibilities of local government, Agenda 21 cited local government's role to be 
broad, incorporating community participation in local planning, particularly inclusive of 
Plate 2 (Previous page) Green tree frogs shelter from the tropical summer in a suburban letterbox 
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marginalised groups, among them young people and women. At the other end of the 
spectrum, Agenda 21 encouraged exchange of information about local experience 
amongst local authorities on national and international levels (United Nations 1992). 
In the 1980s and early 1990s, following the publication of Our Common Future (1987) 
and before the Rio Earth Summit each with a strong emphasis on local government 
involvement in ESD, local government authorities in Australia were becoming more 
aware of issues pertaining to development and environmental protection. In response to 
domestic environmental pressure and consciousness raising, the Australian Local 
Government Association (ALGA) commissioned a number of reports. The reports 
uniformly recommended a more integrated planning framework be adopted by local 
authorities to ensure that land-use plans were compatible with social, economic and 
environmental strategic plans (ALGA 1993a; 1993b; Graham 1992; ALGA 1992, 
1990). There were two common themes in all the reports. A more integrated 
interdisciplinary approach to local area planning was required by local government in 
order to embrace ESD. Greater emphasis would also have to be placed on strategic as 
opposed to one-off project planning. 
Serious consideration of ecological sustainability by local government in Australia can 
be traced to an Inter-Governmental Agreement on the Environment 1992. A formal 
agreement was established between the Federal Government, all Australian States and 
Territories and the ALGA in February 1992.· The agreement aimed to establish a 
mechanism to facilitate a co-operative national approach to the environment, a better 
definition of the roles of the respective governments, and enhanced environmental 
protection (Inter-governmental Agreement on the Environment 1992, p. 1-2). 
A survey conducted in 1996 of 770 Australian local government authorities revealed 
that 119 councils, representing all states and territories, were responding to Agenda 21 
by developing a local sustainability strategy (Environs Australia 1996). These local 
initiatives have been supported by a range of national programs including resource 
packages (information packages and tool-kits), training programs and national 
information exchange networks produced through the ALGA and State and Federal 
Environment departments (Environs Australia 1996). By 1993 grants were available to 
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councils to generate projects that would enhance opportunities to meet objectives of 
ESD at the local level. Two significant programs, Building Better Cities (BBC) and 
Integrated Local Area Planning (n..AP) were established during 1992-1993 as joint 
Commonwealth and local government initiatives. Although not overtly derived from 
ESD, both programs had ESD objectives. They aimed to strike a balance between 
economic development and environmental protection and enhancement. As they 
combined social and environmental goals they assisted in informing my study analysis. 
n..AP is discussed at length later in this chapter. 
Before considering the issues associated with ESD and with specific ESD-oriented 
programs, I examine different meanings assigned to development because there appears 
to be a tension between ecological sustainability and development depending on the 
interpretation of development. 
Development 
In contemporary policy discourse, development generally refers to economic growth. 
Even according to the tenets of ESD, a growth rate of three per cent GNP is advocated 
(UNCED 1987), relegating the notion of sustainability ultimately to a numerical 
calculation rather than a commitment to a far more complex phenomenon of well-being 
as it relates to the interdependence of people and the environment (Birkeland 1991). 
Projects which generate both employment and profit are central to the definition of 
development for local government. It is often difficult to conceive of a balance between 
growth and environmental protection because there are numerous instances where 
environmental protection measures curtail development proposals. 
The mainstream development perspective contrasts with an alternative vIew which 
emphasises total community needs rather than growth alone. Community within this 
context is taken to mean a form of social organisation which has human scale, identity 
and belonging, obligations and culture (lfe 1995, p. 90-91). Community has become a 
contested term. Both the argument that it has been used to romanticise or justify 
oppressive structures, and that it has been used in policy to represent social control 
rather than democratic citizen participation (Bryson and Mowbray 1981), have credence 
and are important criticisms. However, I agree with Ife (1995) that the term remains 
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useful because it is still meaningful to people who associate community with cohesion 
of people in a particular place, and with an associated sense of social and cultural 
identity. 
The alternative view of development centring upon community recognises the 
interdependent relationship between people and nature, acknowledges and challenges 
power relationships and sees development as a process that includes both intrinsic and 
utilitarian values. For example, Ife's (1995) view of environmentally aware community 
development is one where community workers assist communities to enrich their 
spiritual, economic and physical well-being. Ife's (1995) model is innovative because 
he added environmental considerations to the long tradition of community work. This 
view contrasts with the economic-growth-centred approach because it proposes that 
social well-being, not profit, should fundamentally influence social, environmental, and 
economic decisions and political affairs CIfe 1995). Ife's (1995) community 
development model replaced the conventional people-environment dichotomy with co-
operatives and community mutualism; an acknowledgment of interdependence. 
Also with a holistic perspective, Shiva C 1990) viewed development as loss of nature and 
therefore destruction of important aspects of social life. She linked her concern about 
declining respect for traditional female roles in developing countries to technological 
advancement. In her critique of development she claimed: 
While gender subordination and patriarchy are the oldest of oppressions, through development 
they have taken on new and more violent forms. Patriarchal categories which define destruction 
as production and regeneration of life as passivity have generated a crisis of survival (Shiva 
1990, p. 191). 
With similar concerns in Australia, Cox (1995) is an advocate of social capital. In the 
search for A Truly Civil Sociery her work promoted a brand of change that rested 
heavily on intrinsic values and increased tolerance of diversity. The work moved 
beyond the distributive paradigm of orthodox Marxism because Cox (1995) advocated 
that development that is driven purely by economics can erode other important aspects 
of social life. She pin-pointed contemporary aspects of private and public life in 
developed countries that were neglected within the current instrumental rationalisation 
of development characterised by technology and competition. Activities such as 
building interpersonal relationships and nurturing of children were devalued within the 
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purely economic definition of development (Cox 1995). In the public sphere, according 
to Cox (1995), there should be time for people to share ideas and participate in making 
decisions that affect the way they live. The important feature of works such as those of 
Shiva (1990), Cox (1995) and Ife (1995) is that they ask how are we to value 
phenomena that have no dollar worth. 
These alternative views of development are constructed upon principles which assume 
justice to encompass not solely distribution of material wealth but also forms of justice 
which cannot be measured quantitatively. When Young (1990) referred to non-
distributive justice, she suggested it would be represented by participatory democratic 
decision-making processes and equality of opportunity without discrimination. She 
argued that both material and non-distributive forms of justice are important but feared 
that neo-conservative economic regimes afford less value to phenomena that cannot be 
valued in monetary terms. By integrating economic factors with social and 
environmental concerns the alternative development perspective is holistic in its aim to 
attain an ecological balance. The importance of material distribution is not denied. 
Rather, it places distribution in proportion to the knowledge that resources are finite. 
Alternative development models usually stress the importance of participation and co-
operation (Nozick 1992) not only as outcomes, but also as processes for attaining justice 
in communities. Conversely, the economic growth oriented model of development is 
focused unilaterally upon outcomes. Arguably, ecological sustainability must embrace 
the broader conceptualisation of justice apparent within the alternative development 
perspective in order to value both social and non-human components of the ecological 
whole. 
Conflicts within ESD 
The discussion of ecological sustainability and development above, illustrates a number 
of conceptual and political issues embedded in ESD. Clearly there exists an ecological 
sustain ability-development cleavage. A central problem in marrying environmental 
protection with the mainstream notion of development is that the two elements are often 
in competition. The Australian ESD Working Groups found these contradictory 
imperatives to be a major obstacle to ESD policy development (Diesendorf and 
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Hamilton 1997). Birkeland (1991) argued that planning theory and practice perpetuate 
the conflict by defining environmental problems as the dilemma of restricting profit 
through sale of public land for private development. 
ESD-inspired initiatives are of course more concerned to protect the natural 
environment than those which ignore the issue of environmental problems. However, 
the issue of how the non-human environment is valued at any time in the context of 
development is vexatious because economic values are quantitative and ecological 
sustainability depends on an acceptance of intrinsic values which are more difficult to 
quantify. Economic growth frequently takes an environmentally destructive form. How 
often are development project decisions determined by endurable levels of consumption 
that recognise that land, water and all life forms are finite? Do local government 
planners consciously aim through prevention of environmental degradation, to ensure 
that future generations have the same range of resources that we have today? 
In the hands of politicians, the term ESD has been misappropriated with the economic 
growth imperative of development subjugating ecological principles. ESD has been 
tied to economics, associated with growth and to technocratic decision-making in the 
political process (Beder 1994). A recent debate in the Seriate of the Australian 
Parliament in May 1997 illustrated the tensions between development and ecological 
sustainability in the policy- making context. 
In the debate pertaining to the wording of the National Heritage Trust Bill (Australia, 
Senate 1997) Australian Democrat, Senator Lees was concerned about the future of the 
environment of the Murray Darling Basin. She argued that the wording of the Draft 
Bill: ' ... with a view to achieving a sustainable future for the basin, its natural system and 
communities' ... should be changed to read: ' ... with a view to achieving an 'ecologically' 
sustainable future for the basin ... '. Senator Lees' rationale for changing the wording 
rests upon the fact that the bill is about the environment, not an economic bill. She 
asserted that: 
.. .if the government's position were consistent, then in bills dealing with the economy we would 
look at environmental sustainability and social sustainability. Wouldn't it be nice if every single 
bill that came before this chamber not only had an economic impact statement but had an 
environmental impact statement and a social impact statement? Sometimes the answer might be 
'no impact' but, on an awful lot of occasions, the bills that you bring into this chamber do have 
an impact on the environment. 
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She suggested that unless any project was environmentally sustainable, it would not be 
either socially or economically sustainable in the longer term. Therefore, she argued 
that this bill about the environment should begin by: 
... preventing further degradation and then working to undo the damage we have done. 
Senator Hill (Minister for the Environment) responded, outlining his reservations about 
the addition of the word 'ecologically' to the Draft Bill. He claimed Senator Lees was: 
. . .inviting questions of interpretation that are unnecessary and might lead to an unexpected 
outcome ... 
Senator Hill argued for: 
... the broader definition of sustainability... that is unqualified... a three anned concept of 
environmental, economic and social sustainability... unless you treat the environment 
sensitively, ultimately you will destroy its economic potential. 
The conflict between the economic and environmental intent of the Bill was heightened 
when Senator Brown (Tasmanian Green) summarised the two sides of the argument in 
the context of possible outcomes: 
If you lose your environment, you do not have your economic base .... The Natural Heritage 
Fund, is aimed at putting money into repair of past environmental damage in the Murray Darling 
Basin. She (Sen. Lees) is saying that we ought to put the word 'ecologically' as an adjective 
before the word 'sustainable' to make it clear that money must be spent within the ambit of 
ecological sustainability. There is only one alternative to that, and that is that money would be 
spent on projects that injure the ecological attributes of the Murray Darling Basin. If it is not 
ecologically sustainable, it must be ecologically damaging. But we have got the Minister for the 
Environment saying, "No, I don't want that word there. It might cause some restriction in the 
way in which I and the Minister for Agriculture spend money for the environment". He adds to 
that... "We have got to also look at economical sustainability," as if the two things are 
incompatible. 
Senator Faulkner (Leader of the Senate in the Labor Opposition and former Minister for 
the Environment) attempted to draw the debate back into the domain of existing ESD 
policy when he asked Senator Hill: 
... whether the government still supports the National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable 
Development. My mind goes back to 1992 when Commonwealth and State and Territory 
governments signed on to that strategy. II involved not only environment groups but also 
industry groups - a very broad number of working groups developing the strategy. What I would 
like 10 hear from the Minister is whether this government is committed to the ESD strategy. 
Although he replied in the affirmative, Senator Hill maintained that: 
... One of the problems has been that the States and the Commonwealth have for a long time been 
negotiating these sort of high principled national strategies, and when the strategy is completed, 
the file is put away. 
(Australia, Senate 1997, Debates, p. 3238- 3242). 
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Senator Hill appeared unable to separate the environment from its substantive economic 
potential. He seemed unable to conceive of the environment as having an intrinsic 
value. Both he and Senator Lees were reluctant to accept each other's application of 
limits. Hence, being so open to interpretation, ESD appears to do little more than 
provide policy documents with a sprinkling of good feeling about environmental 
protection because they are so difficult to implement. Senator Hill was quite right when 
he declared that ESD is a theoretical concept and difficult to apply to policy. 
Implementation of ESD-informed policy is restrained by a lack of recognition that some 
economic compromises must be made if the ESD balance is to be calibrated. Before 
ESD policy frameworks that are able to be applied to practical planning can be 
constructed, ESD principles require more detailed explication. For local governments, 
to embrace ESD will mean shifting from an essential focus on economic growth as the 
primary measure of success, to an ideological model where the environment has a value 
of its own; not solely a utilitarian value to the human community. 
In spite of the ALGA's commitment to ESD, in a recent draft policy document called 
Designing Competitive Spaces (Australian Government and ALGA 1 996b), the 
economic growth goal of local government emphasised the proposed urban planning 
policy for creating competition between local government authorities for economic 
growth. The draft policy was dominated by the object of economic growth, an 
unqualified argument that: 
Australia's economy is increasingly exposed to the inlernarionaJ environment with which we 
must compete if we are to maintain our present quality of life (ALGA 1996. p. 9). 
This draft policy urged local government authorities to compete against one another for 
highest economic growth and thereby significantly contradicted local government's 
commitment to ESD. The draft development policy was unequivocal in its support for 
unrestrained economic growth which not only creates social inequality but also 
environmental degradation (Korten 1990; Trainer 1989). The essential components of 
ecological sustainability are compromised severely by growth that cannot be endured by 
the natural environment and the draft policy did not express concern about the effect 
unrestrained growth could have on the environment. 
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Susrainability in the draft policy referred solely to economic sustainability, the trap 
which Senator Lees tried to avoid in the debate cited above. The policy stated that: 
'They (cities and towns) are places which use resources effectively and work towards a 
sustainable position' (ALGA 1996, p. 4). Unless ecological sustainability is overtly 
recognised it will simply replicate the economically informed position Senator Hill 
expressed during the Senate debate, whereby there is a definite reluctance to limit 
growth, being manifested in yet another government arena. In contrast, the goals of 
local government's integrated planning policy produced three years earlier, also by the 
ALGA, were more consistent with the principles of ecological sustainability (ALGA 
I 993a). The D..AP model emphasised co-operation rather than competition between 
councils (figure I.I). These local government policy examples illustrate the economic 
growth versus environmental protection paradox. 
Agenda 21 has extended the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by adding the non-
human dimension. In 1948 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights stated that: 
Everyone is entitled to rights and freedoms without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, 
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property or other 
status (Article 2). 
In 1992, 44 years later, the Earth Summit produced the Declaration on Environment 
and Development, recognising: 
Human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development. They are entitled to a 
healthy and productive life in harmony with nature (Principle I). 
Although intending to integrate people and the environment, the Rio Declaration did 
I ittle to raise consciousness of the nature of interdependence. Rather, it perpetuated the 
notion that humans are the most important species in the web of life and that nature has 
essentially a utilitarian value to humans. The Declaration could have emphasised 
interdependency had it imposed an ethic of care; responsibility upon human beings to 
protect their physical environment (Warren 1997). 
Local government authorities face infinitely complex decisions about local 
development, determining whether social, environmental or economic imperatives will 
take priority. No development ever seems to satisfy equally all of these planning 
objectives or to concur with the aspirations of the whole community the council 
represents. For example, in the heart of the wet tropical rainforests of far North 
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Queensland, Douglas Shire Council comprises 85 per cent proclaimed wilderness area. 
The Douglas Shire Council has adopted a policy of population limits according to 
environmental carrying capacity but one unforeseen social equity issue emerged; a 
social elitism based on highly valued, natural environment. According to the council's 
elected members and officers, the price of land and housing had become exclusive in 
Douglas Shire, largely restricting residence in the Shire to the wealthy. ABS data 
supports these observations of study participants (ABS 1996). Tourist industry workers 
who attract comparatively low wages are increasingly unable to live in the area where 
they work because of inflated housing costs. A more common example of competing 
social and environmental interests is where proposed local developments which promise 
employment opportunities in the community become contentious because they threaten 
natural eco-systems. These issues are elaborated in the particular case study contexts in 
Chapters Two and Three. 
It must be remembered however, that it is still the early days of local government 
applying ecological sustainability principles to practice. Those local government work 
areas concerned specifically with social equity issues and with environmental protection 
outcomes of local development are the newest in local government. Undeniably, ESD 
in the hands of politicians has been compromised for economic growth and technocratic 
decision-making (Beder 1994), but because ESD brings economic and environmental 
imperatives together it holds an unfulfilled promise of a balanced approach towards the 
economy and the environment. Therefore, in spite of the apparent conflicts, perhaps the 
greatest strength of ESD is that it is inclusive of both human beings and the non-human 
environment. As such, ESD presents a challenge to locate common and respected 
philosophical grounds. In the following section integrated local area planning is 
considered as an early local government response to ecological sustainability. 
Integrated planning 
Although I have argued that ESD is a vague abstraction that is therefore difficult to 
operationalise, integrated planning models are one example of the attempt local 
government has made to implement ecological sustainability goals. In this section 
integrated planning is defined and discussed. ILAP, the specific integrated planning 
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model developed by the Australian Local Government Association for use in councils, is 
then considered in detail. 
Integrated planning defined 
Integrated planning refers to a process which includes participants from a range of 
disciplines such as engineering, town planning, environmental planning, community 
work and administration (ALGA 1993a). The process involves the participants in a co-
operative working arrangement where decision-making is shared. In the local 
government context this interdisciplinary planning approach aims to achieve the 
development of broad and balanced plans that express a local area vision and strategies 
by which it can be realised. In this thesis, planning is considered within local 
government authorities, organisations that are developing strategies for the social, 
cultural, environmental and economic future of a specific, designated geographical area. 
In seeking to enhance each of these broad community attributes, integrated planning 
represents a significant ecological sustainability response. 
Why associate integrated planning and ecological sustainability? 
Contemporary western planning approaches have long been criticised due to their 
preoccupation with how to use land for best economic outcomes (Birkeland 1991; Daly 
and Cobb 1989; Pick vance 1982). Lack of attention to the social and environmental 
consequences of land-use decisions has contributed to social and environmental 
problems (Harvey 1996; Mullins 1976). For example, urban sprawl or extensive broad-
acre development at urban fringes has added significant social and physical 
infrastructure costs, resulting frequently in social inequality (Purdon and Graham 1992). 
Development of this kind has been common in Australian cities and towns over the last 
thirty years and is frequently blamed for the current problem of inadequate physical and 
social infrastructure because it has driven the costs up enormously. Where adequate 
infrastructure is provided for a new area, older areas are often less likely to have their 
infrastructure upgraded as required (Lang 1994; Purdon and Graham 1992). A further 
impact of short-sighted land-use planning has been social isolation for many people who 
are able to acquire cheap housing in new areas but are often without access to public 
transport, local employment opportunities, and basic services such as schools and 
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medical facilities (ALGA 1992; Purdon and Graham 1992; Australian Government 
1991a-e; I 992a-b). 
The outward spread of towns and cities has also had little respect for protection of the 
natural, local environment (Graham 1992). Local governments have had to respond to 
the challenge of managing areas where there are potential threats to people and the 
environment. These include for example, solid and liquid waste management, water 
supply and quality, and traffic and air pollution control (Brown et al. 1992b). In 
addition, the development approval role of local government is particularly significant 
where natural areas, species habitats, significant vegetation, natural resources, and world 
heritage areas may be impinged upon by proposed development (Graham 1992; Brown 
et al. 1992a; I 992b). 
Local government authorities are planning for the future of their community while 
concurrently confronting these social and environmental problems emerging as a result 
of imprudent, unsustainable planning. Councils alone cannot be held responsible for 
these problems as they have little autonomy within the three tiers of government. They 
must however respond to the needs of the local area. Accordingly, the strategic 
planning responsibilities of local government have increased in recent times. Many 
councils that have planned by way of one-off project assessments are having to grasp the 
big picture that includes not only the different aspects of the area but also how each 
relates to the other (Local Government Act 1993 (Qld). Chapters three and eight take up 
this concern in greater detail. 
A more integrated approach that facilitates interdisciplinary co-operation and 
collaboration in policy formulation and planning practice in local government has the 
potential to address the balanced environmental, social and economic outcomes 
ecological sustainability pursues. It is noteworthy that while this sentiment appears 
reasonable in theory, the new Integrated Planning Act 1997 (Qld) which follows New 
Zealand's resource management planning model in its attempt to make connections of 
the various disciplinary planning expertise, has been criticised as having changed very 
little in reality. According to Moon (1997 p. 9), ' ... financial clout will remain the 
dominant planning weapon' without real provision for government to advocate on 
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behalf of environmental or public interest. 
The following section considers the institutional issues associated with integrated 
planning and explains the development of local govemment's integrated planning 
model, !LAP (Integrated Local Area Planning). 
Integrated planning in local government 
Although the focus of this study is interdisciplinary integration at the organisational 
level, a number of issues emanating from other levels of government affect the ways in 
which councils perform. In particular, the approach councils take to ecological 
sustainability is affected by the policies of the Commonwealth and state governments. 
Local government in Australia remains a legal entity of the State and is therefore 
compelled to act within the broad policies of the states and Commonwealth government, 
but historically, has had minimal involvement in developing those policies. 
Policies made at the national level frequently have little relevance to Australian 
communities with enormous diversity, from coastal to inland, from tropical to arid. 
This can also often be true of state government policies, particularly in Queensland 
where two thirds of the population live a considerable distance from the state capital, 
many in remote rural areas. An important development to facilitate more locally 
relevant planning responses was the formal Protocol between the Queensland 
Government and the Local Government Association of Queensland (LGAQ) in 1993 
which clarified the roles and responsibilities of both spheres of government in relation 
to planning and development in the State of Queensland (Queensland Government and 
LGAQ 1993). The Protocol Agreement encouraged partnership structures for policy 
decision-making. 
Formal inter-government partnership agreements have come only after many years of 
local government recording dissatisfaction with its subsidiary role, claiming it was the 
level of government closest to the people, able to offer grass roots experience and 
knowledge to inform policy (ALGA 1990). Even with the improvements in local- state 
arrangements in Queensland, local government has met with minimal success in having 
their requests met for inclusion in a tripartite partnership for national policy 
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development, and remains largely in the background of the policy making structures in 
which the other spheres of government in Australia are involved. A case in point is the 
Inter-Governmental Agreement on the Environment referred to above. The 
Commonwealth and State governments provided the legislative framework but inclusion 
of local government in the partnership agreement was limited. The National 
Environmental Protection Authority proposed under the Agreement limited the role of 
local government to that of observer (Inter-governmental Agreement on the 
Environment 1992). 
The ALGA expressed the need for increased partnership in its relationship with the state 
and federal governments to replace patriarchal arrangements which impeded severely 
the ability of councils to meet the specific needs of the communities they were elected to 
represent (ALGA 1990). The objective of a tripartite partnership arrangement was to 
ensure local government authorities had increased involvement and power in policy 
development and program planning. 
More equitable local government participation was said to require four reforms to inter-
governmental relations: 
• Ensure that local government has adequate opportunities to contribute positively to national 
priorities; 
• Provide local government with adequate resources and adequate infonnation to carry out its 
role; 
• Allow local government to develop a sense of 'ownership' of social and economic programs by 
effective participation in their development and implementation; and 
• Provide local government with a basis for developing its own policies and programs to fit in 
with and support initiatives of other spheres of government 
(Purdon and Graham 1992, p. xii). 
The call for such reforms in 1992 was not a new theme. Similar recommendations were 
made through the Australian Government Commission of Inquiry into Poverty 
(Henderson 1975) and the information papers from the Advisory Council for Inter-
Government Relations (I 981). All reports pointed to the unclear relationship between 
the three spheres of government, the overlap in their roles and responsibilities, wasteful 
expenditure and the resultant confusion within the Australian community on an effective 
process within government (ALGA 1990, p. 2). 
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Given these institutional constraints, local government seems to lose out both ways. It 
has a peripheral role in setting national policy priorities and limited local policy making 
autonomy (Briggs 1992; Purdon and Graham 1992). These institutional issues are 
considered throughout this thesis. The main point here is that this history of 
subordination of local government in the three tier government system continues to 
affect councils. No matter what planning approach a particular council adopts, it is 
subject to the political ideology of state and Federal governments. In spite of the 
constraints outlined above, Diesendorf and Hamilton (1997) in a recent critique of ESD 
policy in Australia, acknowledged that local government has made a more serious and 
enthusiastic advance into ecological sustainability than the State and Commonwealth 
governments. Both the institutional impediments and the growing awareness in local 
government of the importance of ecological sustainability gave impetus to the 
development of ll..AP. 
The ILAP model 
The Local Government integrated planning model ll..AP, was developed as a package 
for local government reform which would result in a more balanced and comprehensive 
local area planning approach. The Australian Local Government Association designed 
the ll..AP model and approximately forty pilot projects were under way in councils 
throughout Australia by 1994. 
The ll..AP model (figure 1.1) was developed at the national level by the ALGA 
following the reports referred to above which recognised the restraints local government 
endured in the conduct of their role. In addition, it had been found that lack of co-
ordination between internal council departments inhibited holistic strategic planning 
(Purdon and Graham 1992; Graham 1992). The methods and structures proposed 
through ll..AP are explained below. The goal of the model, to bring land-use, social and 
environmental planning issues closer together, is considered in relation to a limited 
number of reports from the forty (approximately) funded pilot ll..AP projects, providing 
an insight into the problems with its initial application. 
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The ll..AP model advocated interdisciplinary involvement in strategic local area 
planning and included the three government sectors and the community (figure .1.1). 
Issues of which local area planning must take account were also incorporated in the 
model. The ll..AP proposition posed two fundamental changes. Firstly, that councils 
embrace a strategic planning role; a comprehensive community planning approach 
extending their traditional service provision role. Secondly, through ll..AP the 
compartmentalised structure of councils was challenged to develop an integrated 
approach involving all work areas. Among them community work and environmental 
planning were identified (ALGA 1993a). 
Figure 1.1 Integrated local area planning model 
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By proposing partnership arrangements between the three spheres of govemment and 
focussing the co-ordination of planning activity at the local level, ll..AP placed councils 
in a position to gain greater control over local development (ALGA 1993a). 
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ILAP methodology 
The process that councils are instructed to follow in adopting ll..AP has five steps: 
step 1: 
step 2: 
step 3: 
Involvement of identified contributors to local area planning 
(figure 1.1) in designing the overall planning process. 
The aim of the initial step is to set the scope and the limits to 
the overall planning approach. 
Establishment of an interdisciplinary working culture and identification 
of significant issues facing the community. 
Prioritising of the most significant issues facing the community. These 
are referred to as 'key issues'. 
31 
step 4: Clarifying who is involved in the key issues, what activities they 
undertake, the problem/s to be addressed, aims for improving the current 
situation and actions and targets for outcomes. 
step 5: Implementation of the plan to improve a key issue area as established in 
step 4 
(ALGA 1993a). 
ll..AP did not assume all councils would have the expertise or the organisational 
structure required to adopt the model. The ll..AP guide advised that councils would 
need the specialist skills of economic development, social planning and environmental 
management, as well as new approaches to public health and cultural development 
(ALGA 1993a, p. 18). The guide suggested that councils may be assisted in acquiring 
new skills through reference materials, training programs and multi-skilling or where 
resources were available, by employing specialist staff (ALGA 1993a, p. 18). 
Council structures 
At the structural level, the ll..AP model advocated that councils aim to have compatible 
strategic plans that' .. .influence trends and issues in the locality', and corporate plans for 
' ... administration of the council's own activities' (ALGA 1993a, p. 19). The types of 
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internal council structures to facilitate the integrated planning model grouped functions 
according to community needs and corporate priorities rather than by functional 
departments which can act as competing bureaucracies (ALGA 1993a, p. 21). This 
model offered a range of possibilities including a senior management team, 
amalgamation of social, infrastructure and land-use planning within one department, a 
specialist corporate/strategic planning unit, one overseer of integrated planning across 
traditional council departments or replacing the traditional departments with specialist 
resource units (ALGA 1993a, p. 21). The traditional model which separated functional 
work areas into individual departments was viewed as fragmenting strategic planning 
responsibility (ALGA 1993a). The compartmentalised model also failed to represent 
some key functions at the top decision-making level (ALGA 1993a). 
Potential problems with the ILAP model 
A number of issues are apparent in relation to the !LAP model. They pertain in 
particular to the structures for integrated planning. ILAP decision-making processes 
include providing for all relevant factors to be given due weight and all participants to 
set local priorities. Although the ILAP guide promoted partnership decision-making 
arrangements, it asserted that the councils make planning decisions in the inevitable 
circumstances of incompatible community aspirations. That planners from different 
disciplines may also have incompatible perspectives beyond organisational structure, 
was not acknowledged in the ILAP guides. The experience of attempting to bring land-
use and social planning together in the City of Bellarine, in Victoria for instance, 
reflected that: 
The different community and professional perspectives available in a local government 
each bring with them a wide range of values, understandings of the world and potentially 
different definitions of the planning task (McVicar and Reynolds 1992. p. 46). 
Successful integration depends on planners being informed about the perspective of 
each discipline and accepting the contribution each makes to the overall plan (McVicar 
and Reynolds 1992). If ILAP is to meet a stated aim of placing a greater emphasis on 
'bottom-up implementation-driven processes' to balance 'top-down policy-driven 
approaches' the form participation takes for all parties must be a serious consideration 
in transforming a highly compartmentalised hierarchical organisation into one which 
reflects the model of participatory democracy or partnership ILAP aspires to. All 
participants would need to have equal decision-making power and the resources to 
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enable that level of involvement by all partners (Arnstein 1969). 
In the interdisciplinary planning context, environmental impact assessment (ErA) 
projects have illustrated epistemological conflicts between physical and social planners 
(Craig, 1989; 1990). Although more often viewed as an approach to assess potential 
impacts of proposed development, EIA is also considered to have a planning role 
because its nature is anticipatory (Burdge 1985 and 1987). While EIA aims to integrate 
social and environmental considerations, the Australian EIA experience has 
demonstrated some significant difficulties in combining the two (Craig 1989; Rickson et 
al. I 990a; 1990b; Gibson et al. 1988; Formby 1988). EIA reports have frequently not 
reported social science expertise, methods and findings to the same extent as the 
technical assessments of the physical sciences (Rickson et al. 1990a; Taylor et al. 1990; 
Hindmarsh et al. 1988). One reason for this is that the backgrounds and inclinations of 
agency decision-makers and EIA consultants are typically in the physical sciences 
(Rickson et. al. 1990a). 
These are valuable insights for local governments in the early stages of implementing an 
integrated planning model. Local government directors or departmental heads involved 
in decision making are engineers more often than community workers. Differences in 
interpretation among practitioners within integrated planning affect how problems are 
identified and how the relationship between theory and action is understood (Rickson et 
al. I 990a). The same caution was raised by Blahna and Yonts-Shepard (1989) in 
relation to internal power struggles within integrated planning teams which can affect 
the development of resource plans. In their experience with the United States National 
Forest Management project, economists accustomed to having primary influence in 
development agencies were less sympathetic to decision making or evaluative methods 
that challenged the primacy of economic concepts (Blahna and Yonts-Shepard 1989). 
The subordination of social and cultural issues in interdisciplinary projects is well 
documented in relation to Social Impact Assessment. Commonly, the problem is 
viewed as the consequence of appointing project managers with a positivist perspective 
who have little regard for the social science contribution, and a participatory approach 
(Rickson et al. 1990a). There appears to be a preference among decision makers for a 
technical approach due to the still dominant, positivist paradigm which retains faith in 
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the belief that, 'To make impacts count in assessments, they must be quantified and 
priced' (Carley and Bustelo 1984, p. 213). 
In 1997, sponsored by the three levels of government and funded by the 
Commonwealth, twenty-six Building Better Cities (BBC) projects aimed to ' .. .improve 
the efficiency and equity' of the operation of Australian cities' (Hundloe and McDonald 
1997, p. 96). The evaluation of the BBC Program asserted that there were two major 
obstacles to the projects meeting ESD objectives; professional boundaries and lack of 
strategic planning coherence (Hundloe and McDonald 1997). These issues experienced 
within interdisciplinary projects are pertinent to ILAP as a rationalist approach has long 
dominated planning and restricts the field to a positivist technological approach and to 
the values of the planning agency (Davidoff 1973). Integrated planning encourages a 
new relationship between social and physical sciences. It challenges the physical 
sciences which have in the past proceeded with little knowledge of human behaviour in 
an empirical sense, to expand their analytic frameworks. Reports from pilot ILAP 
projects also indicated some difficulties in the application of the model (Ballarat City 
Council 1994; Lang 1994; Hazebroek 1994). 
The pilot projects 
A number of the pilot projects funded under ILAP experienced difficulty in applying the 
ILAP model/principles. Firstly, any model developed for use by local government must 
ensure enough flexibility to recognise the diverse physical and social characteristics of 
the hundreds (831 in 1990 according to Jones 1993) of individual councils. Secondly, 
the requirement of ILAP for integration to occur at the inter-governmental, 
interdisciplinary and organisational levels simultaneously, was an extremely complex 
task. Each of these limitations of ILAP in the early stages of application in councils is 
considered below. 
Ability of the model to reflect local government diversity 
There is no doubt that ILAP aims to be holistic, incorporating the environment and 
people. However, that goal is extremely complex. To adopt the model in its entirety 
would, for most councils, demand fundamental changes. Not only would significant 
structural changes take time, but because local government authorities are so diverse 
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they would occur in different sequences depending upon the particular circumstances of 
councils. ll...AP guidelines recognised that the model must be able to be tailored for each 
particular area/council: 
... (/LAP) aims to make land use planning more effective by improving relationships with other 
imponant elements of planning, whether it be undertaken by other agencies, other parts of 
council, or in concert with the local community or the private sector. How this is done will vary 
from state to state, and most appropriate internal and external relationships will vary from 
council to council (Lang 1994, p. 22). 
Inevitably, that translates into a need for councils to identify different local issues. 
Local issues therefore direct where the implementation of ll...AP should begin. For 
example, the ll...AP project in Ballarat City Council in Victoria undertook to develop a 
community plan (Ballarat City Council 1994). In the northern Adelaide region an ll...AP 
project was established to increase integration between councils in the region as well as 
between the Local, State and Commonwealth governments throughout the region 
(Hazebroek 1994). On the north coast of New South Wales, two additional !LAP 
projects approached integrated planning from yet another perspective: in Tweed Heads 
an integrated strategic planning process was developed to build a more integrated 
approach with external planning and development agencies (Lang 1994). In its 
conclusions, a range of institutional structures were recommended to enhance 
integration within the planning areas of council as well as between planning bodies 
within the region (Lang 1994). Coffs Harbour took a participatory planning approach to 
revising its strategic plan with the objective of establishing an effective community 
consultation model (Lang 1994). These few cases demonstrate that individual councils 
approached !LAP from quite different perspectives. 
Multi-level integration 
The pilot projects referred to above did not embrace all three levels of ll...AP: integrated 
strategic planning, organisational reform and improved inter-governmental relations. In 
the evaluation of the !LAP program the failure of the forty funded projects overall, to 
tackle all three levels was viewed as their most significant limitation (Purdon 1995). 
Conducting a program evaluation, Purdon (1995) considered that when refined to 
include anything less than the three levels of change, ll...AP lost the ability to achieve its 
aims and improve community well-being (Purdon 1995). The level most inadequately 
addressed through ll...AP was organisational reform. A significant barrier to !LAP 
achieving the three objectives was a poor understanding on the part of participants in the 
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pilot projects of the whole ll..,AP model. 
Particularly gennane to this study, the pilot project reports isolate poor practitioner co-
ordination and integration as a restriction to integrated planning. They considered 
traditional council structures to have segregated activities in a way that made it difficult 
to create a co-operative planning model where power and expertise needed to be more 
evenly shared. These issues are considered in relation to the empirical findings of this 
research in Chapters Five, Six and Seven. 
Summary 
This chapter has highlighted the contradictions which exist within the concept of ESD. 
Despite the difficulties of balancing economic and environmental objectives to achieve 
ESD, the alternative development perspective incorporating intrinsic as well as 
instrumental values enables a more harmonious connection between the two. Through 
ll..,AP, integrating social, economic and environmental objectives, local government in 
Australia has made a serious attempt to apply ecological sustainability principles. 
Having illustrated through the above examples that there exist certain obstacles to 
integrated planning in local government authorities, my aim throughout this work is to 
further explore these concerns by focussing upon the issues relating to integration of 
social and environmental practitioners in the case studies. 
Early experiences of ll..,AP emphasise the diverse responses of different councils and 
illustrate the fact that a local government planning model must be flexible enough to 
accommodate different types of organisations and communities. The ll..,AP project 
reports consulted here recognise, in particular, difficulties in linking the range of 
different professional perspectives represented by council staff into project 
implementation. Striking the ecological sustainability balance between economic and 
environmental planning outcomes depends upon interdisciplinary co-operation and 
knowledge sharing. As ll...AP is developed further in councils there is potential for its 
ecological sustainability goals to be achieved because the model encompasses all of the 
basic requirements of ecological sustainability. However, the experience of the ll..,AP 
pilot projects suggests that traditional power relations between council departments and 
practitioners may be a serious constraint to the success of the model if not closely 
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examined. 
The three councils participating in this study were not involved in ILAP pilot projects 
but all were reviewing their corporate structure in 1995 at the time of this research. 
Their approach to introducing elements of ILAP was not always consciously linked to 
the model. However, their efforts to integrate social and environmental concerns more 
fully into local area planning provide important insights into both constraints to 
integrated planning and the potential for community workers and environmental 
planners to advance it. 
The following chapter provides a further level of context to the case studies. Each 
councils is introduced in relation to its particular characteristics. 
Townsville, Douglas and 
Mackay in profile 
Chapter Two 
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My aims in this chapter are to introduce the case study areas and the sustainability issues 
confronting the respective councils. Before describing the particular characteristics of 
the three places, I situate them in the broader domain of recent Queensland political 
history, including environmental politics. The geographic, economic, social and 
political situation of each council area are reflected in difference in local culture, 
environmental concerns and city visions. The distinct responses of the three councils to 
ecological sustain ability are then linked to their particular characteristics. 
North Queensland politics in recent history 
Settled in the late Nineteenth Century, Douglas, Mackay and Townsville, each with 
historically significant ports on the north Queensland coast, are remote from Brisbane, 
the State Capital (figure 2.1). All three are located in the tropical area of a very 
disparate State. The tropical areas of Queensland cover fifty-four per cent (or 933,000 
square kilometres) of the State (Harris and Crossman 1980). Queensland Government 
policy should take into account that two-thirds of the State's population live outside 
Brisbane at the very south-eastern comer of the State. In recent history, that has not 
always occurred. The attributes and culture of each place vary, but living in the tropics, 
distant from a capital city, provides certain commonalities and affinities. 
Twenty years pnor to a long conservative political reign, north Queensland was 
internationally prominent as the red north. For more than three decades from the 1930s 
onwards, communist activity was a feature of daily life in north Queensland. The local 
government authorities of Townsville, Douglas and Mackay were involved along with 
numerous other north Queensland councils in what has been described as: 
A political episode in which north Queensland differed from the rest of Australia in showing 
itself better infonned about international events, mOTe committed to democratic values, more 
generous in sympathy, less obsessed with local issues and factional jealousies.... (Menghetti 
1981. p. i). 
Under the Queensland National Party Government led by Joh Bjelke-Petersen from 
1965 to 1989, state government power and policy decisions were centralised In 
Brisbane. During that period, Queensland was internationally notorious as the most 
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corrupt and authoritarian state of Australia (Reynolds 1993; Coal drake 1989; Lunn 
1987; Patience 1985). Far from being a ' ... humble servant of the people', the 
Queensland National Party Government is remembered as a regime which sought to 
restrict what were previously regarded as fundamental democratic rights (for example, 
political demonstrations), or to disregard or obfuscate basic consultation procedures 
(Coal drake 1989, p. 7). Indeed, the revelations of cronyism, cover-ups and the 
politicisation of public appointments and other government practices tended to 
demonstrate the extent to which the interests of the National Party had increasingly 
over-ridden those of accountable and democratic government (Patience 1985). For 
Bjelke-Petersen the government was accountable to a higher authority than that of the 
people or the State; to 'God, the Bible, and his own sense of morality' (Coal drake 1989, 
p. 67). This style of state government meant there was little opportunity for regional 
planning and decision-making even though state decisions did not always reflec! all 
regions' aspirations. 
Emergence of the environmental movement in the north 
During the mid to late 1970s development, population and economic growth increased 
with a flurry in the provincial centres of north Queensland (Harris and Crossman 1980). 
The rapid growth was accompanied by a burgeoning vanguard of environmentalists 
speaking a language of dissent in relation to environmentally damaging development. 
The environmentalists aimed to counter unrestrained development, espousing constraint 
to consumerism on the basis that natural resources are finite (Armit et al. 1991). In 
Douglas Shire and Townsville, the fervour and passion of battles to preserve sensitive 
coastal or forested environments compares with the intensity of the communist 
campaigns of the 1930s and '40s. Examples of such environmental struggles are 
provided in the ensuing discussion of the three case study environments. 
Three places in profile 
This section provides brief geographical, economic, social and cultural descriptions of 
Townsville, Douglas and Mackay. Each area is considered separately prior to a 
discussion about the specific issues of ecological sustainability each council confronts in 
the context of their development plans. 
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Figure 2.1 The Case Study Areas Within Australia 
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Townsville: 'capital of the north' 
Following the establishment of a port in 1865, Townsville was declared a municipality 
in 1866 and as a city in 1902. The area is estimated to have been inhabited by 
Aborigines for more than 40,000 years. With the burgeoning gold mining boom and 
the establishment of a sugar and cattle industry, the town grew steadily to accommodate 
a population of 45,000 people by 1956 (Townsville City Council 1992). 
Widely regarded as the unofficial capital of north Queensland, in February 1981 
Townsville became my home for sixteen years. In spite of warnings raised by Glesne 
and Peshkin (1992) that familiarity can constrain effective data collection when 
conducting research in your own town, and that the divulgence of potentially 'politically 
risky' infonnation can compromise both researcher and study respondent, I decided to 
include Townsville in this study. I remained convinced that such foibles are balanced 
by the advantages of bringing personal knowledge and experience to research (Reinharz 
1992). I therefore weave personal perceptions into the following descriptions of 
Townsville. 
The physical environment 
Townsville, located on the coast, 1,113 kilometres north of Brisbane by air, covers an 
area of 1,865.5 square kilometres. Although Townsville is regarded as an urban centre 
(OPIE 1994), fifty-three per cent of its total area was classified as rural in 1991 (ABS, 
1991). With changes to electoral boundaries in 1994 (figure 2.2), the rural and potential 
urban growth areas within Townsville were expanded. The re-alignment of electoral 
boundaries resulted in Townsville expanding further towards the south of the city to 
include Cape Cleveland and Mt Elliott National Park (EARC 1991). 
Although Townsville is generally characterised as a major urban, regional centre, 
distinct land systems contribute to the biodiversity of Townsville'S environment. They 
include coastal plains, wetlands (including mangrove forests), mountain ranges, grass 
lands and savanna woodlands (Queensland Government 1996d). 
The City of Townsville provides access to the Great Barrier Reef which was inscribed 
on the World Heritage List in 1981 as a property with significant environmental and 
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cultural value (Australian Government I 995a). The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is 
not only a major species habitat but also the haven for reefs and seagrass. National 
parks and nature conservation reserves include Magnetic Island, Paluma Range and 
Bowling Green Bay National Parks, and Cape Pallarenda and the Town Common 
Conservation Parks (figure 2.4). 
Townsville's rainfall is variable and dry conditions tend to place stress upon plants and 
soils (Townsville City Council 1992). The Townsville landscape was green when I 
arrived in late February 1981 following thirty continuous days of wet-season rain. This 
was unusual in Townsville, generally regarded as the dry tropics with high humidity and 
low rainfall. I was to experience only one more season with such heavy and persistent 
rain during the following fifteen wet seasons. I waited desperately for a cool change 
which I had always been able to anticipate with some confidence in Melbourne, but not 
so in the dry tropics. The dryness was contrasted however, by the coast, and views to 
Magnetic Island five kilometres to the east of Townsville. Magnetic Island is a suburb 
of Townsville but its character is very different (plate 12). Magnetic Island has a local 
population of approximately 1,500 people which is increased with tourists throughout 
the year creating a year-round leisurely ambience. 
Population and economy 
In 1986, Thuringow·a, the fastest growing Shire in Queensland, with an area of 4,115 
square kilometres, was declared a city (Townsville City Council 1992). Until then, 
Townsville City incorporated the adjoining Thuringowa Shire (figure 2.2) and both fell 
within the auspice of Townsville City Council. In 1991, the population of the 
Townsville-Thuringowa northern sub-region had reached approximately 125,000 (Rider 
Hunt 1991). Of that population, 87,000 resided permanently in Townsville (ABS 1991) 
and approximately 38,000 in Thuringowa. The Townsville-Thuringowa region has 
experienced relatively stable population growth with an average annual growth rate of 
2.2 per cent between 1971 and 1996 (ABS 1996; Townsville City Council 1989, p. 22). 
However, the growth rate slowed slightly during the period from 1991 to 1996. 
The greatest growth period in Townsville'S history was between 1966 and 1976 when 
the population increased by fifty per cent. High growth at that time was related to the 
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Figure 2.2 Townsville-Tburingowa Local Government Boundaries 
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Figure 2.4 Areas of Nature Conservation Significance in Townsville 
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federal trend towards de-centralisation and the establishment of Townsville as 
Queensland's major regional administration centre (Harris 1990). Many state and 
Commonwealth departments established offices in Townsville thus broadening the 
city's diverse economic base (table 2.1). 
Table 2.1 Principal characteristics of Townsville City 
Features 
Area 
Total Size 1996 
Urban area 1991 
Rural area 1991 
Protected Environmental Areas 
World Heritage Areas 
National Parks 
Population 
Total persons counted census 1996 
Projected population in 2005 
Status 
resident 
visitor 
Ethnicity 
Aborigine 
Torres Strait Islanders 
Australian born 
Overseas Born 
British, United States, New Zealand 
or South African 
Other countries 
Local Industry 
industry as % of workforce /996 
Retail 
Public Administration and Defence 
Health and Community Services 
Education 
Propeny and Business 
Manufacturing 
Construction 
Accommodation. cafes & restaurants 
Transpon and Storage 
Wholesale Trade 
Personal & Other Services 
Cultural & Recreational Services 
Finance & Insurance 
Not Stated 
Other 
Urban Development 
1,865 square km 
46% 
54% 
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, Magnetic Island 
Magnetic Island, Paluma Range, Bowling Green Bay 
88,348 
140,000 projected 
79,037 
9,309 
2,618 
919 
71,526 
II ,608 
6,561 
5,047 
13.8 % 
11.7 % 
10.3 % 
8.9 % 
8.8 % 
8.0% 
6.0% 
5.6 % 
4.9 % 
4.8 % 
3.8 % 
3.3 % 
2.1 % 
1.7 % 
6.3 % 
New Residential Dwellings 1990 -95 4,444 
Sources: ABS, 1986, 1991 and 1996; Townsville City Council, 1989. 
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As the main regional centre in north Queensland, Townsville supplies the administrative 
and educational services for the whole region from Mackay to Cairns. The Port of 
Townsville has been operational since 1866, facilitating significant export and import in 
the region including the large mining town of Mt. Isa (Taylor 1980). In addition, 
Townsville accommodates Lavarack Barracks, the largest army base in Australia with 
over 4,000 army personnel and their families, as well as a Royal Australian Airforce 
base, James Cook University with 1,000 staff and 8,000 students, and a large TAFE 
college. Copper and nickel processing plants have also been stable industries in the city 
since the 1950s (Townsville City Council 1989). Tourism, particularly on Magnetic 
Island, has contributed to the Townsville economy since late last century (Taylor 1980) 
and increased during the 1970s and 1980s (Australian Economic Consultants 1997). 
The unique culture of the tropics 
It is not uncommon for 'southerners' to think Townsville is a northern beach suburb of 
Brisbane. Travelling the seemingly endless coastal road on my initial journey from 
Melbourne to Townsville I reached Brisbane, surprised to find I was only half way to 
Townsville. Thea Astley's richly descriptive novels about tropical north Queensland 
had scarcely prepared me for its strikingly distinctive culture. When I finally arrived in 
Townsville, I felt as though I was in a different country. Wide streets with no footpaths 
and a low density of wooden buildings gave a sense of spaciousness. The air was 
steamy and heavy with the clinging odours of the tropics. The rich olfactory remnants 
of a good mango season lingered in the absence of a breeze. Compared with 
Melbourne, Townsville had a presence of life outdoors, on the street, on verandas, in 
parks under trees; outside rather than inside hotels. 
Townsville has frequently been conjured as a workers city and as a non-metropolitan 
city it offers elaborate social and cultural facilities (Townsville City Council, 1992). 
When the nine Townsville City Council staff who participated in the study were asked 
how they would describe the city to a newcomer, several.highlighted the extensive range 
of activities and facilities Townsville offered. They also shared a perception that the 
city had a stable and diverse economic base. The unique culture of Townsville is 
considered below in terms of urban development, multicultural issues, community 
welfare issues and environmental issues. 
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Urban development 
In Townsville urban development has occurred outwards from the city centre to the 
north and south. The accent upon rural residential development since the local 
government boundary changes in 1994 have significant social and environmental impact 
implications which are discussed later in this chapter in relation to ecological 
sustainability. 
Attributes of modem architecture more commonly applied to temperate climates in 
metropolitan areas contrast with special tropical features in Townsville. Policies made 
in Brisbane reflect the tyranny of distance as they are often oblivious to the culture of 
the north. Development trends and building styles are also sometimes at odds with the 
special experiences of living in the tropics - the hot, humid climate where residents 
spend much time outdoors. Developers build brick bungalows without verandas and 
banks of air conditioning which characterise one solution of modem, residential 
architecture in the tropics. 
Residential settlement patterns on the city fringe create long distances between residents 
and employment and facilities such as health care, education and child care. Access 
difficulties are exacerbated by an undeveloped public transport system. Of the eighty 
per cent of Townsville's workforce who regularly use one method of travel to work, 
only one per cent used public transport and 0.8 per cent of those travelled by bus (ABS 
1996). In addition, private vehicle ownership in the region is much higher than the 
average for the State of Queensland. According to the 1996 census data, there were 
29,502 vehicles among 34,452 private households in Townsville and 58.2 per cent of 
the workforce travel to work as the driver of a car. 
Multicultural issues 
Indigenous and ethnic groups represent approximately twelve per cent of the Townsville 
population. Eighty-nine percent of all Townsville residents over five years of age speak 
English at home. The largest non-English speaking groups include Italian, (0.7%), 
Macedonian (0.5%), German (0.5%), Greek (0.5%), Indigenous Australian languages 
(0.4%), and Chinese languages (0.4%) (ABS 1996). The 303 cultural organisations and 
activities listed in the Townsville and Thuringowa area, provide social and service 
networks to the ethic and indigenous communities (Queensland Government I 996b). In 
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addition, approximately 3,000 people on the isolated Palm Island community (20 
minutes by air from Townsville) are dependent on services and facilities (including 
educational and health services) provided in Townsville although they are part of the 
Hinchinbrook Shire since local government boundary changes in 1994. 
Community welfare issues 
According to a recent draft policy report of the Townsville-Thuringowa Strategy Plan 
(Queensland Government 1996b), Queensland has a much lower level of community 
welfare related expenditure than other Australian States. Given that a wide geographical 
area has to be serviced with government funds, the welfare funding level in north 
Queensland is also lower than that for metropolitan areas. Consequently, approximately 
seventeen per cent of Townsville families, many of those Aborigines and Torres Strait 
Islanders, are living in poverty (Queensland Government 1996b). 
Factors which contribute to local poverty and social disadvantage include an 
unemployment rate which has varied between six and twelve per cent over the last six 
years, a poor public transport system and an under-supply of affordable housing 
(Queensland Government 1996b). Of 38,991 people in employment, 11,574 were 
employed on a part-time basis (ABS 1996), a factor which may have significant quality 
of life implications. 
Like many north Queensland towns, Townsville has a presence of indigenous people 
living in city parks. Racial disharmony is apparent through regular public debates on 
the issue of indigenous park dwellers (Townsville Bulletin 1983-1996) which has raged 
for more than thirty years. High levels of unemployment and homeless ness among 
indigenous people lead to significant health problems for them throughout north 
Queensland. These structural conditions result in increased demand for welfare services 
that can be difficult to address when the area has one of the highest mobility rates in 
Australia (52.6 per cent between 1986-1991) (Queensland Government 1996b). 
Environmental issues 
In Townsville, proposals for development within areas in close proximity to the reef 
have been met with some strenuous opposition from the community. Townsville has a 
large community of environmental scientists associated with the array of local 
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environmental bodies including the world-renowned marine studies program at James 
Cook University, the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, CSIRO, and the 
Australian Institute of Marine Science (AJMS). These organisations provide 
Townsville with a much larger than average contingent of environmental expens. 
Together with other concerned members of the community, these citizens operate at 
times in the capacity of voluntary expens, informing the environmental side of 
development debates. Thus, a number of informed animated campaigns have been 
launched against development proposals in Townsville which have threatened 
significant areas of natural environment. 
Florence Bay on Magnetic Island remains one of several highly publicised examples of 
such action. The bay was earmarked for a $400 million reson in the 1980s by the 
National Pany Government in Queensland (Waters 1992). Local conservationists and 
residents mounted a long campaign against the development on two counts. Firstly on 
the basis of the negative effect the development would have on the reef and secondly, 
because Magnetic Island has poor water, sewage and road infrastructure. The future of 
the reson development was decided in a local government referendum in 1989. The 
referendum, a unique example in Australia of a council calling upon citizens to vote on 
the future of a development proposal, resulted in sixty per cent of voters opposing any 
reson development at Florence Bay. In 1992, following an election promise 
(Townsville Bulletin 23 June 89, p. 5) the newly elected Labor Government in 
Queensland added seventy-four hectares to the Magnetic Island National Park by 
including Florence Bay (Townsville Bulletin 18.5.92). 
Mackay: A wealth of natural resources 
The physical environment 
Mackay City at the southern end of Nonh Queensland, is lodged between the two major 
nonhern Queensland centres outside Brisbane - Townsville 400 kilometres to the nonh 
and Rockhampton a similar distance to the south. The city sits in a valley protected on 
one side by a ring of forested mountains and is screened from the oceans of the Great 
Barrier Reef by mangroves. Much of the rural district of Mackay is occupied by sugar 
cane fields that provide both aesthetic and economic significance (plate 4). 
Plate 4 
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Cane fields characterise Mackay 
Elliott 1988, p.74 
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As a poiilt of entry to the Great Barrier Reef, Mackay, like Townsville and Douglas, 
encompasses significant nature conservation and World Heritage areas (figure 2.5). 
However, the large National Parks in the region fall mostly within the catchment areas 
of neighbouring councils as do a number of the Whitsunday Islands. Several of the 
Islands fall within the area of Mackay City (figure 2.5). 
Mackay was amalgamated with Pioneer Shire in April, 1994 (EARC, 1991), resulting in 
Mackay, a once small, predominantly urban shire, increasing in area from 3,591 hectares 
to 281,613 hectares (figure 2.3 and table 2.2). That area consists of 2,820 square 
kilometres of mainland, 100 square kilometres of islands and 25,644 square kilometres 
of ocean (Mackay City Council 1996). 
Population and economy 
Founded in 1869, Mackay City is one of the larger north Queensland centres. The 
population of Mackay expanded considerably from approximately 22,000, to 63,648 
following amalgamation with Pioneer. Like Townsville, Mackay experienced a steady 
rate of population and economic growth between the mid I 970s and late 1980s. 
Figure 2.5 Areas of Nature Conservation Significance in Mackay 
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Table 2.2 Principal characteristics of Mackay City 
Area 
Total Size 1996 
Urban Area 1991 
Rural Area 1991 
Population 1996 
FEATURES 
Total people counted at home census 1996 
Projection for 2000 
Status 
Resident 
visitor 
Ethnicity 
ATSI 
Non-ATSI 
Overseas Born 
Local Industry 
industry as % of workforce J 996 
Retail Trade 
Manufacturing 
Construction 
Health and Community Services 
Propeny and Business Services 
Wholesale Trade 
Transpon and Storage 
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Mining 
Education 
Accommodation, Cafes and Restaurants 
Personal and Other Services 
Finance and Insurance 
Government Administration & Defence 
Other 
Urban Development 
New residential Dwellings 1990 to 1994 in Mackay 
New residential Dwellings 1990 to 1994 in Pioneer 
New residential Dwellings 1995 in new Mackay 
2,,887 square Ian 
2.2% 
97.8 % 
71,894 
76,098 
65,756 
6,123 
2,606 
62,313 
6,975 
15.4 % 
11.2% 
8.2 % 
8.1 % 
7.4 % 
7.3 % 
6.7 % 
6.6% 
6.4 % 
5.6% 
3.7 % 
2.8 % 
2.9 % 
8.6 % 
977 
2,987 
882 
Sources: ABS 1986,1991 and 1996; DPIE 1994 
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The major population growth in the region between 1986 and 1991 took place In 
Pioneer and in the large adjoining rural shires. 
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Like Townsville, Mackay was built around a port. The city's largest export has always 
been sugar, an industry founded on the support of the Kanaka labour of South Sea 
Islanders who were recruited to Queensland in large numbers berween 1863 and 1904 
(Moore 1985). The major industries in the area have continued to be agriculture and 
service provision for nearby extractive enterprises; particularly large coal mines. 
After Townsville, Mackay has the second highest regional economic output per head of 
population in Queensland (Mackay City Council 1995, p. 2). In 1996, average 
household income in Mackay was $637 per week compared to the Queensland weekly 
average of $61 I and the Townsville average of $649. Weekly household income in 
Douglas Shire, at $6 I 7 compares more closely with the average throughout the region 
and state (ABS 1996). 
In addition to the sugar and beef industries from which Mackay originally derived the bulk 
of income, cotton, maize, potatoes and timber industries have been developed In 
hinterland areas (Australian Government 1974). More recently, coal has become an 
important industry for the city and hopes are still held for an increase in tourism (table 
2.2). 
In spite of being a strong economic region, staff of the Mackay City Council interviewed 
in this study alluded to the sense of isolation the region experiences: 
We're by ourselves .... When the Premier comes to Mackay he says what a great contribution we are 
making to the economy, and it is one of the richest areas in Queensland. The GOP is so high here. 
Yet they'll set a new Department of Transpon in Rocky. They'll set up Family Services or Spon and 
Recreation in Townsville. I said to them thal we're worse off than we ever were (Mayor, Mackay 
City Council 1996). 
However, there was also an optimistic view of the physical location of Mackay which 
points out that: 
Both Mackay's prosperity and its relative isolation may have shaped the hardy self-reliance 
which outsiders attribute to us. . .. Certainly there is great strength in such a self-reliant 
ethos ... peopie are willing to work together for common purposes and their loose associations and 
networks of contacts usually have long histories (Armit et. al. 1991, p. 2). 
Indeed, in response to the perception of receiving inadequate government attention and 
resources, Mackay led the way in 1995 to organising a Voluntary Regional Organisation 
CVRO) forming eight local government authorities in the north-central Queensland area 
into an incorporated body with the objectives of fostering co-operation and co-ordinating 
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responses to issues of regional importance and promoting the needs of the region to State 
and Commonwealth Government ministers (Mackay City Council 1995, p. 4). 
Multicultural issues 
South Sea Islanders constituted forty-five per cent of Mackay's population in 1875 (Moore 
1985). In 1996, Aborigines represented approximately 1.8 per cent of Mackay's total 
population and Torres Strait Islanders 1.4 per cent. The total overseascborn population 
was 6,975 or 9.6 per cent. Of those 3.4 per cent were born in the United Kingdom, and 1.8 
in New Zealand. English is the first language spoken at home by 93.4 per cent of Mackay 
residents over five years of age. Statistically the most significant other language spoken at 
horne in Mackay (0.6 per cent) is Maltese (ABS 1996). 
There remains a large Islander population in Mackay, possibly the largest In any 
Australian town. According to a Mackay study participant: 
There is a smaller number of Aboriginal people. But there is a growing number of Torres Strait 
Islander people ... There's a lot of disharmony between the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people and the South Sea Island people. I think that's largely due to the fact that South Sea 
Islanders were originally eligible for ATSIC funding and they were cut out of that in about 1986 
or 1987 (Community Development Worker, Mackay City Council). 
Community welfare issues 
Mackay had a five per cent unemployment rate in 1996 compared to the rate of 5.8 in 
Townsville. According to the Community Development Worker in Mackay there is an 
unemployment rate of between fifty and sixty per cent among indigenous people in 
Mackay. Of 30,709 people in employment, 8,797 were employed on a part-time basis 
(ABS 1996). 
Mackay has a long history of employing community development workers in the council. 
In 1974, with funds through the Australian Assistance Plan (AAP), Mackay developed the 
Mackay Regional Council for Social Development (MRCSD) with eight surrounding 
councils. Through its life the MRCSD has supported the development of varied local 
projects, services and facilities. One of those was 'Visions 2008', a community 
development process to ascertain community aspirations for the city in a twenty year plan 
(plate 5). 
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A Plan for the 
Future Mackay 
\AMj~TIS llE "VISIONS 2008" CONFERENCE? 
Dunne the next ~ decades. our community .... 11 face 
challenees. some 01 which will be quite unUke anyth1nc It has 
encountered before. 
VJe have both ~ responsibility ~nd the ability to influence the 
future shape of ourcommunlty by Joining with others to take.an 
aclh.<e role In kjentlfytne the challences and the stratq:ies we 
will need to deal with them. 
If we are to have the Mackay you want In 20 yeal'5 time please 
enter your hopes and fears below and drop in boxes 
provided at. .. 
MACKAY CITY COUNcu. PIONEER SHIRE COUNCIL 
PIONEER NEWS, DUNKHELO GARDENS, VICTORIA ST. 
CENTREPOINT. VICTORIA ST. CIlYHEART . 
MT. PLEASANT SHOPPING CENTRE, NORTH MACKAY. 
CANELANOS SHOPPING CENTRE. MANGROVE ST. 
TWO HOPES TWO FEARS 
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Wh.iIr Vr' your HOPES Ictr AiACKAY by ,~ 
~a,}()06? 
1. __ . _________ .... _ .. __ .... ____ .. __ .... , .. _._ .. __ ..... -... -_ .. _. __ .-_ ... _ ..__ .. -_ .......... __ ._. 
2. . _______ . _____ ... ___ ... ___ .. __ .. __ ._ .. _. 2 ............. __ ....... __ . _____ .. _ ............ _ ....... _._ ... _ 
Plate 5 
The VISIONS 2(X)B Conference will be held in the Entertainment Centre on 
Saturday t 5t July ana Sunday 2nd July. 
REGlSmATION FORMS: at Mackay or Pioneer Councils. 
Enquiries at the Mackay City Councilor Phone: 57 2741 
Visions 2008 Conference Advertisement 
Annit et a!., 1991, pp. 21. 
The project emanated from the Mackay Conservation Group's disenchantment with the 
pace of local development and its perceived reckless approach towards environmental 
protection CArmit et aI. 1991). Community meetings, surveys and workshops culminated 
in a conference concerned with the long-tenn future of the Mackay region. Although the 
extent to which the council plans have recognised the conference recommendations is not 
known, the emphasis was community participation. The aim was to encourage 
involvement from a broad range of communities of interest within Mackay referred to as: 
... a diverse band of conspirators: three members of the Mackay Conservation Group. the community 
development officer, a secondary school teacher active in community affairs, a Pioneer Shire 
Councillor. a senior member of the local Solomon Island community. and a member of the 
Women's Health and Information Centre (Annit et al. 1991. p. 5). 
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These community members, who numbered more than one hundred throughout the 
conference planning phase (August 1988 to July 1989) were active in identifying the major 
issues, planning the conference and participating in it in 1989 (Armit et al. 1991). 
Urban development 
Figure 2.6 illustrates the pattern of and vision for future urban development in Mackay. 
Settlement in the City is characterised by a series of rural residential developments on the 
urban fringes. Planned as self-sufficient villages, most rural settlements have at least basic 
infrastructure including shops, schools and medical facilities. Although modem 
temperate-climate architecture is present in Mackay, the Council plans to preserve 
traditional-style buildings. They are currently investigating low-cost options for Twentieth 
Century-style timber housing with open spaces and the air-flow which is important in the 
tropics. Much effort has already been made to preserve heritage buildings in the city 
centre (Mackay City Council 1997). 
Environmental issues 
With much of Mackay dedicated to sugar cane production, measures have to be taken to 
prevent chemical run-off, soil erosion and salinity (Mackay City Council 1997). 
Although the region's national parks are outside Mackay, the council has responsibility 
for several islands within the Great Barrier Reef National Park. Waste management and 
pollution control are important environmental concerns as the council intends to further 
develop tourism on Lindeman and Brampton Islands. 
The recent strategic plan for Mackay classified areas of high conservation within the city 
as 'rural landscape'. Few restrictions are placed upon development within these areas 
(Mackay City Council 1997). The plan is discussed further in the next chapter. 
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Figure 2.6 Mackay City: Urban Development Pattern 
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Douglas Shire: 'the mountains meet the sea' 
The physical environment 
The most southern point of the remote Douglas Shire is twenty-five kilometres north of 
Cairns. The Shire extends north along Coral Sea coastline adjacent to the Great Barrier 
Reef National Park. Mossman, the administrative centre of the Shire, is sixty-two 
kilometres from Cairns. The steep, heavily-forested mountainous country to the north 
extends to the sea. This wet tropical area experiences highest rainfalls, accompanied by 
high levels of humidity, between December and April. Douglas Shire covers an area 
almost as large as Mackay but has a much smaller population (table 2.3). Over eighty 
per cent of the Shire is classified with either National Park or World Heritage status 
which presents a major physical constraint to development (figure 2.7). 
Significant environmental features include the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and a 
large area of wet tropical rainforest and wetlands which house several endangered plant, 
animal and marine species (Appendix I). Urban and agricultural development has been 
limited predominantly to the Mossman and Port Douglas areas (figure 2.7). 
Renowned as the world's largest protected wet tropical rainforest, the area of protected 
environment continues to expand under the Daintree Rescue Program whereby privately 
owned land considered to have World Heritage value is being purchased by the State 
Government for restoration and conservation (Brannock Humphreys 1994). 
The Shire has three quite separate and distinct settlements, Port Douglas, Mossman and 
the area north of the Daintree river which is more isolated and marked by the long road 
to Cape Tribulation arched by palms and edged by the oceans of the Great Barrier Reef. 
The streets in Mossman are very wide with buildings of a predominantly older style, and 
verandahs constructed from the characteristic rustic timbers of tropical north 
Queensland. Mossman is quieter than Port Douglas. There is a sense of roundness in 
the main street where huge old fig trees circled with seats are always alive with people, 
greeting, sitting, chatting, coming and going. In the park at the end of the street 
Aborigines and Islander people also gather in circles around shady rain trees. 
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Table 2.3 Principal characteristics of Douglas Shire 
Area 
Total Size 1996 
Residential: 1995 
Urban 
Rural 
FEATURES 
Protected Environmental Areas 
World heritage Area 1995 
National ParI Land 1995 
Population 1996 
Total people counted at home census 1996 
Projection for 2000 
Status 
resident 
visitor 
Ethnicity 
ATSI 
Non-ATSI 
Overseas Born 
Local lodustry 
industry as % of workforce 1996 
Accommodation, Cafes and Restaurants 
Retail Trade 
Health and Community Services 
Property and Business Services 
Manufacturing 
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Mining 
Transport and Storage 
Construction 
Education 
Finance and Insurance 
Government Administration & Defence 
Personal and Other Services 
Cultural and Recreational Services 
Wholesale Trade 
Other 
Urban Development 
New residential Dwellings 1990 to 1995 
2,446 square km 
150 
0.7% 
99.3 % 
920,000 hectares 
25 % approx. 
14,594 
14,342 projected 
8,856 
5,770 
1,004 
11,279 
2,311 
22.8 % 
10.2% 
8.8 % 
8.0& 
7.0% 
6.9 % 
6.9% 
6.4 % 
4.5 % 
2.6 % 
2.8 % 
2.7 % 
2.2 % 
2.2 % 
6.2 % 
1,267 
Data Sources: ABS 1991 and 1996; Brannock Humphreys 1995; DPIE 1994. 
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During an initial research visit to the area, upon making the journey south from 
Mossman to Port Douglas, I wrote the following entry in my research journal: 
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The two towns (Port Douglas and Mossman) are only 20 minutes apart, separated by a road 
which straddles the blonde and rocky shores of magnificent coastline on one side and dense 
forest ranges on the other. So special was the view and the feeling it evoked in me, the aura of 
the place, on this sticky, steamy, grey day, it was hard to keep my eyes concentrated on the 
winding road. Very few patches of developed land were visible from the road but all the time J 
knew that a short drive down the road to Port Douglas was an appendage of the Gold Coast with 
its high-rise, tourist attractions, ritzy shops etc. (Research Journal Entry: February. 6,1995). 
In my research journal I documented these early experiences and impressions, allowing 
myself as the observer to build on tacit knowledge, both my own and that of research 
participants (Lincoln and Guba 1985). Along the road to Pon Douglas, natural 
landscapes have been retained with the built environment developing behind trees and 
mostly out of sight from the road. Douglas Shire has historically been characterised by 
the lush green fields of sugar cane lining each side of the road at the Shire's entrance but 
the fem-edged road to Pon Douglas provides a contrast to the otherwise rural landscape. 
The council's planning scheme intentionally contains the diverse industries 'and 
activities of the Shire in these discrete areas. The Town Planner at Douglas Shire 
Council was very clear that the three sections of the Shire should remain distinctly 
individual in character and in appearance. He said the entrance to Mossman, the rural 
centre, should be symbolised by sugar cane fields, and Pon Douglas with palms and 
ferns (Town Planner, Douglas Shire Council 1995). 
Population and economy 
Douglas Shire was settled in 1877 as an access point for transponation and a service 
centre (then in Pon Douglas) for nearby goldfield activity. The tourism boom in the late 
1980s and early 1990s was held responsible for the Shire's biggest period of growth (9.2 
per cent between 1987-89). The population of Douglas Shire in 1995 was concentrated 
in the urban areas with 3,723 people residing in Pon Douglas and immediately 
surrounding areas and 2,878 in the Mossman area. A funher 858 people were resident 
in the nonhem part of the Shire, with less than three hundred people on the nonhem 
side of the Daintree River (Brannock Humphreys 1994). 
The Shire's economy is based in three major industries, agriculture, tourism and 
commerce (table 2.3). In 1920 sugar was the most significant industry in the Shire with 
the mill and its service centre in Mossman. For scores of years sugar has been the 
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Figure 2.7 Douglas Shire 
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Source Brannock Humphreys 1994, Map 4.1 
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community staple, and a way of life for this and surrounding communities. The archaic 
image of the cane tram which shunts regularly through the main street of Mossman 
during the harvesting season is a tribute to the timeless value of sugar in Douglas Shire. 
Respect is commanded as conversation lulls waiting for the vociferous tram to pass 
(plate 6). 
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Plate 6 A cane tram passing the Douglas Shire Council building, Mossman, 1995 
In recent years, the tourism industry, focussed on the natural environment, rainforests 
and reef, has become more significant than sugar to the economy of the Shire (table 2.3). 
On census night in 1996, the temporary residents in the Shire totalled 39.5 per cent of all 
people in Douglas Shire. It can be assumed that many of these people were tourists. 
The contrast between the main settlements of the Shire is pronounced. There is a sense 
of anticipation as you near the end of the Port Douglas road. There you find an array of 
tourists and tourist facilities, an ambience that sings only 'holiday'. Tourism is Port 
Douglas, a bustling hub where the tinsel of the industry glitters on the sparkling ocean. 
Its offerings of visitor comforts had certainly not spilled into the sleepy village of 
Mossman where there was only one run-down motel at the time of my initial research 
visit in 1995. Tourism could be contained in one section of the Shire with little 
visibility in Mossman. 
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Carefully managed tourism development is the strategy the council has adopted to 
ensure the future economic stability of the Shire (Brannock Humphreys 1994). The 
Mayor of the Shire expects that the established sugar industry and tourism in protected 
environmental areas will sustain the Shire well into the future provided that residential 
development is confined in compact urban settlements and rural areas, and the 
population of the Shire does not exceed 20,000 (Mayor, Douglas Shire Council 1995). 
Multi cultural issues 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people represent 6.9 per cent of the population of 
the Shire (ABS 1996). The indigenous population live in particular sections of the Shire 
with few living in Port Douglas. Three per cent (340) live at the Wujul community 
Wujul (included in ABS as part of Douglas Shire, although it is actually a Grant of Deed 
in Trust Community) in the far north and many live in the Mossman area where another 
small community (100) exists close to the Mossman Gorge (figure 2.7). Traditional 
activities including hunting, fishing and gathering remain important to the lifestyle of 
many local indigenous people. In addition, the long history of distinct groups of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in Douglas remain in the area with many 
archaeological, cultural and religious sites (Brannock Humphreys 1994). The overseas 
born residents of Douglas Shire represent a similar proportion to indigenous Australians 
(table 2.3). Of overseas born residents, most were born in the United Kingdom (5.8 per 
cent) and New Zealand (2.4 per cent) (ABS 1996). 
Community welfare issues 
Although the population of Douglas Shire is small compared to Townsville and 
Mackay, the Shire has an unemployment rate of 3.2 per cent. This can be explained in 
part because Douglas has a higher proportion of population of working age, for 
example, fewer children and aged persons. The strategic plan for Douglas incorporates 
high employment as a sustainable development objective. 
The council employed an Aboriginal Liaison Officer in 1994 to work with local 
Aboriginal and Islander people with a view to improving employment opportunities for 
indigenous people resident in the Shire. Douglas Council's two community workers 
commented that in addition to unemployment, homelessness was one of the most 
serious issues for the Shire's indigenous people. 
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Housing costs in Douglas Shire are high compared to Townsville and Mackay, and are 
significantly higher than the state and national averages (ABS 1996). The number of 
households in rental accommodation (38%) in Douglas in 1996 was well above the state 
average (28%) (ABS 1996). According to study respondents, local private rental costs 
increased with the growth of the tourism industry, particularly in Port Douglas. With 
proportionately fewer families with children and fewer married couples than state 
average (ABS 1996), greater demand would also be placed on housing supply in 
Douglas. As housing purchase prices were also very high in the Shire, the mean 
monthly housing loan repayment in 1996 was $899 compared to the state and national 
averages of $809 and $787 respectively (ABS 1996). 
Improvement of Aboriginal housing conditions and stocks was a significant project for 
the Aboriginal Liaison Officer. Although the Council had only employed a community 
development officer and an Aboriginal liaison officer for a matter of months when my 
research interviews took place, welfare support networks and services were being 
strengthened in the town through their efforts in working with local community groups 
and submitting applications for government funds. 
Environmental issues and the Daintree to Bloomfield road 
Clearly, environmental protection is one of the most significant concerns for Douglas 
Shire. The natural environment is both the character and beauty, and the economic 
staple of the Shire. The Gandhian-style protests to stop a road being built through dense 
tropical forests from Daintree in Douglas Shire to Bloomfield in Cape York Peninsula in 
1983 are testimony to the spirit of local conservationists in their convictions to protect 
the natural environment within Douglas Shire. 
The then Douglas Shire Council had approved the road, arguing that it was the missing 
link in the road network for residents, tourists and defence personnel (Douglas Shire 
Wilderness Action Group 1984). Their plan to build the road was supported by the 
State National Party Government of the time (Douglas Shire Wilderness Action Group 
1984). And so, the peaceful but adamant protest began, first with film nights, petitions 
and eventually an unyielding blockade (plate 7). 
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The blockade involved more than 500 people in total, led by the current Douglas Shire 
Mayor and lasted for over one month (Douglas Shire Wilderness Action Group 1984). 
Plate 7 Protesters battle the bulldozers in the Daintree 
(Douglas Shire Wilderness Action Group 1984, pp. 51) 
Although bulldozers removed some vegetation including a number of old-growth 
rainforest trees and threatened a number of activists, the protesters consider that their 
efforts in blocking the bulldozers, assisted by heavy wet season rains, prevented the 
road's completion (Douglas Shire Wilderness Action Group 1984). Whatever the 
reason for cessation of work on the road in December, 1983, it has never been 
completed. In 1987 the area was included in the Australian Government nomination for 
World Heritage listing of the wet tropical forests of North East Australia which was 
conferred in 1988. 
These profiles of the three towns has offered an overall impression of the three case 
STUdy areas. The descriptions also provide a basis for further exploration of each area in 
terms of the ecological sustainability issues the three councils will have to address. 
These issues are considered below and in chapter three they are related to the three 
councils. Chapters five and six then take the analysis to the heart of the research 
questions through their inquiry of the roles of the community workers and 
environmental planners respectively. Those chapters explore the responses of 
practitioners to issues of ecological sustain ability in the three different council areas. 
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Ecological sustainability challenges the three councils face 
I begin this section by reiterating the working definition of ecological sustainability 
being adopted in this study: 
Endurable levels of consumption that recognise that land, water and all life forms are finite. The 
aim of ecological sustainability through prevention of environmental degradation, is to ensure 
that future generations ha.ve the same range of options and resources that we have today. 
The following discussion of issues facing the three councils draws upon that definition 
as a basis for analysis. In addition, the precautionary principle as a measure of 
sustainable planning is utilised to extend the above definition because it is significant in 
the regional strategic plans of both Townsville and Douglas: 
... decisions should be made on the basis of the precautionary principle; that is where there are 
threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific cenainty should 
not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation 
(Queensland Government, 1995, p. 23) . 
In 1998, the regional planning process is just beginning in Mackay. 
The sketch of the three councils above indicates a number of counts on which they will 
confront dilemmas in attempting to balance economic and environmental issues in order 
to attain ecological sustainability. Table 2.4 lists issues where ecological sustainability 
will require careful planning and decision-making on the part of the councils. While a 
number of the concerns are common to all three councils, they also face some unique 
challenges in pursuit of ecological sustainability. The issues listed in the table have 
been drawn from the descriptions of the three places and documents which detail future 
development plans. Each is discussed in relation to the dilemma that arises in relation 
to local plans and ecological sustainability. 
Maintaining a vibrant economic image without causing environmental damage 
In the case of Townsville, new and proposed economic developments which will 
maintain the city's vibrant economic image include a zinc smelter and refmery, a zinc 
mine, specialist chemical plants to service the regional mining industry, a gold refinery, 
a food processing complex for horticulture and aquiculture products, bovine hide 
tannery, copper wire manufacturing plants, alloys and metal coating, lead smelter, 
stainless steel plant, phosphate fertiliser plant, and others, most of which fall into the 
category of heavy industry (Queensland Government 1996c). 
i 
,! 
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Table 2.4 Ecological sustainability issues for the three councils 
Issue Townsville Mackay Douglas 
• Maintaining a vibrant economic image without X 
causing environmental damage 
• Maintaining environments which sustain X X 
primary industries 
• Minimising tourism impacts upon north Queensland communities and sensitive X 
environments 
X X 
• Managing newly acquired rural areas X X 
• Reconciling Native Title claims and ecological X X X 
sustainability requirements 
• Ensure affordable housing for local residents 
when land values are high around protected X 
areas 
• Housing residents and managing the effects of 
increasing population and urban sprawl on X 
environments with a high conservation value 
X X 
• Sustaining local employment as public sector X 
shrinkS 
• Maintaining a global ecological sustainability 
focus which incorporates principles of access 
and equity between geographic areas as well as 
X 
generations 
The ecological sustainability issues associated with such economic plans are significant. 
Firstly, new industries have to be sited, potentially involving land clearing, land 
degradation, air/waterway and noise pollution, increased traffic, loss of vegetation and 
habitats. Once established, such industries will also incur risks associated with toxic 
waste disposal, transportation of dangerous substances and road construction and 
maintenance costs through additional use by heavy vehicles. Such industries are also 
energy intensive in an area where power supply is already under great pressure 
(Queensland Government 1996c). These issues were identified in the Urban 
Development and Nature Conservation sections of the draft strategic planning policies 
for Townsville-Thuringowa in relation to future land uses. Although ESD was stated as 
an important principle informing the overall strategic planning process, the Economic 
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Development section did not discuss the potential environmental or social effects of the 
proposed forms of economic development. 
Secondly, the types of industry proposed for a prosperous Townsville future will need to 
be monitored for social impacts. Pollution in the various forms mentioned above 
threatens human health, outdoor recreation and environmental and aesthetic amenity for 
nearby residents. These considerations have become globally significant as justice 
issues with negative environmental effects of development becoming increasingly the 
burden of poor and black communities (Bullard 1993; Hamilton 1993; O'Connor 1993). 
They also represent male-dominated industries. What employment opportunities will 
these industries create for women in Townsville when women currently represent only 
thirty-four per cent of full time workers. sixty-six per cent of part time workers and 
forty-one per cent of the unemployed Townsville workforce? It cannot simply be 
assumed that economic development of this type will enhance quality of life for all 
residents. many of whom currently experience impoverished living conditions. 
Managing pollution and maintaining environments which support primary 
industries 
The economies of both Mackay and Douglas are dependent upon income from sugar 
cane production and processing. and have been for more than one hundred years. While 
such industries make a positive economic contribution. there are concerns about the 
effect they will have on local area ecological sustainability. Particular environmental 
concerns in relation to the sugar industry include chemical run-off, especially into 
waterways and areas that border the Great Barrier Reef. Levels of soil toxicity and 
leaching through use of pesticides and insecticides, soil siltation and erosion are further 
environmental protection concerns (Wet Tropics Management Authority 1995; Douglas 
Shire Council 1994). Pollution from the industry has an effect on human and 
environmental health. The industry draws extensively upon water and power. resources 
that are finite and limited in both areas. There are also questions as to how long the land 
can remain productive under these circumstances (Australian Government 1992c; Wet 
Tropics Management Authority 1995; Brannock Humphreys 1994). 
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Minimising tourism impacts upon north Queensland communities and sensitive 
environments 
Tourism is an issue for the three areas, although the concentration of tourists in the 
environmentally sensitive Douglas Shire is much higher than in Townsville and 
Mackay. All three areas plan to continue promoting tourism with the aim of increasing 
their share of the tourist industry profits. A major concern in all areas is the Great 
Barrier Reef as a significant tourism drawcard. Boating, diving, fishing and water sports 
all affect the quality of the Marine Park. 
In addition, construction of tourist resorts close to coastal shores often results in loss of 
environmental attributes such as mangroves and sea grass and in turn affect marine life 
habitats, for example, those of the dugong. A useful, although not isolated example of 
tourism development causing widespread environmental damage is the recent 
controversy over a resort at Port Hinchinbrook, north of Townsville (National 
Environmental Consulting Services 1995). In many of these island and coastal areas, 
waste disposal also has negative effects on the reef. While the Marine Park is managed 
by the GBRMPA, which sets limits to uses of the Park, local development will have to 
be plann'ed with an awareness that if tourist development causes deterioration to the 
Marine Park, the most important tourist attraction will be compromised. GBRMPA 
should not be the only watchdog over the effects of development on the reef and coastal 
areas. Councils should also encompass such responsibilities in their development 
control regulations, particularly the three councils in this study as they encompass areas 
of the Great Barrier Reef. 
Tourism on a large scale has also been found to create social problems including 
increased prices of goods and staples which affects the cost of living for residents. 
Increased levels of crime have been noted, as have escalated levels of drug use and 
gambling in tandem with tourism (Craik 1988; Reynolds 1990). Residents of areas that 
have experienced an influx of tourists also report loss of privacy and loss of community 
cohesion (Reynolds 1990). Community cohesion can be threatened when there is 
disagreement in the community about whether or not tourist developments should 
proceed, particularly in environmentally sensitive areas. McColl, Ryan and Walkden 
(1997) provide a good example of these community tensions over tourist development 
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proposals in their book about the lost development proposal at Nelly Bay on Magnetic 
Island. 
Managing newly acquired rural areas 
Both Townsville and Mackay have inherited large rural areas through the 1994 
Queensland local government boundary re-a1ignments. Mackay is in the process of 
developing a new planning scheme which will take account of the whole city. 
Townsville, on the other hand, had an existing planning scheme at the time of boundary 
changes and has not developed a plan for the new rural area. In the case of Townsville, 
the southern boundary of the city, for which the council is now responsible incorporates 
environmental areas considered to be of high conservation value (figure 2.4). They 
include National Parks and World Heritage areas within the combined boundary of 
Townsville City and its neighbour, Thuringowa Shire (Queensland GovernmentI996d). 
Although the sensitive needs of the Great Barrier Reef are primarily managed by the 
GBRMPA, an important environmental management role of the councils therefore 
includes protecting mangrove areas which provide a physical interface between the 
terrestrial and marine environments (Townsville City Council 1992). 
The new zinc smelter in Townsville has been sited on the southern boundary of the city 
in the area inherited by Townsville from Thuringowa. At the time when the project was 
proposed, concern was expressed by environmental groups in relation to the proximity 
of its siting to the Great Barrier Reef and nearby wetlands (Dames and Moore I 996b). 
Environmental scientists feared that run-off from the industry could affect these 
environmental attributes (Dames and Moore I 996a). 
A further issue of ecological sustainability in these inherited areas is rural residential 
development. Social and environmental threats are posed when rural residential 
settlements are poorly serviced with social and physical infrastructure, and residents 
having to drive long distances on a regular basis. The existing strategic plan for 
Townsville (1988) failed to acknowledge these· issues. The draft strategic planning 
reports for Townsville-Thuringowa however, suggest that a plan for the area must be 
established quickly to avoid these problems (Queensland Government 1996b and 
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1 996c). The recent strategic plan for Mackay (1997) is cognisant of the issues and 
advocates compact, self-sufficient rural settlements as one solution. 
Reconciling native title claims and ecological sustainability requirements 
It is not possible or necessary to canvass the many complex issues germane to this topic 
in detail. There are however, significant ecological sustainability issues associated with 
Native Title. With three current Native Title claims in Douglas and one in each of 
Townsville and Mackay (Appendix 2), the councils are forced to consider the 
relationships between groups of people and their cultural associations with the land. 
Native title claims bring to the fore different definitions of inter-generational care, 
current uses of land, waters and sub-terrestrial resources. The current claims therefore 
have serious implications for the economic and environmental plans of each of the three 
local government authorities (National Native Title Tribunal 1998). 
Ensuring affordable housing for local residents when land values are high around 
protected areas 
With such a large proportion of Douglas Shire's land area restricted to nature 
conservation, affordable housing has become a serious local issue. The details of the 
higher than average housing costs in Douglas Shire were discussed above. There was an 
under-supply of affordable rental accommodation In 1994 according to study 
respondents. The area's population has continued to grow at a faster rate than 
construction of new dwellings (table 2.3). In interviews with council employees in 1994 
this problem was raised on several occasions. Community workers in Douglas were 
preoccupied with increasing public housing in the Shire, particularly to meet the housing 
needs of many homeless Aborigines. 
The Town Planner and the Community Development Officer both commented on the 
problem of staff in the tourist industry being unable to find accessible and affordable 
accommodation. Because housing rental prices in Port Douglas, where they were 
employed, were too expensive for them (tourism workers are on a relatively low income 
level), some were travelling for up to thirty kilometres to and from work each day. The 
Deputy Mayor reported that his daughter and her children were unable to return to live 
in the Shire due to formidably expensive land and house prices. 
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Housing residents and managing the effects of increasing population and urban 
sprawl on environments with a high conservation value 
Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 provide infonnation on the extent of residential development in 
Townsville, Mackay and Douglas. New suburban areas have been emerging rapidly 
throughout the 1980s and 1990s. While the populations of Douglas and Mackay are 
spread out through the local government areas, the settlements tend to have been 
planned as fairly self-sufficient entities. This has not been the situation in Townsville 
and Thuringowa. The suburbs have spread outwards in all directions from the city 
centre. They have poor infrastructure and tend to be dependent on suburban centres 
closer to the city which often involves travelling to gain access to basic services such as 
schools, work, health facilities and even shops. 
Issues of rural residential development and urban sprawl have been discussed already as 
have the limitations environmental protection measures enforce in Douglas. Only 
Douglas Shire Council have adopted an explicit policy to deal with this issue. They 
have introduced limits to population growth according to the Shire environment's 
carrying capacity. If natural areas are to be preserved in Mackay and Townsville, the 
councils will also have to confront these issues and devise strategies to enable both to 
occur in a way which does not .threaten human well-being or the environment. Their 
current planning schemes do not endorse policy explicitly developed to seriously deal 
with the inevitable tensions between housing residents and managing the effects of 
increasing population and urban sprawl on environments they claim require or deserve 
to be conserved. 
Sustaining local employment as the public sector shrinks 
A major issue for Townsville is the shrinking public sector which provided more than 
2,500 jobs (approximately 13 per cent) in 1991. By 1996, the Townsville workforce 
employed in public administration and defence had dropped to approximately eleven per 
cent (ABS 1996). With the current federal emphasis on privatisation and centralisation 
of government administration, an additional 620 jobs were lost between May 1996 and 
February 1998 in the public sector, excluding the research institutes (Commonwealth 
Public Sector Union 1998) (Appendix 3), The loss of so many jobs in such a short 
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space of time will have a major effect in terms of increasing material social 
disadvantage. 
Given that a high percentage of government employees were female, and new industry is 
traditionally male-dominated, the decline in the public sector will have particular 
disadvantages for women pursuing local employment opportunities. In addition, the 
large public sector industry including government administration, defence, health, 
community services, education, and scientific research was relatively innocuous in 
environmental terms. New industries proposed in Townsville will potentially have far 
reaching environmental effects as I have explained above. 
Maintaining a global ecological sustainability focus which incorporates principles 
of access and equity between geographic areas as well as generations 
Douglas Shire Council has clearly articulated a commitment to ecological sustainability 
through its planning scheme and its policies (Brannock Humphreys 1994). These are 
discussed in detail in the next chapter. With an emphasis on traditional industry and 
nature-based tourism, the shire aims to protect its environment, particularly areas of 
high conservation value, and to restrict urban or industrial development which would 
result in harm to or loss of the environment. But, while aspiring to environmental 
protection, such an approach raises some important questions of equity. With a huge 
area of protected and internationally recognised environment, a proportionately small 
population, planned limited population growth, and a strong economic base, how can it 
not be sustainable? 
Douglas is arguably on the track to meeting the objectives of ecological sustainability, 
but what about its neighbours? The Shire has already become exclusive, with land and 
house prices rising accordingly. By comparison, Townsville and Mackay have 
experienced smaller cost increases. If Douglas complied with the strategies outlined in 
the Council's planning scheme, there is every reason to assume it could be an 
ecologically sustained area in the long term, and an example of such within Australia, 
even globally. But considering that ecological sustainability in the local government 
sense is about acting locally to effect global sustainability, exclusive sustainability 
policies that only protect Douglas Shire create a dilemma. Is it just that only those who 
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are lucky enough to be there, or who can afford to move there, have access to a clean, 
healthy sustained environment while over-crowded, industrialised and consolidated 
urban towns look on with envy? Ecological sustainability should not create 
environmentally-based imperialism: its principles suggest that it should be as much 
about social justice as environmental protection. 
Summary 
A number of similarities and differences between the three case study areas and their 
councils have been illuminated throughout this chapter. The three local government 
areas in the north Queensland tropics are attempting to balance economic growth and 
environmental protection. Douglas Shire Council has made environmental protection a 
definite priority as it is the Shire's means to economic stability. Without the extent of 
highly valued natural environmental resources of Douglas, plans for Mackay and 
Townsville are not dominated by environmental conservation. Douglas has always been 
a small, remote town. While Mackay is also somewhat isolated, it has a proud history of 
generating wealth through the processing of natural resources. Townsville, being a 
regional centre, has developed sophisticated links with state and federal metropolitan 
centres through its state and federal public administration roles. The city has established 
an urban character and has prospered with a diverse industrial base. 
In spite of the ways in which the three towns have evol ved they must all now face the 
question of ecological sustainability as demands on their resources increase. As their 
populations grow, resources will be taxed and forward planning will need to ensure not 
only a comfortable standard of living in economic terms, but assurances that the natural 
environment has the capacity to provide a future environment which is clean, safe and 
healthy. Planning which fails to safeguard the environment and equitable living 
standards for all residents will surely result in continual debate and contention as the 
tensions between economic growth and environmental conservation heighten. 
Three councils in a milieu of 
local government reform 
Chapter Three 
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Having established a sense of the three places and the sustainability issues which they 
confront, this chapter asks: are the local government authorities of Townsville, Mackay 
and Douglas equipped with planning practices and policies to meet the challenges local 
circumstances present? I address this question on three levels. Initially, changes occurring 
at the institutional level are considered. The organisational council structures, strategic 
and corporate plans are then described. Finally, this chapter provides a discussion of the 
implications of the institutional and organisational constraints to integration of community 
workers and environmental planners in their work towards ecological sustainability. 
Overall, the organisational overview presented in this chapter provides a further significant 
contextual dimension for the research questions under consideration. 
The changing role of local government in Australia 
There are two contemporary policy paths which threaten to fundamentally change the 
structure and functions of Australian local government authorities. One is realignment of 
local government boundaries resulting in fewer and larger councils, covering bigger areas. 
The other is the national micro-economic reform agenda The latter has informed new 
local government legislation during the 1990s in most Australian States. It carries the 
insistance that councils devise written corporate plans setting out management structures, 
organisational responsibilities, and allocation of resources linked to performance 
indicators (Purdon and Graham 1992). Corporate planning thereby imposes an evaluation 
model which measures organisational success in quantitative, most often money values. 
The most common council structure to emerge to enforce corporate plans has few but 
large departments whose directors have significant decision-making power (Dollery and 
Marshall 1997; Sansom 1997; Jones 1989; Jones 1993). The legislation also compels 
councils to produce strategic plans linking land-use objectives to social and environmental 
goals (Local Government Act 1993 (Qld). Mowbray (l997) has claimed that: 
Australian local government could have a future other than that likely to result from its present 
trajectory. The laner is one which is being steered by Commonwealth and State governments in 
concert with local officials and others sympathetic to economic fundamentalist principles - along 
contours apparent on the international landscape (Mowbray 1997, p. 256). 
Transformation of local government in Britain and the United States has resulted in 
centralised policy-making and prescriptive management and organisational structures for 
local authorities. Transfer of a number of functions from councils to private contractors 
has also represented a significant change (Marshall 1997; Tucker 1997). 
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While acknowledging that these amendments are causing local government in Australia to 
change, Mowbray (1997) is suggesting that such change can be resisted. He calls for an 
historical and internationally infonned structural analysis of local government change. 
Although it is not my aim to provide the penetrating analysis Mowbray invites, I will 
consider each of the refonn issues to which I have referred above. I will then discuss the 
consequences such refonns will have for ecological sustainability for the three case studies 
under examination. Particular impacts on Townsville, Mackay and Douglas councils of 
recent state and federal policies are detailed further on in the chapter with attention to their 
effect upon non-metrOpolitan councils specifically. Two questions posed by the President 
of the Australian Local Government Association assist in framing this discussion about 
local government refonn: 'Is local government to develop further as a primary institution 
of governance, as well as a deliverer of services; and are its constituents to be treated first 
and foremost as citizens or customers' (Sansom 1997, p. 4)? 
Amalgamation 
As an outcome of the Fitzgerald Inquiry in Queensland, the Electoral and Administrative 
Review Commission (EARC) was established to investigate possibilities for electoral 
refonn and ethical conduct. The findings of EARC led to the rewriting of the 1936 
Queensland Local Government Act (Wensing 1997). In addition, recommendations were 
made for electoral boundary changes leading to the amalgamation of Mackay and Pioneer 
Councils, increased area of Townsville City and decreased area of Douglas Shire as 
discussed in chapter two. 
Queensland has retained a larger proportion of small councils than other states in the wake 
of amalgamation. The number of councils in NSW was reduced by fifty per cent in 1991 
and in Victoria from 215 councils to seventy-eight (Sansom 1997). In the Queensland 
instance, amalgamation of councils was primarily concerned to remove gerrymanders, thus 
creating fairer electoral boundaries. In other Australian states, amalgamation has aimed to 
establish councils with more efficient economies of scale where one administration 
manages a larger area (Vince 1997; Jones 1989; Jones 1993). However, as Jones (1993) 
points out, amalgamation must be assessed on the bases of community identity and 
political control. One feature of local councils has been their accessibility to community 
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members and their consequent responsibility for making local services readily and 
equitably available. Larger local authorities risk becoming impersonal especially when 
they move away from providing local services directly (Castell 1989). This concern is 
considered below. Little attention has been given to the potential environmental effects of 
amalgamation or to issues of maintaining bio-regional diversity. Rather, rationalisation 
for amalgamating councils emphasises economic benefits. 
Effects of new managerialism 
An extensively discussed issue in recent academic literature about local government is 
the extent to which local authorities are being transformed from simple structures 
concerned with providing essential services to commercial managerial corporations. 
Features of this model include firstly, the purchaser/provider split or separating the 
client and contractor roles. Local government authorities are encouraged therefore to 
create separate structures to deal with policy development and service delivery. 
Secondly, the model requires councils to call for tenders for all work over $100,000 
with the intention that competition will lead to cost-cutting (Dollery and Marshall 1997; 
Johnstone and Kiss 1997; Jones 1989). The Local Government Act 1993 (Qld), in 
concert with most other Australian States, emphasised the new managerial approach 
following the model that was introduced in British local government during the 1970s 
(Tucker 1997). The most significant structural change to the organisational model of 
local authorities was separation of councillors from managers and other staff. 
Councillors would no longer have a role in day to day decision-making or overseeing 
staff and their operations. These would become the roles of the CEO and departmental 
managers (Tucker 1997). 
In terms of functions, the new legislation increased the planning and management role 
of councils and reduced their role in direct service provision. Corporate and strategic 
planning under the Act became compulsory functions of Queensland councils after 
1993. They represented new tasks for many councils who had depended upon state 
planning agencies and focussed their organisation on service delivery, particularly roads, 
rubbish and water. In theory, the new legislation placed councils in a position to plan 
across the range of community interests and implement programs like !LAP. In reality, 
they were restrained because they had very limited legislative authority and were also 
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largely excluded from State and Commonwealth govemment policy-making forums. In 
addition, they received insufficient resources from other spheres of government to 
facilitate autonomous council policy development (Briggs 1992; Graham 1992; Purdon 
and Graham 1992; ALGA 1990). 
Privatisation and contracting out of services by tender are the two major strategies in the 
Act which diminish the direct service provision role of local authorities. These national 
policy initiatives aim for optimal use of resources, achievement of results and 
performance excellence (Tucker 1997). Critical appraisals have wamed that they 
threaten fundamental changes to the day to day business of councils (Mahony 1998; 
Tucker 1997; Ernst 1994). Both privatisation and National Competition Policy (Hilmer 
1993) impose change upon local government's role. The managerial economic 
paradigm from which they emerge has been described as one which treats everyone and 
everything as a commodity for sale or purchase (Rees 1993). Citizens are seen to be 
reconstructed as clients or customers forcing a re-definition of community in purely 
instrumental terms, and creating serious implications for the democratic relationship 
between councils and citizens and consequently, the concept of governance (Boyd 1995; 
Ranald 1995; Ernst 1994). 
As councils gradually shift their primary focus from provision of public utilities and 
services to economically-based, strategic local area planning in accordance with the 
Local Government Act, 1993 (Qld), will they be able to maintain a close relationship to 
their community? A further concern is that the essence of these political-economic 
policies harbours competition rather than co-operation, which leads me to inquire how 
they can possibly be compatible with an integrated planning model such as ILAP. The 
question is applied specifically to the case studies in later chapters. Where councils 
prioritise profit as the major benefit of planning, the relevance of community workers 
and environmental planners must be compromised because their planning objectives are 
not always solely instrumental. Objectives like disability access, development of 
increased affordable housing choices, reductions in emission and consumption levels, 
are all long term goals which require attitude and behaviour changes. In addition, their 
outcomes are usually difficult to price in dollar terms. Given the new corporate model 
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described above, this places community work and environmental planning at odds with 
pecuniary organisational goals and evaluative criteria. 
Local Government officers participating in this study expressed fears that privatisation 
of council services from water to entertainment and libraries, could divide the 
community according to those able to afford services and those excluded because of 
cost. If essential services were to be privatised, they expected that social disadvantage 
would result. In addition, loss of local employment and social capital (Cox 1995) in the 
wake of such policies was a concern. The likelihood of negative social and 
environmental consequences occurring as a result of economic managerialist policies in 
a non-urban area such as Douglas Shire Council is vividly illustrated in the following 
comment: 
One of the biggest constraints is having to call tenders. You have to get quotes for work over 
$1000 and if we didn't have those constraints it would certainly help. Most of them now come 
from outside the region. This is a bit of a problem with this compulsory, competitive tendering ... 
you tend to lose your core staff of fellas that are reliable when you get a cyclone .... they're not 
around, they're gone in an emergency, and that's a thing that has to be planned very carefully ... 
That means most of the contractors aren't in the Shire so the money goes out of the community 
(Engineer, Douglas Shire Council). 
Similarly environmental services currently carried out by councils, including 
conservation are difficult to measure in economic terms. Like social values, the 
importance of environmental objectives may diminish compared to economic outcomes 
(Young 1995). Contracting out environmental management tasks will undermine the 
potential for effective integrated planning where issues can be debated and 
interdisciplinary views shared (Couston 1995; Young 1995). 
The corporate and strategic planning demands now placed on local government raise 
questions of whether local government should prioritise strategic local area planning or 
service provision, how the two should be managed and resourced, and the extent to 
which councils have the expertise and resources to successfully perform in both roles. 
The views of study participants in relation to this issue are discussed in chapter eight. 
Loss of direct control of service provision in the local area together with centralised 
legislative processes moves councils a step away from their constituents. This could 
result in a changed form of local governance. Traditionally, with a close constituent 
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relationship, local government has been in a strong position to represent the diverse 
interests of Australian communities. 
Representing hundreds of local authorities, the ALGA has indefatigably pursued. 
recognition of the fact that policies and laws made in Canberra or State Capitals cannot 
always be appropriate because communities vary so much. With the national economic 
policy direction continuing its trajectory of new managerial ism, whether or not a council 
gives priority to management-oriented planning or service provision is fast becoming a 
question over which it has limited discretion (Sansom 1997). The Local Government 
Act 1993 (Qld) is testimony to the commitment of the State Government to this form of 
economic reform at the local government level. 
The three councils 
Given this broad institutional context by which local authorities are governed, the 
following section describes the political structure, organisational arrangements and 
strategic plans of the three councils, emphasising their relative ability to effectively 
involve community workers and environmental planners. 
Political context 
Few local government authorities in Queensland are dominated by a political party. 
With the exception of the metropolitan and large regional councils, they are usually 
constituted by independents who run for council with policy platforms based on local 
issues. There have historically been exceptions with councils in larger centres running a 
party-aligned team. The Brisbane and Townsville Councils have been party political for 
over twenty years. While it is difficult to track the particular political leanings of the 
three councils over a long period, communications with long-standing councillors and 
staff of the councils revealed that of the three councils, only Townsville has had a strong 
affiliation with a mainstream political party, the Australian Labor Party (ALP). In fact, 
according to the Director of Community and Cultural Services at Townsville City 
Council, with an unbroken twenty-two year incumbency, the Labor council is the 
longest standing continual Labor Party administration in Australia. According to study 
participants, Mackay or Douglas had never had an explicit political affiliation. 
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In Douglas and Mackay, the councils have instead been constituted by independents. 
Study participants referred to the councils in both cities as having taken a conservative 
management approach during the period 1982 to 1988, characterised by hierarchical, 
non-participatory decision-making. According to local lobby groups at the time, the 
councils were typical of the overall conservative political milieu of the day in the State 
of Queensland. They advocated a form of economic growth which had little regard for 
environmental consequences and scarcely involved citizens in making decisions about 
the future of their area CArmit et al. 1991; Douglas Shire Wilderness Action Group 
1984). 
The council which had been elected in Mackay in 1994, shortly before my interviews 
were conducted, combined Mackay and Pioneer for the first time. Most of the new 
councillors were from Pioneer Shire, including the Mayor and Deputy Mayor, and only' 
two of the previous Mackay councillors remained on the new team. They were in the 
process of implementing the corporate plan, with new departments and directors. The 
previous small Mackay Council had been centrally concerned with service provision and 
adopted an informal working model. With less than one hundred staff, everyone knew 
each other and by maintaining regular contact, communication and decision-making had 
been less structured than in the new directorial management approach. One research 
participant said the council was still grappling with the culture of a larger, more 
bureaucratic organisation and changes, marrying the cultures of the two councils. 
Douglas Shire was also in the process of corporate transformation but remained a small 
council with a history of working informally. The Mayor in Douglas is a self-
proclaimed, environmental activist and was re-elected in 1994 and 1997 on a promise to 
introduce population control measures for the Shire. However, another councillor 
referred to the Mayor as a 'radical' who was always fighting for the environment, not for 
people, suggesting this council of independents represented quite diverse views. 
Although such issues are clearly political, even though the council was not formally 
politically aligned, the issues in Townsville were of a different political nature. Three 
Directors and two officers in Townsville commented on the fact that the alignment of 
the council with the ALP meant councillors were following a personal career path to 
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state and federal politics. Further, their alliance resulted in decisions that were 
compatible with the political profile and aspirations of the ALP state government. In 
this way they considered that the aspirations of local citizens and 'good local decisions' 
were sometimes compromised. Generally, respondents were able to see the good and 
bad aspects of the councils' affiliations with the ALP, noting on the positive side that: 
.. ' we do operate in a political system and we get suppon in community services from that system. 
The Labor Pany system does, by and large, have a social justice focus (Manager Community and 
Cultural Services, Townsville City Council). 
By contrast, in Douglas Shire, the Mayor sung the praises of an independent council 
thus: 
We've got a Council of independents and no tearns here .... At the sarne time it can make things a 
bit slow because everything has to be argued through and everyone's got a different position 
whereas if it was a tearn I'm sure all the decisions would be made in the back room and the 
Council is just a farce really; just a front to pretend you're making decisions. Here it's reality and 
all the diny linen gets hung up in there and the press is there. It's open and it's all up front which 
is a good, healthy way to have it. Democracy working at its best (Mayor, Douglas Shire 
Council). 
Yet, with a newly elected council of independents in Mackay, a number of study 
respondents from the council feared that overall, the council was united in its economic 
growth goal, with little regard for environmental and social justice principles. 
Council missions 
The three councils under consideration expressed their mission In terms of visions, 
values and purposes (boxes 3.1 - 3.3). In this study, I specifically consider the extent to 
which the missions aspire to ecological sustainability and encourage the involvement of 
community work and environmental planning. 
Box 3.1 Townsville City Council mission statement 
The corporate vision of Townsville City Council is: 
... to ensure Townsville is a prosperous, vibrant, tropical city where people 
enjoy living and working" 
Its mission is to: 
enhance community lifestyle and environment through effective leadership, 
community involvement and commitment to quality service. 
(Townsville City Council 1995, p. I). 
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The City's values as expressed through the corporate plan include a creative and 
innovative approach, fairness, honesty and integrity, quality service, effective 
communication and consultation (Townsville City Council 1995, p. 2). 
The values of Douglas Shire Council were. expressed in terms of continuous 
improvement, people concern, teamwork and quality service (Douglas Shire Council, 
1995, p. 6). 
Box 3.2 Douglas Shire Council mission statement 
Douglas Shire will be a Shire which will nurture and utilise its acknowledged and unique natural resources 
in the best interests of its citizens and understands its responsibilities to husband them also for the world. 
Opportunity will be made available for people to pursue employment, education and leisure. be well 
housed and to enjoy a friendly. relaxed lifestyle. 
Its natural resources including soil. water rivers, forests, flora, fauna, minerals and air will be valued and 
responsibly managed on a sustainable basis for this and future generations. The Shire will be an 
inspiration to others for its initiatives in sound environmental planning. especially for ensuring the 
survival of viable populations of endangered species, including the cassowary, in their natural habitat. 
Council will be responsible and progressive in its management of the Shire. 
The community will be encouraged to be proud of and share in the social. economic. and environmental 
well being of the Shire, and be actively involved in its care and management. 
(Douglas Shire Council 1995, p. 6) 
Box 3.3 Mackay City Council mission statement 
The vision: 
A vibrant. developing community where people can pursue a wide 
range of interests and lifestyles in a secure environment. 
The Mission: 
... to enhance the quality of life of our community by ensuring the 
provision of appropriate services and facilities through the 
effective mana resources. 
(Mackay City Council 1995. p. 8). 
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According to its corporate plan, Mackay City Council valued 'integrity', 'environment', 
'stability', 'achievement' and 'communication' (Mackay City Council, 1995, p. 8-9). 
The mission of Douglas Shire was focussed largely upon protection of its World 
Heritage wilderness areas. The visions in Mackay and Townsville did not link directly 
to attributes of the natural environment. They essentially emphasised the aspirations of 
those councils for economic prosperity. Mission statements in the corporate plans of the 
three councils were all written after the introduction of the Local Government Act 1993 
(QId.) but apart from in Douglas, while they expressed visions for the future of people 
and their quality of life, the future quality of the non-human environment was not given 
special attention. 
Democratic participation in the development of the plans was also given varying degrees 
of attention. Through their mission statements, Townsville, Douglas and Mackay 
Councils subscribed to public involvement in city management. Unfortunately, the 
three documents failed to articulate clearly the processes they would engage to 
encourage participatory democracy. Public involvement can be genuine where citizens 
are afforded decision-making power, but it can also be tokenistic (Arnstein 1969). 
There are many more token than genuine examples of citizen participation. Public 
involvement in the planning process is frequently limited because the public are often 
alienated by technical, lengthy draft reports available upon public request and expecting 
responses in the form of a formal, written submission (Taylor et al. 1990). 
Organisational structures 
In addition to the political orientation and missions of the councils, resources dictate to 
some extent, the overall strategic directions for local areas. An example of the income 
and expenditure details of each of the councils suggested structural constraint (table 
3.1). The area of Douglas Shire covers 2,446 square kilometres, while Mackay is 2,886 
square kilometres and Townsville 1,865 square kilometres. The size of population was 
not proportionate to the total area each council administered (tables 2.1 to 2.3). With 
greater income from rates, Townsville and Mackay had more to spend per head of local 
area population on facilities and services for their residents. Douglas Council, with a 
huge area and small population, had a small rates revenue and many obligations in 
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relation to the sensitive Shire environment. Consequently, the funding arrangements 
were not very equitable because rates are considered as a significant proportion of the 
councils' incomes. As rates were directly linked to population size and this varied so 
much between the three councils, Douglas and Mackay had to service greater areas with 
fewer resources. 
Table 3.1 
Council 
Townsville 
Mackay 
Douglas 
Sources: 
Comparative income and expenditure of Townsville and 
Mackay City Councils and Douglas Shire Council 
Income from Total Area 
rates and utilities 
1996 
$ 67,511,197 1.865 square km. 
$ 38,408,737 2,886 square km. 
$ 8,342,788 2,446 square km. 
$ Per $ per head of 
square km. popUlation from rates 
and utilities income 
$36,199 $854 
$ 13,308 $ 584 
$ 3,410 $ 942 
Townsville City Council 1997, Mackay City Council 1997; Douglas 
Shire Council 1997 
The three councils also varied in terms of organisational size (table 3.2). Representing 
bigger populations, Townsville and Mackay Councils had more councillors, staff and 
departments than Douglas. 
Table 3.2 
Council 
Townsville 
Douglas 
Mackay 
Sources: 
Organisational statistics for Townsville, Douglas 
and Mackay Councils 
No. of councillors No. of staff No. of departments 
(approx.) 
II 700 6 
7 120 3 
13 500 6 
Townsville City Council 1995, 1997; Mackay City Council 1995, 
1997; Douglas Shire Council, 1995 and 1997 
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Functional structures 
Structuring the functions of the councils is the central objective of corporate planning. 
Before outlining the actual organisation of functions within each council, I will refer to 
the corporate planning process assumed by each of the councils. 
The corporate planning process 
Aa previously noted, all three councils developed a corporate plan in 1995 in accordance 
with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1993 (QLD). Although Townsville 
had engaged in corporate planning previously, neither Douglas nor Mackay had a pre-
existing corporate plan. In those two councils decisions had to be made about which 
functions fitted with which department. Therein lay a source of tension for council 
staff. 
According to study participants, anxiety was heightened through lack of staff 
involvement in development of corporate plans. According to two Townsville 
respondents who were not directors, only staff at the directorial level were consulted 
about the corporate plan. Two directors confirmed that their experiences were that it 
had been a very consultative process involving all staff and the general public. The 
Director of Corporate Services said all directors had been asked to consult their staff in 
relation to the draft plan and that it had been made available for public consultation 
through public advertisement as prescribed in the Local Government Act. 
The Mackay experience was similar, with staff being invited to comment on the plan 
after it had been drafted and at the same time that it went to the public for comment. 
However, in Mackay, the public consultation effort included providing copies to 
residents prior to a public meeting where fifty residents provided feedback on the draft 
corporate plan. Study respondents were unsure about the extent to which public 
comments were integrated into the final plan. 
The corporate plan in Douglas was still being developed at the time of my interviews in 
1995 and respondents were extremely anxious about the process. As the plan was being 
formulated by the CEO and Deputy CEO, study participants felt it was being imposed 
upon them without consultation. When three staff who were not at the directorial-level 
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reflected upon the process for developing the plan, they viewed it as fostering hostility 
and low morale among staff. They also feared lack of staff input to the plan would 
diminish its success when implemented. One staff member also noted that the process 
for public consultation was minimal and less than adequate to meet the participation 
requirements set out in the Local Government Act 1993 (QW), s. 18. According to the 
Act, the public should be invited to participate in all stages of corporate planning from 
its outset. 
Internal organisation 
Below, I provide a preliminary interpretation of the potential effects of the 
organisational structures of the councils on inclusion of community workers and 
environmental planners. These issues are reflected upon again in chapter eight in 
relation to the actual day to day experiences of community workers and environmental 
planners, the subjects of chapters five and six. 
The corporate plans specified the internal organisation of the three councils (figures 3.1, 
3.2 and 3.3). All three councils had similar corporate structures with a chief executive 
officer (CEO) directly responsible to the council of elected members and functional 
departments responsible to the CEO. Each department in all councils had a director, and 
the directors formed an executive decision making group within the councils. Being a 
smaller council with a small staff, Douglas Shire had a less complex structure than 
Townsville and Mackay. The 1995 corporate plan did little to change the organisational 
model already operating in Townsville City Council. Departments there remained 
separated into social, physical and economic/administrative functions (figure 3.1). 
The Department of Community and Cultural Services in Townsville City Council had 
departmental status and was therefore an independent section of the organisation. It was 
established with one social planner in 1976 and in 1995 had 16 staff. In this study, it is 
the only one of the three to have appointed a director. According to the Deputy Mayor, 
the recent appointment of a director in the community services area increased the status 
of the department within Council: 
In most councils, or in most departments, community and welfare services are relegated very low 
down in the scheme of things. That's not so here because the Community and Cultural Services 
Director is on the same level as the director of engineering. 
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Figure Townsville City Council: organisational structure 
The three major departmental functions according to the corporate plan included 
recreational, cultural and community planning services. The broad operational plans of 
three major areas of the Community and Cultural Services Department are discussed 
in detail in chapter 
Although Environmental Planning "e,rvi,"". had become an identifiable council pr(lgr,am 
with a manager in Townsville, it did not have a director who was represented in the 
major council decision-making forums. For instance, Environmental Planning Services 
was not directly represented at the weekly meeting departmental directors, known as 
the Strategic Business Unit (ESBU). The Strategic Planning Team (SPT) 
ainled to involve all council program managers in a fortnightly, information sharing 
forum. SPT had set up for a short time before the interviews this thesis 
took place and had met only twice. The structure provided an opportunity for 
environmental planners to comment on proposed council policies and projects. 
The was set up by the Director of Planning and Development S",cvi,"e" to ' ... make 
sure everyone's planning is having proper to everyone's issues' 
milr""lor of Planning and Development Services, Townsville City Council). The issue 
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of control was used as an example to explain the co-ordinating functions of 
SPT: 
Now is that (erosion control) an environmental issue. an engineering a planning issue or a 
social issue? It's a classic one because part of the reason you want erosion control in a new 
development is so that we protect our infrastructure because erosion goes off into the drains and 
the other systems, destroys the roads, destroys the drains, so iI's an engineering issue. Some of 
the solutions are engineering about how you design it. From an environmental point of view. we 
don't want to lose topsoil and from a planning point of view, development assessment, we're the 
guys who are going to have to make a decision, so everyone's involved. That's the sort of thing 
SPT will look after (Director of Planning and Development Services, Townsville City Coune:il). 
The recommendations the that were developed on the interdisciplinary strategic 
direcl.iorls of the va,ior.s council programs, had to be considered the ESBU and then 
by the Council for a final decision regarding policy development and the of 
project 
recommendations 
This would indicate that there was no guarantee that the 
the SPT would be acted Indeed, the ultimate discretion for 
policy decision-making jay with elected councillors, rendering only advisory power to 
the SPT. 
In corporate planning had resulted in six departments which were quite 
different from those which existed previously. In the absence of staff involvement in 
developing the corporate plan, the council staff I spoke to in Mackay commented that 
there had been a that amalgamation would result in loss of actual positions. 
had also been apprehension about where the prior departments would be aligned in the 
new corporate structure (figure 3.2). 
Figure Mackay City Council: organisational structure 
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of jobs had not actually occurred but not all staff were pleased with the re-
alignment of functions. The Community Development Section with four staff who 
divided their tasks along lines of particular communities of interest (multi-cultural, 
disability, youth, aged etc.) had a high level of autonomy prior to the corporate re-
shuffle. The new corporate plan situated the department a very large department with 
functions. Community workers remonstrated that the new 
structure decreased the status their work bel;at!se they were lost in such a big 
department and were remole from direct decision-making forums. 
Community Services Department in Mackay, with over 100 staff, headed by a 
director with qualifications accountancy, maintained each of sections as separate 
According to one respondent working in that department' ... he doesn't always 
see the connections'. The sections include parks recreation, libraries, health, 
and community development. The Community Development Section 
had previously been a department with a more distinct profile. 
The environmental planner in Mackay suggested the new corporate plan had still not 
really recognised the council's role in environmental planning. It remained buried in the 
Health Section of the Community Services Department Without a formal structure to 
integrate environmental planning expertise in Mackay, the environmental planner 
reported to Chief Environmental Health "ft'i""r who in tum reported to the Director 
the Community :-'erV!Cle~ Department of which the Environmental Health Pnlgr;am was a 
part. The Director participated in the Executive Officers Group in Council (which was 
equivalent to the 
the Council. 
in Townsville) who made recommendations for deliberation by 
environmental pllllllm~r was not as optimistic about the ability of this 
structure to enhance the status of environmental plannmg as his counterpart Townsville 
was about the SPT, when commented that: 
The councillors should have more contact with the staff themselves, The director can'! lrnow 
ev"rvthin,Q, At times at meetings they ask questions of the direclor and he just hasn't got a clue whal 
to say, I don't blame him for thaI. He can'! be Einslein, I think in a way Ihal red lape does lie lJS up 
a bil. I believe one of the big problems with this Council is they really haven't leaml to 
delegale and Ihey've galla learn to delegate a 101 more. They employ professional pay them 
prelty big money. got 10 leam 10 trust them and be able to responsibilities and 
duties 10 them so they can do their job to the best of their abilities. Five hundred people is a big 
organisation, 1 think it's unreasonable thai they expeci five or six direclors 10 make virtually all the 
decisions (Environmental Health Officer, Mackay City Council). 
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In Douglas, with a situation similar to that of Mackay, the 1995 corporate plan created 
formal structures (figure 3.3). In particular, the Corporate and Development Services 
Department incorporated land-use planning, environmental planning, community 
."''''1<-''. and cultural services. All had previously been fairly autonomous but under the 
1995 corporate plan, were to be directly overseen by, and accountable to the CEO, The 
combination of these functions under one umbrella seems logical as all contribute to 
ecological sustainability, Ii()w(~ve:r, with directors being the formal decision-makers, 
heads of specific functional sections were as worried as their counterparts in Mackay 
about how their section's concerns would be heard. 
Figure Douglas Shire Council: organisational structure 
Townsville City Council was quite different from Mackay and Douglas with regard to 
having a specific community department with own director. Also pertinent 
to study were two similarities in the new corporate structures of the councils, The 
was environmental planning not, in any of the councils, have departmental 
status. The was placement of environmental planning and community work 
within large departments comprised of several different sections in Douglas and 
Mackay, 
Douglas and Mackay, environmental planning was incorporated within a large 
interdisciplinary department rather than being a discreet department in its own right. 
The extent to which this provided for interdisciplinary integration is questionable, 
practice, study participants argued that environmental planning was at risk of getting 
lost in conglomerations, Community workers and environmental planners in both 
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Mackay and Douglas claimed that the amalgamated departments had fostered little if 
any interdisciplinary collaboration. In spite of the attempt to link them on paper, they 
said there had not been a process engaged to integrate the different departments that had 
merged and they continued to operate separately. Dissatisfaction with the new 
structures among community workers in Mackay and Douglas was .exacerbated by the 
concern that one director would be unable to adequately represent all the sections within 
these large departments at the decision-making table. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine 
how, one director could grasp all the detailed functions and practices of the various 
sections for which they were responsible. 
Strategic directions 
Having illustrated the strucrure of each of the three councils and the place community 
workers and environmental planners hold within the organisations, I now look at the 
strategies each of the councils advocated for the future of the area they manage. The 
Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990 (Qld) s. 1.4 requires councils 
to develop a strategic plan as a component of a local government planning scheme. 
According to the legislation strategic planning means: 
... a plan that specifies in general tenns the future preferred dominant land uses for the planning 
for the planning scheme area for the progressive development of lands within that area, that .. .is 
approved by the Governor in Council (Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990 
(QId) s. 1.4 ). 
The strategic plans of the Mackay (1998) and Douglas (1996) Councils were more 
recent than Townsville's 1988 plan. Mackay did not have a prior planning scheme but 
was incorporated in that of Pioneer. Consultants were contracted by the Mackay City 
Council for specific planning projects. Both Douglas and Townsville had previous 
plans. Although Townsville's strategic plan was developed prior to the enactment of the 
1993 local government legislation, it incorporated many of the requirements of the 
legislation. In addition, Townsville and Mackay did not indicate areas of environment 
which they guaranteed to preserve on grounds that they were either at risk of damage or 
of high conservation value. 
In Mackay, the council appeared to have engaged a more comprehensive approach to 
consultation on the strategic plan than Douglas or Townsville. The plans were made 
available in the three areas through advertisement and availability for public viewing. In 
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addition, in Mackay citizens were involved in development of the strategic plan from 
the outset. Focus groups were facilitated through the council to establish major 
planning issues, the entire community was surveyed and workshops were also held to 
allow public comment on the draft plan. Throughout the process newsletters organised 
through the council kept the community informed of the plan's progress. 
The strategic plan/or Mackay City 
Mackay's planning scheme was still being developed at the time of data collection for 
this study in 1995. The draft strategic plan was released for public comment in 1996 
and the final plan with minimal amendment in 1998. Compared to the Douglas Shire 
plan which is detailed below, the Mackay plan was less comprehensive but more 
accessible to the lay person. It is preoccupied with future development in line with the 
mission of the council cited above. The plan provided' ... a framework for growth and 
conservation management to the year 2011 .. .' (Mackay City Council 1997, p. 2). 
Consequently, the plan attempted to integrate environmental and social considerations 
with all proposed land uses. 
The general intention was to create a central urban area in Mackay and a series of 'rural 
villages' with adequate infrastructure to ensure self-sufficiency of rural residential 
dwellers (figure 2.6). The plan separated residential, agricultural and environment 
conservation areas, and provided no detail about how one could potentially significantly 
effect the others. 
As stated in the strategic plan, the environmental conservation objectives in Mackay 
included: 
• protection of the bio--diversity of species and cultural heritage places and features~ 
• preservation of the rural character and visual backdrop to the city; 
• population growth according to water supply (Mackay City Council 1997, pp. 4-5). 
Strategies by which it was proposed these objectives be met included protecting remnant 
vegetation, wildlife corridors and habitats, estuarine and coastal ecosystems, places of 
cultural heritage. Unlike the Douglas plan, the areas of Mackay requiring protection 
were not distinguished but were incorporated into other land-use categories such as 
Special Uses and Reserves, Open Spaces and Recreation and Rural Landscapes 
(Mackay City Council 1997). The environments requiring special attention were not 
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described nor was the management plan for their conservation. The plan made no 
mention of an environmental management plan for the sensitive marine environment or 
the islands within the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park for which the council was 
responsible. 
The Strategic Plan/or Douglas Shire 
The strategic plan for Douglas Shire was extremely comprehensive. Indeed, it was not 
difficult to get lost in its two (large ring binder) volumes with cross references and 
technical language. According to the town planner, Douglas citizens have found the 
plan rather inaccessible. Even so, the plan was attentive to strategies for local 
ecological sustainability that aimed for •... a fine balance between development and 
conservation' (Brannock Humphreys 1994, p. I). One of the most locally controversial 
of those strategies was that which sought to limit population growth in the Shire in 
accordance with environmental carrying capacity. Indeed, the plan is unique in 
Australia in its commitment to ensure ecological sustainability, not to simply pay lip 
service to it (Brannock Humphreys 1994). 
The strategic plan for Douglas Shire specified processes by which ecology objectives 
would be achieved. They included: 
• avoiding or minimising clearing of native vegetation and promoting appropriate plantings; 
• maintaining native flora and fauna habitat; 
• avoiding or minimising soil erosion and land slippage; 
• promoting efficient usage of energy and resources; 
• minimising increases in the rate and amount of stonnwater run-off; 
• minimising air and water pollution; 
• ensuring the maintenance of appropriate air and water quality; 
• maintaining or rehabilitating the integrity and functioning of natural ecosystems 
(Brannock Humphreys 1994, p. 1.4). 
Detailed environmental analyses and audits within the strategic plan provided a rationale 
for these objectives. To ensure success in meeting the objectives, the plan incorporated 
policies in the form of restrictions to development and bonuses for environmentally 
sensitive development. The planning scheme detailed the council's intention to 
maintain the small, rural character of Mossman, extend managed, eco-tourism in Port 
Douglas, and conserve areas of natural coast and tropical rainforest north of the Daintree 
River (Brannock Humphreys 1994). In addition to prohibition of mains power, water 
and telecommunications to the five percent of Shire residents in the northern area, 
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residential and commercial development was limited through planning by-laws. For 
example, a guide had been established whereby developers were required to pay for 
removal of trees on a development site, on a sliding scale depending on the age of the 
tree (Brannock Humphreys 1994). 
Objectives of the strategic plan which were specifically social, In addition to 
infrastructure provision, included: 
• maintenance of a sense of place as a whole Shire and in ilS various communities; 
• development which is sensitive to sense of neighbourhood; 
• take account of the particular needs, aspirations and values of the local indigenous 
communities 
(Brannock Humphreys 1994, p. 1.12). 
The sub-text of the strategic and development control plans was that ecological controls 
would result in sustainability in the Shire; that controlled population growth would limit 
the need for employment creation, housing and infrastructure, growth-oriented activities 
that threaten sensitive natural environments. With very limited unrestricted land, the 
Douglas Council was forced to be precise in its planning. But, returning to concerns 
raised in the previous chapter, a major sustainability issue for Douglas Shire is to plan in 
a way that mitigates not only environmental but also the social impacts of tourist 
development. 
The strategic plan for Townsville City 
As outlined previously, Townsville City Council's strategic plan was seven years old 
during the data collection period for this study in 1994-1995. The overall planning 
scheme was similar to that of Mackay, even though the Mackay plan was more recent. 
The Townsville plan was pre-occupied with how land was to be used. It did not identify 
areas of high environmental conservation value. Nor did it describe particular 
environments requiring protection from degradation which could result from 
development. 
The conservation strategy In the strategic plan for Townsville incorporated: 'sites, 
buildings or objects of important historic, cultural, scientific, ecological, architectural or 
scenic value and protect Aboriginal significant places from damage or modification' 
(Townsville City Council 1988). Evidence of work towards ecological sustainability in 
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Townsville can be traced to the development of a separate environmental strategy Living 
Today for Tomorrow, which was produced by the environmental planner in 1993. The 
strategies for environmental conservation outlined in the plan had not been transformed 
into council policy at the time of interviews. However, the Townsville-Thuringowa 
regional planning process referred to in chapter two provided an environmental audit 
identifying all areas of high conservation value in the area. The regional plan also 
identified the various effects of local development both on the community and the 
environment. However, the regional plan had not been developed until 1996 after I 
conducted the interviews. Consequently, in this thesis it will not be possible to question 
how information from the regional plan has flowed into the council and contributed to 
either its policies or its planning procedures. 
Summary 
Within an environment of local government reform, in 1995 Townsville, Mackay and 
Douglas Councils remained focussed on the development of their respective cities. The 
differences between the places were demonstrated in chapter two as were their particular 
ecological sustainability issues. Each of the councils was planning a very different 
place. Their specific characteristics have evolved over time. Ecological sustainability 
was a consideration for all three, although the goal was far more explicit in Douglas 
with its expansive areas of protected environment. Douglas Shire Council was quite 
unique due to its policy to limit eco-tourism and population growth according to 
environmental carrying capacity. The aspirations of the council capitalised on this 
feature while plans for Townsville and Mackay Councils concentrated on urban 
development. With larger populations and different local missions their attention to 
nature conservation although no less vital, was understandably less pronounced than in 
Douglas. 
The strategic plan in Douglas suggested an awareness on the part of the council of the 
importance of environmental planning to ensure protection of environments with high 
conservation value. In Townsville and Mackay, less attention was given in the plans to 
specifying the actual environmental assets within the cities and plans for their 
conservation. With less detail about areas for environmental protection their 
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commitment was only loosely defined compared to the specific ecological sustainability 
policies explicitly documented in the Douglas Shire Council strategic plan. Given those 
features, the council must understand the implications for future employment in the 
Shire. 
In spite of the new legislation imposing conformity of organisational structure and 
planning forms, there were pronounced differences between the designation of functions 
in three councils. Given that Douglas Shire and Mackay and Townsville City Councils 
retained distinct functions according to disciplines practising within the organisation, 
the linkages between ecological sustainability, organisational structure and strategic 
plans in the councils were at times tenuous. 
Townsville City Council had recognised environmental planning by creating a specific 
section within the council and employing a manager in addition to several staff. The 
council had also acknowledged community work and land-use planning by giving them 
each departmental status and a director who was in a position to influence policy 
decisions within the council. Separation of physical and economic departments might, 
on the other hand, be interpreted as lack of commitment to interdisciplinary integration 
but the SPT had been established to assist integration. Interdisciplinary co-operation 
should therefore not be precluded by organisational structures in the Townsville 
Council. In fact, community workers and environmental planners had organisational 
status and access to policy decision-making forums. 
In both Mackay and Douglas Councils, despite their broad mISSIons, community 
workers and environmental planners had less power within the organisation to influence 
planning directions than their Townsville counterparts. Environmental planners in 
Townsville were still on the third rung of the decision-making ladder but the 
environmental planner held out hope that the new SPT would provide an avenue for 
absorption of environmental planning issues into council plans. 
The environmental planner in Douglas considered that power to ensure environmental 
protection was embedded in the Shire's Planning Scheme. The scheme was still subject to 
interpretation, however. One might expect that if there was not an environmentally aware 
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town planner or a council in favour of development over environmental protection, the 
situation could change. Even with an ecological sustainability oriented planning scheme, 
project by project decisions will reflect the values of the actual decision makers and the 
environmental planner had very linle opportunity to influence policy given the place of 
that position in the hierarchy of the council. 
In both Douglas and Mackay, at the time of interviewing there were no formal struCTUres 
existing to facilitate inclusion of environmental planners in planning decisions. 
Environmental Planning expertise was being filtered to the councils via senior staff in all 
three cases. The influence of community workers and environmental planners in 
Douglas and Mackay will depend upon a number of factors. Does the departmental 
director have a good knowledge of the many portfolios under his/her authority? Will 
he/she be able and/or willing to further the goals of community work, environmental, 
land-use and infrastructure planning equally and how will priorities be determined? 
Will a cooperative working model between the traditionally distinct sections be 
encouraged and facilitated or will the divisions be preserved? As I have mentioned, this 
theme will be further explored in chapters five, six seven and eight. The roles of 
environmental planners and community workers are the subject of chapters five and six 
respectively. Constraints to their effective input into local area planning are considered 
in detail in chapter eight. 
An interdisciplinary study 
approach 
Chapter Four 
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This chapter details the processes adopted to study the roles of community workers and 
environmental planners in the councils, and the extent to which they were involved in 
ecologically sustainable local area planning. First, I explain why I selected methods 
that are underpinned theoretically by interpretive and critical methodological positions. 
The chapter then details the research methods adopted for analysing the research. 
Research methodology 
This study addresses the research questions: 
What are the constraints which prevent or impede community workers and 
environmental planners from contributing effectively to ecologically sustainable 
local area planning? 
How can the contribution of community workers and environmental planners 
advance ecological sustainability in local government? 
The study approach is qualitative and theoretically infonned by interpretive and critical 
social science positions. Qualitative research is built on the assumption that ' ... the 
social world is always a human creation, not a discovery' (Sarantakos 1995, pA5). It 
aims to interpret social interactions as seen and experienced by the respondents 
(Sarantakos 1995). Qualitative research therefore is most appropriate for this study 
which is exploratory and seeks to understand relationships between people, 
organisations and policies. 
An interpretive research orientation seeks: 
to create new relationships. better laws. and improved institutions... and... sees inquiry as 
comprising not just the mechanical observation of nature and others but the intervention of 
political and moral illumination (Reinhartz 1992:175). 
In undertaking critical and interpretive research, I chose a research style that records the 
ways respondents make sense of community work and environmental planning. These 
research methods are only of use when judged in the light of the theoretical perspective 
in which they are used (Denzin 1970). My purpose in the research is to explore, 
describe and understand the actions and interactions (Blumer 1969) of community 
workers and environmental planners in contributing to ecologically sustainable local 
area planning. Interaction in the context of this study, in concert with interpretive 
methodology, features issues of history, power, emotion and knowledge (Lofland 1996). 
PlaJe 9 (Previous page) Queens/anders on the side of Castle Hil~ Townsvilk 
Jeanene McCourt, 1992 
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An interpretive methodology is particularly suited to this study as it enables a wide-lens 
view of different practitioner perspectives. For the study questions to be addressed 
adequately, I sought to gain insight into the roles of community workers and 
environmental planners as they described them. Their roles are also considered 
according to how they are perceived by other council officers who are involved in local 
area planning in the three councils. Analysis of their place within the councils' 
organisational structure reflects the status of the functions of community workers and 
environmental planners in relation to other council roles. 
Interpretation occurs on a number of levels: the councils' organisational, geographical 
and political structures, and the broader institutional context. Critical theory in its 
broadest sense also informs the methodology for this study. Put simply, critical theory 
is concerned with removing conditions which restrict human potential whether they be 
based in gender, class, race or social structures (Sarantakos 1993). Here, critical theory 
is relevant because I aim to expose socio-economic and political conditions and the real 
effects of organisational structures on the roles of community workers and 
environmental planners. Informed by this structural analysis approach to data analysis, 
I consider the plans of each council for future development in relation to the principles 
of ecological sustainability. In addition, the organisational structures are considered in 
terms of local area goals and strategies, and the status they provide for community 
workers and environmental planners. 
Allied with the critical and interpretive approaches, I draw on exploratory case study 
research. This is a particularly relevant approach for establishing a vantage point from 
which to observe a great range of perceptions (Harper 1992) and from which to 
establish new insights (Sarantakos 1995). A case study is: 
... an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context 
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident, and in which 
multiple sources of evidence are used (Yin 1989, p. 23). 
In exploring community work and environmental planning in the three councils, the 
case study provided a 'situational groundedness' or real life situation facilitating 
exploration of integrated planning concepts and ecological sustainability principles as 
well as an opportunity for comparison between experiences of officers in the three 
councils (Harper 1992, p. 139). Even though the three councils are located in north 
Queensland, the variation between them - the experiences, perceptions and 
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organisational arrangements - provided a basis for a detailed comparison of approaches 
to integrated planning. A greater depth of understanding in response to the research 
questions can be established through drawing out similarities and differences in 
particular cases (Feagin et al. 1991; Lincoln and Guba 1985). The aim of comparison in 
this study is to understand constraints to involvement of community workers and 
environmental planners in local area planning in each council so they can be overcome, 
not to test councils' integrated planning performance. Indeed, such an expectation 
would be unfair in councils where the whole integrated planning concept is so recent. 
The three case studies were purposely selected to provide insight specifically into the 
roles of community workers and environmental planners and to examine the extent to 
which they contributed an ecological sustainability influence to local planning 
decisions. Consistent with much qualitative social science inquiry, the selection of 
these case studies sought to comprehend the research problem at a deep and complex 
level rather than aiming for breadth in terms of generalisability of the research results 
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). These case studies therefore, do not intend to reflect the 
experience of all local government authorities, although other councils might well be 
able to benefit from the case studies. Issues are raised which will have relevance to 
other councils and from which other councils can leam a great deal in relation to their 
own planning practices, constraints and possibilities. For instance, the majority of non-
metropolitan councils in north Queensland do not employ community workers and 
environmental planners but may intend to in the future. In light of recent Queensland 
planning legislation that requires councils' planning practice to be more attuned to 
social and environmental issues, this scenario is highly probable. In other words, what 
may be able to be generalised from these three case studies is knowledge about the 
difficulties associated with integrating community work and environmental planning, 
and ideas about how to overcome those constraints (Yin 1989). 
Unlike positivist research, these qualitative case studies did not begin by setting out to 
test the validity of a hypothesis. My aim in this research has been to generate 
information about constraints to the contributions of community work and 
environmental planning and propose possibilities for overcoming those obstacles. 
Through my own research experiences and cases cited in planning studies (introduction 
and chapter one), I began this study with a perception that community work was 
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inadequately integrated in the planning process. However, this perception is not a 
hypothesis of this study as such. Rather, it was an incentive to know more about the 
interactions of community work and environmental planning in the local area planning 
process. 
In addition to making the above decisions about ways to address the research questions, 
I required a methodology to encompass the concerns of both community work and 
environmental planning - people and the non-human environment. I therefore imposed 
upon the study the proposition that people and the non-human environment are parts of 
one ecological system. This proposition assists in conceptualising integrated planning 
and ecological sustainability as both are holistic, incorporating people and non-human 
nature. 
According to Harper (1992, p. 141) 'The goal of description remains, ,,' to arrive at 
theoretical understanding'. This grounded theory approach discussed in detail by Glaser 
and Strauss (1967) supports the gradual emergence of theory from research data through 
the interpretation of this data. The process of theory-building in this study has taken 
empirical data in the form of concepts, values, practices and models. Comparison 
between the three cases and the different perspectives of planning practitioners has 
assisted in validating collected facts (Glaser and Strauss 1967). It has strengthened 
causal inferences, leading to theoretical insights (Sarantakos 1993). This approach to 
theory-building is less restrictive than a set of interrelated propositions that are testable 
and explain some phenomenon (Vaughan 1992). 
In what follows, I present a more detailed rationale for case study selection. I then 
describe the process of gaining access to the councils and study participants and 
introduce the study participants. The research methods are then discussed. 
Selecting councils to be involved in the study 
In the introductory chapter I said that examples of public contention over development 
in areas of high environmental conservation value were well known in north 
Queensland. Because Townsville, Mackay and Douglas and their councils incorporated 
the particular characteristics and ecological sustainability challenges that were described 
in preceding chapters, they provided interesting contexts in which to explore the 
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research questions at a comprehensive level. Particular struggles that depict this tension 
regarding development and environment were cited in chapter two through the Rorence 
Bay issue in Townsville and the Daintree to Bloomfield Road in Douglas Shire. The 
World Heritage listing of the Wet Tropical Rainforests of North Queensland in 1987 
provides a further example. It is specifically of interest because in World Heritage 
listing the forests, concern 'centred on social effects of environmental conservation 
policy upon communiiies of the Atherton Tablelands. The listing of the rainforests 
became contentious and created much division within the affected communities because 
it posed a major threat to the area's large established timber industry. It drove a rift 
between those who stood to lose their livelihood and those in favour of preservation of 
the forests (Gibson et a1. 1988). 
A further important reason for including Townsville, Douglas and Mackay in the study 
was that they were among only a few councils in Queensland, and very few non-
metropolitan Queensland councils, that had created positions specifically for both 
community workers and environmental planners (Officer of LGAQ, pers.comm., 1997). 
A fourth council originally considered for inclusion in the study, Charters Towers Shire 
Council, was not included because it did not employ a community worker or an 
environmental planner and the tasks that such planners would be expected to undertake 
were not actively carried out by that council. For example, in a discussion with the 
council's CEO it became apparent that the council did not have a role in establishing 
projects with either a community work or a natural area conservation orientation. 
Environmental management roles like waste management and water treatment were 
viewed purely as engineering concerns rather than as part of an environmental 
planning/protection strategy. 
From one interview, I perceived that Charters Towers Council was under-resourced and 
under-informed in relation to integrated planning, impact assessment and social and 
environmental roles revealing poor information flow from centralised, metropolitan-
based policy makers to remote, rural councils. Elected members and senior council 
officers in Charters Towers had not even heard of !LAP while officers from many 
metropolitan councils had already attended workshops and started to implement the 
model in their own councils. 
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Thirdly, as the three councils selected for this srudy were in the early stages of adopting 
a planning approach that included community workers and environmental planners, the 
timing of the srudy was propitious, allowing for the early experiences and perceptions of 
planners in response to the ecological sustainability challenge to be documented. The 
timing of the srudy was also advantageous because new planning and development 
legislation was being revised in Queensland. The Planning, Environment and 
Development Bill (Qld) 1994 was released for public comment, revised and reincarnated 
as the Integrated Planning Act (Qld) 1997 (IP A). The IP A proposed that local 
government authorities adopt an integrated planning approach and that they assume 
greater responsibility for incorporating social and environmental considerations in 
development of strategic local area plans. 
Finally, as a resident of north Queensland, I had some personal perceptions to bring to 
the srudy. Researching locally also provided the opporrunity for accessible, ongoi·ng 
dialogue with srudy participants, facilitating the preferred iterative research process 
whereby new information could be assimilated at any point creating potential to make 
changes along the way, unlike a highly ordered step by step research process (Taylor et 
al. 1989). 
Gaining access 
Case srudy development occurred in three phases. Firstly, the councils were approached 
in writing. The letter outlined the content and nature of Ihe proposed inquiry and asked 
whether the council would have an interest in participating. It also informed of the 
other councils being approached. Four councils (including Charters Towers) were then 
visited and finally, I conducted preliminary meetings with council officers who would 
potentially be involved in in-depth interviews. In a research setting which is a public 
institution, negotiation of consent was important for both legal and ethical reasons 
(Lincoln and Guba 1985). Written consent was obtained, firstly from the three councils 
(Appendix 4) and from each srudy participant prior to commencement of individual 
interviews (Appendix 5). 
As my aim was to understand the roles of community workers and environmental 
planners in the councils, the letter stated that I wanted to interview community workers 
and environmental planners about their roles. In addition, the letter indicated that I 
.. 
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sought to develop an understanding of whether other key council officers engaged in 
local area planning, understood the roles of community workers and environmental 
planners as they had described them. Therefore, in the letter I suggested that interviews 
include engineers, councillors, town planners and administrators. 
Following an expression of interest from all four councils in being involved in the 
study, I visited each to discuss the details of the study and the responses of the councils 
to my proposals. This second phase of gaining entry enabled me to observe and gather 
information about the places, the councils, and the people with whom I talked. These 
early impressions, documented and referred to as observations, make an important 
contribution to the study (Denzin 1989). During this phase of the study, one week was 
spent in meetings at the councils of Douglas and Mackay. 
In Douglas, the council agreed to participate in the study following my letter of request. 
A series of telephone conversations between myself and the Mayor's secretary then led 
to her organising appointments with possible respondents from each of the above six 
categories. Meetings were held in the offices of the respective respondents .and at the 
outset I provided a summary of the research proposal, written in accessible language, 
outlining the research aims, procedures, and intentions for use of the data (Appendix 6). 
The specific requirements of the individuals and their councils in the research project 
were discussed to ensure my expectations were clear to participants and to check that 
they considered them to be realistic. As the Mayor of Douglas Shire was not available, 
I met the Deputy Mayor. On this initial visit I also met the CEO who could not spare 
the time to continue formal involvement in the study but we talked about the study 
objectives. He confirmed that the other officers with whom I had appointments would 
be appropriate informants for the information I sought. In addition, he suggested I 
interview the Mayor, who he said had a very particular perspective and a great influence 
on the council's policy direction. 
The Aboriginal Liaison Officer and the Community Development Officer were present 
at the first meeting in Douglas. Both were very enthusiastic about the study, as was the 
town planner who was keen to advance planning approaches that would contribute to 
local ecological sustainability. The community workers hoped the study might assist in 
increasing knowledge of their role among other officers in the council and lead to an 
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improvement In their minimal inclusion In council information distribution and 
decision-making. The engineer, deputy mayor and environmental planner· were 
agreeable to participating in the study but with less enthusiasm than the community 
workers and town planner. As I had been explicit about the study objectives, and both 
the deputy mayor and engineer had said they were concerned that environmental 
policies didn't go too far, I considered that they may have felt they had little to gain 
from the study. I was uncertain about the environmental planner's lack of interest, 
although she was new to the council and still feeling her way. She may have been 
apprehensive about commenting because there was some contention among council 
officers about the extent to which policies should continue to promote environmental 
preservation and limit other forms of development. 
A similar process evolved in Mackay where I met respondents including the Mayor, 
CEO, Director of Engineering, Environmental Health Officer, Director of Planning and 
Development, and the Community Development Worker at the first visit. When the 
Community Development Worker again showed greater interest in the study and its 
potential to advance community work in the council, I thought they may have sensed 
that my own community work background would be particularly sympathetic to their 
cause. Given the research questions, their expectation was valid, although I stressed 
that the study was exploratory and that I had not developed a hypothesis which was to 
be proved or disproved through interviews. The Director of Planning and Development 
was very defensive at the initial meeting in his assurances that he would draw upon the 
skills of social planning in the course of his work but that community workers were 
different because they did not have the technical skills he expected social planners to 
possess. He also appeared uneasy about having limited involvement with the officer 
responsible for environmental planning, suggesting as a reason, that the Environmental 
Health Officer was not qualified to perform the role. These issues are taken up in the 
next two chapters. 
In Townsville, the situation was a little different because I lived there. As I had worked 
for several years in the Townsville community welfare sector, I knew the Director of 
Community and Cultural Services as a colleague. He advised that I should formally 
request a meeting with the council administration to discuss the details of the study. 
When researching in one's own community, an informal process could be expected. In 
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this case the opposite occurred. The meeting took place at the Council with the Deputy 
Mayor, CEO, Director of Health and Director of Planning and Development. In 
Douglas and Mackay, where I initially met with study participants individually, the 
process of entry had been much less formal. The large group meeting in Townsville, 
was by contrast, very formal. The group I met represented the more bureaucratic, 
corporate and politicised style of the large, regional Townsville City Council. The 
amount of time officers would have to dedicate to the study and questions about how 
the data would be used were predominant concerns among the group. From this 
meeting, I gained the impression that the council wanted an assurance that the research 
results would not be in any way politically injurious to the public image of the council. 
Given that the council had been widely criticised by local conservation groups for its 
support of developments on Florence Bay, Nelly Bay on Magnetic Island, and a cable 
car on Castle Hill among others, their concerns were understandable. However, I again 
stressed that the study aimed to explore the questions for academic purposes. 
Establishing the researcher-participant relationship 
This initial research phase involved potential participants In the research design. 
Rejecting the role of the 'unembodied scientist' in this study, I am aware that I have 
adopted the role of human knower complete with feelings and ambivalences (Reinhartz 
1992). Although as a qualitative researcher, and therefore an interpreter of meanings, I 
have shaped the research process and its conclusions, I have outlined above how I 
engaged the participation of respondents (Denzin 1989). Research participants were 
never treated simply as objects of the research project. With regard to their employment 
in government organisations, they had control over the information they submitted in 
later interviews through return of interview transcripts to respondents for editing. They 
were able to exclude any sections that could cause any form of discomfort or difficulty 
for them. Although few revisions were made for political purposes, this involvement 
assisted in building trust between myself and the study participants. 
Indeed, I found some respondents to be extremely candid and trusting during the initial 
contact. Respondents made comments about the administration of their councils and 
critical remarks about councillors. In the case of a number of respondents, it was as 
though they needed an outside and unaligned ear to use as a vent for their frustrations 
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with intra-council dynamics and organisational politics. So candid were participants 
that in one case a participant asked that I recommend in the research conclusions that 
her department be granted improved status. Of course, I could not commit to do so but 
given that the research methodology shares the broad emancipatory aim of critical 
theory, to provoke change and to empower research participants, I would hope to effect 
heightened awareness amongst, and potentially beyond study participants, through a 
mutually educative enterprise (Lather 1986). 
Although study participants did not suggest any changes to the questions or the 
proposed methods, it was important from the outset that participants considered the 
research process to be appropriate and that they were able to commit time to the study. 
In line with the broad aims of critical social science research, I also wanted to ensure 
that the study content was considered relevant and useful to the participants (Bredo and 
Feinberg 1982). The approach I adopted was informed by participatory SIA. Many 
SIA texts advocated research principles whereby participants were engaged in shaping 
the study purposes, questions and the outcomes. Consequently, they had some power 
over the information they provided (Taylor et aI. 1990; Ross 1990; Craig and Fowler 
1985). 
I spoke with participants about the benefits they wanted to derive from the project. As 
outlined above, a few of the officers with whom I spoke hoped the study might have 
particular benefits specifically for themselves. Others were satisfied that the major 
benefit would be expanded knowledge about how community workers and 
environmental planners can contribute to the planning processes of their councils. I 
made a commitment to ensure every effort would be made to meet their expectations. 
One way of doing so was to retain an iterative approach whereby study methods are 
open to continuous change as a consequence of consultation with a diverse group of 
council officers from three different areas and distinct organisations (Taylor et aI. 1990). 
Another function of the initial visits was that they allowed me to gain participants' 
reactions to the research questions. I was aware that information channels from 
government departments in Canberra, even Brisbane, were frequently inadequate in 
effectively reaching regional and rural councils (Brown et aI. 1992a) and established 
that limited information about !LAP and integrated planning had reached Mackay or 
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Douglas. Townsville officers had more knowledge of llAP. This was particularly the 
case because the Director of Community and Cultural Services had been seconded to 
the ALGA for a period to be involved in the development of the model. Given that 
there was little knowledge of !LAP in Mackay and Douglas, I became aware that the 
interview questions should be framed in more general integrated planning concepts and 
terms to be equally accessible to all respondents. 
With the information gained through the initial meetings, I was able to construct 
interview schedules that were appropriate to the officers representing six different 
practitioner groups in each of the participating councils. I was confident of developing 
interview questions and formats that were relevant and of interest to the particular work 
areas of respondents and that would assist participants to draw on their own 
experiences. I anticipated that this approach would facilitate discussion in interviews 
rather than a question and answer style. 
Study participants in profIle 
The study included interviews with twenty-two respondents (table 4.1). They represent 
six broadly defined groups of practitioners employed in the councils that, according to 
the Local Government Act (Qld) 1993 should be involved in local area planning: 
community workers, engineers, town planners, environmental planners, administrators 
and elected members (table 4.1). Respondents actual titles and those I have given to 
each do not always coincide. My categories represent particular areas of practice within 
the councils but they were never conceived as homogenous categories. 
The specialist skills, values and knowledge of community workers and environmental 
planners are elaborated upon in the two chapters that follow. Importantly, respondents 
identified with the grouping in which they have been categorised. Members of each 
group have educational backgrounds in similar fields. In addition, community workers 
and environmental planners identify with particular philosophies and values (discussed 
in chapters five and six). This method of grouping assists analytical interpretation 
(Harper 1992). Categorisation of this type does not deny however, that within a 
particular category workers undertake a variety of diverse activities. There are also 
areas of overlap where study respondents from different categories are involved in 
similar areas of work, an issue to be considered in chapter eight. 
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Table 4.1 Profile of study respondents 
Local Position Title Gende~ Age Educational Years of 
Government Qualifications Service in 
Authority Council 
Donglas Shire Community Development Officer female 40 BA, Dip Ed, Dip. Communications 16 months 
Council 
Aboriginal Liaison Officer male 32 Grade II 12 months 
Planning Officer female 23 BSc Environmental Science, Grad Dip Town Planning 7 months 
Manager Planning Services male 37 Bach. Town Planning 7 yrs 
Director Engineering Services male 56 Dip Civ Engineering, Build. Surveyor, Grad. Dip Management 18 yrs 
Mayor male 45 Carpenter, Bach. Physiology 4 yrs 
Deputy Mayor male 56 Grade 8 7 yrs 
Mackay City Director Planning and Development male 34 Bach. Surveying, Grad Dip & MA Urban & Regional Planning, 2.5 yrs 
Council Services 
Chief Executive Officer male 51 Junior Certificate 10 yrs 
Mayor male 60 Secondary Level 30 yrs 
Community Development Worker female 57 Grad Dip. Social Planning 4 yrs 
Director Engineering (Water and male 58 Bachelor Civil Engineering 17 yrs 
Sewerage) 
Environmental Health Officer male 39 Ass. Dip. Health Surveying 6 yrs 
Townsville City Director Community and Cultural Services male 57 Dip. Philos. and Theol., MA Social Policy 16 yrs 
Council 
Director Planning and Development female 36 Bach & MA Town and Regional Planning, Bach Computer 3.5 yrs 
Services Science 
Manager Planning and Investigation male 37 Municipal Engineers Certificate, Building Surveyor 4 yrs 
Community Services Manager female 49 BA, Dip. Social Studies 4.5 yrs 
Community Project Officer) female 43 BA, Dip. Social Studies 2 yrs 
Community Development Officer female 40 Grade 10 2 yrs 
Director Corporate Services male 37 Bachelor Economics 7 yrs 
Manager Environmental Planning Services female 28 Bachelor SciencelEnvironmental Science 6 yrs 
Deputy Mayor female 52 Registered nurse 7 yrs 
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The number of respondents from each council varied with nine from Townsville, seven 
from Douglas and six from Mackay. This occurred because the Director of Community 
and Cultural Services in Townsville, with a larger community work-oriented department 
than Douglas and Mackay, suggested that three other members of the Department be 
interviewed to reflect the diversity of community workers roles in the department. 
Those workers agreed to participate in the study and their involvement does result in a 
portrayal of the different roles of community workers in that council in contrast with the 
other two. 
The gender and age of respondents varied both between councils and between study 
participants from different work areas. Six of the nine female respondents were from 
Townsville. With four of the seven community workers being from Townsville, this is 
indicative of the nature of the social welfare profession (Marchant and Wearing 1986). 
Only two of the seven community workers were male and one of them held a senior 
management position in the council. Of the nine women, five aged between forty and 
fifty-seven years were employed in community services departments of the councils and 
one of those held a management-level position. The two youngest study participants 
from Douglas and Townsville were environmental planners, women aged twenty-three 
and twenty-eight years. Their age reflects the newness of environmental planning 
practitioners in local government. Two women were in senior management positions, 
the Director of Planning, aged thirty-six, and the Deputy Mayor aged fifty-two years. 
Both were at Townsville City Council. 
Thirteen of the twenty-two study participants were men, including the four longest 
serving employees in the study. Eight male respondents held ten of the senior 
management positions represented in the sample. The other senior management 
positions were held by two women in Townsville. In terms of the length of time 
respondents had been employed, twelve had been employed for between three and 
seven years, five for between one and two years and five for more than eight years. The 
very long-standing employees were the Mayor and CEO from Mackay, the Engineer 
from Douglas Shire Council and the Director of Cultural and Community Services in 
Townsville. 
Finally, respondents both across and within disciplines had different qualifications. 
Fifteen of the twenty-two had tertiary qualifications. Of the seven without tertiary 
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qualifications two were the Aboriginal Liaison Officers, three (one in each council), 
were elected members, one held a senior management position (CEO), and the other 
was an Environmental Health Officer. Seven study participants representing four of the 
six work areas, excluding elected members and administrators, held post-graduate or 
multiple tertiary qualifications. Land-use planners and community workers were more 
highly represented in this group than the other work areas. All those with tertiary and 
post-graduate qualifications had studied in the field in which they were employed. The 
land-use planner in TownsviIle and Engineer in Douglas had supplemented their initial 
field of study with computer and management studies. The importance of the different 
disciplinary theoretical underpinnings of the social and physical sciences is an issue 
discussed at length in following chapters. 
Research design 
According to Marshall and Rossman (1989), a qualitative research design should deal 
with the following: 
• site and sample selection 
• gaining access 
• researcher's role 
• research strategies 
• data collection techniques 
• managing and recording data 
• data analysis strategies. 
Site and sample selection, gaining access and my role as the researcher have been 
discussed above. The remaining qualitative research considerations are addressed 
below. 
Research strategies 
The case study method drew upon a number of data sources. Primary data included 
interview transcripts, observations, recording of observations in a research journal, 
maps, photographs and demographic data. Interviews provided the personal reflections 
of individuals about their experiences of integrated planning and their perceptions of 
community work and environmental planners in the councils. Formal council 
documents provided information on the organisational case study context and articles 
from local newspapers and reports (referred to in chapters one and two) illustrated some 
of the ecological sustainability issues facing each council. Documents collected from 
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the councils (table 4.2) were used to provide information about the formal 
organisational structures of the councils and their strategic and corporate plans. 
Prior to interviews, a review of integrated planning, SlA and local government texts was 
undertaken. Information from the review revealed that the only source of prior inquiry 
into the relationship of social and environmental considerations was through SlA. Even 
then, the SlA studies considered were not set specifically within local government as 
responsibility for ElA, of which SlA is a component, falls under state or 
Commonwealth jurisdiction. Review of the literature provided an outline of the 
problems of integrating social and environmental issues pertaining to development 
proposals and planning processes, to which I have referred previously. This knowledge 
enabled me to enter the research with a broad understanding of issues relating to the 
inquiry yet these research questions had not previously been applied to local 
government, my research aim remained exploratory. I wanted to know about the 
particularities of these three councils, not to influence participants' responses with my 
prior knowledge. 
In addition, the respondents were considered the experts on the research topic. 
Systematic comparison of the descriptions respondents gave of their experiences, 
together with information from the documents, led to the formation of concepts and the 
basis for qualitative interpretation and analysis (Denzin 1989). 
Data collection techniques 
Documents were collected throughout the four year period of the study. Interviews 
were conducted between May, 1995 and May, 1996. 
Documents 
Documents were collected throughout the study as they became accessible (table 4.2). 
Documents were not equally available from all three councils. In most cases where they 
were not accessed they simply did not exist. The 1993 local government legislation 
increased mandatory formal recording by councils. In particular, small rural councils 
were often fairly informal organisations before the advent of corporate planning 
guidelines. As I elaborate below, where documents were available across the three 
councils they have used to uphold systematic comparative analysis of interview data. 
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Where not universally available, they provide contextual information. 
Table 4.2 Summary of documents 
Type of Document Date Obtained 
Douglas Mackay Townsville 
Corporate Plan September 1995 September 1995 July, 1995 
Town Planning Scheme and February 1995 March,1998 July, 1995 
Strategic Plans 
Regional Plan May, 1995 NA 1998 
demographic information 1994, 1996. 1998 1994. 1996. 1998 1994. 1996. 1998 
social plan NA NA July. 1995 
environmental plans NA NA July. 1995 
annual reports 1997. 1998 1997. 1998 1997. 1998 
maps of region 1995 1995 1995 
local newspapers during field visits. during field visits during field visit, 
1997 1997 
NA not available 
The corporate plans of Townsville and Mackay Councils were collected at the 
orientation visits. The corporate plan for Douglas became available following the initial 
visit. The corporate plans were used to provide information about the organisational 
goals and structures of the councils, and the position of community workers and 
environmental planners within those structures. These documents were also the basis 
for a discussion theme in the first round of interviews. Strategic plans which set out 
land uses, social and economic objectives for a local government area were not applied 
as systematically as the corporate plans. They were developed at different times and 
under different state legislative guidelines, as I explained in chapter three. At the time 
of data collection, the strategic plan in Douglas was still being negotiated and public 
objections to it processed. 
Strategic plan development and public objections to the draft plan were predominant 
issues in the daily work of Douglas respondents. Discussion of the plan revealed some 
crucial differences among respondents' perceptions of ecological sustainability. This 
was not the case in Townsville where the strategic plan was several years old and 
viewed by the town planner as outdated in relation to the Local Government Act 1993 
(Qld). The plan was in early stages of being developed in Mackay and was integrated 
into the write up of this study in early 1998. There was however, an opportunity to 
discuss the council's approach to developing the plan with respondents during 
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interviews in 1995-1996. 
Although regional plans that incorporated Douglas and Townsville had not been 
developed at the early data collection stage of this study, they were incorporated when 
they became available. They presented strategies for the regions' economies and 
environments and provided' an opportunity for incorporating this detail in the study. 
These plans have served as context to respondent interpretations in interviews. 
In addition to corporate, strategic and regional plans, a range of secondary data was 
collected including demographic information for the three areas, local maps, 
photographs and annual reports from the councils. Information from these sources 
assisted in establishing the image of the three places and councils provided in chapters 
two and three. Council plans that were specifically social and environmental only 
existed in Townsville, although these aspects had been integrated into Douglas Shire's 
strategic plan. The existence of such specialised plans demonstrates that Townsville 
City Council is larger, with greater resources and therefore able to present more 
sophisticated corporate planning documents than Mackay and Douglas. 
Local newspapers were collected during visits to each case study location to gain a 
sense of current local issues. Additional historical newspaper articles were also drawn 
upon to illustrate particular examples of the character of the places. Initially, I had also 
sought participants' written job descriptions. However, I have not been able to 
incorporate them because so few were available. Two were available in Townsville and 
one in Douglas. All other respondents said they had never had a written job description 
that outlined the tasks for which they should be responsible. 
The information derived through the documents about the towns and the councils prior 
to the semi-structured interviews resulted in there being less need to cover much of this 
contextual ground in interviews and consequently it also allowed more time for 
respondents to reflect upon issues in practice rather than using the interview time 
substantially for descriptive detail. Instead of asking respondents to describe the 
structure in interviews, I was able to ask them to comment on their experiences of 
working in the structures. The documents that were able to be obtained at initial visits 
to the councils assisted in providing early information pertaining to the culture of the 
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case study areas, especially in tenus of political structures and policy frameworks 
within the councils. This process can be likened to a domain search within 
ethnographic methodology aimed at identifying features common to members of a 
particular culture (Spradley 1979, p. 100). 
Interviews 
With three exceptions, study participants were individually involved in two separate 
face to face interviews of approximately two hours duration. The Aboriginal liaison 
officer and the Community Development Officer at Douglas Shire Council elected to be 
interviewed together on the first occasion and the Aboriginal Liaison Officer was not 
available for the second interview. The Manager of the Community and Cultural 
Services Department and the Community Development Officer at Townsville City 
Council also chose to attend a joint interview in the first round of interviews. 
Time spent with respondents was limited to interviews in their offices. While the 
interview setting was not unnatural it was, to a large extent, formal and there was not a 
great deal of opportunity to experience the culture of the three councils through an 
extended participant-observer role. I made the decision that the empirical data 
generated through interviews and documents was to be the primary source of 
information. I did not feel convinced that immersing myself in the culture of the 
councils would greatly enhance this study, which was primarily concerned with hearing 
the views of the planners as they wanted to convey them. 
With permission from respondents through written consent (Appendix 5) and verbal 
agreement at each interview, the sessions were tape-recorded and faithfully transcribed. 
This process assists in clarifying tenuinology and information provided by participants 
and acts as a corrective to researcher pre-conceptions (Bredo and Feinberg 1982). The 
interview transcripts were returned to respondents for editing prior to analysis. Few 
amendments were made. Intensive tape-recorded interviewing distils the language and 
the words of study participants. Analysis of participants' own words assists in 
grounding research data in the meanings and values held by its subjects (Bredo and 
Feinberg 1982, p. 380). 
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The initial interviews (following orientation interviews) took the fonn of depth 
interviews, a style adopted because it allows time and flexibility for discussion and deep 
probing. According to McCracken (1988) and Denzin (1989) the depth interview is a 
study method suited to exploratory research aiming to develop understanding. A semi-
structured interview schedule with open-ended questions (Appendix 7) allowed for 
conversation and infonnation exchange between myself and each study participant 
(Denzin 1989; Lofland 1996). The semi-structured interview therefore served as a 
guide to broad discussion topics determined by the researcher and validated by study 
participants. It also allowed for other issues to be raised by respondents. Questions 
used a vocabulary that all respondents could understand and feel comfortable 
responding to (Denzin 1970). Given that study respondents were multi-disciplinary, 
flexibility was particularly necessary to ensure questions were relevant and interviewees 
felt able to contribute with their specific areas of interest and expertise (Lofland 1996). 
Subjective descriptions of workers' fields of expertise, experiences and their 
understandings about organisational culture expressed in interviews then added depth to 
the data overall through multiple discourses (Denzin 1989). 
Initial interviews sought infonnation about the respondents, their role, their knowledge 
of and relationship to the environmental planners and community workers. They were 
asked about their perceptions of how they could be more effectively involved in local 
area planning to suggest ways of overcoming the constraints to involvement of 
community workers and environmental planners in local area planning. Other topics 
discussed with respondents included the roles of local government and its relationship to 
the Commonwealth and the State Government. 
The second interview schedule (Appendix 8) was more structured, based partl y on data 
from the initial interviews and also on findings of previous studies ( cited above) about 
integration of social concerns in EIA and environmental planning considerations in 
local government (Graham 1992). The second interview had three sections. Part A was 
designed to clarify points individuals had made during the first interview. Respondents 
were asked to talk about constraints to successfully implementing a more integrated 
planning model within their councils in Part B that also sought to gather infonnation 
about how participants viewed the area they worked and lived in and their hopes for its 
future. Part C was specifically focused on the tasks of community work and 
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environmental planning. Such questions were particularly informed by the political or 
participatory planning SIA orientation (Craig 1990), recommendations of Graham 
(1992) regarding appropriate environmental planning tasks for local government, the 
roles of community workers in local government as discussed by Menzies et al (1995) 
for the LGAQ, and principles for effective, participatory SIA summarised at the end of 
an extensive literature review by Roughley and Scherl in 1992. 
Research journal 
I share the view of Lofland (1996) that field notes filter rather than mirror what actually 
happens and that there are different interpretations of reality. This view opposes that of 
Denzin (1989) who considers field notes as social realism. My observations of the 
places, the councils and the participants in the three case studies were documented as 
initial personal perceptions and reflected upon as they influenced the project's structure 
and the interpretation of research data (Thomas 1993). These journal entries formed 
one level of interpretation of the research data. It assisted in early coding of the 
characteristics of the places, the councils and the study participants. The information 
collected through observation has contributed further to the rigour of the research 
validity through triangulation as discussed below (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983, 
p.199). 
Newspapers 
Articles from local newspapers and reports (referred to in chapters one and two) 
illustrated some of the ecological sustainability issues facing each council. Local 
newspapers were collected during field visits to provide information for the researcher 
on contemporary issues in each place. Some historical newspaper articles were also 
sought in presenting some important issues such as attitudes towards indigenous people 
in Townsville and environmental controversies. 
Managing, recording and analysis of research data 
To ensure systematic management of data and maintain the flexibility qualitative 
research allows, I managed the various forms of research data outlined above in a 
number of ways. I managed my research journal and records of documents manUally. 
As themes emerged I created theme categories and sub-categories in my research 
journal. I also maintained a section in my journal for theoretical memos. Theoretical 
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memos took different forms at various stages in the research process. At times, they 
related to my perceptions about how useful the interview schedules seemed to be and 
about gaps in data I needed to follow up. I also wrote notes about themes that were 
beginning to emerge from the data. For example, after conducting a number of the 
second interviews, I wrote the following theoretical memo: 
The questionnaire has drawn upon the political versus technical planning dichotomy. With the 
exception of community workers who make a clear preference for political methods. study 
participants did not dichotomise the two. It seems more common that they perceive the two as 
unable to be separated. The same applied when I asked whether it was more important for 
councils to be strategic local area plarmers or service providers. (August 25 1995). 
In the theoretical memos I linked themes emerging from the data and the literature 
review. I also kept a reflective log in which I noted methodological decisions. Key 
themes included local issues of a social and/or environmental nature, the place of 
community workers and environmental planners in the respective organisations and 
decision-making structures and processes in the councils. Using an iterative research 
process, initial interviews were analysed prior to constructing the second interview 
schedule. 
The second interviews assisted in identifying causal inference and suggested direction 
for further stages of the study (faylor et al. 1990). In addition to asking new questions, 
I was then able to clarify particular details or statements individual planners made in the 
first interviews. Interview transcripts from the first round of interviews were coded 
according to the broad topics addressed in the interview schedule (Appendix 7). The 
qualitative data analysis computer program NUDIST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data 
Interpretation, Sorting and Theorising) assisted data storage and sorting from the outset. 
Interview transcripts were broken down into two data types - base data and themes. 
Base data refers to the categories pertaining to the characteristics of the places (name, 
population size), the councils (size, structure), research participants (age, gender, 
position title, length of service). 
Thematic data consisted of the documents and the interview transcripts, but only the 
interview transcripts were sorted through NUDIST. Transcripts were initially sorted 
using the question topics as themes. As themes were compared across practitioner 
groups and between councils new themes emerged creating the NUDIST tree which has 
continuing branches refining data at each level (Richards and Richards 1994). This 
procedure reduces raw description for interpretation (Lincoln and Guba 1985), a process 
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known as analytic induction (Denzin 1989), or constant comparative method (Glaser 
and Strauss 1967). With addition of the transcripts from the second interviews into 
NUDIST, the level of bracketing became sophisticated. For example, significant 
themes emerged when using the program to collate comments from interview 
transcripts. In particular, participants experienced a number of constraints when they 
applied their preferred planning approach in practice. Differences between the various 
practitioners then became more apparent. 
NUDIST facilitates bracketing by searching for words and then associations between 
words, codes or concepts. In the case of my interest in constraints, I was able to search 
for particular words (such as difficult and problem) then associate them with the context 
of the conversation, the respondent and the council from which they emerged. This 
information formed a branch on the NUDIST tree called Constraints which was then 
divided into three branches (the councils). The three branches were then divided again 
to allow comparison between practitioners representing different fields. 
This theorising assisted by NUDIST was subject to further coding and contextualisation 
by constant reference to documents and secondary data. For instance, the regional and 
isolated geographical situation of Douglas, Mackay and Townsville was always an 
important consideration in physical, social and economic terms. Secondary data was 
used as contextual information to the case studies and for cross-checking and adding 
missing detail to the interview data. Triangulation of data through multiple sources 
provides a broader range of perceptions of the phenomena being studied (Lincoln and 
Guba 1985). Interpretation was an ongoing process. In this study, it was initially 
unstructured to maximise discovery of interpretations. Instead of beginning with set 
hypotheses the intent has been to continually revise and refine emergent hypotheses 
(Denzin 1989). Given diverse study settings and participant experiences, the study 
embraces flexibility and resists the imposition upon the data of one single, rigid 
theoretical framework. I agree with Lincoln (1985:221) that explorations in the new 
world of interdisciplinary planning must recognise that, 'The language is new, tentative. 
The terminology is exploratory and indeterminate rather than precise and 
circumscribed' (Lincoln 1985, p. 221). 
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Truthfulness or trustworthiness of research design 
In research taking place in the respondents' environments, the concern with truthfulness 
is to adequately represent mUltiple realities (Lincoln and Guba 1985). This perspective 
differs from the positivist paradigm where research validity refers to the question of 
whether the case studies measure what they intended to measure and this becomes a 
gauge of truthfulness (Byles and Smith 1988). As stressed earlier, in terms of external 
validity or generalisability of study findings, the three case studies have been 
specifically selected and are not representative of all local government authorities. The 
aim has been to research ways in which community work and environmental planning 
activities are integrated in the three selected local government authorities. Knowledge 
about the difficulties associated with integrating community work and environmental 
planning and ideas about how to overcome those constraints ascertained as a result of 
studying these three cases will be generalisable. The construction of theory specific to 
these cases can generate recommendations for policy and planning practice, through 
analytical analysis (Yin 1989). Subjective descriptions of workers' experiences and 
knowledge about organisational culture expressed in interviews adds depth through 
multiple discourses and strengthens the study's external validity (Denzin 1989). 
Internal or construct validity in qualitative research is also ensured through the multiple 
sources of evidence collected in the research effort and outlined above. Triangulation, 
the process of consulting several different sources of information (Denzin 1989), 
enables assessment of data according to a number of accounts. In addition, acquisition 
of background information prior to interviews with planners assisted in the triangulation 
of information because, 'Links between concepts and indicators are checked by recourse 
to other indicators' (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983, p. 199). As Feagin et a1. (1991) 
pointed out, triangulation in qualitative research provides even greater construct validity 
than much quantitative research where there are often fewer sources of data to facilitate 
cross-checking. The case study method provides the ability to compare the information 
provided by different people as well as multiple contexts (Feagin et. aI 1991). The 
information collected through observation has contributed further to the rigour of the 
research validity through triangulation (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983, p. 199). 
In qualitative case study research the requirement for reliability or truthfulness is 
satisfied through a number of methods. 
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They include: 
• investigating phenomena in a number of places. through comparison of responses of different 
people to similar questions. over roughly the same time period; 
• careful selection of cases where the similarities and differences can be justified in terms of 
comparability and where the research questions are able to be confronted and theoretical insights 
are able to be distilled; and 
• strict documentation of context and procedures to achieve some certainty that others might 
observe the sarne findings under similar conditions 
(Feagin et al. 1991, p. 239-240). 
My research methods and process as described above have observed each of these 
reliability requirements. Data collection was conducted in each of the three case study 
areas using consistent categories of respondents, interview schedules, interview 
processes, observation techniques and document collection. In addition to the criteria 
set out above for selecting the three case studies, they were chosen with regard to their 
ability to be compared, contrasted and most importantly, to provide a rich source of 
information about integrating social and environmental concerns into local area 
planning. The orientation procedures and consequent rejection of Charters Towers 
Council illustrates the process of ensuring that the research questions could be 
adequately addressed through the chosen case studies. 
In the interpretation of research data in this project, one limitation has been the sheer 
amounts of data with which I have worked. In spite of systematic coding, the 
propensity to be distracted with exploration of remotely relevant themes has been an 
issue because the subjects touched on by the study participants were many and 
extremely diverse. They ranged from issues within work areas to issues between local 
government work areas. institutional concerns and broad policy frameworks pertaining 
to many policy areas. The sorting and re-sorting of data into meaningful categories has 
resulted in much data not being used. It has also forced a more structured presentation 
of the data as a mere management strategy because with limited space it was considered 
important to represent the institutional contexts as well as to convey the experiences and 
opinions of individual participants. The task of balancing data analysis and description 
is commonly a challenge presented to the interpretive researcher (Lofland 1996: 165). 
In addition, I proposed at the outset of the study to return to each community with the 
research findings. Focus group discussions were to inform a final stage of the research 
design through discussion and subsequent validation of draft conclusions. This stage of 
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the research did not eventuate for a number of reasons. Firstly, I moved out of the 
region in 1996 and also due to the need to limit the amount of data. To have lost an 
opportunity to give something back to the participants is to me the greatest loss in not 
carrying this stage through. I have agreed instead to send each of the councils that 
participated in the study a summary report of the conclusions and to discuss the study 
findings with them. 
Having met the challenges of interdisciplinary research, I have learned much of the 
inherent difficulties confronting those planners who are in the process of developing 
interdisciplinary work models. The obstructions to permeating the boundaries set by 
traditional local government work areas cannot be underestimated. In my recent 
experience, the practice of compartmentalising knowledge is as much alive and well in 
academia as it is in local government. My attempts to span disciplinary compartments 
were, at times, discouraged and impeded rather than facilitated with concerns raised 
about the legitimacy of an interdisciplinary analysis that does not contribute to the 
existing knowledge base of one narrowly defined academic discipline. Throughout this 
doctorate I have experienced a sense of isolation as I have resisted pigeon-holing of the 
thesis topic. Unlike research within one particular discipline, interdisciplinary research 
may produce less specialised knowledge because it would be impossible to consult the 
extent of literature produced on a selected topic by two or more disciplines in finite 
detail (Lincoln 1985). 
Interdisciplinary research is, however, not rendered less useful by this admission. If 
anything, it is more a criticism of existing academic inflexibility and of the continuing 
dominance of the 'purist' positivist research paradigm. Perhaps the advantages of 
engaging in interdisciplinary research, have outweighed the limitations in that I have 
gained first-hand experience of the difficulties of breaking through disciplinary 
boundaries, of the attitudes and responses of the 'boundary police' and their rationale, 
woven in power, politics and bureaucratic culture, for protecting disciplinary ownership 
and status. 
Summary 
This chapter has described the research approach and methods I used to understand the 
roles of community workers and environmental planners in Townsville, Douglas and 
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Mackay Councils and how they contribute to local area planning. Criteria for selection 
of case studies and the impetus for the study have been described in this chapter. With a 
focus on the interactions between locations, roles, structures and functions, the research 
questions can be addressed at multiple levels. Although much social science research 
imposes a single theoretical framework on data for purposes of analysis, I chose not to 
do so. Instead, the overall social science approach to critical inquiry adopted here 
allows for exploration of a subject that is both a broad and largely unexplored terrain. 
The interdisciplinary nature of the project necessitated flexibility for the data to generate 
theory. 
The community workers 
Chapter Five 
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This chapter introduces and describes the seven community workers who participated in 
this study and their roles in the three councils. The roles are presented as the community 
workers themselves described them and then as respondents other than community 
workers perceived the role. Before examining the community workers' roles, I further 
elaborate on the meanings of community work offered in the introductory chapter. The 
real meaning of community work is located not only through the respondents' descriptions 
of their roles and tasks but also through consideration of the themes in their educational 
training, their values and ethics. I then consider the extent to which the roles are 
incorporated in the councils' processes for local area planning. Specifically, I ask to what 
extent the roles of the community workers contribute to ecological sustainability. 
The nature of community work 
At the outset of the study I wanted to know about the roles of the local government 
practitioners in the three councils who were specifically responsible for tasks pertaining to 
enhancement of social welfare or well-being. The seven community workers who 
participated in the study assumed those areas of responsibility even though their official 
titles varied. 
During orientation visits to the councils, prior to formal interviews, when I referred to the 
community workers, some respondents required clarification about who I was referring to. 
Where this occurred, I reflected the question back to the respondents by asking them to 
identify the community workers. In several instances, because my study was exploring the 
roles of workers in local area planning, respondents made a distinction between 
community work and social planning on the basis that they perceived social planning, not 
community work to be associated with land-use planning. Social planner positions did not 
exist in any of the councils. The community workers were perceived by their colleagues 
as welfare workers with little if any role in land-use planning. 
The seven respondents (profiled in table 4.1 in the previous chapter), had various 
qualifications and titles. They were not specifically called community workers or formally 
qualified in community work but I categorised them as community workers. Important 
considerations underlie this methodological decision. They include existing definitions, 
Plate 10 (Previous page) Aboriginal dance festival in Laura, Cape York, 1989 
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associations workers themselves made with community work, and practitioner values. 
Existing definitions 
Community work, as defined by (Lynn, 1994), has four key functions. They are: 
• bringing people together and encouraging the recognition and ownership of needs 
and functions; 
• translating needs into strategies for action; 
• forming coalitions with others who have interests in common; and 
• challenging power relationships and structures to redress inequalities 
(Lynn 1994 ). 
Based on key components in definitions of community/locality, relationships and ideology 
(Hillery 1955), the three most commonly recognised practice models in community work 
literature are locality development, social action and social planning (Rothman 1974). 
Locality development works towards meeting expressed local needs. Social action 
engages communities in confrontation over local issues, with those in power, and social 
planning, most often undertaken from within the power structure, aims to assess needs and 
allocate resources (Lynn 1994). 
The broad category community work encompasses the functions of the seven workers 
with different qualifications and titles as I demonstrate through role descriptions in a 
later section of this chapter. I am interested in the involvement of these seven workers 
in sustainable local area planning, and social planning is the model that most often 
specifically links social and physical aspects of planning. To have categorised the seven 
workers as social planners however, would have been a misrepresentation. According 
to their descriptions of their roles, their involvement in planning new development, 
environmental and land-use policy was generally limited and still developing. As 
understood by study respondents (and discussed below), the term social planning does 
not encompass both the philosophical foundations and actual functions of the seven 
community workers as clearly as community work. 
Early definitions of social planning emphasised a positivist rather than a participatory 
approach to increasing social well-being. The practitioner within the paternalistic social 
planning approach is the expert acting on behalf of a particular community of people 
rather than working with the community (Burnley 1980; Midgley and Piachaud 1984). 
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More recent interpretations from the Australian context incorporate the principle of 
community participation in the planning process and principles of social justice. 
For example, according to Dale (1995a) social planning within a local government area 
is usually based on social justice principles. It: 
... refers to planning to meet the social needs of communities within that area. This may include 
issues as broad as fair input into decision making. community access to services, the provision of 
housing options. public health and safety. ease of transportation, cultural development and issues 
of amenity (Dale 1995a. p. :3). 
Mowbray (1992) also related social planning to the well being of a community. Similarly, 
McVicar and Reynolds (1992) claimed the aim of social planning as: 
... to ensure the promotion and development of communities that facilitate a high quality of life for 
residents. Its focus is to define and describe the social goals of a community and then to translate 
these into effective plans. approaches and programs (McVicar and Reynolds 1992. p. 3\). 
Unlike community work which emphasises processes, definitions of social planning 
emphasise outcomes. In doing so, the implication is that social planners will be 
responsible for planning outcomes. Expert-directed models are often reliant on the 
development of quantitative measures such as the application of developer contributions to 
social infrastructure (Briggs 1992), minimum standards (of infrastructure) (Reynolds 
1989) and benchmarks (Queensland Government and ALGA 1995). All aim to gauge 
what levels of social infrastructure provision will ensure equity within and between 
communities. They do not always specify that citizens will be included in determining and 
achieving the levels. While it has been proposed that technical social planning and 
participatory community work models can be integrated (Taylor et al. 1990; Menzies et al. 
1995), and I agree with this supposition, it is important to acknowledge that in practice 
they are more often dichotomised (Craig 1990; Heywood et al. 1995). This issue is 
examined again in chapter eight as a constraint to integrated planning in the three case 
studies. 
Inclusion of technical aspects of the community work role has historically been more 
prominent in New South Wales and Victoria than in Queensland (Wills 1985). 
Infrastructure planning as a social welfare role emerged in local government in New 
South Wales and is still gathering momentum in Queensland, according to study 
participants. Draft social planning guidelines commissioned by the LGAQ implied that 
form of social planning which is associated with land-use and new social infrastructure 
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facilities (such as community centres, schools, medical facilities, shopping centres and 
transport), somehow supersedes the community development model: 
Social Planning advanced the community development agenda of local government with its 
principles of social justice and panicipation (Menzies et aI. 1995, p. 3). 
Is it being suggested that the principles of social justice conveyed through community 
development have been upgraded through the addition of technical social planning 
processes? Given that in other sections these social planning guidelines advocate 
citizen participation in planning, the term expands might have been preferable to 
advanced. I am not simply being pedantic with this issue. Given the dominance of 
positivist planning approaches and their comfortable place in the neo-conservative 
paradigm, there is a severe danger that the more tangible skills of social planning will 
be more familiar to physical planners and therefore highly valued compared to the 
participatory community work model. 
In their interpretations of community work and social planning, study participants were 
divided. Respondents other than community workers made finer distinctions between 
the two. They suggested that social planning was an anticipatory and technical activity 
and community work reacted to problems in the community after they emerged. 
Community workers, on the other hand, perceived that because community work 
embraced the four principles outlined above, it could encompass social planning. 
Indeed, Zweig and Morris (1983) insisted social planning was as much about planning 
to overcome social problems as it was about preventing them. 
Several respondents other than community workers said their councils did not employ 
social planners as such. The Town Planner in Townsville viewed social planning as 
transferring community needs into facilities. She, in fact, considered social planning to 
be something apart from social welfare: 
Social planning is one of those issues about identifying needs which refers to social as 
community not as welfare. For example, child care facilities are not a welfare issue. They are a 
community needs issue (Director Planning and Development Services, Townsville City Council). 
Social welfare was the role of the council's community workers in her estimation. 
The Environmental Planner in Douglas made a similar comment about community 
workers assuming a social welfare role. She considered that with a town plan and 
population projections established, town planners could fulfil the social planning role; 
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ascertaining the need for community facilities according to the size of populations in 
different age groups. She said: 
We (in the planning department) deal with social needs and they (community workers) deal with 
the people (Environmental Planner, Douglas Shire Council). 
When I asked how she was able to separate the two, she replied that. the planners' work 
was in the office and the community workers worked in the community. 
In Mackay, the Town Planner also insisted that social planning was not a community 
work role. He claimed that community workers did not perform the technical functions 
of social planning. In his opinion community workers were best suited to: 
... going out, getting amongst the community and facilitating action groups; giving them support 
and encouragement to get together and form their groups; lobby people to get things happening 
in their community. . .. if you go and hold community meetings the big issues really come up, 
like, "I'm not happy with the way traffic flows through the area", "I find access to places 
difficult", where's the open space?", "where's the bikeways network?" I think their talents are 
wasted sitting in an office doing social planning. (Director Planning and Development Services, 
Mackay City Council). 
This view assumes that community work is more reactive than anticipatory and that 
planning is separate from community interaction. The distinction was also made quite 
clearly by the Mayor of Mackay City Council when he said: 
Community development of course, is looking at the problems within the community, seeing the 
needs of the community. Social planning is where you're going to plan something; you're 
consulting the community. So, there's consultation but you're not necessarily doing the 
groundwork that you do with community development (Mayor, Mackay City Council), 
The respondents quoted above generally made specific distinctions between community 
work and social planning. They saw social planning as anticipatory and technical and 
community work as a response to social problems requiring skills in human interaction. 
They also tended to acknowledge the social justice or welfare orientation of community 
work but removed that from social planning, implying that a technical orientation was 
not laden with social justice values but rather, value-free. 
Community worker associations with community work and social planning 
All seven community workers identified as such. They also considered they could 
perform some social planning functions. Unlike other respondents, community workers 
linked community work and social planning with citizen involvement in planning their 
communities (boxes 5.1 and 5.2). 
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Box 5.1 Community worker comments on community development 
• Giving the community information. 
• Liaison with community, council and government departments. 
• Encouraging community involvement in council projects. 
• Working with community and council to solve social problems such as those of the park people. 
• You go into the community because you want to hear what people are saying. 
Source Extracts from interview transcripts with community workers in Townsville 
City Council, Douglas Shire Council and Mackay City Council 1995 
Box 5.2 Community worker comments on social planning 
134 
• Social planning grew out of the social work profession and gradually became much broader. It's about 
people, how they live together in households, neighbourhoods and communities and how people use 
the resources of communities for enhancement of that community. It's about the techniques to enable 
communities to articulate what they want to move to. Then it's about the specialised needs of that 
community and ensuring social justice. access and equity. 
• Social planning is about more than land use but about how people interact and whether they need 
social facilities. They (town planners in Council) see social planning as technical; you need special 
expertise and special skills and special knowledge to do it. It is probably a combination of both. 
There has to be some understanding of the planning frameworks, but I think you just need to have that 
connection with your place and the people in it. You could say a neighbourhood centre allows citizens 
to retain the use of that land, but it's more about providing a meeting spot for all the people in the 
neighbouring areas. 
• Social planning is not just to do with community planning or social services planning or looking at 
needs in disability,aged or child-care for example, but planning that links in with the strategic land use 
planning and parks and with roads and a whole range of things. I think we're still a long way off doing 
that. 
Source: Extracts from interview transcripts with community workers in Townsville 
City Council, Douglas Shire Council and Mackay City Council 1995 
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Some community workers were aware that other respondents distinguished community 
work from the technical functions of social planning particularly in relation to land-use 
planning. The community workers still located social planning within the broader realm 
of community work characterised by Lynn (1994) and outlined at the beginning of this 
chapter. 
Five of the seven community workers with formal qualificatious (table 4.1) were either 
training or working in the social welfare field in the 1970s and 1980s, the period during 
which the radical arm of social welfare emerged. The so-called radical social welfare 
movement iuspired by the ideas of Saul Alinsky (1971) (who also influenced planning 
literature) urged social welfare practitioners to move away from an individual therapy 
model and towards channelling the power of social action groups and facilitating 
collectives to bring about local change in line with the aspirations and needs identified 
by community members (Ife 1995). These important developments in social welfare are 
certain to have touched the respondents in some way. 
Also during the 1970s and early 1980s, the social welfare wing of local government in 
Queensland was in its infant stages. One community worker in Townsville who had 
been involved in the introduction of local government-based community work m 
Queensland, commented that the community workers were originally employed to 
identify needs within the community. They facilitated the development oflocal services 
to improve social welfare. He claimed that: 
The areas of community services were originally around social services planning with not much 
link to land use or any other aspect of planning he it cultural or environmental (Director, 
Community and Cultural Services Department, Townsville City Council). 
The community worker in Mackay saw community workers as a pivot between the council 
and the community and between the community and the other levels of government. They 
provided an opportunity to advocate on behalf of local citizens and to influence State and 
Federal Government to implement policies relevant to their community. 
When community workers referred to social planning, they also recognised technical 
skills such as ascertaining the need for safe and accessible siting of community centres, 
schools within new residential developments. When discussing social planning, some 
identified a relationship between land-use planning and social planning. When 
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community workers referred to community work that association was not elaborated. 
Another characteristic of community workers' perceptions of social planning was 
recognition of social planning by way of infrastructure such as child-care centres, bike-
paths, community centres, etc. They identified the more tangible outcomes of social 
planning. In line with the non-community work respondents' comments on social 
planning cited above, the community worker in Mackay said that the field of social 
planning was specifically pro-active, and would eliminate the need for reactive work. 
She cited as an example: 
... footpaths which are inaccessible for people in wheelchairs, or how they were built in the past 
without any thought to people in wheelchairs. Now what's happening is they are having to go back 
and put in ramps and make sure that pathways are wide enough for wheelchairs (Community 
Development Worker, Mackay City Council). 
She suggested that this type of role was appropriately assumed by community workers 
in Mackay. 
Practitioner values 
All seven community workers defined the ideological context of their work without any 
hesitation when asked whether a particular model or philosophy infonned their work. In 
all cases, the philosophy underpinning the working model of the practitioner confonned 
with the values espoused in the ethical codes of the two prominent social welfare 
professions in Australia, the Australian Association of Social Workers (AASW) and the 
Australian Institute of Welfare and Community Workers (AlWCW). 
Professional principles within these two social welfare codes of ethics (Appendix 9) 
include an assertion that welfare workers have an obligation to: 
• Utilise all available skills and knowledge to promote the well-being of individuals, 
groups and communities; 
• recognise every person's unique dignity irrespective of ethnicity, social and economic 
status, gender, sexual preference, age, beliefs, or contributions to society; 
• advocate that society has an obligation to promote social justice by protecting all 
members from harm and providing maximum benefits; and 
• ensure that each individual, unless violating others' rights, has the right to self-
fulfilment 
(AASW 1990; AlWCW 1986). 
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Particularly striking in the value statements of the social welfare professions is the 
sanctioning of intrinsic value. The concept of self-determination which is expressed 
within the codes of professional social welfare ethics really sets social welfare workers 
apart from town planners and environmental planners whose ethical codes portray the 
planner as the expert (RAPI 1995; The EIA undated). Social welfare workers are 
unique because although trained as professionals, they are ethically obliged to regard 
client self determination highly. Professional intervention can therefore be conceived as 
a process of participatory decision-making (Compton and Galloway 1984; O'Connor et 
al. 1991; Pinderhughes 1983). Indeed, the community workers considered their 
professional values to set them apart from physical planning practitioners. 
Above, I have argued that the community workers participating in this study associated 
with the values of the social welfare professions and the processes of community work. 
All seven identified as community workers and some incorporated social planning as 
being or potentially being an appropriate component of the community work role. 
Importantly, the associations they made between community work and land-use planning 
were not strong. This issue is explored further on in this chapter. 
Like community workers, other study participants distinguished community work by the 
presence of the worker in the community, interacting with community members. When 
study participants other than community workers referred to social planning, they inferred 
that the worker would formulate strategies on behalf of the community. They tended to 
circumscribe social planning by removing the community or the welfare. Through 
activities such as facilitating active citizen participation in planning, identifying 
community needs and development of collectives to redress inequality within communities 
in their day to day work, community workers reflected a participatory work ideology. 
Community workers in the organisational context 
There is variance in the length of employment of the seven community workers in the 
respective councils (table 4.1). This is partly because each council had engaged staff in 
community work-type positions for varying periods of time. Townsville and Mackay 
Councils established such positions approximately twenty years earlier than Douglas Shire 
Council. At the time of my research interviews in Douglas in 1995, the Community 
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Development Officer and Aboriginal Liaison Officer positions had only been established 
for just over one year. The respondents from Douglas Shire Council were therefore the 
first community workers employed by the council. In 1995, it was not common for very 
small remote Queensland councils like Douglas to employ a community worker (LGAQ 
Officer, pers. comm., 1997). 
Given these differences in the time there had been established positions in the three 
councils, community work had a different kind of presence in each. In Townsville there 
was a large department of seven community workers. Mackay had only three workers but 
a long established history of community workers in the council. After only sixteen 
months, the two workers in Douglas council were still developing their role in the council 
and the community. In theory, the community workers in Townsville had more 
organisational status than their counterparts in Mackay and Douglas. Yet the physical 
location of the community work department in each council would suggest they were all 
struggling for equal status with other council departments. Below I describe the physical 
and organisational position of community work in the three councils and consider the 
implications for its effective integration. 
Physical location 
Physically within two of the three Councils, community work departments were located 
separately from the main council building and administration sections. In Douglas, 
council departments were situated in four locations. Three were in the same street and 
the Parks and Gardens Section was about one kilometre away. The Community 
Development Section was located in a caravan, under a tree, behind the library, looking 
out to the public toilets and car park at the rear of the council building on one side, and 
towards a public playground on the other (plate 5.1). A large blue street sign indicated 
the location of the public toilets and another pointed the way to the library. The only 
sign to the Community Development Section is on the side of the caravan. 
In Mackay, with building renovations taking place it was more difficult to gain an 
accurate sense of the location of the Community Development Section. It was 
temporarily isolated from other sections of the council in the otherwise unused second 
floor of the council building. The community worker stated that when the renovations 
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were complete the council planned to move the Community Development Section to: 
... the ground floor at the very end of the corridor, tucked away, and that is very significant. 
Before we were near the main entrance foyer. 
The environmental planner simply said: 
... they're demolishing the toilets and putting them (the community workers) in the toilets. 
The Department of Community and Cultural Services in Townsville City Council is 
situated one block away from the main council building, but still within its view. In an 
older building, again without any signposting, only a small sign on the door indicates its 
location. When asked whether the physical circumstances of their department affected 
their service, community workers in Townsville did not feel disadvantaged by location. 
One community worker said: 
I like being here. We are accessible to community groups here. We do not have enough space 
but it's got a nice informal feel about it (Manager, Community and Cultural Services, Townsville 
City Council). 
-- ~ 
, 
Plate 11 Douglas Shire Council Community Development Office, Mossman, 1995 
In Douglas, on the other hand, community workers expressed some frustration at being 
isolated from other areas of the council. They suggested that their isolation contributed 
to the lack of integration of the new community workers in broader planning work of the 
council because others had an under-developed knowledge of their role. 
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Community workers within the corporate structures of the councils 
As described in chapter three (figures 3.1 to 3.3), the three councils have similar 
corporate structures with a CEO directly responsible to the council of elected members, 
and functional departments responsible to the CEO. Each department in all councils has 
a director who forms part of a policy decision-making group for the councils. The place 
of community work in the council structures varies as do the functions of the 
departments. Below I describe the organisational context of community work in each of 
the councils. 
Townsville 
The Department of Community and Cultural Services in Townsville City Council, 
established in 1974 with one social worker, is now a large department with sixteen staff 
and its own director. With three social workers elected to the council during the late 
1970s and 1980s, in 1974 the deputy mayor, a social worker, developed the position for 
a person with formal social work qualifications. A report the incumbent submitted to 
the council in 1975 indicated that the initial focus of the position was on ascertaining 
community welfare needs and seeking funding to establish services such as a shelter for 
women and children escaping domestic violence (Townsville City Council, 1975). 
The current Director of the department was the third incumbent to the position when 
started in 1969. He was appointed with the title social planner but the nature of the 
position had not really changed. By 1969 a strong community work movement had 
developed in Townsville as a result of the Australian Assistance Plan. The first three 
community workers facilitated funding submissions which resulted in the development 
of several community-based welfare agencies including services for youth, homeless 
people and women escaping domestic violence. These services were managed by 
community volunteers while the council provided sponsorship and support with 
financial management. The council community worker also facilitated co-ordination 
among community-based services and identified social need and gaps in social welfare 
services. 
A sub-program of the Townsville City Council, the Townsville Welfare Council, was 
formed to plan disaster relief following Cyclone Althea which devastated Townsville in 
1975. In the early 1980s the Townsville Welfare Council became incorporated and 
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assumed the role of co-ordinating and providing administrative support for local welfare 
services and developing policy responses (Director, Community and Cultural Services, 
Townsville City Council 1995). Townsville City Council retained one community 
worker until 1984 when the section began to attract project funding from state and 
federal government grants and consequently increased staff numbers and the profile of 
community work within the council. 
Townsville was the only one of the three councils where community work had 
departmental status and a designated director. Figure 3.1 in chapter three depicts the 
Department of Community and Cultural Services as having an equal position with the 
other five departments. The three major departmental functions according to the 
corporate plan were social, cultural and recreational planning. The operational plans for 
each of these three functional areas of the Community and Cultural Services Department 
are presented in full in Appendix 10. 
According to the director, social planning was the oldest and most established of the 
three sections. It was the only one of the three to have a manager. Cultural and 
recreational planning were more recent functions of the department and the director 
admitted the process of integrating the three sections was still at a developmental 
stage at the time of interviews. The Cultural Planning and Recreational Planning 
Sections are not reviewed here as interest revolves around the social planning section 
from where interviewees were selected to discuss community work specifically. The 
three sections do however, overlap and each has specialist staff with the departmental 
director coordinating their functions. One might expect open space, and parks and 
gardens plans for example, would require co-ordination between the Planning and 
Development and Community and Cultural Services Departments. The community 
workers consulted, including the director, did not refer in any detail to the recreational 
dimension of the department during interviews. 
The objectives of the social planning section match closely with the community 
workers' roles as they described them. 
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The objectives included: 
• Development of social plans and community services based upon consultation with 
corrununities in local areas, and conununities of interest; 
• enhancement of households' ability to care for their members. including children. people 
with disabilities and elderly people; 
• promotion of citizen access to services. facilities. events; 
• maintenance of a commitment to the process of reconciliation between the wider 
community and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island people 
(Townsville City Council 1995. p. 34). 
Mackay 
Although the Community Development Section within the Mackay City Council had a 
long history. there was not a long-term community worker to recall its history as there 
was in Townsville. Minutes of a regional meeting of north Queensland community 
workers revealed that the Mackay Regional Council for Social Development (MRCSD) 
was established through the AAP in 1974 and Mackay City Council empioyed its first 
community worker prior to 1980 (Townsville City Council 1980). 
As I noted in chapter three. in Mackay. the corporate re-structuring of the council in 
1995 resulted in amalgamation of separate functional sections into large departments of 
which there are six. Unlike the situation in Townsville where community work 
expanded and became a department, Community Development in Mackay is one section 
of twelve within the Community Services Department. 
According to the Mackay City Council Corporate Plan (1995, p. 12), the overriding goal 
of the Community Services Department is 'To provide a high level of services to 
enhance the quality of life of the community in the areas of public health and 
environment, recreation, culture and community development'. The department 
incorporates disciplinary sections with functions far more diverse than those of the 
Department of Community and Cultural Services in Townsville. It comprises the 
twelve sections listed below: 
• Parks and Recreation 
• Libraries 
• Health 
• Refuse and Disposal 
• Cemeteries 
• Cultural 
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• Swim Centres 
• Community Development 
• Community facilities 
• Youth 
• Housing 
• Art gallery!Collection 
(Mackay City Council 1995, pp. 5-11) 
The functions of these twelve sections were spread across a larger number of smaller 
and less diverse council departments before the amalgamation of Mackay and Pioneer 
Councils in 1994. According to the community worker and the environmental planner 
from Mackay, there had been no process engaged to integrate the different sections 
within the Community Services Department. Consequently, they continued to operate 
quite separately. The Director of the Community Services Department, originally an 
accountant, had the onerous task of coordinating the twelve sections and their staff who 
total over one hundred. Before amalgamation, the Community Development Section 
was a department within a council only a third of the size of the amalgamated council. 
The previous council had a less formal structure and culture. The strategies for the 
section, according to the corporate vision in 1995, are summarised in box 5.3. 
Appendix 11 includes the comprehensive strategies for each section as elaborated in the 
council's corporate plan. 
Box 5.3 Strategic directions for Mackay City Council Community 
Development Section 
• To provide, in conjunction with the community, infrastructure to meet identified social needs of all 
sectors of the community; 
• To work with people towards the improvement of their potential and the development of a more 
equitable, caring and supportive community 
Source: Mackay City Council 1995, p. 12 
In 1995 the Community Development Section employed four community workers who 
divided their tasks according to particular communities of interest within Mackay -
multi-cultural, disability, youth and aged. In addition, all workers undertook a role in 
responding to social problems and social policy review. 
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Douglas 
The Community Development Section of Douglas Shire Council was established in 
1994, employing a Community Development Officer and an Aboriginal Liaison Officer. 
Similar to the corporate structure in Mackay, as a result of corporate re-structuring in 
1995, the Community Development Section within Douglas Shire Council was one of 
seven sections in a large department, the Department of Corporate and Development 
Services. The Deputy CEO of the council was the director of the Department of 
Corporate and Development Services which encompassed multi-disciplinary interests as 
follows: 
• Administration 
• Secretarial Support 
• Building 
• Planning 
• Environmental Protection and Planning 
• Community Development 
• Library 
(Douglas Shire 1995, p. 5). 
The corporate plan states the broad aim of the community development section as: 
To determine the social and human needs of the Douglas Shire Conununity and help initiate, 
develop and facilitate the satisfaction of those needs within the context of the resources provided 
by Council and other agencies (Douglas Shire Council 1995, p.19). 
With a small staff and a new section still working towards recognition within the 
council, the community workers at Douglas Shire Council have a narrower range of 
tasks than their colleagues in Townsville and Mackay. Their account of their roles 
equates very closely with the strategic direction explained in their corporate plan, which 
is the case in the three councils. The key strategies for the Community Development 
Section are listed in box 5.4. 
Implications of organisational arrangements for effective integration of community 
work 
On paper, the corporate structures of the three councils appear to integrate community 
work. In Townsville, as an actual department, community work seems to have more 
prominence than it does in Mackay and Douglas. But in the latter two, community work 
was within the same department as land-use and environmental planning implying a 
greater effort towards integration. Respondents' experiences suggested that this was not 
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Box 5.4 Strategic Directions For The Community Development Section of 
Douglas Shire Council 
Aboriginal liaison 
• Provide liaison between Council and Aboriginal and Islander community; 
• facilitate an awareness and recognition of the identity of Aboriginal and Islander people; 
• maximise co-operation between public/private agencies and Aboriginal and Islander 
people. 
Community development 
• Assist the community and council to develop social and human services; 
Child-care 
• Facilitate provision of quality needs-based child-care within the Shire; 
Housing 
• Support community initiatives to ensure a range of affordable housing options; 
Youth needs 
• Improve recreation facilities for youth; 
Employment 
• Facilitate employment opportunities 
Arts/cultural development 
• Facilitate the arts and cultural heritage within the Shire. 
Source: Douglas Shire 1995: 19-20 
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the case. The community workers and environmental planners in both councils claimed 
that the sections within the large community-oriented departments in Douglas and 
Mackay worked in a parallel rather than integrated way. Unlike Townsville where 
community workers have a director to represent their interests at high levels of council 
decision-making, in Mackay and Douglas the community workers felt powerless within 
the larger council decision-making structures. They perceived their directors to be 
torn between the interests of the different sections they represented. They also 
considered their respective directors were uninterested in facilitating cross-fertilisation 
of sections within their large departments. Community workers saw the directorial 
decision-making structures within the councils as maintaining power at the top 
bureaucratic level of the council, neglecting consultation with staff of the various 
sections or with citizens. 
Community workers in both Mackay and Douglas commented that the directoral 
structure created a climate in which directors became competitive and preoccupied with 
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'protecting their own turf instead of collaborating with other council departments. The 
community workers were not confident that their directors understood their roles, day to 
day projects and activities and the overall objectives of their sections well enough to 
support them in the larger council forums. Speilman and Glanville (1994), in 
considering the most appropriate position of social planners within councils, suggested 
that because they have a resource and facilitation role, they should be responsible 
directly to the CEO. This they argued, would allow social planners to move more freely 
between departments and the community, facilitating public involvement and 
consideration of social issues in the planning process (Speilman and Glanville 1994). 
Instead, with their positions buried in large departments, the community workers in 
Mackay and Douglas were marginalised. They did not feel as though they were 
accepted as fully contributing members of their departments. Community workers in 
Townsville were represented as a department and in decision-making forums but had 
not much more of an established relationship with land-use and environmental planning 
than their counterparts in Mackay and Douglas. I retum to this issue later in the chapter. 
Integration policies and community work 
Integration of community work into the broader planning and policy decision making 
forums and activities of Douglas and Mackay Councils is occurring slowly. Granted, 
community workers are still very new to the Douglas Shire Council and still establishing 
their role and their overall contribution to council functions. In Mackay, community 
workers were employed within the council for many years but were becoming less 
prominent, having moved from a department to a section within a multi-faceted 
department. 
Both the Local Government Act 1993 (Qld) and the ll..AP model encourage local 
government authorities to increase integration of community workers. The Act 
authorises local government authorities to prepare and adopt corporate and strategic 
plans which provide for public participation in developing local policy frameworks (s. 3 
(b). The Act also requires the corporate plans of local authorities to outline an 
assessment of local and regional issues. Local and regional assessments must include 
information on arts, community development, human services, economic development, 
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housing policy, population change and development, environmental management and 
infrastructure development, change and maintenance (secs. 418-427). The Act therefore 
provides the power and responsibilities to prepare and implement community work 
positions and programs in local government authorities in Queensland. 
The structure and principles of the ILAP model were discussed in chapter one. Figure 
1.1 depicts community development responsibilities as equally important to the 
traditional physical planning activities of councils. Key community development areas 
identified through ILAP as components of local area planning included social and 
cultural development, community services, housing and health, employment and 
economic development transport and access and infrastructure and public facilities 
(ALGA 1993b). In fact, community workers could playa vital role in five out of eight 
key local government areas of responsibility recognised in the ILAP model. 
In spite of these policies, the experiences of community workers expressed throughout 
this chapter reflect a similar situation in the three case studies. Community work 
departments are physically isolated from the rest of the council, in Douglas and Mackay 
they are one of many sections in large departments and do not have direct representation 
from their sections on decision-making boards. Their role in facilitating public 
participation is considered further on. This section has extended the discussion 
presented in chapter three with the aim of explaining the position of community work 
within the three councils. Community workers' comments about their experiences of 
working within those organisational structures has also been reported. Later in the 
chapter, I return to the question of how the structures actually facilitate or impede 
integration of community work. 
Community work practice in the councils 
This section presents the community workers' roles as they described them. Firstly, I 
outline their tasks. Picking up on the distinction respondents made between community 
work and social planning, I have categorised the tasks of the community workers as 
being either anticipatory or reactive. Secondly, the tasks are placed within the stated 
practice models and philosophies of the community workers. I discuss their roles in 
facilitating public participation, a major philosophical underpinning of community 
l 
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work. Finally, I analyse the roles of the community workers in their respective councils 
as they relate to land-use planning and to the principles of ecological sustain ability: 
Tasks 
. As described during the first round of interviews, the tasks undertaken by the seven 
community workers were diverse (tables 5.1 and 5.2). The roles listed in the tables 
represent only those identified by community workers when they were asked to explain 
what they actually did on a day to day basis. There may be additional tasks that the 
community sections of the councils undertake which were not mentioned by study 
respondents because they were not personally responsible for them. The full range of 
areas for which each of the three community work sections is responsible was outlined 
above. 
I noted above that based on the distinction between community work and social 
planning most commonly identified by study respondents, the tasks are categorised as 
reactive and anticipatory (tables 5.1 and 5.2), although the separation is sometimes 
arbitrary. Categorising community workers' tasks thus, they compare in some ways 
with the dichotomous social planning approaches, political and technical, described by 
Craig (1990). Craig's social planning dichotomy (explained in greater detail in chapter 
eight) suggests that the two models are informed by different epistemological 
foundations and would be difficult to merge. 
While the merger may be difficult, given the tasks the community workers undertook, 
separating the two is also complicated. For instance, infrastructure planning may occur 
in a new neighbourhood centre which is also a forum for community meetings. The one 
community worker with a role concentrated in anticipatory community work tasks was 
unable to separate the two which she linked within a social justice philosophy. In her 
view, community workers should be involved in: 
... community representation, community impact. facility needs, infrastructure needs, community 
responses, basic needs of either nature .... child care, psychiatric care, but even on issues of 
transport, and gentrification. Even though we may be planning the development of suburbs in the 
outer areas, are the facilities and their needs being met? What is the demographic profile? Are 
they going to have access to transport? Are they going to have access to health care, child care 
and maternity care? Are they families where the mother is at home and she's probably in her 
early child-bearing years? ... Has she got access to medical facilities? And perhaps her husband 
will have the car at work. So does she have access to public transport and shopping facilities, 
schools? (Community Project Officer, Townsville City Council). 
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Table 5.1 Reactive community work roles 
Reactive Tasks Douglas Mackay Townsville 
Social Problems And Citizen 
Complaints 
address public complaints eg safety, • • • domestic violence, disability access, 
transport, health hazards, etc. 
citizen and or group advocacy • • • 
referral to personal support services • • • 
prepare social need statements • • • 
Direct Service Provision 
child-care- in centres and after • • 
school and vacation care programs 
services for the aged • • 
pensioner housing • • • 
Non·Government Agency Support 
assist to co-ordinate local and • • • 
regional community-based programs 
eg indigenous peoples, migrants, 
disabled, aged, youth 
assist community agencies to access • • • funding sources and develop 
management skills. 
assist community organisations in • 
staff recruitment 
Public Policy 
attend meetings & prepare • • • 
submissions to State and Federal 
Governments re proposed social 
policy 
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Table 5.2 Anticipatory community work roles 
Anticipatory Tasks Douglas Mackay TownsviUe 
Support New Projects and 
Community Services 
design cultural projects • 
submit for funding and develop new • • • 
services ego child-care centres, 
community centres etc 
assist community groups to write • • • funding submissions 
Urban Planning 
participate in urban renewal project • 
tearn 
traffic calming • 
Develop Social Policy 
local area tourism strategy • 
cultural policy development • • • 
affordable housing policy • • • 
community consultation policy • • 
Regional Planning 
participate in regional planning • • • forums 
Departmental Planning 
determine future departmental • 
structure and roles 
develop relationships with other • departments 
Produce Planning Data and 
Community Information 
develop community profile, • • 
newsletter, social plan or atlas 
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Not all workers were involved in the full range of tasks. They were more likely to focus 
on the concerns of particular communities of interest, for example indigenous persons, 
migrant communities or people with disability, or to facilitate community consultation 
on a residential renewal project. All workers undertook a variety of tasks. A 
community worker involved in provision of direct services such as aged care may be 
both responding to a need in the community and collecting statistics and infonnation to 
infonn aged care policy. 
Social welfare work has been conceptualised as having three overlapping dimensions; 
casework to assist with personal difficulties, community work to assist communities to 
both plan for the future and respond to problems, and social policy fonnulation 
infonned by community-based experiences. The function of social welfare work is to 
move among the three dimensions to effect positive social change (Leonard 1971). 
Although the tasks of community workers outlined in tables 5.1 and 5.2 indicate that the 
workers are involved in a greater number of reactive than anticipatory tasks, the 
breakdown varies between the three councils, with the larger Community and Cultural 
Services Department in Townsville taking on more anticipatory tasks. Even so, 
community work roles in the three councils, according to the descriptions of tasks 
provided by the seven community workers and the fonnal council documentations 
(referred to above) were extremely varied, illustrating the tendency to move through the 
different dimensions of social welfare work. 
In Douglas and Mackay, the tasks of community workers concentrated for the most part 
on facilitating community welfare service provision, even though some of that work 
involved forward planning. The direct service provision role was minimal in both 
Mackay and Townsville. Even in Douglas, with a slightly larger service provision role, 
the aim was to facilitate the development of new services in the community rather than 
directly from the council. Generally, the community service sections of the councils 
were more concerned with assessing community needs and developing proposals to 
generate funding for new services in the community according to need. In this reactive 
or responsive community work role, community workers tended to be working within 
that middle dimension of welfare practice, assisting communities to both plan for their 
future and respond to emerging problems. The work they were doing within the 
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community then aimed to build knowledge to infonn their recommendations for social 
policy that would be locally relevant. 
One community worker felt that her secondary level, intervention role was 
misunderstood by other council staff who were more likely to see their work as primary 
intervention: 
I think a lot of them see that we do a lot of social work type things, do-gooders. The Director of 
Corporate Services would say, 'Lots of cups of tea', that is his assessment of our section. I mean, 
he says it jokingly but in one sense that's quite true. We do have lots of cups of tea, but it is in 
the cups of tea that so much work gets done. You're sitting with people. You begin your 
relationships. You talk with them and start to help them to address their issues. That has 
certainly been an issue with our mental health stuff - power of people with a psychiatric illness to 
be part of things. We have set up a group that has representatives from all the government 
services, community based services, and the network groups and with people with psychiatric 
illness and people who are caring. The power balance is very strong there (Community 
Development Worker, Mackay City Council). 
Apart from facilitating project funding submissions, which was a key anticipatory task 
of the community workers in the three councils, the community workers in Douglas had 
less involvement in anticipatory than in reactive roles. The Community Development 
Officer had, however, just started work on a local area tourism strategy. 
Cultural program and policy development was an issue being covered by the three 
councils as was regional planning around social and cultural concerns. In Townsville, 
workers assumed a greater range of management tasks than their counterparts in Mackay 
and Douglas because they had departmental status and consequently, responsibility for 
associated management duties. The other significant aspect of the community workers' 
practice models was involving citizens in planning. Citizen involvement can be 
encouraged both in anticipatory and reactive work. Public participation as a component 
of the role of the community workers is discussed in the following section in relation to 
the overall philosophy infonning the work of the seven community workers. 
Practice ideology 
The community workers perfonned their roles within a particular ideological 
framework. In the initial interviews, all study participants were asked about their day to 
day work, and then whether particular beliefs or models infonned their work. In every 
case, when community workers were asked to describe their role, they linked it to 
particular values. Of the six practitioner groups involved in this study, the community 
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workers were the only group to do so. The only other study respondent who did so was 
the Mayor in Douglas. 
One common feature in the work of community workers in each of the councils was a 
practice of working with citizens. Models for community consultation about proposed 
council policies and projects were being considered in Townsville and Mackay. The 
Community Development Section in Mackay had also written a community consultation 
policy for the council (Mackay City Council, 1995) although, according to Mackay 
respondents, it had not been formally adopted by the Council. The community 
consultation role, in this formal sense, was newer in Townsville: 
In the Building Better Cities Project I feel that the consultants did the community consultation. 
Their process and format were very good. I do not think we would have been able to have done 
that internally. I do not think we had the resources or the skill to do it in that way. The 
consultants worked very closely with us and we learnt a lot from that process (Director, 
Community and Cultural Services, Townsville City Council). 
In Douglas, the community worker considered community consultation to involve a 
large administrative component that could be just as easily taken up by the town 
planners as the community workers. All seven community workers, when describing 
their roles, referred not to formal consultation but to mobilising public opinion as an 
integral part of their work. They also portrayed a genuine commitment to empowerment 
of citizens and an empathy for powerlessness. The following quote from a community 
worker in Townsville illustrates these points: 
I wiIl use post school options as an example. I think there has been government department 
meetings and now they have asked me to come along too..... They have not involved parents ...... 
In the meantime, I have rung around to a number of parents saying there is a suggestion that the 
Council sponsor this (project for disabled school leavers) to find out honestly what they think 
about it. Heaps of them do not think it is a good idea but they do not say that because they have 
got nothing. They are at home with people who need total care 20 hours a day (Manager, 
Community and Cultural Services, Townsville City Council). 
In Townsville, one worker was encouraging community involvement in urban renewal. 
The Aboriginal Liaison Officer was keeping in contact with local Aboriginal 
organisations, liaising with government departments, and attending public meetings in 
an attempt to establish an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women's shelter. She 
claimed her role involved much negotiation and mediation. In a similar vein, the 
Aboriginal Liaison Officer in Douglas was facilitating the rights of local Aborigines to 
have a say in their housing design. He was also helping people fill in application forms 
for public housing. 
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The Community Development Officer in Douglas was assisting the community to 
develop a proposal for a home maintenance program. She believed one of her most 
important tasks was listening to members of the Douglas community. The community 
work role was still in a very developmental phase in Douglas as the community 
development section was very new. In addition, there were two workers in Douglas 
compared to four in Mackay and seven in Townsville. The workers in Douglas had 
spent much time assessing the need for affordable and culturally appropriate local 
housing. They had developed needs-based submissions advocating increased housing 
and, with strong public support, were mounting a lobby in favour of their submissions at 
the time of our meetings in 1995. 
The Mackay department was more established. The respondent in Mackay said roles were 
shared among the four workers. Her particular area of focus was working with South Sea 
Islanders, Aborigines, Torres Strait Islanders and people with disabilities. Her work 
involved, for example, assisting cultural groups to seek funding for their services. She 
commented: 
... often they are just ordinary people from the community and they do not always fully understand 
their responsibilities .... Sometimes I provide information to people, sometimes I help them to make 
the connections without leaving them in the lurch ... it is taking them in (Community Development 
Worker, Mackay City Council). 
When asked explicitly about the philosophy informing their work, community workers 
elaborated a common sense of values. One community worker said her work was based 
on: 
... a liberation theology background and a belief that people have to take control of their lives and 
be empowered to do that. Community work most closely fitted with that particular philosophy. 
In a nutshell, it's respecting the rights of people to take control of their own lives and knowing 
that sometimes they need to establish the sorts of relationships whereby you can then help them 
to do those things (Community Welfare Worker, Mackay City Council). 
Other community workers also articulated the importance of self-determination when 
asked about their working model: 
Community development, participation, valuing people and valuing what they do as opposed to 
what I think they should do. Certainly, in terms of disability, we have operated on a model of 
inclusion and that's a challenge at the moment because people see things differently and that 
brings up the issues of respecting views which are different (Manager, Community and Cultural 
Services, Townsville City Council). 
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According to one community worker, community work practice rests upon a model in 
which cultural differences are acknowledged: 
The most important value is the inherent dignity of the individual and the fact that we are a 
community. In the last decade we have developed a better understanding of what culture means 
and how important that is because it raises the whole question of diversity and respecting 
diversity. The community is a binding thing and also a disparate thing but there are many 
crossings so there is a sense of collectivism which is critical to community development (Director 
Community and Cultural Services, Townsville City Council). 
The community worker in Douglas, when asked about the philosophy which informed 
her work, also highlighted the centrality of involving citizens in planning services and 
responding to needs identified by citizens. She emphasised the 'specialness' of the 
geographical area with not only its natural beauty and peaceful lifestyle but also the 
sense of isolation residents experience in Douglas Shire. A recognition of the diversity 
within the community's population also influenced her work. 
Among the two Aboriginal liaison officers, the worker in Douglas was clear that he 
believed disadvantaged indigenous people should have greater opportunity for self-
determination in their community: 
I try to do what the Aboriginal people want in the community. My work is more community led 
than by Council. I believe we should have more say in our community. We should be really well 
off in our community, in all areas - employment, owning businesses, doing what we want to do 
with our culture and our land. Just more freedom, so that's what I work for (Aboriginal Liaison 
Officer, Douglas Shire Council). 
The Aboriginal liaison officer in Townsville approached her job with an aspiration to end 
discrimination against indigenous communities and to assist them in addressing local 
problems. She understood her role in liaison was to work with different racial 
communities towards harmony but still accepted that the goals of different groups would 
vary. 
Although the two Aboriginal liaison officers were without formal tertiary qualifications, 
their philosophical work commitments were very much in concert with the values of the 
social welfare professions. Indeed, all seven community workers shared this strong 
philosophical basis to their practice. Making connections between citizens and 
institutions was an important component of the job of the seven community workers. 
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The community workers were all involved in working towards overcoming 
marginalisation of local groups whether they were indigenous, migrant or disabled 
groups. Community workers stressed consideration of equity and access to social and 
economic opportunity for all citizens. Inclusion of marginalised communities with 
specific interests or those formed through mutual connections or interests has been a 
major objective of community work (Kenny 1994). 
The contribution of the community workers to land-use planning 
Only in Townsville was there a community worker involved in urban planning tasks. 
The Community Project Officer was employed to work specifically on the Building 
Better Cities (BBC) Project in South Townsville and the Garbutt Urban Renewal 
Project. The projects required the community worker to liaise closely with planners 
from council as well as from state government departments, citizens, and community 
groups. Consultation took place on diverse issues from traffic calming to road shoulder 
design, to the aesthetics of landscaping. 
The study participant in Mackay recalled that a community worker who had since left 
the council, had some community consultation involvement in the Building Better Cities 
project in Mackay. Involvement of the section in the project was not ongoing. 
Although the community workers in Mackay had requested through their departmental 
director that development applications be sent to them for comment, they apparently 
arrived spasmodically, only ' ... when someone remembered to send them'. The 
community worker felt that the director did not always see the connections. The 
Council had appointed a Chief Community Development Officer who had not started in 
the position at the time of my interviews. The community worker interviewed said the 
incoming worker had experience in the land-use planning area and would pursue greater 
involvement of the Community Development Section in land-use planning matters when 
she arrived. 
In Douglas, the Community Development Officer observed that instead of being 
included in development decisions: 
... We (community workers) end up dealing with the consequences. I do think we've got a role. I 
think we would have to be very carefuJ that we have resources to cope with that and a forum to 
legitimise that role (Community Development Officer, Douglas Shire Council). 
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Her position had started at the time when the new Douglas Shire Planning Scheme was 
being developed but she mused: 
No-one has ever thought to say to us, 'You should be involved in this'. We had no role 
whatsoever (Community Development Officer, Douglas Shire Council). 
The town planner, Mayor and Deputy Mayor claimed that the final community 
consultations on the planning scheme were in progress when the Community 
Development Section was established and it was too late for the community workers to 
become involved. Had they been available, these three respondents considered they 
would have had a role to play in the community consultations. The engineer and 
environmental planner did not see that there would have been a role for community 
workers in the preparation of the planning scheme at all. 
Assessment of development applications in the three councils did not involve 
community workers on a regular basis. Nor were they consulted as a routine procedure 
on controversial proposals or those with significant social or environmental 
implications. The respondents who had had some marginal involvement in commenting 
on development proposals expressed an interest in being more involved in land-use 
planning. However, they felt constrained, partly by their lack of experience, and partly 
because they believed the perception in councils of their role was limited to reactive-
type work. Town planners did not automatically think to consult with community 
workers about development applications because their role in land-use planning was not 
established. 
Even in Townsville with a community worker engaged in urban planning tasks, another 
community work respondent commented that a formal structure to involve community 
workers in land-use planning was needed. The SPT did not deal specifically with each 
proposed development. Rather, 'Town planners seem to think their own social planning 
skills are adequate to deal with such issues as they arise' (Manager, Community and 
Cultural Services, Townsville City Council). 
While the role was not well established, in Townsville community workers were 
increasing their interest in local area planning. The town planner suggested that the 
growing interest by community workers in local area planning created role confusion. 
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When asked whether the community workers could make a more significant 
contribution to local area planning, she became quite defensive, alluding to the tensions 
in marking out practitioner responsibility: 
I don't know what their role is and how it's different from our role. A classic example was the 
other day when the Education Department contacted me about some land at Douglas which I'm 
the project officer for. I told them they needed to speak to the compa)ly who own it and the 
community worker was upset at not being involved in that meeting. Yet a consultant's report has 
been prepared which identifies the school site. It was pretty straight forward from my point of 
view but the community worker would say that anything that relates to community facilities or 
anything like that, should involve them. I say that I cannot draw the line. I know there are some 
environmental and socia] impact issues that I'm more than competent to deal with because that's 
my training (Director, Planning and Development, Townsville City Council). 
The community worker, unaware of the comments of the land-use planner in the same 
council, recognised the tensions but articulated a desire for a more co-operative and less 
territorial approach: 
It (integrated planning) will only work when the disciplines break down their walls, their barriers. 
I am concerned though, that the town planners see themselves as the pre-entinent co-ordinators 
and I don't believe that they are naturally so. They are presunting that strategic and land-use 
planning is the basis of integrated planning. If environment was the basis for integrated planning 
it would be more likely to take into account cultural land-use issues. If you are drawing maps 
you are using an order that is usually a western, middle class understanding of society (Director, 
Community and Cultural Services, Townsville City Council). 
Integration may also be impeded through community work and land-use planning being 
located in separate departments physically in the three councils. The corporate and 
strategic plans also fail to integrate the two. Lack of integration frequently results in 
poorly planned residential areas, lack of community cohesion and public amenity 
(McVicar and Reynolds, 1992). The planning department might develop affordable 
housing but ' ... without asking who benefits from affordable housing; who really lives in 
the dormitory suburbs' (Speilman and Glanville 1994, p. 8). 
Community work and ecological sustainability 
An association between community work and ecological sustainability was more 
difficult for community workers to define than that between their own role and the 
contribution they could make to land-use planning. Agenda 21, the strategy for ESD, 
views social and economic development as central ecological sustainability 
considerations. It also identifies local authorities as major contributors in attaining 
ecological sustain ability (United Nations 1993). 'Recognising the integral and 
interdependent nature of the earth, our home .. .' (United Nations 1993, p. 9), Agenda 21 
declares as the first principle of ESD: 
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Human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development. They are entitled to a 
healthy and productive life in harmony with nature (United Nations 1993, p. 9). 
Although a general awareness about ecological sustainability was emerging in many 
spheres of Australian govermnent policy in 1995, there are few instances of academic 
social welfare analyses which connect social welfare or community work and the 
environment. Ife (1995) contributed a model that applied some connecting concepts 
drawing upon the values of community work. The model builds on the concept of 
interdependence but because it is concerned with community work per se, not within an 
integrated planning context, it is not concerned with tensions inherent in the different 
epistemological and discursive perspectives practitioners bring to their work. It does 
not pursue the issue of community work being marginalised within an organisational or 
interdisciplinary framework. Lane and Lee (1992) introduced environmental subjects 
into the social work curriculum at University of Sydney and Berger and Kelly (1993) 
offered an ecological creed to the core values of social work. Even though members of 
social welfare professions are beginning to connect people and nature, community 
workers in this study had given little thought to developing strategies that would 
recognise the interdependence of people and nature. The need for a deeper 
understanding of how to achieve an effective interdisciplinary approach is summed up 
thoughtfully by a community worker in Townsville: 
I think constraints come from our own intellectual disciplines which are fairly narrowly defmed. 
There is still a lot of distrust between professions because of educational isolation. There is still 
a lot of distrust and issues of inequity. There is the question of gender relationships and of areas 
of responsibility that different people have. There are political affiliations and the way people 
think society should work. All those things mitigate against integration (Director, Community 
and Cultural Services, Townsville City Council). 
Community workers in other Australian councils were beginning to draw upon 
environmental themes in their work by 1995. There are many examples of such projects 
undertaken by community workers. Some which were documented in 1994 by the 
Local Govermnent Community Services Association in a book called, Challenges and 
change: Examples of good community development practice by local government in 
Australia include: 
• formulation of principles and guidelines for environmental river management and 
community mapping projects to create nature reserves in Liverpool (NSW); 
• environmental arts project in Wanneroo (W A); 
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• development of an integrated community, environment and cultural plan in Penrith 
(NSW); 
• re-development of an historic park as a 'wilderness' amphitheatre in Gosnells, ryv A) 
• active involvement in environmentally-aware urban design and housing projects in 
Townsville, (QLD), Penrith (NSW), Waverley (NSW), Maroochy, (QLD), Adelaide 
(SA), Launceston and Hobart (TAS); 
• review of decision-making procedures for assessment of development proposals in 
Burnie (T AS) and Cockbum (W A). 
• innovation of a model-making kit in Adelaide (SA) where citizens could physically 
illustrate their design preferences and learn about the complexities of 
urban/environmental planning; 
• establishment of active citizen participation in planning local development projects 
and developing strategic plans; 
• development of local projects which boost local employment while being sensitive to 
the environment in W erribee (Vic); 
• education and involvement of citizens in reducing local traffic by establishing 
bikeways in Brisbane (Qld), walking paths in Maryborough (Qld); 
• active citizen involvement In integrated urban, environmental and 
community/cultural planning in Tweed Heads (NSW), Toowoomba (QLD), 
Johnstone (QLD), Barossa (SA). Most of these councils have involved citizens in the 
development of comprehensive needs studies, community and management plans. 
(Local Government Community Services Association 1994). 
These examples illustrate that councils, both urban and rural, have involved community 
workers in projects which link to environment and development issues. Community 
workers in Australian councils are involved in interdisciplinary projects with a range of 
practitioners including environmental and town planners and their skills have obviously 
contributed to local projects. 
Although the community workers in this study referred to the need for additional 
community work input to land-use planning, they did not really relate local growth and 
expansion to issues of loss of natural environment or to potential issues resulting from 
increased consumption of non-renewable natural resources. When asked to elucidate a 
vision for the local area, twenty-five years into the future, only two of the seven 
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community workers mentioned conservation of the environment. This was not unique 
to community workers however, as most respondents from other practitioner groups 
apart from the environmental planners and elected members also ignored the natural 
environment in their visions. None of the engineers and only the Douglas town planner 
included the environment in their vision for the local area. 
Of the two community workers who identified preservation of the environment in their 
vision, one was from Douglas Shire, with a desire to see the World Heritage areas 
within the Shire maintained, and the other from Mackay who elaborated her vision thus: 
I would like the strategic plan to start looking at setting aside environmentally fragile areas, such 
as river plains, and rain forest areas. I would like it to have an identity of its own. You have an 
identity when people say this is my place and I want to care for it ... (Community Development 
Worker, Mackay City Council). 
ill their visions for the future, other community workers in Townsville identified the 
need for harmonious race relations, controlled tourism, growth and urban sprawl, a good 
water supply, and better public transport. When asked about the most important roles of 
their council in a more general sense, not one of the seven community workers 
mentioned the natural environment or ecological sustainability. They talked in general 
terms about local government needing to provide physical infrastructure and 
participatory decision making models. 
Community workers and environmental planners 
Social planning guidelines for local government in Queensland were being prepared 
during the data collection phase ofthis study (Menzies et aI. 1995). The draft guidelines 
listed SIA as a community work task (Menzies et aI. 1995). As a way of approaching 
the question of an association between community work and the natural environment, I 
asked community workers whether they had or would in the future have any 
involvement in SIA as part of their work with the councils. 
ill response, I discovered that the councils all employed consultants to undertake SIA. 
The community workers in Townsville were aware of a role emerging. The Community 
Project Officer involved in the BBC and urban renewal projects, when probed, 
suggested her involvement in citizen consultations on the upgrading of parks, 
landscaping, streetscape improvement and land contamination was a form of SIA. It 
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was not formally referred to as such by the council or other project officers but did 
connect environmental protection and community work. 
The State Department of Family Services and Aboriginal and Islander Affairs in 
Rockhampton was responsible for SIA in Mackay, with no formal working arrangement 
with community workers at Mackay City Council. The Mackay-based community 
worker suggested that as she was working at the grass roots level all the time, it would 
be very appropriate that she become involved in, if not conduct SIA but had found it 
difficult to develop a working relationship with the responsible Queensland Government 
Department. 
While interested in becoming more involved in environmental and urban planning and 
assessment, all seven community workers acknowledged that they had a limited 
knowledge of the role of environmental planners in their council. They had "not 
discussed common issues of concern, or work areas where one could complement the 
other. Nor did the community workers articulate connections when asked to explain 
their understanding of the roles of the environmental planners in each of the councils. 
This situation was so for a number of reasons. The community workers in Douglas and 
Mackay contended that the environmental planning role in their councils was very new 
and still developing. Others considered there to be little connection between community 
work and environmental planning. There was also some confusion about who the 
environmental planners actually were. 
Without a position with the specific title, environmental planner in Douglas and 
Mackay, the community workers in Douglas viewed environmental health officers, town 
planners, the staff of the parks section of engineering and the cassowary protection 
officer as having an environmental planning role. In Mackay, the community worker 
also regarded environmental health officers and the parks and gardens staff as 
environmental planners. The community worker was aware that one staff member of 
the environmental health section was involved in environmental protection work but did 
not have a detailed knowledge of his role. Their interpretations are no doubt apt. Once 
I clarified with community workers who was, for the purposes of this study, referred to 
as the environmental planner, they were asked about the role of that person, specifically. 
Without prompts, community workers identified a small number of environmental tasks 
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for which the environmental planners assumed responsibility. They are summarised in 
table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 Community worker perceptions of environmental planning tasks 
Douglas 
• Daintree Rescue Package 
• Processing development 
applications 
• Cassowary protection 
Mackay 
• Impact assessments 
• Manage industrial 
pollution particularly of 
water 
Townsville 
• Concerned with environmental 
threats 
• Establishing walking trails in 
parks 
• Impact assessments 
• management of contaminated 
and degraded land 
• Protecting environments 
which have a value to the 
community 
• Environmental education 
In Townsville, with a large and longer established environmental planning section in the 
council, community workers were able to recognise more easily who the environmental 
planners were. They were able to identify a greater number of tasks than respondents in 
Mackay and Douglas. The tasks they did identify were general. The community worker 
in Mackay also only mentioned general areas of environmental planning responsibility. 
The community workers in Douglas, on the other hand, were aware of some of the 
specific environmental planning projects in which the environmental planner was 
deployed ie the Daintree Rescue Project and the Cassowary Protection Program. 
Community workers in Townsville and Douglas suggested that because environmental 
planners and community workers have different ways of understanding local area 
planning, they had not developed a good understanding of each others' roles or close 
working relationships. A study participant in Townsville noted that social and 
environmental planners worked from a quite different perspective: 
While land use planning is precise because of its relationship to law, compensation and dealing 
with money, value of land, environmental planning is on about the minutest detail of specific 
species and we are on about the broad aspects of the contrasting issues of people (Director, 
Community and Cultural Services, Townsville City Council). 
Another community worker in Townsville recalled experiencing some conflicting work 
approaches with a physical planner who viewed expert knowledge to be more valuable 
than community knowledge, and hence scorned the community participation processes 
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of the community workers. A community worker in Douglas remonstrated that the 
environmental planner had, at a public meeting, demonstrated a lack of understanding of 
community involvement and of social problems such as discrimination: 
the environmental planner started to say there's nO problems with enough housing because she 
was able to get a house. It is irrelevant. There are Aboriginal people who cannot go to a real 
estate agent and get a house. There are other people too who cannot get a house because they are 
not seen as desirable people (Community Development Officer, Douglas Shire Council). 
In this case, the example demonstrates the tensions between the social analysis and a 
physical 'scientific' perspective. Discrimination is a social phenomenon and difficult to 
explain in scientific terms. Given that there had been few serious attempts in the three 
councils to integrate the concerns of community work and environmental planners, it is 
not surprising that the community workers were still grappling with where and how the 
two might converge. 
Perceptions of the community work role 
The perception held by other study participants about the role of the community workers 
is the subject of this section. Firstly, I explore community workers' perceptions about 
how they think other council workers understand their role. The section assists in 
developing insight about integration of the community workers. 
The view of community workers 
According to their experiences, the seven community workers said their roles were not 
well integrated with those of other council departments, although they believed they 
should be. When asked whether other council officers had an understanding of the 
community work role, only one of the seven community workers interviewed could say 
with any certainty that others within the council understood her role. Interestingly, that 
community worker in Townsville was designated to residential development projects 
that operated through teams also comprising engineers and town pi anners. All others 
said the physical and administrative planners in their councils shared an ignorance of the 
detail of community work. They perceived that others saw the essence of their role as 
generating welfare program funding into council and 'helping the needy'. Community 
workers felt that others did not understand their anticipatory role, their potential to 
contribute to land-use planning or the guiding philosophy informing their work. 
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The different practitioner perspectives already mentioned in relation to community 
workers and environmental planners were cited by the Director of the Community and 
Cultural Services Department in Townsville City Council as a cause for 
misunderstanding of the community work role by others in council more generally: 
There is a general lack of understanding of what community work is because of its association 
with welfare in its traditions. They see it still as the helping role but even the professions with 
some understanding get frustrated because we are scientific but we are never definite. We can 
talk overview, directions, and philosophy but we might say 95% of people say this but another 
5% say something else. 
In spite of being a larger, established department in Townsville, these issues of the 
community work role being misunderstood prevailed. A similar experience emanates 
from the Community Development Section in Mackay which like Townsville had been 
established for about 20 years. The following quote from the community worker 
illustrates ignorance of the potential for community workers to perform a planning role: 
... they are using consultant engineers to do the strategic plan. We could have done that quite 
well. We have the skills and the networks. They employ an organisation that is based in 
Brisbane for God's sake. I have had a lot of community people ask me how they can input into 
the strategic plan. (Community Development Worker, Mackay City Council). 
Community work according to other planning practitioners 
The community workers' sense that others had a limited understanding of the 
ideological framework guiding their work was accurate. When asked about the role of 
the community workers, respondents from all councils were able to identify a number of 
tasks, mostly in very general terms and mostly reactive tasks (tables 5.4 to 5.6). 
Reactive roles were most often mentioned without probing. Some probing was required 
before most anticipatory roles were identified. Responses from each council are 
discussed below. 
The CEO in Townsville was most aware of the community work role. He identified 
community workers' tasks in three of the four reactive task categories and four of six 
anticipatory work areas. The environmental planner had a comprehensive idea of the 
community workers' anticipatory role but no sense of their reactive tasks. The land-use 
planner and engineer had the most limited understanding of the community work role 
identifying only two tasks from each category. While the administrator had a detailed 
knowledge of actual community work projects, the Deputy Mayor, land use, 
environmental planner, and engineer all had a far less comprehensive understanding. 
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Townsville 
Table 5.4 Respondent perceptions of the community work role in Townsville 
Environmental Land use CEO Elected Member Engineer 
Planner Planner 
Reactive • provide child • manage • recreation • manage 
Planning care services services welfare 
services 
• management • auspice • public 
tasks services ie complaints 
recreation. 
cultural, 
child-care • management 
tasks 
Antici- • strategic • identify • subntit for • urban 0 urban patOl"y planning community program development developmel 
Planning needs funding 
• infra- • plan welfare • urban • housing policy • community 
structure services development consultatiOI 
planning 
• community 0 commentoD • infrastructure • community 0 affordable 
consultation development planning consultation housing 
proposals policy 
with 
significant 
social 
impacts 
• develop • collate 
new welfare demographics 
services 
with 
community 
• affordable 
housing 
policy 
0 = probe required before task being identified 
• = probe was not required prior to task being identified 
All respondents were aware of the anticipatory tasks of the community worker working 
on urban planning projects. This suggests her role was more integrated with other 
council departments than the roles of her counterparts. The worker confirmed this to be 
so, indicating that the urban development projects she worked on had structures that 
brought together other sections of council, creating a mechanism to provide an 
opportunity for clarification of practitioner roles. 
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Mackay 
Overall, respondents in Mackay were more aware of the reactive than the anticipatory 
role of the community workers (table 5.5). 
Table 5.5 Respondent perceptions of the community work role in Mackay 
Environmental Town Planner Administrator Elected Engineer 
Planner Member 
Reactive • detect social • facilitate • child-care & • public • needs Planning problems in development of youth complaints assessment 
community new welfare services 
services 
• facilitate • auspicing • manage • manage • liaison 
community community community between 
meetings centres centres council and 
community 
• support for • assess • support 
disadvantaged community community 
needs 
• public • project • groups ie 
complaints evaluation child-care, 
youth, multi-
cultural 
Antic- O urban • politicise • submit for 0 community 0 urban ipatory development community program consultation developmer 
Planning groups to take funding policy 
action 
0 strategic 0 community 0 urban • community 0 community 
planning consul tatian development consultation consultatior 
policy 
• community 0 community 
consultation consultation 
0 = probe required prior to task being identified 
• = probe was not required prior to task being identified 
Almost all respondents identified community consultation as a function of community 
workers. Three of the five also said community workers engaged in urban planning 
because they recollected that they had a role in the early stages of the BBC program in 
Mackay. They failed to recognise the community, strategic and departmental planning 
role of the community workers. Only one respondent mentioned that community 
workers provided support to community groups to establish new welfare programs. 
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Douglas 
In Douglas, respondents had more idea about the community workers' reactive roles, 
although no-one mentioned their actual role in public policy or preparation of social 
need assessment (table 5.6). 
Table 5.6 Respondent perceptions of the community work role in Douglas 
Environmental Town Planner Elected Member Engineer 
Planner 
Reactive • manage facilities ie • establish child- • support Aboriginal • support Planning child-care care centre community Aboriginal 
community 
• community liaison • support • Aboriginal housing • help the needy 
Aboriginal 
community 
• Aboriginal • after school care 
housing 
• home maintenance 
program 
Antic- • submit for program 0 community • submit for program 0 planning social ipatory funding consultation funding infrastructure 
Planning 
0 collate • tourism strategy 0 regional plannin. 
demographics 
0 = probe required prior to task being identified 
• = probe was not required prior to task being identified 
The Mayor was most able to talk about community work projects and anticipatory tasks. 
The environmental planner, town planner and engineer had a very limited knowledge of 
the community workers' roles. Their general understanding was that they provided 
social welfare support and facilities. All participants were aware that the community 
workers had attracted funds to the council and appeared more impressed by their fund-
raising talent than by their actual work processes or achievements. 
Across the three councils administrators and elected members had a greater knowledge 
than town planners, engineers or environmental planners about the role of community 
workers. Respondents all identified that much of the community workers' time was 
spent in the community but they did not articulate the importance of the relationship 
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between being in the community and facilitating public involvement in planning and 
policy activities of their councils. For example, as opposed to community workers' 
concept of mobilising citizens in decision-making about the future of their communities, 
an elected member alluded to community workers as pacifiers of the public in times of 
potential conflict: 
They're a group that are very supportive to me. People come and see me about their problems, it 
could be the neighbourhood centre that's having problems. I don't know exactly what their 
problem is but I get one of them (community development workers) to go out and talk to them 
(Mayor. Mackay City Council). 
He was not the only respondent to view community participation as a political gate-
keeping function. The Deputy Mayor in Townsville considered: 
That ability to interact with public does show a lot of skills. I realise that by the time they get to 
us, the public are often at the end of their tether with whatever their problem is. The community 
services area are very cluey with dealing with that. 
The perception that community workers were working with citizens to pacify them or 
identify problems was more common in Douglas and Mackay than in Townsville. In 
addition, Townsville respondents had experience of a community worker being involved 
in urban planning. In contrast, Douglas and Mackay community work involvement in 
design for social infrastructure including community centres, schools and child care 
facilities, health and shopping facilities was considered by a number of respondents to 
be inappropriate. Town planners situated in the Councils' planning departments were 
seen as the most appropriate practitioners to carry out such tasks. 
The general lack of understanding of the full range of anticipatory community work 
tasks helps to explain why consultants assumed to be social planning expens undertake 
social impact assessments and formal community consultation programs for the 
councils. The community workers all agreed that they had the skills to undertake those 
tasks but were not asked to do so. Why was this the case in Townsville where there was 
a history, albeit recent, of community work involvement in urban planning? All 
respondents were aware of that role which was more integrated with other council 
departments than the roles of her counterparts. 
It is difficult to say with absolute certainty that because this worker's tasks involved 
obvious technical skill that those skills were more valued by others than the reactive 
tasks. It is also not possible to assume that community workers engaged in integrated 
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land-use planning will have as much influence as the physical planners as the two have 
traditionally been separated in council corporate structures (Speilman and Granville 
1994). This of course, was also the case in Townsville. There was no indication that 
the worker had equal decision-making power in the team. Essentially, she was one 
token socially-oriented planner in a team of physical planners. The example was cited 
above of a physical planner challenging her participatory approach. As a member of a 
team with physical planners, the worker was probably powerless to challenge the model 
adopted by the physical planners. 
It is also not possible to be sure that others were more aware about what this worker did 
because she was working with other departments and therefore more visible or because 
her tasks involved obvious technical skill. Take for example, the recent Townsville case 
of Magnetic Quays (Sinclair et al. 1995). State and local government commissioned an 
EIA to assess the potential impacts of the re-development of the jetty and a large 
residential and commercial development at Nelly Bay on Magnetic Island. A group of 
engineers was appointed to undertake the EIA consultancy. The original consultancy 
proposal did not incorporate SIA at all and it was subsequently imposed on the 
consultants by the co-ordinating group from the responsible State government agencies. 
The eventual SIA was given secondary status in the process illustrated through the 
comparatively small resource allocation in the overall EIA (Sinclair et al. 1995). 
Where councils hire social planning consultants to undertake an SIA, the community 
workers should be integrally involved in setting the terms of reference, selecting 
consultants, ensuring adequate process and reviewing documentation. Where this does 
not occur, the distance between community workers and land-use planners is 
maintained. It can also result in community workers being confined to the reactive role. 
They tend to be called in to deal with the consequences of poorly planned development 
and facilities after, rather than before problems have begun to emerge, an issue raised by 
community workers in Douglas and Mackay. 
A study conducted in local government authorities in Perth with planners from different 
disciplines derived similar findings (Fenton 1991). Firstly, physical planners such as 
engineers and land-use planners, misunderstood the community work role. The study 
also found that the social research conducted in the community was less valued than 
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expert technical knowledge. Fenton (1991) concluded that all professions involved in 
his study, including the community workers themselves, had a responsibility for 
improving communications which would result in roles being clarified and the functions 
of community workers being more appropriately integrated with local area-planning 
(Fenton 1991). 
Summary 
This chapter has illustrated the roles and practice ideology of the seven community 
workers. A feature that distinguished community work among local government work 
areas in the three councils was the articulated link between community work practice 
and its guiding philosophy, informed by social justice principles and specific 
professional ethics. The strong emphasis given by the community workers to citizen 
participation rather than technical processes or tangible planning outcomes 
distinguished them from physical planners and contributed to their exclusion from 
broader planning processes. 
Community workers were facilitating community involvement in planning; seeking 
citizen opinions and conveying community aspirations to the councils. They were 
developing new community services and facilities and assisting in maintenance of those 
already existing. They were also linking grass roots experiences to the broader policy 
process. Only one of the seven workers had a direct role in land-use planning activities. 
The seven community workers were engaged in predominantly people-based, reactive 
tasks and minimally in land-use planning functions in spite of the broader role proposed 
in the Queensland Social Planning Guidelines (Menzies et a1. 1995) which integrates the 
two. Physical planners were more likely than community workers to distinguish between 
social planning and community work than to consider a blending of the two. If 
community work encompassed only the anticipatory tasks and concentrated on only the 
technical social development matters without the value base of social welfare it would 
be a very different practice. 
The suggestion made by some study respondents that the interactive skills of community 
workers are used for political purposes to pacify discontented citizens is contrary to that 
proposed by community workers who are more concemed to mobilise citizen decision-
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making power. The seven community workers did not adopt purely technical planning 
approaches. However, their interactive community-centred style was untested in 
relationship to land-use planning where they had little experience and few expressed 
aspirations. The questions remaining are not only whether community work can be 
better integrated but whether physical planners will accept that community work can 
embrace the skills of what they consider to be social planning. 
Marginalisation of community workers within the councils' organisational structures 
was a further constraint to their integration. In Townsville, with a delegated department 
and director, community workers' involvement in land-use planning was increasing. In 
Douglas and Mackay, a role for community workers in land-use and environmental 
planning had not developed. The Community and Cultural Services Department in 
Townsville City Council had made some significant advances with the advantage of 
time. Having departmental status and consequently more decision-making power than 
Douglas and Mackay, the Townsville department had begun to promote its role in local 
area planning, but not without resistance from the land-use planners. Even with greater 
equity in the council's corporate structure, the council was still organised according to 
the traditional functional departments. According to McVicar and Reynolds (1992) it is 
not uncommon for planners to have a narrow professional perspective and few 
opportunities to broaden their understanding within compartmentalised local 
government planning structures. 
Community workers knew their role was unclear to other council departments and that 
better integration in local area planning functions was needed. The biggest impediments 
were integrating community work and the physical planners in the three councils due to 
lack of role definition and the reluctance of town planners to accept that community 
workers actually have a role to play in local area planning. This will remain as a barrier 
to integration while land-use or urban planners continue to contend they themselves 
have all the knowledge and skills required to assume the anticipatory community work 
roles without the community workers. Issues of conflicting interdisciplinary 
perspectives are taken up again in chapter eight. 
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A significant contribution of community work to local government has been that it has 
complemented the work of town planners and engineers by encouraging adoption of 
social justice strategies based on a well developed social science analysis of human 
oppression in relation to class, racial and gender-based discrimination. There is no 
evidence that community work has yet extended that analysis to the interdependence of 
humans and the non-human environment. Judging by the draft Social Planning 
Guidelines for Queensland Local Government in 1995, neither has the social planning 
model, even though environmental degradation may be the ultimate human problem. 
Social welfare is primarily concerned to ensure that ending social oppression, poverty 
and discrimination remains on the political agenda. As community work begins to link 
up with land-use planning in Queensland local government authorities, it is critical to 
question whether its relatively low status will improve. 
Beyond the three R's: 
The emerging field of 
environmental planning 
Chapter Six 
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This chapter is concerned with the environmental planners in each of the councils. 
Early sections of this chapter profile the three environmental planners in the context of 
the councils where they were employed. Their role is then described, and finally the 
chapter considers the factors that impede or facilitate integration of the environmental 
planning role into local area planning activities. 
Why environmental planning? 
In the form of the three R's- roads, rates and rubbish environmental management has 
been a fundamental role of local government in Australia for over 100 years. The three 
R's become central environmental issues when considered in relation to the following: 
• transport is one of the biggest single sources of the greenhouse gases predicted to produce 
climatic change; 
• taxes on users and producers are the most frequently proposed suggestions for reducing 
environmental pollutants of all types; and 
• the reduction and safe disposal of wastes is a priority issue for environmental policy makers 
at global, federal and state levels (Brown et al. 1992a, p. 13). 
In the introduction, I distinguished environmental planning from environmental 
management. The significant difference being that environmental planners engage in 
strategic planning tasks aimed at environmental protection in addition to management 
tasks such as regulating and monitoring pollution control levels (Graham 1992). In this 
thesis, I am specifically interested in environmental planning because of the links that 
such a definition of environmental planning allows with land-use planning, a 
fundamental role of local government. However, it is important to acknowledge that the 
terms environmental management and environmental planning have been used 
interchangeably. With reference to coastal protection, Brown and Burke (1993) used 
environmental managers as a unifying term for those in the environmental protection 
work area whether they were bureaucrats or scientists. They were all, according to 
Brown and Burke (1993), managing aspects of coastal protection. Graham (1992) 
researched the environmental management role of local government. He also 
amalgamated environmental health officers and environmental planners in one 
category- environmental managers. Both definitions recognised that those in the 
environmental protection work area must maintain an interest not only in the 
environment but in social, economic and cultural factors. They also acknowledged the 
intricate association between environmental protection and planning at the three levels 
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of government and at the regional level. Day (1988) referred to environmental planners 
as an emerging profession with concern that land-use planning systems integrate 
environmental protection principles and strategies. He suggested some strategies 
environmental planners could adopt. They included raising awareness about finite 
natural resources, increasing the public sector, decreasing wages to boost employment 
and reduce excessive consumption levels, and co-operative approaches to economics 
and land taxes (Day 1988). 
Three environmental planners 
The three environmental planners participating in the study had different backgrounds 
(table 4.1), worked in different organisational structures and adopted quite different 
approaches to environmental planning. Below I discuss the particular characteristics of 
the environmental planners. 
Mackay 
Environmental planning was a function within the Health Section of the Community 
Services Department of the Mackay City Council. The organisational structure of the 
department was explained in chapters three and five. Like Community Development, 
Health and Refuse, and Disposal were each one of twelve sections within the 
Community Services Department. Environmental Planning was further buried in these 
two sections without independent status. 
The environmental planner at Mackay City Council, the only male among the three, had 
been employed for a longer period in total than the environmental planners in 
Townsville and Douglas, but had only been involved in environmental protection duties 
for a few months at the time of interviews in 1995. He had been employed as an 
Environmental Health Officer for seven years. With the introduction of the Queensland 
Environmental Protection Act (1994), environmental protection duties had become the 
focus of his role, although the title of the position remained unchanged when the role 
was expanded. 
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The environmental planner in Mackay had completed a graduate Diploma in 
Management since graduating as a Health Surveyor in 1978. He defended the 
appropriateness of environmental planning tasks being undertaken by Environmental 
Health Officers by pointing out that much of the information required to implement the 
Environmental Protection Act (1994) (a central focus of his environmental planning 
work) had been included in The Environmental Health Officer course he completed at 
Queensland University of Technology in 1978. Throughout his working life he had 
worked in local government. His role had been predominantly concerned with 
inspecting commercial and industrial health standards but he had become involved in 
pollution and waste management issues including recycling programs. 
Douglas 
In Douglas, the environmental planner, officially titled Planning Officer, had taken up a 
position which was new in the council only seven months prior to the interviews. 
Although employed as a planner, she was selected for the position specifically because 
she had environmental planning qualifications (1991) as well as an urban planning 
degree (1993) (Town Planner, Douglas Shire Council). She had worked as a surveyor 
and town planner in Brisbane for approximately twelve months before taking the 
position at Douglas Shire Council in 1994. 
The land-use planner in Douglas carried out some environmental planning tasks prior to 
employing a qualified environmental planner, but the environmental planner in Douglas 
was largely integrated with land-use planning from the outset. According to the land-
use planner: 
You must have some environmental experience. I have, but I am not qualified. That is why we 
employed someone who has qualifications as an environmental planner as well as a second 
degree in land-use planning ..... .The lines are blurred now. You cannot just say, I am a land use 
planner and not an environmental planner. They really do cross over (Town Planner, Douglas 
Shire Council). 
The specialised knowledge of environmental planning was sought independently of the 
requirement for the council to implement new environmental planning legislation. The 
legislation (discussed below) appeared to cause little concern in Douglas, according to 
the land-use planner who considered the council to have been implementing the 
requirements of the legislation before it was introduced. In fact, he suggested Douglas 
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Shire Council could have contributed to the development of the legislation given their 
experience and innovation in environmental protection. 
Even though the council was committed to environmental protection, the environmental 
planner had little organisational status. The position was situated in the Planning 
Section, one of seven sections within the Department of Corporate and Development 
Services. The Council's Deputy CEO at the time of interviews, had overall responsibility, 
as the chairperson of the Environmental Protection and Planning Committee. In Douglas 
Shire Council, Health Officers located in the Engineering Department conducted the 
regulatory environmental management functions. A recent addition to the Engineering 
Department was a Cassowary Protection Officer who worked in a special species 
preservation project, suggesting that the Engineering Department was not confined to 
dealing only with environmental issues of a regulatory nature. It also assumed an 
environmental protection role. 
The environmental planner did not, unless specifically requested, attend her departmental 
committee meeting. Her ideas and issues were taken to the Development and Planning 
Committee meeting of the Council by her senior officer, the town planner. He was not 
represented as a director but was encouraged to attend and contribute to the monthly 
committee meeting. All seven councillors formed the committee with staff present in the 
capacity of advisers to the committee. Staff did not have voting rights on the committee. 
The environmental planner therefore depended upon the town planner to argue the case for 
environmental protection policy and project funding at committee meetings where those 
decisions were made. Under the existing circumstances, the town planner was very aware 
of environmental issues and supportive of the environmental planner's proposals. In 
addition, the Shire's Planning Scheme, as discussed in chapter three, enforced 
environmental planning priorities. In the absence of these favourable conditions, one 
could imagine the environmental planner in a powerless position. If there was not an 
environmentally aware town planner or if the council was in favour of development over 
environmental protection, the situation could change. Even with an ecologically 
sustainable orientation to the planning scheme, project by project decisions can reflect the 
values ofthe actual decision-makers (Carley and Bustelo 1984; Craig, 1989). 
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The environmental planner had very little ability within the given organisational structure 
to influence policy at that level. 
Townsville 
The Manager of Environmental Planning Services in Townsville City Council was one 
of three environmental planning positions in the Council. Environmental planning 
positions had been established in Townsville since the early 1980s. The council had one 
environmental planner until 1994 when two additional positions were created. The 
environmental planning position in the Townsville City Council was the first 
appointment the environmental planner involved in this study had taken up after 
graduating with an Environmental Science Degree from Griffith University in 1986.' 
The Townsville respondent had been working in the position for six years. She 
therefore had more experience as an environmental planner in the field than her 
counterparts in Mackay and Douglas. 
The first environmental practitioner, titled Environment Officer was employed in the 
Health Department of the Council. Until then, Townsville City Council employed 
Environmental Health Officers but was one of the first councils in Queensland to create 
a position which overtly incorporated environmental planning functions (pers. comm., 
LGAQ officer 1997). When this initial environmental planning position was created in 
Townsville it was largely concerned with pollution and waste management- referred to 
by the current environmental planner as brown issues as opposed to natural resource 
management or green issues. This first position in Townsville City Council was 
distinguished from a purely brown issues position because a significant duty within the 
position was to establish environmental community education programs. One 
memorable example was the 100, 000 Trees For Townsville Campaign in the early 
1980s where the council involved the community in large-scale re-vegetation projects 
throughout the city. 
According to the environmental planner, in those early days, a large component of the 
environmental planning position was responding to environmental problems: 
... we would get involved in re-vegetation projects and fix a few things up. And that was 
basically about all we could achieve because once you get yourself into that role you spend 
your whole day putting out fires with no planning focus whatsoever (Manager of Environmental 
Planning Services, Townsville City Council). 
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In her opinion, even though that first environmental planning position was intended to 
bring to the council the environmental protection perspective, the damage control 
approach was kept alive by other council officers. Referrals to the environmental 
planner mostly related to environmental problems rather than involving her in forward 
planning. They often took the form of a request for assistance: 
... someone is pouring oil down a drain. or down the sewer system. And up until now we have 
become involved in a lot of things we didn't really have to. But that is all part of the learning 
curve. While you are there you can then explain why the problem occurs, then they take it on 
next (Manager of Environmental Planning Services, Townsville City Council). 
In 1995, Environmental Planning Services became an official program within the 
Council's Health and Environmental Services Department. At the time of interviews, 
Environmental Planning Services employed a manager and two additional 
environmental planners with the position name, Environmental Planning Officer. 
The introduction of environmental planning to Townsville City Council coincided with 
increasing local government awareness of ecological sustainability and prior to 
legislative changes to local government's environmental planning role. However, the 
Director of Corporate Services considered legislation to have increased the council's 
environmental planning accountability because it rendered the council liable if 
environmental duties and standards set down in the Acts were not met. In each of the 
councils, particular circumstances constrained effective integration of environmental 
protection functions while others facilitated them. These factors are discussed in a later 
section of this chapter. Now, however the profiles of the environmental planners are 
further elaborated. 
Educational background 
Although the various definitions of environmental planning and environmental 
management to which I have referred above endorse the interdisciplinary nature of 
environmental planning, all three environmental planners had science qualifications. 
The environmental science courses undertaken by the Townsville and Douglas 
respondents included a small number of units related to social issues and to public 
participation but were substantially focused upon physical sciences (Griffith University 
1988; 1992). The Diploma in Town Planning course from which the environmental 
planner in Douglas graduated, placed greater emphasis on public participation and social 
issues as they relate to urban planning (Queensland University of Technology 1992). 
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The three environmental planners qualified for membership to the Environmental 
Institute of Australia (the EIA), the professional body in Australia representing 
environmental practitioners. The institute allows two categories of members- those with 
accredited degrees and those with five or more years of functional environmental 
experience. The following functions qualify as functional experience: 
• socia-economic and environmental assessment 
• planning documentation 
• operations and design 
• education 
• research 
• legislation 
(The EIA n.d.). 
Environmental planning values 
In its statement of professional objectives, the EIA recognised that environmental 
practitioners have a responsibility to change environmental consciousness. The 
objectives were stated as follows: 
• facilitate interaction among environmental professionals; 
• promote environmental knowledge and awareness; 
• advance ethical and competent environmental practice 
(The EIA, n.d.). 
In relation to what is regarded by the EIA as ethical professional conduct (Appendix 12), 
there are definite parallels with the ethics of the community welfare professions. Both 
identify the importance of protecting intrinsic qualities. Interdisciplinary collaboration 
is also stressed by both. 
However, the educational programs through which the three environmental planners 
acquired their qualifications contrast with those of the community workers because the 
environmental planning curriculum emphasised scientific knowledge and technical skill 
(Griffith University 1988; 1992). The social welfare educational background of the 
community workers who had completed formal training was situated within an explicit 
ideological framework (University of Queensland 1975). Technical skills were also 
taught in the educational programs undertaken by the community workers but they were 
always associated with social justice values (University of Queensland 1975). 
According to the relevant university handbook, the environmental science curriculum at 
Griffith University, attended by the environmental planners in Townsville and Douglas 
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paid minimal attention to environmental ethics and environmental politics in 
comparison to the weighting of technical knowledge and skills in the program (Griffith 
University, 1988; 1992). Similarly, a recent study of the ethical component in 
Australian planning courses found that the courses devoted very little attention to ethical 
considerations compared to time spent on development of technical knowledge and 
skills (Sarkissian, 1996). 
The ElA ethical code asserted that environmental planners should work collaboratively 
with workers from other disciplines (The ElA, n.d.). This may be difficult where other 
disciplines do not subscribe to an interdisciplinary approach. For example, in local 
government where environmental planners could be expected to work closely with town 
planners, there may be a conflicting professional approach. The professional code of 
ethics for town planners does not morally commit town planners to collaborating with 
members of other disciplines (RAPI 1995), nor does it enforce upon members of the 
Royal Australian Institute of Planners (RAPI) an ethical obligation to environmental 
protection. The environmental protection responsibility of town or urban planners 
according to the code of ethics is expressed in five ambiguous words: 
... conservation of high quality environments (RAP! 1995:2). 
The words are ambiguous because neither the term environment nor high quality is 
defined. A recent study found that town planning courses in Australia generally failed 
to challenge the economically-informed land-use planning model because they did not 
incorporate environmental ethics whereby the environment had an intrinsic value, not 
just a market value (Sarkissian 1996). 
While the overall aim of the RAPI code of ethics is for town planning to promote 
aesthetic, economic and social development of regions, cities and towns (RAPI 1995, 
p.2), that of the ElA is more concerned with intrinsic values and with processes in 
addition to planning outcomes. Therefore, according to these professional 
constructions, environmental planning is the most significant discipline in local 
government representing non-human interests. In its concern with the environment, this 
role should not however be considered as apart from the interests of human well-being. 
References to environmental planning, and management invariably acknowledge that 
environmental planning aims to consolidate social well-being. 
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In the following discussion of the three environmental planners' roles, I aIm to 
demonstrate more about how these professional attributes relate to what they do in the 
councils and the ways in which their positions and environmental planning tasks are 
perceived. Firstly, I examine the broader context of environmental planning in local 
government. 
Environmental planning in local government 
As emphasised at the outset of this chapter, environmental management has always been 
an important function of local government in Australia. Environmental Health Officers 
have been established in councils, usually in the health department or its equivalent, for 
many years. The environmental planning role which emerged during the 1980s is a 
more recent addition to councils, much newer than community work. Environmental 
planning in local government appears to be associated with the burgeoning awareness in 
local government of ecological sustainability as discussed in the introduction and 
chapter one. 
The international and national ecological sustainability policy focus has enhanced local 
government's awareness of environmental protection issues in communities. It has been 
difficult however, to acquire information detailing the beginnings of environmental 
planning in local government in Australia. This is so in part because neither the ALGA 
nor the LGAQ hold relevant records documenting the earliest environmental planner 
positions in councils. The other reason is that many councils focused on repair of 
environmental damage (Brisbane City Council 1990) and were without resources to 
employ specialised environmental planners. Therefore, they have assumed 
environmental planning functions by expanding the role of existing staff such as health 
inspectors, land-use planners, and engineers (pers. comm., officers from LGAQ and 
ALGA 1997). Consequently, very little information has been documented regarding 
environmental planning per se, in local government in Australia. The report, The Role 
Of Local Government In Environmental Management produced by Graham (1992) for 
the ALGA is therefore an important resource to this study. Not that it tracks the 
emergence of environmental planning in local government, specifically. But it does 
illustrate that issues of environmental protection had become important enough for the 
report to be commissioned by the national local government association. 
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Changing responsibilities 
In Queensland, there has also been an association between the introduction of 
environmental planning to local government authorities and Commonwealth and state 
legislation including the Commonwealth Environmental Protection (Impact of 
Proposals) Act (1974) which was amended in 1992 to include the Species Protection 
legislation, Queensland Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act, (1990), the 
Queensland Environmental Protection Act (1994), and the Queensland Nature 
Conservation Act (1992). The requirements for Queensland local government 
authorities to assume environmental responsibilities in addition to the traditional 
management/maintenance roles were significantly expanded through the introduction of 
these four pieces of legislation. The legislation required local government authorities 
to: 
• adopt a strategic planning approach towards their local environment; 
• identify and protect sensitive local environments; 
• link environmental protection to their planning schemes and development assessment 
procedures. 
The inspectorial role of councils whereby business and industry licences are approved 
and pollution emissions are monitored remained important under the Queensland 
Environmental Protection Act (1994). In addition, that legislation shifted responsibility 
from state to local government for maintaining environmental standards in relation to 
water, air, noise and waste pollution. 
Councils must attain the environmental standards set out in the Queensland 
Environmental Protection Act ( 1994), While ensuring they also meet the requirements of 
the Queensland Nature Conservation Act (1992), Queensland Beach Protection Act 
(1968), and the Queensland Fisheries Act (1994). The legislation changed the 
environmental role of local government authorities because they must adopt a planning 
approach towards environmental protection and they are accountable for doing so. 
Previously, the environmental management role of local government was more 
specifically linked to their service provision functions and state government agencies 
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took greater responsibility for assessing environmental standards, particularly with 
regard to conservation. 
Infonnation needs 
Brown et al. (1992a) suggested that as a consequence of ecological sustainability 
awareness, local government had begun to treat the environmental planning role as a 
step specifically in the direction of planning for locally sustainable development but still 
required much information in order to carry out the role effectively. Local government 
officers were still unclear about the environmental protection in 1991 with a significant 
number not considering themselves to have a high level of environmental planning 
responsibility (Zehner 1991). Of 671 local government planners participating in a New 
South Wales study, only five per cent considered responsibility for planning 
environmental changes to rest with local government (Zehner 1991). 
The findings of the Brown et al. (1992a) study of the environmental information needs 
of local government confirmed that environmental managers had inadequate 
information. Of particular interest to this study of environmental planners and 
community workers in councils, was that the majority of respondents in the Brown et al. 
(l992a) study considered that interdisciplinary co-ordination needed to be enhanced to 
improve the environmental management performance of councils. Indeed, a significant 
study recommendation was that more information was required about communication 
channels for consultation on environmental planning in councils (Brown et al. 1992a, p. 
126). 
Brown et al.'s study also found that environmental management priorities and 
information needs varied greatly between disciplines and council departments. For 
example, community workers considered recreation areas as a high priority 
environmental issue while for town planners it was not as important and it was less 
important again to environmental planners. The study participants reported that: 
... removing the barriers to communication and education within and across the VariOllS local 
government departments was more important for improving environmental management than 
further technical infonn.tion (Brown et aI. 1992., p. 53). 
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A further study of coastal managers in 1993 revealed that they also needed to develop 
improved information sources and channels, particularly outside their own organisation. 
Information channels were underdeveloped between environmental managers and 
providers of information on social issues. Indeed, information on social issues was not a 
high priority for environmental managers (Brown and Burke 1993). 
With environmental planning being so new in local government and a yet small body of 
knowledge pertaining specifically to the local government context, it is not surprising 
that environmental planners are still gathering important information. The field is still 
evolving (Brown et al. 1992a). The evolving roles of the environmental planners in 
Townsville, Douglas and Mackay Councils are discussed below. 
The roles of the three environmental planners 
During initial interviews, the three environmental planners were asked to describe their 
roles. They were also asked whether there were tasks they considered they should be 
undertaking but were not. In order to analyse the roles of the three environmental 
planners in the councils, the distinction between environmental planning and 
environmental management tasks must again be emphasised. As signalled in the 
introduction, I use the term environmental planner to designate a local government 
officer employed to engage roles and functions pertaining to ensuring long term 
protection of the natural environment, not necessarily as opposed to environmental 
management, but at least in addition to it. 
Like the community work roles considered in the previous chapter, the roles of the 
environmental planners take both a reactive and an anticipatory form. Minnery (1991) 
researched possible local government responses to the greenhouse effect and proposed 
that local government address environmental issues such as greenhouse on both levels. 
I tend to agree with Brown et al. (1992a) that local government needs to respond to 
many environmental issues on both levels because so many environmental problems are 
already well established. Also, like the community workers, by having involvement at 
both levels, environmental planners can frame policy taking account of experience. 
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The distinction I wish to make is that the primary environmental planning role develops 
strategies to prevent environmental problems. To illustrate the distinction between 
environmental planning and management tasks, in table 6. I I have listed environmental 
tasks which Graham (1992) recommended local government should undertake and 
separated them into two types- planning and management. The two sets of tasks need to 
be viewed as complementary because there will always be a great deal of association 
between them. Maintenance of an adequate, clean water supply and of waste disposal 
systems for instance, will have long-term and far-reaching environmental and social 
benefits. 
During interviews, the environmental planners confirmed that there was a distinction 
between the two sets of tasks. They were undertaking several of the management tasks 
but were still developing their role in the planning tasks. In part, this was due to the 
importance the councils placed on traditional environmental management functions. It 
was also attributable to the fact that the councils were in transition to the strategic 
planning role having been focused for so long on service provision. 
Table 6.1 Environmental tasks of local government 
Management Tasks Planning Tasks 
• Pollution control and monitoring • Coastal management 
• Tree planting/re-vegetation • Flora and fauna protection 
• Recycling • Energy management 
• Solid and liquid waste management • Natural area enhancement! 
• B ushfire management protection 
• Urban improvement • Environmental impact assessment 
• Traffic calming • Catchment management 
• Urban preservation • Wetlands management 
• Involvement in federaVstate • Environmental education 
programs such as Landcare • local conservation strategies 
Source: Adapted from Graham 1992, pp. 12-18 
The roles of the environmental planners 
Box 6. I summarises the planning and management tasks assumed by the environmental 
planners. The roles are discussed below according to each council. 
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Box 6.1 Tasks assumed by environmental planners in Townsville, 
Douglas and Mackay 
Enviroumental management tasks 
Townsville 
• pollution control 
• waste management 
• re-vegetation projects 
Douglas 
• answer inquires at the planning counter and phone. 
Mackay 
• refuse disposal- tips, composting and industrial recycling 
• licensing of premises 
• liquid waste management 
Environmental planning tasks 
Townsville 
• develop a natural resource register which identifies significant sites 
• link natural resource register to planning scheme to infonn the development assessment process 
• develop amendments to the town plan which have a environmental protection focus 
• coastal management 
• catchment management 
• wetlands management 
• provide advice within council on environmental legislation including the Local Government. 
(Planning and Environment) Act, the Nature Conservation Act, The Fisheries Act, the Q/d. 
Environment Protection Act the Beach Protection Act, Contaminated Land Act 
Douglas 
• Enforce the Planning and Environment Act, The Nature Conservation Act, 
188 
• Planning with Wet Tropics Authority/giving technical advice on Daintree Rescue Program/camping 
areas 
• Town planning consent for applications with a view to potential environmental impacts. 
Mackay 
• enforce the EPA especially in relation to industrial & residential developments 
• enforce the Contaminated Land Act, inform other departments in council about what is required of 
them under the EPA especially in relation to corporate liability 
• review departmental operations and bring them into line with the EPA 
• planning to put forward the idea of developing an environmental policy for the whole council 
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Townsville 
The broad functions of environmental planning in Townsville were separated by the 
environmental planner into natural resource management, environmental protection (in 
accordance with the Queensland Environmental Protection Act, J 994), and integrated 
environmental management. She claimed that natural resource management included 
planning for the protection of particular catchments and coastal areas. Integrated 
environmental management ensured that the council's planning directions were 
compatible with the objectives of the environmental planning section and with 
expectations of local citizens. 
According to the environmental planner in Townsville, the significant environmental 
planning issues in the city were many: 
We need to protect the wetlands or we will lose them. They are looked at as a drainage problem. 
We have the pon and the airpon located in strategic positions. Both are surrounded by important 
wetlands and both require industry and development to be linked with them so we could lose 
them. There is the south-bank area and the ephemeral wetlands along Ingham road and in the 
Southern land that we've taken on, that we are not even aware of yet. There is Our woodlands 
which are slowly going as well. ... We have to manage the whole catchment on Magnetic Island 
and we may need to limit population. We have to ask how sustainable it is given that the area of 
developable land is so small, not much water, waste disposal is so crucial and the developable 
areas are the only remaining lowland woodlands on the island (Manager, Environmental Planning 
Services, Townsville City Council). 
When asked about her vision for the Townsville area the environmental planner alluded 
to the shift from a focus on purely growth-oriented development to sustainable 
development: 
I would like it to be a very good balance of development and keeping the natural assets and that 
takes a lot of planning. The balance has to be managed with a conscious decision about which 
areas should be protected and which should be developed .... (Manager, Environmental Planning 
Services, Townsville City Council). 
Policy development and integration of environmental protection within the planning 
scheme were strategies the Townsville environmental planner pursued as a means 
towards realising those aspirations. Development of a natural resource register to 
complement the planning scheme was underway. This entailed identifying and collating 
a list of natural assets and significant environmental sites requiring conservation within 
Townsville City. The environmental planner intended that when complete the register 
would act as ' ... a framework to make decisions within and it will also provide little 
flags to indicate where further investigations are required'. 
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The environmental planner acknowledged that policy development of this nature could 
be subject to some resistance from within the council: 
There is no consensus yet about which areas we will save as our natural heritage. There is 
nothing about it in our current plan .... Population limits on Magnetic Island would really make 
sense but there are a lot of barriers to that. It would mean changes to the planning scheme and 
those decisions have not been made yet. It is hard to convince people that it is absolutely 
necessary. We have to put the indicators into a policy ... We have some very real issues that we 
are trying to get through this year- policies on vegetation protection; wild-life corridors; and 
biogeographical regional planning, but we cannot do that on our own. We need the planning 
scheme to give it force. (Manager, Environmental Planning Services, Townsville City Council). 
When discussing the importance of linking environmental protection to policy 
development, the environmental planner did not identify a role for the community. 
Democratic planning usually engages community participation (Arnstein 1969; Craig 
and Fowler 1985; Taylor et al. 1990) but she considered policy formulation to take 
priority over community projects: 
We've identified some areas where we need community participation ... we can't continue on with 
re-vegetation projects and resource them. With two people on the ground you can't resource it. 
So in order to keep those up we're going to have to bring in the community. For example, trying 
to set up a little landcare group out at Louisa Creek. To do that properly, is really resource 
intensive so we've put it on the back-burner (Manager Environmental Planning Services, 
Townsville City Council). 
Statements such as these reflect the environmental planner's perception that the 
community, as volunteer workers, be delegated practical tasks rather than assist in 
policy development. That public participation approach generally aims to placate the 
public (Arnstein 1969) by showing them an established policy. It does not indicate 
support for a model where the public would be centrally involved in drafting the policy. 
Such a model does little by way of distributing decision-making power among the 
various local communities of interest, nor does it recognise the pool of environmental 
expertise within the Townsville community, noted in chapter two. If the council were 
not genuinely committed to ecological sustainability then it may well have been in its 
interest to keep the voluntary experts at arms length by limiting their ability to influence 
local planning direction. 
Mackay 
The role of planning for environmental protection was still very new in Mackay and 
such work was the responsibility of one of nine Environmental Health Officers. The 
environmental planning function in Mackay City Council was directly related to the 
requirements of the EPA (box 6.1). The environmental planner claimed that he had been 
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asked to interpret the EPA legislation and advise the council on changes required in order 
to meet its requirements. In doing so he had: 
... compared (his ideas) with what they do down south in Brisbane and other councils. The 
interpretations of the legislation and how they are implementing it, is virtually uniform throughout 
the State (Environmental Health Officer, Mackay City Council). 
The environmental planner contended that he was the sole council officer assuming 
responsibility for environmental planning tasks. However, those duties were an addendum 
to responsibilities of monitoring the council's regulatory environmental health functions 
including waste management, recycling and pollution control (box 6.1). Given his 
responsibility for both sets of tasks, the Environmental Health Officer in Mackay felt that 
it was really too soon to call himself an environmental planner in the sense that the 
Council had not formally created a position specifically designated environmental 
planner. 
The environmental protection role in Mackay was still in its infant stage in 1996. As in 
Townsville, the environmental planner in Mackay said he would like to introduce a 
model whereby a commitment to preservation of the environment was essentially 
informing the whole council, and particularly, the land-use and development planning 
system. The environmental planner envisaged that the integrated environmental 
planning approach would be introduced in Mackay City Council incrementally whereby 
the Council's environmental management system would improve every year to increase 
the 'environmental friendliness' of the Council's operations. 
His hope for Mackay City in the future was that: 
.. .it would retain some of it's rural character, some of the sugar cane fields. I'd hate to see us just 
expand as a huge urban landscape. I would rather see the expansion be managed- save some of 
the productive land for sugar and for tourist area buffer zones, retain the Great Barrier Reef 
tourism aspects, mangroves and other areas of natural vegetation that are of interest. Because a 
lot of this area has been denuded of natural vegetation for sugar cane, there are no great tracks of 
natural vegetation left. We should look at our city quite carefully and manage approvals and 
zoning. At the moment it just seems that we started off with the city area and its blossoming 
out... Instead of Mackay just being a mega-urban area, perhaps just keep it as netted suburbs 
with populations surrounded by sugar cane and the natural landscape (Environmental Health 
Officer, Mackay City Council). 
His suggestion for meeting those goals centred upon establishing an environmental 
management system within the council that would eventuate in all council work areas 
integrating environmental protection strategies. 
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As a health inspector, he spent much time in the community. His view of public 
involvement in environmental planning was broader than that of the respondent in 
Townsville. In Mackay, the environmental planner engaged with citizens as part of his 
daily environmental management work. He said, 'There is not one day goes past that I 
don't talk to at least a dozen people on the phone, at the counter or actually out in the 
field dealing with them face to face'. Dealing with public complaints and inquiries in 
the inspectorial role meant the study participant in Mackay had considered ways of 
dealing with conflicting interests between the council and citizens. 
The environmental planner acknowledged that it was difficult for the council to serve all 
community interests, particularly inevitable competing interests. Claiming that the 
Mackay City Council needed to establish a considered approach to public involvement, 
he proposed that the council determine possible project problems and issues relating to 
project proposals and invite public consultation. In his view, consultation would be 
limited to non-technical project issues. For example, he was working on a proposal for 
revitalisation of an extant rubbish tip in Bucasia and said: 
I am quite au fait with having a public meeting to explain to them (interested citizens), or ask 
them what they would like to see there when we have finished with the tip. However, I would not 
really want them to tell the council how to run the business. (Environmental Health Officer, 
Mackay City Council). 
Technical environmental planning considerations, in his opinion, remained strictly 
within the domain of the experts. According to the environmental planner's public 
participation model, citizens could make a contribution by commenting on issues like 
keeping dust and noise down to a minimum. He acknowledged that' ... the public might 
come up with things we have not thought of... and that is good because you get that 
extra feedback from the public' (Environmental Health Officer, Mackay City Council). 
In contrast to the environmental planner in Townsville, he preferred early community 
involvement to avoid conflict emerging following decisions that citizens find 
unacceptable. His main concern about public involvement was that small vocal 
minority groups engage in community consultations and that defining the community 
and ensuring representative consultation was difficult. A further idea he expressed for 
enhancing citizen involvement was environmental education in schools, public forums 
and campaigns, and industry groups as part of the environmental planning role. 
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Douglas 
The environmental planner in Douglas Shire Council had been employed for only seven 
months at the time of interviewing and was involved predominantly in natural and urban 
environmental planning tasks. She considered legislation was important in guiding her 
work. In particular, the Queensland Local Government (Planning and Environment Act) 
(1990), and the Nature Conservation Act (1992) set out a number of requirements which 
created work for the environmental planner in Douglas. She was also guided by her 
own professional philosophy which she articulated as follows: 
Basically, it is the liveability of a development and the idea of irreversibility. If any development 
is irreversible or is going to have a really bad effect, that's what I try to avoid. It needs to be 
responsible. If people want to sub-divide in an area that's near but not in a national park and the 
impact of their sub-division is too much for such valuable land, we try and avoid detrimental 
effects. When you go through a three year course in environmental science you come out with a 
higher level of expectation about the environment and how it's handled than other people 
(Planning Officer, Douglas Shire Council). 
In Douglas. being accommodated within the town planning section and having land-use 
planning qualifications, the environmental planner also undertook general land-use 
planning tasks but with ecological sustain ability in mind. She assessed development 
proposals from the perspective of: 
... making sure they are livable. Because 80% of the Shire is National Park or World Heritage 
Area, anything that's in, or adjoins World Heritage Area or a National Park is a designated 
environment which means there are a whole lot of other requirements we have to be aware of 
(Planning Officer, Douglas Shire Council). 
She estimated that approximately thirty-five per cent of her time was consumed by land-
use planning work, sixty in implementing new projects, and only five per cent was 
oriented towards policy development. Her approach to her work carefully integrated 
land-use and environmental planning and ecological sustainability: 
On a micro level, really, it is to be able to say this house or block of units will be livable for the 
people who live there and other people in the street. At the macro level we don't want a 
residential development to have effects. sayan the Great Barrier Reef or let feral animals into 
National Parks. It's all about ensuring you maintain a livable place. Not just for residents but for 
all life forms. It is about ensuring the natural environment is maintained for the benefit of the 
residents and also for the benefit of the natural environment. (Planning Officer, Douglas Shire 
Council). 
In implementing her role, the environmental planner in Douglas adopted an expert 
approach, showing little regard for citizen involvement in environmental or local area 
planning. She said that the council needed to consult the public when 'they (citizens) 
get up in arms about a particular issue'. Otherwise, she believed it was most appropriate 
to seek the advice of citizens as required in relation to planning issues. 
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The environmental planner in Douglas felt it was important that the council served all 
the various interests in the community. Therefore, in her view the council was obliged 
to' ... provide organised community groups with information if they requested it'. 
Where conflict did arise between the council and the community she suggested, ' ... there 
needs to be an adjudicator to shut people up when they get on their high horse'. She 
said the community rather than the council should take responsibility for providing 
information about local area planning and when asked did not support the idea that 
informing citizens how their comments during consultation actually influenced final 
project or policy decisions was a measure of genuine public participation. Rather her 
response was: 
If people want to know how their ideas were used in policy or planning they can go to council 
meetings or read minutes. To tell people how their ideas were used is a bit ideological (Planning 
Officer, Douglas Shire Council). 
This notion of citizen involvement in environmental planning certainly limits potential 
for partnership-style planning because there is no commitment to increase community 
awareness or power. 
Comparing the roles of the three environmental planners 
To summarise, environmental planning was evolving differently in each of the councils, 
with Townsville having a longer history of employing a specialist environmental 
planner. The environmental planners from all three councils undertook both planning 
and management tasks to differing degrees. In Douglas, with a town plan focused on 
environmental protection, the environmental planner was supported by policy to 
undertake a planning role. The position was also reinforced because her work was 
linked to the local area planning system from the outset and welcomed by the town 
planner. These conditions did not exist in Townsville or Mackay as I shall discuss 
below. The longer term of employment of an environmental planner in Townsville 
meant planning tasks were becoming more evident. In Mackay, the environmental 
planner had barely established the very new environmental planning role. Because he 
continued to perform as an Environmental Health Officer as well as assuming planning 
duties, he undertook substantially more management tasks than the respondents in 
Douglas and Townsville. 
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All three considered environmental protection to be a priority when they spoke of their 
aspirations for their community and all had a sense of the strategies they could introduce 
to influence ecological sustainability in the local area. The intrinsic value of the non-
human environment was explicit in those strategies even though the strategies were, in 
some respects different in the three areas. Development of explicit council 
environmental protection policy took priority at the time in Townsville. Land-use 
planning that is sensitive to environmental preservation was important in Douglas. 
Developing a sense within council of the actual environmental planning role and 
heightening council awareness of environmental values were the most pressing issues 
for the environmental planner in Mackay. By comparison, all three acknowledged a 
strong relationship between environmental and land-use planning. They also agreed that 
environmental planning required greater appreciation and involvement from other 
sections of their councils. 
The value of involving citizens in environmental planning was not as clearly articulated 
by the environmental planners as the notion of valuing the non-human environment. 
Their approaches to public participation, in contrast to that of the community workers in 
chapter five, maintained the planner as the expert. When asked about involvement of 
the community in their own work, the three environmental planners identified a limited 
number of environmental tasks in which the community could participate but had 
limited experience of involving citizens in their projects and limited knowledge about 
involving citizens in policy development. The environmental planner in Mackay had 
given a greater degree of consideration to citizen participation than his counterparts. He 
demonstrated a willingness to engage the public in decision-making (although with 
limits) and an awareness of some of the complexities associated with citizen 
involvement. The issue of citizen participation in planning is discussed again in detail 
in chapter seven. 
Perceptions of environmental planning 
The previous section outlined the roles of the three environmental planners and the 
approach they took to their work. In this section, the views other council officers held 
about environmental planning are explored. They are considered in terms of the 
environmental tasks assumed by the council according to participants perceptions, not 
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solely focussed initially on the environmental planners per se. I have looked at the data 
in this way because there is a strong indication from the data that environmental tasks 
are shared among different sections of the councils and are not exclusively performed by 
environmental planners. Indeed, environmental considerations, whether they take the 
form of management or planning tasks have some effect on most planning areas within 
local government authorities. 
The twenty-one research participants involved in round two interviews were presented 
with the list of environmental tasks for local government developed by Graham (1992) 
(table 6.1) but without the tasks broken down into planning and management categories. 
They were asked three questions in relation to the list: 
• Which of these tasks does your council currently perform? 
• Who is currently responsible for executing the task? 
• Who should be involved in carrying out the task? 
Their responses are presented in tables 6.2 to 6.4 which indicate by number of 
respondents, how many respondents considered each work area to have responsibility 
for each of the environmental tasks currently (A), and secondly, which work areas they 
thought should be involved (B). With reference to tables 6.2 to 6.4, I discuss responses 
to each of the three questions. 
The other category includes environmental health officers, health inspectors, building 
inspectors and staff of parks and gardens sections of the councils. It should also be 
noted that respondents often perceived multiple people to be responsible for particular 
tasks. Although the 'other' category only includes departments or sections within the 
councils, a number of respondents identified involvement of state government 
departments in some tasks. These included coastal management, flora and fauna 
protection, energy management, EIA, and bush fire management- predominantly 
environmental planning activities. 
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Table 6.2 Responsibility for environmental planning tasks in Townsville 
Response according to respondent work area 
Tasks Cotnmun· Engineer Elected Land· Environ· Admin· Other 
ity Member use mental istrator 
Worker Planner Planner 
ABA BABABABABAB 
Environmental 
Planning 
local conservation 
strategies 
I 
coastal management 0 
flora and fauna 2 
protection 
energy management 
natural area 
enhancement! 
protection 
environmental impact 0 
assessment 
catchment 
management 
wetlands 
management 
environmental 
education 
Environmental 
Management 
involvement in 
landcare 
pollution control 
tree planting 
recycling 
solid and liquid 
waste management 
urban preservation 
o 
I 
2 
o 
2 
o 
3 
bushfire management 0 
urban improvement 5 
traffic calming o 
Total Respondents: 9 
7 2 7 
5 5 5 0 
6 2 7 2 
4 2 6 
5 9 0 
7 o 9 0 
6 2 7 0 
3 8 2 
4 2 5 
4 5 5 
4 9 
7 2 7 0 
2 3 3 0 
2 5 8 2 
8 2 9 
2 5 5 0 
9 4 9 2 
6 9 0 
8 2 9 8 9 030 
6 8 7 8 o 2 3 0 
9 9 7 9 o 2 2 2 
2 3 5 8 7 o o 0 
6 0 9 4 9 o 2 3 0 
4 0 8 0 9 000 
5 3 8 7 8 o I 
6 8 7 8 o 3 2 
5 3 6 6 8 o I 3 0 
5 2 5 4 7 o 0 2 0 
5 8 7 5 8 o 3 0 
7 2 9 7 9 o 2 4 2 
4 4 3 7 6 o I 3 
3 6 5 4 7 o I o 
8 9 6 9 o 2 0 4 
4 3 5 o I o 0 
8 5 9 4 8 o 6 2 0 
5 0 6 7 6 o 2 0 0 
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Table 6.3 Responsibility for environmental planning tasks in Mackay 
Tasks 
Environmental 
Planning 
local conservation 
strategies 
coastal management 
flora and fauna 
protection 
energy management 
natural area 
enhancement! 
protection 
environmental impact 
assessment 
Commun-
ity 
Worker 
A B 
o 5 
o 2 
o 
o o 
o 3 
o 4 
catchment management 0 2 
wetlands management 
environmental 
education 
Environmental 
Management 
involvement in 
landcare 
pollution control and 
monitoring 
tree planting 
recycling 
solid and liquid waste 
management 
urban preservation 
bushfire management 
urban improvement 
traffic calming 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Total Respondents: 6 
1 
2 
4 
3 
o 
o 
1 
4 
o 
6 
3 
Response according to respondent work area 
Engineer Elected Land- Environ Admin-
Member 
A B A B 
o 5 o 6 
4 5 o 4 
o 2 o 3 
2 2 o 
o 2 o 4 
o 4 o 3 
1 3 o 2 
o 3 3 
o o o 2 
o 4 3 
1 4 3 
o 5 o 3 
o 2 o 3 
o 2 o 2 
3 3 5 
2 o o 
o 5 o 6 
6 6 o 4 
ose 
Planner 
A B 
4 6 
o 5 
o 5 
o 
5 5 
3 5 
2 4 
2 5 
4 
2 5 
o 5 
o 4 
o 
o 5 
2 6 
3 
o 6 
o 4 
mental istrator 
Planner 
A B A B 
2 6 0 4 
o 3 0 2 
2 6 0 1 
o 1 0 
o 3 0 2 
6 0 2 
o 3 0 
2 5 0 
3 5 0 1 
o 3 0 3 
5 6 0 2 
3 0 
6 6 0 
6 6 0 
3 4 0 3 
o o o 
o 5 0 5 
o 3 0 2 
198 
Otber 
A B 
o 0 
4 0 
o 
o 3 
o 0 
o 
o 2 
o 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
5 2 
4 0 
o 0 
3 0 
o 3 
o 
o 0 
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Table 6.4 Responsibility for environmental planning tasks in Douglas 
Response according to respondent work area 
Tasks Community Engineer Elected 
Environmental 
Planning 
local conservation 
strategies 
coastal management 
flora and fauna 
protection 
energy management 
natural area 
enhancement I protection 
environmental impact 
assessment 
catchment management 
wetlands management 
environmental education 
Environmental 
Management 
involvement in landcare 
pollution control and 
monitoring 
tree planting 
recycling 
solid and liquid waste 
management 
urban preservation 
bushfire management 
urban improvement 
traffic calming 
Total Respondents: 6 
Worker Member 
A B A B A B 
o 2 o 4 2 6 
o 2 4 0 5 
o o 3 5 
o 2 I 3 4 
o I 4 2 4 
o 2 o 2 0 4 
o 3 1 4 6 
o o 2 0 5 
3 4 3 5 
3 o 3 3 6 
o 4 4 0 6 
o o o 3 0 4 
o 2 o 5 5 
o 2 5 0 5 
o 3 o 4 0 5 
o o 3 0 3 
o 4 6 6 6 
o 2 6 6 5 
Land- Environ Admini Other 
use mental strator 
Planner Planner 
ABABABAB 
6 6 6 o 4 0 0 
2 5 6 o 3 0 0 
3 5 2 5 o 4 0 0 
o 4 0 3 o 3 4 
5 5 5 o 3 2 
o 6 0 6 o 4 0 0 
3 5 5 o 2 2 0 
3 6 5 o 3 o 
2 5 6 o 4 0 0 
2 5 0 4 o 2 0 0 
o 6 5 6 040 
o 4 0 4 o 6 2 
o 4 4 6 o 5 o 
o 4 5 5 o 4 0 0 
3 6 0 5 o 4 2 0 
o 3 0 3 o o 
6 6 0 6 053 
2 5 0 o 3 0 0 
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There was some disagreement between respondents in each council about who actually 
carried out the tasks. This could be explained by either a lack of understanding of roles 
as they were changing, or it may simply reflect the shared nature of many of the 
environmental tasks. Environmental tasks are certainly broad and it is not difficult to 
see that a number of the tasks could fit appropriately into the role of one or more work 
areas within the councils. 
Environmental tasks undertaken in the three councils 
All three councils were considered by respondents overall to be engaged in most of the 
eighteen environmental tasks, but there were some exceptions. The only tasks not 
undertaken across the three councils, according to respondents, were EIA in Townsville 
and Douglas for which they contracted specialist consultants as required, and in Douglas 
bush fire management was considered to be a state government role. 
Within each council many of the tasks were seen to be the responsibility of not only 
environmental planners but were shared across a number of council work areas. In 
Townsville, all tasks were considered by all respondents to be the responsibility of more 
than one work area within the council. However, eight respondents agreed that 
environmental planners were primarily responsible for devising local environmental 
strategies and energy management, two of the planning functions identified in the 
environmental planner's description of her role. Seven of the nine Townsville 
respondents perceived that coastal, wetlands and catchment management and flora and 
fauna protection were tasks undertaken by the environmental planners. Overall, most 
study participants in Townsville were aware that the environmental planner undertook 
five of the seven planning tasks the environmental planner had specified as part of her 
role and all of the management tasks. The management tasks were perceived as being 
shared among council departments more so than planning tasks. 
Again, because the planning role was new in Mackay, all respondents were aware that 
the environmental planner took responsibility for recycling and waste management, a 
role he had assumed for longer than any of the environmental planning tasks. By 
comparison, few related the planning tasks with the environmental planner. They were 
more often viewed as part of the land-use planner's role. The environmental planner 
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was considered overall to have some involvement in five of the nine planning tasks and 
five of the nine management tasks. The land-use planner was viewed as being 
substantially responsible for devising local conservation strategies, natural area 
enhancement and protection. 
The environmental planner in Douglas was considered by other respondents to 
undertake seven of the nine planning tasks, all except EIA and energy management. In 
terms of environmental management tasks, she was viewed as engaging in only three of 
nine areas: pollution control, recycling and waste management. Again in Douglas, the 
land-use planner was considered to assume greater responsibility for environmental 
planning tasks, in this case for every task. 
In all three areas, the environmental planning tasks were generally seen to be shared by 
the environmental and land-use planner suggesting that these tasks constitute a 
significant area of overlap in their roles. The areas where there was greatest overlap in 
Townsville were energy management, catchment management, and environmental 
education. In Mackay, they included development of local conservation strategies and 
wetlands management. The overlap in Douglas occurred in the areas of coastal 
management, flora and fauna protection and environmental education. 
Once again, interpretation of this data must take into consideration the differing length 
of time each council had employed an environmental planner and the local area and 
prevailing organisational conditions. A number of respondents in Douglas and Mackay 
may not have been fully aware of the responsibilities or tasks undertaken by their 
relatively new environmental planners. In Douglas, the land-use planner had taken 
responsibility for most of the planning tasks prior to employment of the environmental 
planner and was no doubt still associated with those roles by his colleagues. In 
Townsville and Mackay, the land-use planners were viewed by other respondents as 
having a role in both management and planning tasks but unlike the land-use planner in 
Douglas, they did not highlight those tasks when describing their own role during 
interviews. Rather, they concentrated on describing their role in relation to development 
assessment-related tasks. 
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The environmental-land-use planning boundaries 
The data in tables 6.2 to 6.4 illustrates that many environmental tasks were shared 
within each of the councils and that the greatest area of overlap was between the 
environmental and land-use planners. Study participants identified the overlap in their 
current situation but also considered environmental and land-use planners would both 
take increased responsibility for environmental planning tasks in the future. Not one 
respondent suggested either environmental or land-use planners reduce their 
involvement in environmental planning tasks. If such a suggestion was to be made it 
could have been expected to emanate from Townsville where there were three 
environmental planners and where the discipline was increasingly a formal part of the 
council structure. That was not the case. In Townsville, like Douglas and Mackay, 
respondents believed both land-use and environmental planners should increase their 
involvement in environmental planning. This perception reflected that the land-use 
planning role is involved in determining the viability of development proposals 
including assessment of the extent to which environmental areas are compromised in 
favour of new development. 
Comments offered by study participants also highlighted that there were some tensions 
between the two disciplines when it came to delegation of environmental tasks. When 
asked to describe their role, land-use planners in Townsville and Mackay talked about 
development assessment but when asked about specific environmental tasks they were 
and should be involved in, all three saw themselves as performing a significant 
environmental role. For example, the land-use planner in Douglas continued his interest 
in both planning and management tasks after employing an environmental planner but 
respected and regularly called upon her specialist knowledge and skills. 
The land-use planner in Mackay was unwilling to acknowledge the growing 
involvement of the environmental planner in planning tasks. In the following passage 
he distinguishes clearly between planning and management tasks and who he considers 
appropriate to perform them: 
... the Environmental Health Office is really about environmental monitoring rather than environmental 
planning ...... It is all about monitoring whether things are causing pollution rather than saying, 'Well, okay, 
this is a wetlands area, it should be set aside and preserved as a wilderness area.' That really belongs in this 
department, Planning and Development.... That'll be the next thing ru be looking at . probably in the next 
budget, making provisions for an environmental planner within this department I think there is a niche in 
here for an environmental planner to provide that day to day input into the development of an assessment 
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and approval process so that the council can't be seen as neglecting the environment in their decision-
making process .... I would accept the responsibility for that. Sometimes I go outside and get consultants 
expertise on particular projects .... I see that person having a much broader academic background than 
environmental health officers. I think that's a misused term, environmental health officer - tha(s all about 
inspection. It just reinforces that role. But I am quite haPpy for them to struggle with the new EPA. I don't 
even pretend to understand it (Director of Planning and Development Services, Mackay). 
While the land-use planner denied that the environmental planner had the necessary 
training in planning skills, he suggested the environmental planner should take 
responsibility for the council's implementation of EPA provisions. Many of the EPA 
requirements fall into the planning, not only the management category and many have 
significant implications for land-use planning. The land-use planner questioned the 
ability of the environmental planner to undertake environmental planning duties with 
environmental health qualifications, suggesting an environmental planner would have 
specialist qualifications. However, the environmental planner had attended a number of 
specialist training programs and claimed he was gaining new environmental planning 
knowledge and skill on the job. He certainly expressed a commitment to environmental 
protection very clearly during interviews. One then wonders whether the land-use 
planner had very fixed ideas about planners requiring specialist tertiary qualifications or 
if being the only senior planner in the council, he is simply possessive of 'planning' per 
se. Comments from the environmental planner did, in fact imply there was some 
competition for the evolving role: 
We have been going at this now for nearly six months and one of the things I have not had time 
to do yet, is to sit down with the planning people. There are a lot of issues that I am addressing 
now from an environmental protection point of view which overlap with planning matters and we 
need to have a uniform or common approach to them. I wonder whether it creates some rivalries 
or jealousies that we are encroaching upon their area. I do not see it as that. I see it as a new 
area that is evolving and that we work on together. The Act will affect both of us in the way we 
do things. I am not trying to take work off the planners, and I do not expect them to take work 
off me (Environmental Health Officer, Mackay). 
In Townsville, where the environmental planners had specialist tertiary environmental 
planning qualifications, the land-use planner still wished to maintain seniority in the 
planning decision-making process. She viewed her role as follows: 
... to use the best judgement to decide who should be involved in a development approval process. 
If! have forgotten someone they need to say, • I need to be involved'. rll say, 'Yes, no worries'. 
Sometimes things that say environment on them go to that area first. That is a misunderstanding. 
They are actually reporting to us not the other way around ..... I would never separate strategic 
planning from environmental planning. I do not know how you can separate those things 
(Director of Planning and Development Services, Townsville City Council). 
The corporate plan for Townsville certainly did not indicate that the environmental 
planners were accountable in this way to the land-use planners. If environmental 
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planners must ask to be involved in Townsville, we must ask would the land-use planner 
simply take responsibility for environmental tasks and how would the environmental 
planner know about new environmental planning projects? Even though far more 
established in Townsville, the environmental planning role appeared to remain 
subordinated to land-use planning. Areas of overlap had not been fully negotiated. I am 
not suggesting there should not be overlap. Just by looking at the breadth of 
environmental tasks in table 6.1 and box 6.1 it is evident that they have interest for 
every other planning area in the councils. It does appear however, that collaborative 
interdisciplinary working structures are lacking. One might then look to the community 
workers with their well-established skills in facilitating participation for suggestions of 
how to improve interdisciplinary collaboration. 
The environmental tasks assumed by community workers 
Community workers in the three councils were perceived to have the least involvement 
in environmental tasks of all local government work areas. It is understandable that they 
would assume less responsibility for the technical management tasks but arguably could 
be involved in a number of the planning tasks (Graham 1992; Dale 1995a, Dale and 
Lane 1995b; Menzies et aI. 1995). Menzies et aI. (1995) in a report prepared for the 
LGAQ suggested it was appropriate for community workers to perform roles associated 
with developing local conservation strategies, SIA, community education, urban 
preservation and improvement, and traffic calming. Community workers' skills in 
facilitating public participation would surely also be applicable in relation to almost all 
of the eighteen environmental tasks listed in table 6.1. 
In spite of such recommendations from the LGAQ prepared by a working group which 
included the Mayor of Mackay City Council, community workers were not involved in 
any environmental tasks in Mackay and had limited knowledge of environmental 
planning within the council: 
Well, there is an Environment Section. Just what their role is, I'm not quite sure. It is cenainly 
not environmental impact stuff, but basically their role is making sure that oil is not being spilt 
into drains and that type of stuff. I don't know, we don't have a lot to do with them and there is 
not a lot of connection (Community Welfare Worker, Mackay City Council). 
Community workers were viewed as limited to environmental education and landcare in 
Douglas. With a larger number in Townsville, community workers were perceived as 
being engaged in more environmental tasks than in Mackay and Douglas. They had 
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some part in eleven of the eighteen environmental tasks. It should be noted however, 
that most of the responses indicating the involvement of community workers In 
environmental tasks were made by community workers themselves. Their role In 
environmental tasks was not really an established or recognised one in any of the case 
studies. Possibly community workers had difficulty taking a lead role in facilitating 
interdisciplinary collaboration in the councils because they have such low status and 
minimal power within the organisations. 
Whether community workers should be involved in environmental tasks is quite a 
different story. In Mackay and Townsville there was much support from across 
disciplines for community workers being more involved than they presently were in 
environmental tasks. There was less of a sense among respondents in Douglas of 
community workers assuming environmental tasks, except for pollution control and 
monitoring. When asked whether they thought community workers should be involved 
in environmental tasks, respondents in Townsville and Mackay especially agreed that 
they should have a role in the tasks suggested by Menzies et al. (1995), mentioned 
above. How they could actually increase their involvement was a more difficult 
question for respondents. Across councils and work areas study participants concluded 
the corporate structure of the councils was not conducive because they were stuck in the 
traditional compartmentalised model. 
Involvement of elected members in environmental tasks 
As the decision-making structures within the three councils placed ultimate power with 
councillors, I noted the extent to which elected members identified environmental 
protection in their aspirations for their local areas. The four elected members involved 
in the study were asked the following questions: 
• Question A: 
• Question B: 
• Question C: 
What do you consider to be the most important roles of local 
government? 
What would you like this city to look like in 25-50 years from 
now? 
What do you see as responsible development for this area? 
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The three questions did not specifically ask about the value each respondent would place 
on environmental protection. Together the responses to the questions do give some 
indication of the prominence each of the elected members gave to environmental 
protection when not specifically probed but when responding to open ended questions 
about the council's role and the future of the local area in a very general sense (boxes 
6.2 to 6.5). 
Box 6.2 Ecological sustainability perspective of elected member: Townsville 
QUESTION A 
local government should be the pivotal planners ... , visionary work. .. 
QUESTIONB 
Greener with more water features. The intense heat is the big negative, long, hot summers with 
little rain so we need environmental controls like those we have established now. Not to 
develop at any cost and spoil the lifestyle. 
QUESTIONC 
Balanced or sustainable development. My criticism of the very small environmental movement 
in Townsville is that they are very singly focused. When you try to discuss the broader issues of 
environmental control such as employment and lifestyle and aesthetics. They say look after the 
environment and that will follow. I don't believe that's true. 
Box 6.3 Ecological sustainability perspective of elected member: Mackay 
QUESTION A 
With the new planning Act it is a responsibility of council to see that there is a need for the 
development that's taking place, not development for development's sake. We have to be very 
conscious of the preservation of prime agricultural land. We have to identify the very 
environmental areas- the sensitive ones, or the delicate areas that need to be preserved. I think we 
have to identify them very quickly so that people know where they can develop and what they can 
do .... There is no doubt that one of the important issues is their road hierarchy. We have to know 
what is needed to make it a good quality of life .... also, it is getting to the social aspect where ... 
communities have the proper recreation facilities, but also the meeting places. 
QUESTIONB 
Developed to an extent, not just for the sake of development but in a way that is going to retain 
the natural beauty and lifestyle but to develop with industries that produce employment. 
QUESTIONC 
Manufacturing, tourism and expansion in industrial servicing areas such as the coal industry. 
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Box 6.4a Ecological sustainability perspective of elected member: Douglas 
QUESTION A 
The main concern is that development fits within the boundaries of what you are trying to do 
for the Shire. You do not want a massive industry coming into your Shire .... we would not 
allow any that did not complement the Shire, the environment we live in 
QUESTIONB 
I do not want it to change. I think it should stay the way it is with the bit of development that is 
going on. 
QUESTIONC 
The Council's stand is that we do not want high rise buildings. We must keep the cane industry 
going so we cannot use cane land. The urban growth will cut into some of that cane land. We 
have to keep going. You just can't stop development. It must go on. I think it has to be 
controlled. There are no new types of industry coming into the area and right now I cannot 
envisage any. We have fisherman at Port Douglas, a small cattle industry in the Daintree, a 
small pineapple industry but no major new industries will develop to my knowledge. 
All but one of the four councillors identified both the economy and the environment in 
considering the most important roles of local government. The Deputy Mayor in 
Townsville claimed the most important role as representing the aspirations of the 
community. 
When asked about their personal aspirations for the area, the environment appeared to 
be of concern to all elected members. However, responses to Question C revealed 
differences in interpretation of development. Even so, elected members in Townsville 
and Mackay viewed development that is both economically and ecologically sustainable 
as a difficult balance for local government to strike. Thus, a verbal philosophical 
commitment to ecological sustainability will not necessarily manifest itself in policy or 
practice when placed in the hands of political decision-makers. Indeed, potential 
conflict was signalled by the Deputy Mayor in Townsville if the economic! 
environmental see-saw moved too far in the direction of the environment. The Mayor in 
Douglas feared the consequences of it moving too far in the economic direction. 
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Box6.4b Ecological sustainability perspective of elected member: Douglas 
QUESTION A 
Integrated planning. In terms of looking after the roads and drains and garbage, the traditional 
roles .... the new challenges for local government, which I think are the more important things, 
the issues of integrated planning, environment and health services. 
QUESTIONB 
The protected areas still protected as they are now and the unprotected areas still producing if 
the land is still productive or repaired if needed. Compact urban settlements and rural areas 
with a total population no greater than 20,000. Just a bigger population, preserving the 
qualities that are here now and recognise the deficiencies and try to fix them up. There would 
have to be a population capacity as part of that scenario. 
QUESTIONC 
We are getting there but at the moment there are all sorts of deficiencies. The amount of 
infrastructure and recreational protected area that is needed to support the community is not 
taken into the formula nor are most of the social impacts that come with a rapidly growing 
population. Nor are the long term economic issues taken into account in any great depth. 
Certainly not in a sustainable way. The concept of sustainability needs to become a reality. I 
suppose there is some integration in that we know which areas will be for tourism and which 
are for housing and how people will travel to and from work. The missing bits are knowing the 
social impacts of tourism and rapid population growth, how much infrastructure and what are 
the capacities of the natural environment to carry those tourists. 
Study respondents other than elected members considered elected members as being 
very peripherally involved in hands-on environmental tasks and engaged in tasks with a 
broad, policy focus such as landcare, urban preservation and environmental education. 
During the first round of interviews, Douglas respondents indicated that the Mayor was 
very much involved in environmental matters and this is not accurately reflected in 
boxes 6.4 and 6.5 with data from the second interview. This can be explained by the 
fact that the Mayor was preoccupied with the construction and advocacy of local 
environmental policy rather than performing hands-on environmental tasks. According 
to the research participants in Townsville and Mackay their administrators did not playa 
direct role in environmental tasks either. 
It can be concluded that respondents were generally aware of the environmental tasks 
conducted within the councils. But how did they value the contribution of the three 
environmental planners to the councils' overall local area planning role? They generally 
perceived that the tasks of environmental planning could be performed by practitioners 
from a range of local government work areas. By way of responding to that issue, in the 
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following two sections of this chapter I will concentrate on the factors which facilitated 
and impeded integration of environmental planners in the three councils by reflecting, to 
a large extent, upon information presented so far in this chapter. 
Factors which facilitate integration of environmental planners 
Integration of environmental planning within the land-use and policy arenas of the three 
councils was facilitated by five particular determinants. Each is discussed below. 
Environmental protection legislation 
The introduction of environmental protection legislation at each of the three levels of 
government had increased the environmental planning role of the three councils. It had 
not only resulted in the councils undertaking a greater number of environmental tasks 
but had created a public expectation of local government authorities in relation to their 
newer strategic planning role (Graham 1992). In terms of environmental management, 
all councils participating in this study still regarded the traditional service provision 
functions as very important but the newer planning role was the significant challenge 
they agreed they were all facing. 
The legislation had facilitated the increasing status of environmental planning in 
Townsville, apparent through a specialist environmental planning section with a 
manager being established. The employment of two additional environmental planners 
also coincided with the introduction of the legislation. In Mackay, the legislation was 
the catalyst to establishing an environmental planning role as evidenced through that 
role being formally attached to the Environmental Health Officer position. According to 
the land-use planner in Douglas, the legislation had nothing to do with the council 
creating the planning officer position through which they sought a formally qualified 
environmental planner but the position did also coincide with the introduction of the 
legislation. The importance of the legislation is that councils face penalties if the 
conditions stipulated in the Acts (outlined above) are not met. It is therefore, obviously 
in the interest of the councils to ensure they have the expertise within their councils to 
meet the requirements of the environmental protection legislation. 
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Local area strategic planning goals 
The mission statements of each of the three councils were examined in chapters two and 
three. Below I note the significance each affords within its mission statement to the 
natural environment. Given that environmental protection can restrain economic 
growth, the long held belief of some local government councillors and officers that 
development is progress and we cannot stand in the way of it has been illustrated 
previously. The strategic plans for Townsville and Mackay reflected this sentiment. 
The Strategic plan for Douglas Shire emphasised nurturing all aspects of the natural 
environment. This was central to the council's mission. The principles of ecological 
sustainability were firmly lodged within the Shire's mission. The plan emphasised 
aspirations to care for the environment 'on a sustainable basis for this and future 
generations' and to ensure 'the survival of viable populations of endangered species, 
including the cassowary, in their natural habitat' (Douglas Shire Council 1995, p. 6). 
Douglas Shire Council recognised the interdependence of the human and non-human 
population in its plan. 
The missions of Mackay and Townsville Councils did not link directly to attributes of 
the natural environment. The primary charge in both councils was to maintain 
economic prosperity and human well-being. In Mackay this took the form of lifestyle 
choices and community security (Mackay City Council 1995, p. 8). Townsville City was 
striving toward choices for citizen comfort and enjoyment (Townsville City Council 
1995). Protection of the environment did not share priority in the plans with economic 
advancement. The mission statements of the three councils were all produced in 1995 at 
a time when awareness of ecological sustainability was growing in local government 
authorities (Brown et aI. 1992a; 1992b). Apart from in Douglas, they were broad 
people-based visions where environmental protection was not an explicitly stated goal. 
Community support 
It is important to acknowledge that the existing Douglas Shire Planning Scheme would 
not exist if its intent had not had community support. There are a number of significant 
contributing factors that led to an ecologically sustainable strategic plan in Douglas. 
Firstly, the character of the Shire was based on the expansive protected environmental 
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area, much of which was too difficult to develop. Secondly, in a council of 
independents, the Mayor had been elected in two terms on an environmental protection 
policy platform in which he had stressed an intention to limit population growth in the 
Shire according to environmental carrying capacity. In addition, he had gained electoral 
support from the majority of voters to maintain the natural attributes of a large 
undeveloped section of the Shire to the north of the Daintree River (figure 2.7). In that 
area, development options for private land-owners were restricted through the 
Development Control Plan (Brannock Humphreys 1994). 
Awareness of specialist environmental planning functions 
With the three environmental planners being employed under different circumstances, 
for different periods of time and with different qualifications, all conditions were 
certainly not equal to draw comparisons between the three councils in relation to the 
level of awareness other practitioners had of the roles of environmental planners. 
Environmental planners were themselves able to articulate certain conditions that 
accelerated awareness of their role. In Townsville and Douglas, one such condition was 
organisational structures (which are discussed separately below). A second factor was 
an acceptance from other practitioners that the environmental planner offered specialist 
skills. The environmental planner in Douglas considered that the land-use planner and 
the Mayor shared her environmental preservation views. Indeed, the land-use planner's 
vision for the Shire's future was that it should be: 
... much the same with the physical elements still in their natural state and vegetated without 
evidence of human habitation. Water courses and rivers clean and largely untouched. I'd like to 
see OUT urban areas compact and succinct with clear demarcation between urban and rural 
areas ... (Town Planner, Douglas Shire Council}. 
The Mayor was equally able to demonstrate an understanding of the environmental 
planning role. When he was asked about what the role might incorporate he responded: 
.. .identify areas of high environmental value and note the 'no go' areas ... .1 think that town 
planning within local government is a restrictive sort of science. Planning has become much 
broader, not just straight land use planning. We look at waste management and economic 
strategies and long tenn plans, transport corridors and it's much more complete .... We should be 
replacing town planning with integrated planning and then the roles of community workers and 
environmental planners would become relevant.. .. For instance, we have no way of measuring 
the impact of growth in population in this Shire. Things like where will our waste go and how 
much air pollution will be created? None of those issues ever get stressed in planning. Yet the 
social side and environmental side should really come in. Until you get a different ethos in 
planning, their role will always be peripheral (Mayor, Douglas Shire Council). 
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According to the environmental planner in Townsville, with time, other council officers 
were beginning to appreciate the specialist skills. The example of inappropriate referrals 
in Townsville when the environment officer was first employed revealed that even once 
a specialist position was established, the council needed time to leam about the new 
environmental planning role and how to most effectively incorporate it into the existing 
structures and functions of the council. While it was important to the environmental 
planner in Townsville that others were clear about her role, she also stressed the 
importance of all council departments sharing in the work of environmental planning as 
a way of appreciating the importance of environmental protection. 
Organisational structure 
Inclusion of environmental planning in the decision-making structures varied between 
the three councils but involvement of environmental planners remained extremely 
limited. In Townsville, although Environmental Planning Services had become an 
identifiable council program with a manager, it did not have a director who was 
represented in the major council decision-making forums such as the Executive 
Strategic, Business Unit (ESBU) as discussed in chapter one. The Strategic Planning 
Team (SPT) had been recently formed at the time of interviews. The environmental 
planner expected the SPT to considerably advance communication across disciplines 
and to increase input from environmental planners to local area planning: 
Integration appears to have been facilitated in Douglas by locating the environmental 
planner in the land-use planning program of the council from the outset. This meant her 
position had been comprehensively linked to the Council's broader planning role unlike 
the environmental planners in Townsville and Mackay who started out quite separate 
from the planning department. 
Impediments to integrating environmental planning in the three 
councils 
Particular conditions that constrained effective inclusion of the environmental planners 
in the planning work of the three councils are evident through the three case studies. 
Several of the factors that facilitated their integration also act as impediments. 
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Organisational structures and strategic directions 
In the previous section certain organisational structures that assist integration of 
environmental planning were cited. Organisational structures can also be viewed as a 
major impediment to integration because the environmental planners possess little 
official decision-making power. Apart from the growing range of environmental 
responsibilities that had been delegated from state to local government without 
commensurate resources, the environmental planners suggested that most constraints upon 
environmental planning emanated from within their councils. All three positions were 
restricted in terms of not having power to influence decisions about council policy. The 
environmental planners saw their lack of power in decision-making forums to be an issue 
of needing to overcome traditional local government structures and hierarchies. This was 
particularly an issue because without a senior officer or director responsible for 
environmental planning, they were disadvantaged when it came to bidding for resources. 
Engineers in the three places were allocated a substantial proportion of council resources. 
One engineer remarked, 'You just can't buy cheap roads'. According to many respondents 
there was a long-established relationship between decision-making power within the 
councils and the substantial proportion of the budget allocated to the engineering 
departments. It was also easy for the engineers and the elected members to argue that the 
three R's were priority services which the community valued highly and had corne to 
expect: 
It has been the culture of local government that the engineers are supreme and it's always a battle 
to bring what are seen as soft options into the work stream. It also happens because engineering 
has a mega budget and they will not tolerate a suggestion that their budget will be reduced .... 
that's probably the biggest problem, that they don't even have the awareness. Engineering should 
only be just one arm of the planning process (Deputy Mayor, Townsville City Council). 
In Townsville, the only one of the three places where funds were allocated specifically for 
environmental planning, there was pressure to prove they were going into a worthwhile 
cause. Participants from other work areas did not report the same sense of having to prove 
their worth to maintain their budget allocation. Resources were a restriction for all of the 
environmental planners but they also spoke of internal council structures as an 
impediment. In Mackay, the environmental planner was frustrated with the corporate 
structure which he considered to be an 'illogical organisation of council functions'. The 
organisational structure was not viewed as a problem in Douglas by the environmental 
planner but the environmental perspective of councillors was. In a council where all 
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councillors attended all committee meetings, they were the ultimate decision-makers in all 
cases. At the time of inteIViewing there was a perception that the values of the council 
were changing: 
... the political climate is changing direction and the power base is moving. From the point of 
view of the power base I don't care either way. It's the issue of planning and the majority of the 
council do not see the importance of planning. Within their view they would be far more 
concerned that a man's horne is his castle. He should have minimum interference with his daily 
activities. Planning then, obviously ends up way down the spectrum (Town Planner, Douglas 
Shire Council). 
There was some concern in Douglas that if the power base of the Council of seven 
independents did shift, the ecologically sustainable strategic planning approach could be 
lost. In the 1997 local government elections those fears were allayed when the Mayor was 
re-elected for a second term and the Deputy Mayor who led the 'conseIVative faction' was 
not re-elected. 
The issue of values is important. All of the environmental planners expressed a desire to 
have environmental protection articulated in policy so that the values of individuals would 
be less of a detennining factor. All three environmental planners emphasised that in the 
absence of their council having written environmental policies, ecological sustainability 
initiatives depended upon the willingness of individual councillors to incorporate 
environmental protection policies into long term strategic plans. They expressed 
frustration with a three year planning time-frame linked to elections. Without a 
commitment written into environmental protection policy they felt they were locked into a 
project by project planning style which allowed the values of individuals, rather than a 
plan, to detennine the future of the local environment. 
In Mackay, the environmental planner said the project by project approach resulted in 
land-use being equated with new housing development to the detriment of giving serious 
consideration to 'conservation of natural heritage'. Even in Townsville with a SPT 
supposedly placing environmental planning on an equal footing with other council 
sections, the recommendations of the SPT had to be considered by the ESBU and then 
by the council for a final decision regarding policy development and the future of 
project proposals. 
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Without a formal structure to integrate environmental planning expertise in Mackay, the 
environmental planner reported to the Chief Environmental Health Officer who in tum 
reported to the Director of the Community Services Department of which the 
Environmental Health Program was a part. The Department had twelve diverse sections 
and 148 staff. The Director participated in the Executive Officers Group in the Council 
(which was equivalent to the ESBU in Townsville) who made recommendations for 
deliberation by the Council. The environmental planner was not as optimistic about the 
ability of this structure to enhance the status of environmental planning as his counterpart 
in Townsville was about the SPT. He commented that: 
The councillors should have more contact with the staff themsel ves. The director cannot know 
everything. At times at meetings they ask questions of the director and he just has not got a clue 
what to say. I do not blame him for that. He cannot be Einstein. I think in a way that red tape does 
tie us up quite a bit I believe one of the big problems with this council is they have to delegate a lot 
more. They employ professional staff, pay them pretty big money. They have to learn to trust them 
and be able to delegate responsibilities and duties to them so they can do their job to the best of their 
abilities. In this big organisation it is unreasonable that they expect five or six directors to make 
virtually all the decisions (Environmental Health Officer, Mackay City Council). 
The SPT may assist environmental planning aims in Townsville but ultimately 
environmental planners in both Mackay and Townsville wanted to see a planning scheme 
that emphasised environmental planning strategies. The Douglas Planning Scheme 
pushed environmental planning to the forefront, but in Mackay and Townsville, 
environmental protection strategies were not explicit in the town planning schemes. There 
was general agreement amongst respondents in all councils that the environmental 
planning role of the council would be closely associated with land-use planning. 
Although Douglas Shire Council had made a commitment to environmental protection and 
the environmental planning role had a high level of support from the land-use planner and 
the Mayor, it has been illustrated that the environmental planner had very little decision-
making power to influence council policy. 
Townsville City Council had a more bureaucratic structure than Douglas or Mackay, 
providing departments with some autonomy to run their programs, yet Environmental 
Planning Services was still a program within a department rather than a department in its 
own right. Environmental planners in Townsville were still on the third rung of the 
decision-making ladder. The environmental planner held out hope that the new SPT 
would provide an avenue for absorption of environmental planning issues into council 
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plans. In Douglas and Mackay, at the time of interviewing there were no formal decision-
making structures existing within the councils to facilitate integration of environmental 
planning issues. Environmental Planning expertise was being filtered to the councils via 
senior staff. 
Awareness of specialist environmental planning functions 
Being so new in the three councils, the environmental planners were still striving for 
recognition of their role in environmental management, let alone in the more amorphous 
arena of environmental planning. The management role was fairly well understood 
because it was established prior to employment of environmental planners. The non-
service oriented planning aspect of the role was still gathering momentum. For example, 
the environmental planners were given a very limited role in relation to the Building Better 
Cities Projects in Townsville and Mackay. The environmental planner in Townsville 
summed up her experience in relation to BBC which was very similar to that described by 
her counterpart in Mackay. They were asked to be involved in contaminated land issues 
but not the strategic planning activity associated with urban renewal. 
The three environmental planners shared a concern that there was a lack of recognition 
from other council officers of their specialist knowledge. In Townsville, the 
environmental planner said this had led to a high staff turnover in the environmental 
planning program since its inception with four or five Environmental Planning Officers in 
as many years. She hoped the SPT would enable exchange of interdisciplinary ideas and 
expertise. In Douglas, the environmental planner considered the small council size 
conducive to such information sharing. The environmental planner in Mackay on the other 
hand, perceived that integration of environmental planning was restricted because the 
council was so large and inter-departmental communication was difficult. 
Summary 
The aim of this chapter has been to illustrate the roles of three environmental planners, 
not only as it was described by them but also in terms of how it was perceived by others. 
It has also been important to consider the ways in which the council structures include 
environmental planning in the broader scheme of local area planning. The discussion of 
issues which facilitate and impede integration of environmental planning in the three 
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councils which concludes this chapter brings together many themes from earlier sections 
in the chapter. 
The environmental planners had high expectations for attainment of ecological 
sustainability through incorporation of environmental protection measures in council 
plans. However, across the three councils there was a perception that not only 
formalised plans, but individual decision-makers were also powerful in determining the 
future of the local environment irrespective of plans. 
Participation has also been an important issue in this chapter. Although the differences 
between the three places and the three environmental planners is acknowledged, the 
environmental planners were all struggling for recognition. They considered recognition 
should take the form of inclusion of environmental planners in policy decision-making. 
Their technical environmental management role seemed to be more readily accepted and 
understood in the councils than the strategic environmental planning tasks. Yet 
ironically, apart from the environmental planner in Mackay, where environmental 
planning had least recognition, they had given little consideration to the democratic 
rights of citizens to be involved in environmental planning. 
The constraints must be viewed in light of the newness of environmental planning as a 
local government work area in its own right. Townsville had a longer history of 
employing environmental planners than Douglas and Mackay. Consequently, some 
status had been afforded to environmental planning in Townsville in the form of 
program standing with specific budget allocation and additional staff. Compared to the 
situation in Douglas and Mackay, these material advantages in Townsville appeared to 
make little difference to the extent to which the environmental planners could pursue 
environmental planning tasks that actually ensured environmental protection. 
The roles of community workers and environmental planners in the three councils have 
now been considered in detail. It has been demonstrated that there was little by way of a 
conscious connection made between the planning objectives and strategies of the 
environmental planners and the community workers, a necessary association for 
attainment of ecologically sustainable local area planning.. Chapter seven looks at 
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integrated planning as defined by study participants, beginning a discussion about the 
factors impeding integrated planning in the three case studies. Chapter eight continues 
to analyse the constraints by considering specific difficulties the community workers 
and environmental planners experienced. 
Integrated planning: 
What does it mean? 
Who participates? 
Chapter Seven 
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This chapter has two sections. Initially, I consider meanings study participants assigned 
to integrated planning compared to the ILAP interpretation. The emphases study 
participants placed on ecological sustainability and involvement of community workers 
and environmental planners are discussed. In the second section, I explore the issues 
associated with study participants from different work areas integrating citizens in the 
local area planning process. 
Integrated planning in the context of the three councils 
It will be useful to recap on integration in the context of ILAP as discussed in chapter 
one before considering what integrated planning means to study participants. In ILAP, 
integration pertained to the structures in which collaborative planning relationships 
could be harnessed between citizens, all council departments, other councils in the 
region, state and commonwealth governments. The three key components of ILAP are 
integrated strategic planning, organisational reform and improved inter-governmental 
relations. As explained in chapter one, councils participating in ILAP pilot projects 
failed to embrace all three components of the model, instead they embraced only one or 
two (Purdon 1995). 
Councils participating In the pilot program reported a number of impediments to 
integration. In particular, organisational structures and the different perspectives of 
practitioners from the range of work areas hindered their integrated planning efforts 
(Ballarat City Council 1994; Lang 1994; Hazebroek 1994). The evaluation of the 
council-based BBC projects also suggested that planning disciplines had some difficulty 
working cooperatively (Hundloe and McDonald 1997). As part of my inquiry into 
integration of community workers and environmental planners, I asked study 
participants, What does the term integrated planning mean to you? The question aimed 
to establish how their understandings compared with ILAP and the extent to which they 
encompassed the idea of ecological sustainability and its principles. 
Study participants define integrated planning 
Study participants were asked what they understood by the term integrated planning 
Plate 13 (Previous page) TownsviUe City Centre by night 
James Baker, 1992 
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during round two interviews. The meanings assigned to integrated planning by .study 
participants are summarised in tables 7.1 to 7.3. In presenting their responses I am 
concerned not only with whether they identified the main concerns of integrated 
planning set down through ILAP, but also the extent to which community work, 
environmental planning and ecological sustainability feature in their definitions of 
integrated planning. As discussed previously, community work and environmental 
planning are specifically recognised as part of the new strategic planning role of local 
government. Given that these work areas have been shown to have fairly low status in 
the councils (chapters five and six), one would expect respondents to have demonstrated 
support for integrated planning by acknowledging the need to incorporate the 
knowledge and skills of community workers and environmental planners more 
comprehensively. 
The broad objectives of integrated planning 
Strategic plan development and collating interdisciplinary information 
The majority of study respondents considered collating information from different 
planning disciplines and strategic plan development to be central objectives of 
integrated planning (table 7.1). Only six respondents, two community workers and the 
Director of Corporate Services in Townsville, the mayor and land-use planner in 
Douglas, and the community worker in Mackay, identified both as integrated planning 
objectives. Those who related integrated planning to strategic plan development but not 
collating information from different work areas included the land-use planner in 
Townsville, the engineer in Douglas, and the land-use planner, CEO and engineer in 
Mackay. 
When talking about their understanding of integrated planning, thirteen of the twenty-
one respondents participating in round two interviews explained integrated planning in 
terms of an approach which takes into account issues from a range of work areas 
including those that were internal and some that were external to their councils. Only 
seven study participants actually incorporated the idea of the different disciplines 
working collaboratively. They included four community workers from across the three 
councils, the environmental planners from Townsville and Mackay, and the 
administrative planner from Townsville. 
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Table 7.1 The broad objectives of integrated planning 
Main Objective of Integrated Planning Townsville Douglas Mackay 
A strategic plan that provides a vision for the CW,CW,AP, LP,EM,E LP,CW,E, 
future of the area LP AP 
Collating infonnation from interdisciplinary work CW,CW,AP, CW,EP,LP, CW,EP 
areas of councils EP,EM,CW EM 
Ecological Sustainability EP EM EP 
Social issues including health, housing, access E,AP,CW CW,EP,LP, AP 
and equity EM 
Adequate social and physical infrastructure AP,LP EM LP,AP,E 
Development control LP LP,EM LP,EM,E,EP 
Key: AP = administrative planner, CW = community worker, E = engineer, 
EM = elected member, EP = environmental planner, LP = land-use planner 
Integrated Planning: A Product or a Process? 
While some study participants saw the aim of integrated planning as collecting 
information from a range of work areas, community workers and environmental 
planners represented the only work areas across the three councils to consistently regard 
integrated planning as a collaborative process (table 7.2). 
Table 7.2 Interdisciplinarity within integrated planning 
Main Objective of Integrated Townsville Douglas 
Planning 
Interdisciplinary issues E, CW, CW, AP, EP, CW, EP, LP, EM 
EM,CW 
Interdisciplinary collaboration CW, CW, AP, EP CW 
Mackay 
CW,EP 
CW,EP 
Key: AP = administrative planner, CW = community worker, E = engineer, 
EM = elected member, EP = environmental planner, LP = land-use planner 
Ecological sustainability and social issues 
Five study participants, including the environmental planners in Douglas and Mackay, 
the Director of Corporate Services in Townsville, and the land-use planner and Mayor 
in Douglas specifically identified the environment as an integrated planning issue. Only 
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three respondents, the environmental planners in Townsville and Mackay, and the 
Mayor in Douglas actually identified ecological sustain ability as a main concern of 
integrated planning. The environment was not specifically referred to by any of the 
community workers when they were asked about their concept of integrated planning 
(table 7.1). 
As ecological sustainability encompasses environmental and social principles, it could 
be expected that respondents who viewed ecological sustain ability as an important 
concern of integrated planning might also identify the importance of social issues. In 
fact, this was only so in the case of the mayor in Douglas. However, of those who 
identified the environment (not specifically ecological sustainability) as an integrated 
planning issue, the Director of Corporate Services in Townsville and the environmental 
and land use planners in Douglas also thought social issues were important integrated 
planning considerations. 
DeVelopment control 
According to seven respondents, four of whom were from Mackay, and five of whom 
represented physical planning disciplines, the main concern of integrated planning was 
associated with development control in the sense that they thought their council would 
gain greater control over the direction and detail of new development in their local area 
through integrated planning (table 7.1). However, development control was more 
narrowly defined by the land-use planners in Townsville and Mackay and the engineer 
and mayor from Mackay. They all emphasised that the goal of development control 
was to ensure adequate levels of physical or social infrastructure in new developments. 
To the mayor in Douglas, the term development control meant something quite 
different. It referred not to regulation and maintenance of certain standards but to 
restraining development and population growth in order to sustain the existing human 
and non-human communities in Douglas Shire. 
Participants in integrated planning 
While discussing what integrated planning meant to them, a number of respondents 
specifically identified work areas that should be involved in integrated planning (table 
7.3). Indeed, the definitions of integrated planning offered by study participants were 
more focused on who would be involved than on the kinds of processes that would be 
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required. One exception was the community worker in Townsville, who was working 
on the local Building Better Cities and Urban Renewal development projects: 
It is a way of thinking, a way of approaching a problem. It takes time and understanding of how 
other areas work and think. It takes a long time to work out how to work together (Community 
Project Officer, Townsville City Council). 
Table 7.3 Participants in integrated planning 
Participants in Integrated 
Planning 
Internal council work areas 
Other levels of government 
Community 
Councillors 
Townsville 
CW, CW, AP, EP, EM, 
CW 
CW,EM 
E,CW,EP 
E,CW 
Douglas Mackay 
CW, EP, LP, E, EM CW,EP 
EP LP 
EM CW,EP,LP 
Key: AP = administrative planner, CW = community worker, E = engineer, 
EM = elected member, EP = environmental planner, LP = land-use planner 
From outside their council, four study participants mentioned other levels of 
government (table 7.3). Seven respondents, included the community, which generally 
referred to citizens and private enterprise. Respondents emphasised involvement of 
internal council areas rather than external participants (table 7.3). Brown and Burke's 
(1993) study of coastal managers also found that local government employees were 
more likely to seek information from within rather than externally to the council. 
Community involvement in integrated planning 
As public participation is incorporated within both ecological sustainability (UNCED 
1992) and the ILAP model (Sansom 1994; ALGA 1993a, 1993b), I explored the issue in 
some detail with study respondents. 
Principles that guide community involvement in local area planning 
I asked study participants about their views on eight principles for effective public 
participation in the planning process (Appendix 13). The principles were drawn from a 
number of sources including Roughley and Scher! (1992); Social Impact Unit (1990); 
Taylor et aI. (J 989); Blahna and Yonts-Shepard (1989); Ross 1990). Study participants 
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responses are summarised in tables 7.4 to 7.7. Discussion of the eight principles with 
respondents stimulated comment about whether respondents agreed with the principles 
(table 7.4) and about the public involvement methods they actually adopted (tables 7.5 
and 7.6). In addition to responses to the eight principles, using NUDIST, all interview 
transcripts were searched for references to community, public, involvement and 
participation. The results of the searches are incorporated into tables 7.5 and 7.6. 
Most study participants agreed that the eight principles should inform community 
consultation on local planning and development projects. Discussion which arose in 
relation to the issue of representation suggested several respondents had some difficulty 
with how to set up a representative structure. This issue is discussed below in the 
section which looks specifically at difficulties in employing participatory techniques. 
The idea of mediation as part of the public participation process was alien to several 
respondents except community workers. Study participants including the three land-use 
planners generally considered it to be the council's role to resolve conflicts by making 
final decisions. As they were not used to a model where citizens had decision-making 
power, they could not understand the potential for citizens to be so integrally involved 
in development outcomes. The environmental planner in Douglas, for example was 
perplexed that mediation be considered as part of the planning process. She said it 
would only need to occur following a bad decision. Even then, she insisted, an 
adjudicator rather than a mediator would be more appropriate to placate angry citizens. 
This issue of mediation led in several interviews to a discussion about whether the 
council had the expertise to facilitate different community opinions without actually 
taking control of the decision-making process. The engineer in Townsville said it was a 
good idea to consult all interested parties as long as they didn't all have to be listened to. 
The community workers considered mediation was important but acknowledged that it 
was a time consuming process of dealing with conflict. One community worker in 
Townsville said conflict was not encouraged because it could damage the council 
politically. 
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Table 7.4 Public participation principles adopted by study participants 
Public Participation Principles Townsville Douglas Mackay 
Public consultation programs should be adequately E,CW,CW, CW,LP,EM EM,CW,E, 
resollfced. CW,CW,AP. EP 
EP,EM, 
Public consultation programs should be specifically CW,CW,CW, CW,E,LP, LP,EM,CW, 
designed for each development project. E,AP,EP,LP EM E,EP 
Public consultation should be conducted from the CW,CW,CW, CW,LP LP,EM,CW, 
beginning of the planning process and continued CW,E,AP. E 
throughout. LP,EM 
Public consultation should involve a representative CW,CW,AP, CW,E LP.EM,CW, 
sample of all interested citizens, groups and LP,EM E 
organisations. 
Information provided to the public should be CW,CW,CW, CW,E,EP, LP,EM,CW, 
comprehensive, balanced and accurate. ego Draft CW,E,AP, LP,EM, EM E 
documents should be easy to read and understand EP,EM 
to enable all interested parties to respond. 
Consultation methods should include a range of CW,CW,CW, CW,E,LP, LP,EM,CW, 
techniques such as meetings, seminars, workshops, CW,E,AP. EM,EM E,EP 
tours, etc. EP,EM 
Public consultation programs should include CW,CW,CW, CW,EM,EM CW 
processes, such as mediation for dealing with CW,E,AP, 
contentious issues as required. EP,EM 
Councils should provide feedback to the CW,CW,CW, CW,EM CW 
community on how their comments/ideas were CW,E,AP, 
used in final plans or policies. EP,LP,EM 
Key: AP = administrative planner, CW = community worker, E = engineer, 
EM = elected member, EP = environmental planner, LP = land-use planner 
Another principle where there was disagreement based on political considerations was 
that of providing feedback to citizens on how their ideas influenced final plans. This 
principle had limited support from study participants. In all areas respondents 
commented that the principle was idealistic because it was resource intensive. The 
environmental planner in Douglas thought it preposterous that the council explain their 
decisions to the public. She considered that they should attend council meetings if they 
wanted information. Because the councils did not adopt a genuinely participatory 
planning model, a number of respondents assumed that the democratic process was 
adequate in providing accountability to the public. The elected member in Townsville 
said the community elected the council to make decisions for them because they 
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(citizens) did not want to make decisions about local planning themselves. These mixed 
ideas about community involvement can be understood as either participation or 
consultation. The distinguishing features of these two approaches to citizen 
involvement are considered below. 
Genuine citizen participation or community consultation? 
At the heart of the new Labor administration in Queensland in 1989 was a professed 
commitment to increased accountability and public involvement in governmental 
decision-making processes (Wear 1993). The framework for citizen participation was 
outlined in a government document titled Consultation: A Resource Document For the 
Queensland Public Sector (1993). In the document, consultation was defined as: 
... an open and accountable process where individuals and groups have a fonna! opportunity to 
influence the outcomes of a policy or decision making process. Through this formal opportunity, 
governments provide the community with a forum for participation in decision making, thereby 
promoting co-operative partnerships and more accountable public administration (Queensland 
Office of Cabinet 1993, p. iii). 
Inherent imbalances of power and influence in the liberal democratic state were not 
addressed in the framework. Questions of civil rights and citizenship were largely 
glossed over (Hil and Roughley 1997). The consultation principles outlined in the 
document reflected a style of citizen involvement in which little of the power to make 
decisions is vested in citizens. Co-operative partnership is characterised by involving 
citizens in the initial stages of policy development or project planning. It is also 
reflected through provision of resources to enhance the ability of citizens to participate 
(CYPLUS 1993; Social Impact Unit 1990; Arnstein 1969). 
According to the idealised liberal-democratic view of law reform, public participation is 
crucial to the active involvement of citizens in the decision-making process (Arnstein 
1969). For Arnstein, genuine public participation equals citizen power. It is the 
redistribution of power that enables the 'have-not' citizens, invariably excluded from the 
political and economic domains, to be included in decision-making processes. 
Participation as opposed to consultation is thus made up of three main components: 
• a commitment on the part of decision makers to share power, information and 
resources in a way which demonstrates that public participation is an integral part of 
the planning and decision-making process (Roughley and Scher! 1992; Social 
Impact Unit 1990); 
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• information exchange and negotiation between interested parties in the decision-
making process from the outset of planning and all the way through (Hil and 
Roughley 1997; Blahna and Yonts-Shepard 1989; Ross 1990); 
• recognition that citizens have local knowledge and skills which contribute positively 
to local planning (Social Impact Unit 1990; Ross 1990; Berger 1977). 
According to Craig and Fowler (1985, p. 22), public participation may involve a high 
degree of power or no power at all and can be assessed on this basis. They assert that: 
It is only by establishing precisely how decisions or kinds of decisions are reached that one can 
assess the actual participation and the degree of realism of those who aspire to increase it. 
Like the consultation guidelines, The Queensland Local Government Act (1993) 
subscribes to consultation as opposed to genuine participation. When developing or 
amending corporate, strategic and land-use plans, the Act requires councils to 'consult 
the public' . 
The Act specifies the following consultation procedures: 
• a notice published in a newspaper and on display in the council's public offices providing details of 
the proposal, inviting public submissions and specifying the length of the consultation period 
(usually 21 days) 
• the relevant document or plan displayed in a conspicuous place in the council 
• citizens must be able to purchase a copy of the document at the same cost as that of production 
• councils must seriously consider submissions from citizens, objecting to the proposal 
(Queensland Local Government Act, 1993s476.( 1 )). 
Consultation in this form represented the attempt throughout the state towards more 
democratic processes. However, it did not equal participation because local authorities 
were not required to involve the public from the outset of policy development and in 
preparation of draft policies and plans. In addition, there was not a stated requirement 
for local authorities to account to citizens by demonstrating to the public how their 
comments influenced the final policy. The legislation still allowed local authorities to 
restrict public involvement to a one-way consultation process. As opposed to genuine 
public participation, consultation is more aptly defined as: 
... an activity by which the individual. group or organisation provides an opportunity for 
individuals or representatives of groups to make an input into the policy or decision-making 
process of the initiator (Stanbury and Fulton 1987) . 
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The extent to which citizens actually become involved in the planning process is 
frequently limited by consultation methods such as technical, lengthy draft reports 
available upon public request and requiring responses in the fonn of a fonnal, written 
submission (Taylor et al. 1990). 
Although liberal idealists view public involvement as an essential feature of the 
democratic state, the realities of class and power differentials ensure that attempts to 
include citizens in the decision-making process are rendered problematic. According to 
Arnstein (1969) and Midgley (1986), the process of consultation in most liberal-
democratic systems tends to be token and exclusive. At worst, consultation is seen 
merely as manipulation of the powerless by the powerful, a contrived substitute for real 
involvement in policy making processes. Consequently, while the State may celebrate 
the apparent inclusion of ordinary citizens in the business of government, its real 
purpose may be to neutralise claims of exclusion and marginalisation by the powerless 
(Hi! and Roughley 1997). 
The methods employed by study participants to involve citizens in local area planning 
are summarised in tables 7.5 and 7.6. The councils did not have a public participation 
policy as such. A community worker in Mackay had developed community 
consultation guidelines for the council that reflected a genuine participatory approach. 
At the time of interviews, the council had not adopted the guidelines as policy. The 
councils had ad hoc consultation approaches rather than organised public involvement 
models. This was apparent in their approaches to introducing corporate, strategic and 
land-use plans as discussed in chapter three. Most often, in the three case studies, the 
public was invited to comment on draft plans in accordance with the local government 
legislation. The consultation models were most often characterised by public 
involvement being introduced at the discretion of the council as initiator of plans and 
policies. 
Respondents in the three councils highlighted the fact that the difference between local 
government and the other spheres of government in Australia was that councillors and 
local government officers live in the community where they work. They move through 
the community as citizens; they read local newspapers and attend meetings, hold 
membership on local management boards. They insisted that all of these fonns of 
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contact with the community enhanced their awareness about community issues and 
aspirations. However, those experiences did not amount to a process of genuine public 
participation where citizens had real power to work in partnership with the councils. 
Very few study participants other than community workers recognised the difference 
between these informal arrangements and genuine public involvement. 
The actual community involvement techniques and strategies adopted by study 
participants discussed below indicate that the three councils had not engaged genuine 
public participation processes. A number of the eight principles would therefore have 
been quite challenging given their existing processes were more consultative than 
participatory. 
Community involvement techniques employed in the councils 
Study participants were employing a number of techniques for community involvement 
in local planning. I consider them in the two categories- participation and consultation. 
Examples in table 7.5 highlight participatory techniques and strategies study 
respondents employed for involving the public in planning activity. The consultation 
methods they said they employed are listed in table 7.6, reinforcing the findings 
presented in chapters five and six that community workers had a more detailed 
understanding of participatory methods than study participants from other work areas. 
The methods employed by community workers aimed to enhance relationships between 
citizens and councils, to increase citizen power in influencing local planning decisions. 
For example, community workers talked about listening to people and accepting 
different views. 
All other disciplines employed technical methods like surveys or education programs 
that can be organised from behind an office desk. They did not involve the same level 
of interaction with citizens or aim to increase citizen power to the same extent as the 
methods adopted by community workers. 
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Table 7.5 Public participation techniques and strategies employed by study 
participants 
231 
Public Participation Techniques and Strategies Townsville Douglas Mackay 
respect the right of all people to take control of their 
life. Recognise and accept the different views among 
the many communities in the local area. 
provide written information about planning processes 
& regulations including citizen rights and obligations 
in simple language that is accessible to everyone. 
develop community consultation guidelines. 
invite community representatives as well as all 
interested people to take part in planning & 
consultation. 
assist community groups to develop and take 
ownership of programs. 
consult from outset of development of a new town 
plan. 
public education programs. 
cw,cw,cw cw cw 
EP 
cw 
cw 
CW, CW, CW, CW cw cw 
cw LP 
LP EP 
assist in development of community pressure groups. LP 
establish neighbourhood centres and encourage them to LP 
hold public meetings re local issues. 
allow a reasonable amount of time for citizens to CW 
respond to council proposals. 
liaise! facilitate dialogue between citizens and council. CW, CW, CW CW 
advocate to council on behalf of citizens particularly CW CW 
disadvantaged groups such as indigenous people. 
listen to citizens. CW 
provide services as a way of establishing ongoing CW 
communication channels. 
make council buildings comfortable and accessible to CW 
citizens. 
surveys CW, AP LP 
focus groups CW LP 
newsletters CW LP 
seek local knowledge from citizens to assist in project CW EP 
development. 
Key: AP = administrative planner, CW = community worker, E = engineer, 
EM = elected member, EP = environmental planner, LP = land-use planner 
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Table 7.6 Consultation techniques and strategies employed by study participants 
Consultation Techniques and Strategies Townsville Douglas Mackay 
membership on local community management boards and CW, CW, CW EM,CW EM 
attendance at public meetings. 
street walking at night to observe local problems eg youth 
homeless ness. 
appoint community representatives to council advisory EM 
meetings 
staffed community-based council shop-front to provide E 
information to citizens about specific developments. 
ward meetings and project-based public meetings 
make sure the community can see something happening. 
provide access to information for citizens as they request 
it and have a forum to hear grievances. 
publicise council decisions 
AP, CW, CW, 
CW,CW 
EP 
EP 
invite public comment on draft plans and respond to EP, E, AP, EM 
public comment. 
EP 
EM 
draft town plan on public display with colour lift-out of LP 
draft plan in local paper. 
meetings to assist public understanding & appreciation of EM, LP, 
draft plans. 
transform social needs studies into plans. LP 
council & committee meetings open to public and make 
decisions of council meetings public. 
EM 
opportunity to democratically elect local government as EM 
representatives of citizens. 
public appeals processes. EM 
only consult public on big development projects which 
may have environmental impacts. 
talk to citizens who have complaints and refer them to 
community workers 
talk to citizens who have complaints and refer them to 
community workers 
EM 
E 
Key: AP = administrative planner, CW = community worker, E = engineer, 
EM 
LP, EP, 
EM 
LP 
EP 
EM 
AP 
EM = elected member, EP = environmental planner, LP = land-use planner 
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The ideas proposed by the town planner in Mackay certainly reflected his knowledge of 
processes which politicise the public and through which they may gain power. 
Developing community pressure groups and focus groups requires making contact with 
citizens. He claimed, as did many other study participants that both were community 
work rather than land-use planner roles. The land-use planner in Douglas recognised 
that public involvement should be introduced early in the planning process because he 
had failed to do so in the development of the planning scheme. In his opinion, conflict 
and public confusion had arisen because the public were involved too late in the 
process. Elected members tended to attend public meetings which also place them 
among community members and expose them directly to community issues. However, 
their methods were not aimed to ensure that citizen views and aspirations were visible in 
local development and change. Rather, the consultative methods maintained power 
with the council because the councils sought public opinion, not necessarily 
involvement. 
Difficulties in employing participatory techniques and strategies 
ll..AP and EIA as integrated planning models advocate that the community should be 
partners in the planning process. Each council was grappling with much ambivalence, 
with questions about how to include citizens in local planning. For a number of study 
participants there was even a prior question- should citizens be involved in planning at 
all beyond the regulated requirements on local authorities stipulated through the 
Queensland Local Government Act (1993 J. 
Different work areas within the three councils took a different approach to public 
participation. The diversity limited the extent to which citizen involvement was an 
integrated component of their planning approach. Community workers had limited 
involvement in land-use planning but unlike respondents from other work areas they 
were explicit in their commitment to participatory strategies. The distinct approach of 
community workers could also act as an impediment to their inclusion in land-use 
planning activities and decisions where elected members and practitioners from other 
work areas do not subscribe to participation of citizens in making decisions about local 
area planning. Study participants identified a number of difficulties with the 
participatory approach to citizen involvement (table 7.7). 
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Table 7.7 Difficulties experienced with involving the public in local planning 
Townsville Douglas Mackay 
Type of Difficulty 
resource intensive/ time consuming EP,EM,E,AP LP,E E 
difficult to consult all citizens CW,CW,AP CW,E EP 
difficult to reach community consensus CW, LP, EM, AP E EP,EM 
lack of a formal community involvement CW CW,EM 
policy/procedure in council 
expert knowledge, not community ideas E,AP CW,EP,EM 
should inform local planning 
lack of political support for public CW,LP,E,AP CW 
participation! political manipulation of 
citizens 
citizens do not have adequate LP CW 
information to participate 
citizen apathy LP,AP EP 
some community interests cannot be LP 
measured 
Key: AP = administrative planner, CW = community worker, E = engineer, 
EM = elected member, EP = environmental planner, LP = land-use planner 
The problems they encountered were both of a political and of a practical nature. Some 
were attributed to the councils and others to the public. The most commonly identified 
concerns were: 
• inadequate resources to undertake serious public participation programs which were 
viewed as very time consuming; 
• the difficulties of consulting all citizens and then, them reaching consensus; 
• lack of political support from within the council for genuine public participation. 
The majority of study participants viewed the participatory approach as inappropriate. 
Firstly, they considered that 'professional' planners, not citizens, had the planning 
expertise. Secondly, participatory techniques required too much time. The engineer in 
Townsville, for example, said it was frustrating when public involvement resulted in 
practitioners having to do things over and over again to fit in with different groups who 
were being consulted. 
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Across the councils, respondents from several work areas mused over how to contact all 
citizens and how to balance their differing views, aspirations for the area and 
expectations of the council. Several respondents considered that the politicised and 
vocal few dominated public meetings, submission processes and other consultation 
forums. As one response to that problem, the administrative planner in Townsville 
suggested that regular, simply-worded surveys should be sent to all citizens to ensure 
that everyone could have a say. The same technique had been used in Mackay as part of 
the process of developing its new town plan but surveys were not a formalised regular 
public involvement tool in either council. They tended to be associated with one-off 
projects. In each council, at least one respondent commented that their council needed a 
formalised public involvement policy and knowledge of procedures and skills to 
implement it. 
The source of difficulties community workers experienced in relation to public 
participation generally emanated from the council rather than citizens (table 7.7). While 
a number of physical planners said most people didn't want to be consulted anyhow and 
dismissed token consultative methods as a result of public apathy, the community 
workers had a different view about the source of constraints to public involvement. 
They saw council policy making procedures to be inaccessible to the public even where 
council and committee meetings were open to the public. Manipulation of citizens in 
the guise of public involvement was a concern of one community worker. She 
commented that instead of canvassing broad community opinion 'Council cultivates 
articulate community groups/citizens and uses them to promote preferred council lines' 
(Community Development Worker, Mackay). 
Community workers in both Townsville and Douglas also considered there to be a lack 
of commitment by the council and other practitioners to genuine citizen involvement 
because they preferred an 'expert' planning model. According to the community 
worker in Douglas, one reason for low levels of citizen involvement in public 
consultation was that citizens were aware when decisions had already been made and 
did not want to waste their time with token consultation processes. 
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Several study participants expected that community workers who were largely working 
in and with the community, should provide regular feedback to the council regarding 
public views and grievances. The channels by which they should do this however, had 
not been formalised. The environmental planners supported the planner as technical 
expert model with limited citizen involvement. They did not make the link between 
public involvement and democratic citizenship that was articulated by community 
workers. Community workers acted as facilitators to assist community groups to 
establish their goals. The environmental planners established projects such as re-
vegetation and then recruited community members as volunteers to operationalise the 
projects. Relationships between local conservation councils and local authorities in 
Townsville and Mackay (such an organisation did not exist in Douglas) were 
adversarial rather than co-operative. The environmental planners did not attend 
conservation group meetings or have established relationships with them. Where 
community workers provided practical assistance for fledgling community groups to 
direct programs, environmental planners maintained autonomy of environmental 
projects within the council. 
Summary 
This chapter has illustrated that the councils were still grappling with the idea of 
integrated planning. Respondents had not attended ll-AP training programs. In 
Douglas, they had not even received ll-AP documents that had been available to other 
councils one year earlier. At the early stage of thinking about integrated planning, study 
participants were enthusiastic about potential benefits to be derived from the model. 
They also had quite contrasting ideas about the main concerns and participants in 
integrated planning. Respondents' notions of public involvement in planning also 
varied as did the methods they employed. During interviews, I gained a sense that 
respondents had not discussed integrated planning within councils at any depth. With 
the exception of Townsville, the councils had not formally adopted an integrated 
planning structure. 
Given that integrated planning was a new concept in the three councils, my intention 
was to explore study participants' perceptions of integrated planning not to evaluate 
their performance. Although what I have documented are no more than respondents' 
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perceptions, they do indicate the extent to which community work and environmental 
planning are factored in as issues for integrated planning. The also illustrate the ideas of 
participants as to whether or not an integrated approach would be a collaborative, 
interdisciplinary model. The data presented above supports the conclusions of the two 
previous chapters: that the participatory approach adopted by community workers is not 
naturally associated with integrated planning by all other disciplines; and that 
environmental and social issues are not at the forefront of planning concerns of other 
work areas in the councils. 
Impediments to integrated 
planning 
Chapter Eight 
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Previous chapters have uncovered a number of factors that constrain effective 
involvement of community workers and environmental planners in local area planning 
in the three councils. It is the aim of this chapter is to draw together an analysis of those 
impediments. They are considered on three levels: external, internal and 
interdisciplinary- as they were identified in the case studies. 
Constraints to integrated planning 
Under these three headings, I consider the issues of integrating community workers and 
environmental planners in response to two questions asked of study respondents during 
the round two interviews: 
• Does this council adopt an integrated planning approach? 
• Do you think there are any barriers that would prevent integrated planning working 
effectively in this council? 
In addition, I have integrated data pertaining to constraints which emerged at other times 
and in response to other questions during interviews. The data was generated using 
NUDIST and searching interview transcripts for the word constraints and synonyms 
including: problem, difficult, hard, impediment, barrier, problem. 
Research data indicates that the councils were beginning to think about integrated 
planning but had not put formal structures or education programs in place to facilitate 
such an approach. The strategic planning team in Townsville (discussed below) was the 
one exception. Study participants had mixed responses when asked whether integrated 
planning could work effectively in their councils. Most felt their councils were 
beginning to grasp integrated planning ideas but that adoption of the process was a long 
way off. Engineers and land-use planners all considered that their councils functioned 
in an integrated way already. No doubt, the engineers were well resourced, party to 
planning decisions and not struggling for recognition like the community workers and 
environmental planners. Across the three councils community workers and 
environmental planners said integrated planning was not a priority of their elected 
councillors. They all felt marginalised within the existing arrangements. However, 
three elected members were the only respondents other than community workers and 
Plate 14 (Previous page) 'Blue grass and pink graniJe' from Townsville Mall 
Alan Nelson, 1992 
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environmental planners to realise that greater involvement of community workers was 
required before integrated planning could become a reality. 
External constraints to integrated planning 
External constraints to integrated planning most commonly and freql!ently referred to by 
study participants included inter-governmental relations and a predominant focus In 
public policy on economic efficiency. Each is discussed below. 
Inter-government relations 
The relationships between the three spheres of government were viewed by study 
participants in the three councils as inequitable in terms of decision and policy-making 
processes and funding arrangements. As previously discussed, nAP was developed 
because councils were restrained with little legislative authority; isolated from State and 
Commonwealth government policy-making forums and had insufficient resources from 
other spheres of government to facilitate policy development (Graham 1992; Purdon and 
Graham 1992; ALGA 1990). In spite of these difficulties, ILAP was founded on the 
premise that councils were well placed to plan across the range of community interests. 
A significant barrier to councils establishing an integrated approach was the unclear and 
overlapping roles of the three spheres of government. While nAP advocates that local 
government authorities identify community-based issues and respond to them, councils 
are bound by state and federal budget priorities and programs. Many Commonwealth 
policies and programs have been targeted on the basis of centrally identified problems. 
It has often been intended that they be implemented regionally but they are frequently 
not responsive to specific local conditions- the social, environmental and economic 
factors which vary between regions, and again, between different communities within 
regions (Purdon and Graham 1992). 
Local government also ,has the unenviable task of unravelling contradictions that arise 
between policy areas and at state and Commonwealth levels. For example, social 
welfare policies that exist beside individualistic economic policies encompass social 
justice principles. Social justice comprises four elements: 
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• fairness in the distribution of economic resources; 
• equal, effective and comprehensive civil, legal and industrial rights for all; 
• fair and equal access to services; 
• and the opportunity to participate fully in personal development, community life and 
decision-making 
(Australian Government 1989). 
Environmental policies which importune environmental protection to ensure against 
destruction of species, eco-systems and depletion of natural resources on which humans 
depend, exist beside industry policies that have far-reaching detrimental impacts on the 
environment. Local government is responsible for interpreting state and 
Commonwealth policies to ensure their relevance in responding to the present and future 
needs of their own area and electorate (Briggs 1992). 
In a state as large and disparate as Queensland, state government policy can be 
unresponsive to local issues. The State role in development entails provision of 
physical and social infrastructure and associated services, such as health, education, 
community services, public housing, public transport and law enforcement. The states 
also provide both capital and recurrent funding to local government. In Queensland, 
like most other Australian states, the state government is responsible for broad planning 
guidelines including location and release of future urban areas. They also have the main 
responsibility for co-ordinating residential development with the provision of 
infrastructure (Purdon and Graham 1992, p. 37). In addition, the states have an 
important role in formulating the legislative framework for residential, commercial and 
industrial development and environmental protection. 
The three participating councils, like most local governments, were responsible for land-
use planning, human services planning, economic planning, environmental planning and 
traffic and transport planning. Land use plans guide the regulation of development and 
protection of human and non-human communities. Such regulations include approval 
of developments, sub-division of land and building regulations. In the area of human 
services, the councils planned for, provided and managed a range of community services 
such as child care, senior citizens centres. libraries and youth services. 
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Economic planning relates to improving the economic potential of a given area in terms 
of industry and employment. Most common examples of environmental management 
within local government include recycling and waste management programs. The 
private sector has an important influence on local development because it makes the 
majority of investment decisions: 
It has been estimated that the private sector is responsible for approximately 50 
per cent of development expenditure, although its level of influence in setting 
the direction of development is significantly greater (Purdon and Graham 1992, 
pp. 38-39). 
There are few examples of program agreements between the three spheres of 
government in Australia with equal partnership (Purdon and Graham 1992). The 
problems of overlapping roles arises where all three spheres of government or even two 
of the three, have responsibility for planning or providing services or facilities in one 
particular area. Even though study respondents felt planning was becoming a more co-
operative activity, several were concerned that local policies may not always be in 
concert with the others and would remain at risk of being overridden in line with the 
ideology of the government elect. Although the States and the Commonwealth develop 
policies independently of each other, they do have formalised structures for developing 
policy together. Local government has been considered the poor cousin that is expected 
to implement policy it has not had a hand in devising, whether it is relevant in their 
areas or not (Purdon and Graham 1992). 
In addition to lack of involvement in policy development, funding arrangements for 
local government have curtailed its potential for holistic planning (ALGA 1990, 1992; 
Purdon and Graham 1992). Local government derives a significant proportion of its 
revenue from the states and the Commonwealth (Lang 1991). Because the funding is 
often linked to specific programs aimed at meeting broad, rather than local needs, and 
with individual funding guidelines, administration can be difficult and time consuming. 
In addition, these funds are not always guaranteed to continue beyond an initial funding 
period, making it difficult for local government, in the absence of financial certainty, to 
make long term plans (Purdon and Graham 1992). 
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Resource allocation is of increasing concern to local government as a greater level of 
responsibility is being devolved to councils from state governments without 
commensurate resources to enable councils to assume the additional roles effectively 
(Graham 1992; Purdon and Graham 1992; ALGA 1990). As a result, study respondents 
in the three councils were particularly concerned that their resources were being 
stretched beyond their limit. They perceived the situation as unfair and contributing to 
tension between levels of government. Often, with the broadened role, community 
expectations of local government were heightened, according to study respondents in the 
three areas, but local government remain under-resourced to fully assume the new 
responsibilities (Purdon and Graham 1992). 
A predominant focus in public policy on economic efficiency 
In chapter three, the fears study participants held about national economic policy 
direction including privatisation, corporatisation and competition policy were discussed. 
Such policies make integration more difficult by imposing competition as a major local 
government strategy and profit as the overriding goal. Neither are compatible with the 
aims of integrated planning according to ILAP and ElA, nor are they in concert with the 
values of community work or environmental planning as I illustrated in chapters five 
and six. 
During initial interviews, several study participants talked about the new local 
government direction forcing a choice between the traditional role of service provision 
and the emerging strategic planning role. As a result, in the subsequent interviews I 
asked study participants whether it was more important for local government to be a 
service provider or a strategic local area planner. All saw both to be important and three 
respondents thought planning should in fact take account of service provision. Another 
explained how the two were interdependent: 
If you are providing services, you are providing real services on the ground and getting a very 
genuine understanding of planning issues. Local governments have always provided basic 
services. I do not think that should necessarily change but it is about what other people can do as 
well or better and working out where service provision might jeopardise the planning role of an 
organisation that has the role of the broad focus and bringing different things together. To an 
extent service provision can really help that too. We would be poor if we did not have our 
services. I think our understanding and our ability to plan and comment would be greatly 
reduced. I do not think we get that real information when we are solely looking at things on 
paper (Manager, Community and Cultural Services, Townsville City Council). 
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The answers to the questions were however, not entirely at the discretion of each council 
or even the ALGA. Should the national economic policy direction continue towards 
privatisation of public assets for example, local government will have little opportunity 
to adopt an opposing local policy (Sansom 1997). 
The question of privatisation was prevalent in the minds of study participants as they 
pondered whether local government could assume a broad planning role while 
continuing to be an essential service provider. Although not specifically asked about 
privatisation or competition policy several respondents from across councils and work 
areas expressed scepticism at the proposition of privatising or contracting out traditional 
service provision functions of local government. None of the study participants who 
mentioned these policies did so in a positive light. Their concerns included loss of local 
employment and council jobs: 
In western Queensland the only employment in the town is provided by the local council and the council 
makes the town. If they had to compete they could not and competition policy would see the death of a lot 
of western towns .... We employ about 500 people here. It is beneficial employment to our city. We could 
get contract people in to do the road-work and the office work and we would have a higher unemployment 
rate in this area. Council employees always had secure employment but now they have to show they can 
compete with private industry and perfonnance standards and everything (Mayor, Mackay City Council). 
Participants voiced concerns not only about potential for social disadvantage in a 
financial sense but also in the sense of loss of social capital in the wake of such policies: 
In our shire. if we let private works take over completely. if we had a disaster. we would have no 
council to back it up. No men there to get in and do the job (Engineer. Douglas Shire Council). 
A Townsville respondent feared the role of governance would be compromised by 
privatisation and competition policy: 
Child-care is an example of a service that has been privatised and it is not that good. There bas to be a 
value base to it all. The essence of good governance needs to be worked out first and then we can work out 
what we should and should not hive off (Manager, Community and Cultural Services, Townsville City 
Council), 
Other concerns included increased service prices and decreased service standards over 
which the councils would have limited control from a distance with services being 
contracted out to private companies. 
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Internal constraints to integrated planning 
Organisational structure 
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At the organisational level, study participants identified a number of constraints to 
integration. Compartmentalised corporate structure with directors predominantly 
making decisions was the most commonly identified impediment to integration within 
each of the three councils. Communication between staff at different levels of seniority 
as well as staff across work areas was hampered by the organisational structure, 
according to respondents. The approach was seen to perpetuate a hierarchical rather 
than participatory decision-making style. In Mackay, the marginalised community 
worker and environmental planner both considered that integrated planning could only 
be effective if power was shared and the expertise of all staff from different work areas 
was taken into account. 
The tendency for some directors in Mackay to prioritise 'protection of their own turf' 
was viewed by the community worker and the environmental planner as a competitive 
approach and incompatible with integrated planning. In all three councils study 
participants commented that the process of competing at the council budget table also 
facilitated a spirit of competition, not co-operation between departments. The Deputy 
Mayor in Townsville said an important process in establishing a more integrated 
planning approach in the council would be to overcome a compartmentalised structure 
and a culture in which engineers were dominant. She said engineers attracted the lion's 
share of council resources and consequently dominated planning decision-making. 
Integrated planning was also seen to require a substantial commitment of time and 
resources which one participant thought could provide an excuse for councils to opt out 
of integrated planning. 
In chapter three I discussed how in all three areas, the corporate plan, supposed to 
overcome the rigid hierarchical council structures, had been developed by those at the 
top of the traditional local government hierarchy. The particular interests of councillors 
and directors of physical planning departments therefore took primacy in the eventual 
written plan. 
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The majority of research participants referred to strategic, corporate and land-use plans 
as though they set council procedures and policies in concrete. Therefore, they were 
important to each work area as they explained their status and role in decision-making. 
When community workers in Townsville, Mackay and Douglas spoke of the future of 
their community, not one of them gave the impression that they were powerful in 
influencing it. All referred to planning or to 'a plan' which would determine the future. 
The community services director in Townsville was the only community worker in the 
study to have been involved in the corporate planning process. None of the community 
workers had been involved in development of strategic and land-use plans, nor did they 
express any regret at not having been involved. I asked them whether they considered 
they would have had a role to play in development of the plans and all agreed that they 
could have made a substantial contribution but were not given the opportunity. 
The environmental planners in Townsville and Douglas were confident that they could 
influence the development of strategic and land-use plans. The status of the worker in 
Townsville gave her the authority and confidence to contribute to plan development. 
The desired outcomes of the environmental planner in Douglas were supported by the 
Mayor and the Town Planner. In any case, they were already instilled in the planning 
scheme. Without organisational status and support of this type, the environmental 
planner in Mackay, realised he could only marginally influence land-use planning. 
However, none of the environmental planners were involved in the development of their 
council's strategic or land use plans. In Douglas, the plan was developed prior to the 
employment of the environmental planner. In Mackay, the plans were in the process of 
being developed by consultants at the time of my interviews but there was no formalised 
structure in place to facilitate the input of the environmental planner. Living Today for 
Tomorrow: An Environmental Conservation Strategy for Townsville (1992) was 
developed by the environmental planner but remained unconnected in a formal way to 
the council's published plans. 
The corporate models which had evolved in each of the councils (figures 3.1 to 3.3) had 
done very little to facilitate an integrated, interdisciplinary planning process. The strict 
hierarchical structure remained in place in all three councils. In Mackay and Douglas, 
community workers and environmental planners continued to be on the periphery of the 
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councils' decision-making structures. With only one exception, they did not have 
directorial representation or departmental status. In addition, as I have previously noted, 
without a profitable product to market, the value of the work of community workers and 
environmental planners in the councils was difficult for the traditional council decision-
makers to rationalise. 
Decision-making processes 
The corporate plans of the three councils provided little by way of explaining the 
processes by which decisions were made. Previous chapters have documented study 
participants' comments that indicate hierarchical rather than participatory models 
prevailed in the three councils. Within the council structures, community workers and 
environmental planners had less power to influence policy and planning decisions than 
other practitioners with a physical planning focus. Even in Townsville where structures 
had been established to facilitate a more co-operative and integrated approach to 
planning decision-making, inter-departmental power struggles were apparent. The 
Strategic Planning Team (SPT) paid lip service to interdisciplinary coordination but 
final decisions were made at a higher level relegating the SPT to an advisory position. 
A study respondent in Douglas suggested that the power struggles in Douglas Shire 
Council were motivated by conflicting ideologies about local development more than by 
interdisciplinary differences. One faction of the council favoured a strategic planning 
approach while the other was in support of land owners' rights to develop as they saw fit 
on their property. In Townsville, party political affiliation was another factor 
respondents considered to influence the ideology of the council. In chapter three for 
instance, I cited the example of a community worker who believed that the Labor 
council in Townsville supported state and Federal policies which at times compromised 
the importance of local issues. 
Whether or not a local government represents a mainstream political party, its 
ideological persuasion, even in the broader institutional framework, will continue to act 
as either a constraint to integration of community work and environmental planning, or 
as an advocate for one or both of them. The three case study contexts demonstrated this 
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very well. In particular, they demonstrated that internal alliances are significant in 
influencing decision-making. 
In Douglas, the Mayor and Town planner were instrumental in implanting an 
environmental protection perspective in plans and policies. This was not the case in 
Townsville or Mackay where elected members were more concerned with economic 
development than environmental protection. The Mayor in Douglas worked closely 
with the town planner who worked directly with the environmental planner. Town 
planners in Mackay and Townsville worked closely with elected members but not with 
environmental planners. Community workers in Douglas and Mackay were quite 
isolated from decision-making processes in their councils. In Townsville, even with 
departmental status, community workers had not formed alliances within the council to 
increase their decision-making power, yet informal structures were obviously significant 
influences upon policy decisions. 
Respondents in all three places also talked about the tendency for councillors to 
circumvent formal organisational decision-making procedures, by 'doing deals' directly 
with developers. The issue of councillors privately meeting developers prior to 
lodgement of development approval applications was regarded as a way of skirting 
scrutiny by community workers and environmental planners on potentially contentious 
development proposals. Clearly, the internal processes of decision-making in the three 
councils did not apportion power equally among departments or work areas. 
Community workers were perhaps in the least powerful position being physically 
isolated from other work areas and with fewer relationships directly with the councils' 
power brokers. Environmental planners also had little organisational status. In 
addition, environmental protection was not always politically supported in Townsville 
and Mackay where the councils focused on growth and development. Informal 
relationships however, have been seen to be a factor which can influence the decision-
making process and planning outcomes. 
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Interdisciplinary constraints to integrated planning 
One useful way of looking at different planning approaches is to view them as political 
or technical. Craig (1990), who describes the two approaches with respect to SIA, 
presented the two approaches as being essentially opposed and as such a discernible 
inhibitor to interdisciplinary planning. The characteristics of the two approaches are 
summarised in box 8.1. This dichotomy is particularly relevant in this study because it 
assists in explaining the otherness of the community workers who are alone in their 
councils in working from a political orientation. 
The political approach is influenced by theories of participatory democracy as explained 
earlier and emphasises a developmental process that centrally involves politicising 
citizens and empowering them to engage in making planning decisions. The technical 
model is primarily focussed on outcomes of expert planning approaches that are more 
precise and frequently quantifiable. The political orientation engenders support for 
participation, diversity and intrinsic value. It is much more difficult to associate the 
technical model with those values because it depends upon 'objective', scientific 
evidence in preference to public knowledge, experience and opinion. The technical 
model also frequently looks to technological solutions rather than socially-driven 
outcomes which are deemed by the public to be socially useful. 
While the planning dichotomy helps to explain why the community workers, working 
from a political orientation, are a bit like square pegs in round holes in their councils, it 
doesn't contribute as much in the quest for knowledge about why the environmental 
planners who adopt a technical approach, are still not fully integrated into collaborative 
planning partnerships in the three councils. In all three instances considered, the 
environmental planners had been in the councils for a shorter period than had the 
community workers (although the environmental planner in Mackay had worked in the 
council for some years, he had assumed environmental planning function for only a few 
months). It is probable that because environmental planning is a recent addition to local 
government, its acceptance into forums where planning decisions are made is impeded, 
in the early stages, by a lack of understanding on the part of other council planners of 
the specialist knowledge and skills of environmental planners. For three important 
reasons it is likely that acceptance of environmental planning will occur. 
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Box 8.1 A methodological planning dichotomy 
Technical Approach Political Approach 
(product oriented) (process oriented) 
• Emphasis on the product rather than the • Emphasis on community development & process of SIA; the decision-making process (process 
instead of product); 
• Influenced by positivist approach to • Influenced by critical social theories & 
social and democratic theory; developmental democratic theory; 
• Decision-making process is portrayed as • Decision-making process is portrayed as being objective; being value-laden and political in 
character; 
• Experts have predominant role in • Experts and scientific evidence are decision-making with little rolel power perceived to have some importance but the 
for citizens. Citizens are seen as ultimate determinant of policy is seen as 
consumers rather than as capable of value choice. Democratic citizen 
exerting ethical concerns about the participation is seen as the only rational 
environment; and equitable way of making this choice; 
• Adopts the rationale of the industrial • Adopts a critical view of industrial market 
market society with an emphasis on society with growth imperatives. Focuses 
maximising the quantity of commodities on alternative economic and social 
and efficiency in the production process. strategies which may evolve less 
Environmental management is seen as a exploitative values towards the 
necessary part of this process; environment; 
• A faith in technology as a means of • Technology is rejected by a few, but 
curing environmental problems. emphasis is on socially useful and socially 
Scientific evidence is seen as being directed technolOgy; 
objective and determinative; 
• Issues in the decision-making process • Issues in the decision-making process tend 
are primarily identified as project to be identified as higher level planning 
specific (low level) and often relate to issues such as project need and 
design and mitigation of environmental alternatives as well as broad social 
effects. Broader policy issues are rarely strategies; 
raised or debated. The primary focus is 
on SIA methods rather than ends or 
purposes. 
• Conflict over social values is seen as the 
reality in environmental controversies and 
demands are made for them to be debated 
and determined in a democratic manner. 
Source: Adapted from Craig 1990, p. 25 
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Firstly, environmental protection was viewed by several respondents as an important 
public issue, and therefore a serious political consideration for councils. Secondly, 
councils are bound by legislation (including Queensland Environmental Protection Act, 
1994; and Queensland Nature Conservation Act, 1992) to perform an environmental 
planning and management role and face severe penalties for failing to conform to the 
legislation. Thirdly, because environmental planning falls within the technical approach 
to planning, it can be anticipated that other technical planners will share an 
understanding of the overall ontological foundations of environmental planning; they 
speak the same language. 
Even though there is cause to be optimistic that slow induction, in the early days of 
environmental planning into local government planning teams, will continue, there is an 
important factor which separates environmental planning from the other physical 
planning fields. A significant aim of environmental planning is to protect the 
environment, which can and does compromise some proposals for local development. 
Respondents in this study have highlighted the fact that inclusion of environmental 
planning has been restricted due to a perceived lack of knowledge and/or commitment to 
ecological sustainability by other council staff and elected members. In Douglas, even 
with policies based upon ecological sustainability principles, the environmental planner 
had to justify environmental protection measures to councillors who found it difficult to 
accept when it limited private land-use options for citizens. In Townsville and Mackay, 
this issue was exacerbated by an absence of ecological sustainability policy and 
resources to support their role in implementing ecological sustain ability strategies. 
The environmental protection emphasis running through environmental planning does 
distinguish it from other physical planning fields because it does not have an economic 
development aim. This also suggests that its classification into the technical planning 
orientation is not really so clear cut. Land-use planning and engineering can be safely 
categorised as technical, but the concept of preserving the non-human environment, the 
preoccupation of environmental planning, does not sit conveniently on one side of the 
traditional political continuum (Eckersley 1992) or of Craig's (1990) methodological 
dichotomy as both rest upon a distributive paradigm. It is separated from other physical 
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planning fields because unlike land, it is difficult to place a dollar value on the 
environment (Diesendorf and Hamilton 1997; Harvey 1996). 
This issue of valuing the environment does arise in relation to contentious development 
proposals and such cases become entwined in political decisions for councils that are 
often unable to conclude which option equally pleases conservationists and supporters 
of development that promises to enhance local economic opportunity (see for example 
the case of Magnetic Quays in Sinclair et al. 1996). 
The discursive constraints faced by community workers were in many ways similar to 
those of the environmental planners, but arguably, will be more difficult to overcome. 
The community workers took a predominantly political planning approach and were not 
able to find the common ground that environmental planners shared with land-use 
planners and engineers in their councils. This was further compounded by community 
workers being physically isolated from planning and environment work areas. 
Community workers in all three councils considered that community work was 
ostracised not simply because of ignorance on the part of others about their specialist 
knowledge and skills, but because those skills were different from those of practitioners 
concerned primarily with the physical environment, including those of environmental 
planners. 
According to the community workers, it was difficult for other practitioners to 
incorporate their expertise into local area planning because it was informed by a 
different philosophy. The knowledge base of community workers emphasised intrinsic 
values, such as issues of access and equity for disadvantaged citizens, and on processes 
of community involvement rather than seeking a tangible end product. One community 
worker in Townsville suggested that community work challenged the council's 
relationship with the community, their ways of making policies and of allocating 
resources. Another said community work was not valued because it was concerned with 
issues of quality rather than quantity. 
When planning a road, for example, the processes and resources required can be 
anticipated with some certainty. With a road or a bridge or a rubbish recycling program, 
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a council can actually show its constituents how their money was spent. The access and 
equity outcomes of community work are different. They are not visible or felt by all 
citizens. Benefits community work is able to realise for disadvantaged citizens are 
generally paid for by rate payers, not all of whom are disadvantaged and not all of whom 
will appreciate their own role in contributing to general social welJ-being in the 
community. 
The politically-oriented processes of community work were also a little obscure for 
many practitioners from other work areas, even the environmental planners, to fulJy 
appreciate, as discussed in chapters five and six. It has been noted that town planners 
and engineers in local government have, in the past, proceeded without a great deal of 
knowledge about human behaviour in an empirical sense (Graham 1992). Because they 
do not produce as many tangible products as other planners, and as their work processes 
often require flexibility and long time frames, the contribution of community work in 
councils in Western Australia was found to be less valued than technical planning by 
representatives from other local government work areas (Fenton 1991). 
In Townsville where a community worker was working on urban development projects 
and could be associated by others with a tangible product, other planners were more able 
to talk about the role with a level of understanding than when they were asked about 
community work roles that were not associated directly with urban development 
projects. Generally, other planners were unable to articulate an understanding of how 
community workers can contribute in the overall local government planning process. 
For example, study respondents other than community workers were unable to articulate 
a detailed understanding of community workers' research roles or their roles in 
facilitating community involvement in projects and planning decisions. In Mackay and 
Douglas, study participants initialJy identified the community work role with the 
concrete services they provided such as child-care centres and community centres. 
The community worker engaged in the Building Better Cities Project in Townsville was 
a member of an interdisciplinary planning team. Town planners and engineers were 
thus exposed to the knowledge and skills community work and the contribution they 
could make to a planning project. That project provided the only case among the three 
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councils where a community worker was working on an urban development project in a 
structured way with practitioners from different council work areas. The community 
worker involved in that project talked about the resistance of some of the physical 
planners in the team to public participation strategies she proposed. She was therefore 
consciously engaging in a process of educating other members of the planning team 
about the benefits of involving the public in decisions despite their concerns about the 
importance of 'expert knowledge' and the time delays public involvement imposed. 
Even though the national evaluation of the BBC Program found that disciplinary 
boundaries inhibited an effective integrated approach in BBC projects, this case 
illustrates that in Townsville certain benefits were associated with the project. It is 
unknown whether the interdisciplinary team structure led to all participants having equal 
power to influence outcomes, but it did provide an effective venue for raising awareness 
among practitioners from physical planning areas of the community work role and the 
contributions community workers can make to urban planning. 
In Townsville, with a presence established over many years and with departmental 
status, community workers had started to volunteer themselves both as participants and 
as project coordinators for urban planning ventures. There was little evidence, 
particularly in Mackay or Douglas, of community workers putting forward their own 
case for inclusion in the planning process or even generating an enhanced awareness of 
the contribution they were able to make. From those two towns the community workers 
voiced frustration and were appearing somewhat forlorn, even defeated on the issue of 
involvement in planning of new development. Even in Townsville, community workers 
had not established a clear role in urban planning. There remained some resistance to 
their involvement from the Director of Planning and Development in Townsville as I 
noted in chapter five. She commented that with community workers co-ordinating such 
projects, disciplinary boundaries were being stretched and becoming blurred. She 
argued, and quite rightly so, that land-use planners also had an important contribution to 
make to social considerations in land-use planning but failed to acknowledge the 
specialist qualifications, knowledge and skills community workers could bring to the 
planning of new development or when and how she might call upon those attributes. 
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Summary 
The constraints to integrated planning considered in this chapter represent a lack of 
participation on several levels and conflicting discursive approaches to local area 
planning. Local government was prevented from participating fully in the processes of 
policy making with the Commonwealth and the states. The policies made by the other 
spheres of government had a very real impact on the day to day business of local 
authorities and how they conduct it. The structural changes being imposed on councils 
as a result of national policies such as privatisation and national competition policy were 
seen to have the potential to fundamentally transform the relationship between local 
authorities and their communities, raising questions about the nature of governance. In 
spite of these factors the organisational structure of councils in Douglas, Mackay and 
Townsville remained hierarchical, uncertain about how to involve the public in planning 
and compartmentalised according to disciplinary functions. Discordant discourses 
between physical planning practitioners and community workers form a barrier to 
interdisciplinary integration and community workers whose values seem most 
harmonious with ecological sustainability are struggling to be accepted in the councils' 
essential planning forums. 
As significant and insurmountable as these constraints to integrated planning may seem 
it is most important to remember that in Douglas, Mackay and Townsville Councils 
integrated planning was a new model that had nt been formally applied in the councils. 
It was still at an introductory stage and practitioners were still exploring its possibilities 
for application to practical planning. At this early stage there must be an opportunity to 
recognise the potential for confronting these obstacles and transforming them into 
possibilities. Chapter nine concentrates on ways to overcome the constraints to 
integrated planning discussed in the this and the previous chapter. 
With head, heart and land: 
A conceptual framework for 
ecocentric local area 
planning 
Chapter Nine 
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In accordance with the aims of this study as set out in the introduction, the roles of 
community workers and environmental planners in Townsville, Douglas and Mackay 
were explained in chapters five and six. These roles were set in the geographic, socio-
cultural and political contexts of the three areas, and in their local government 
authorities, as set out in earlier chapters. In these ways, this thesis has concentrated on 
issues that arise in the councils in relation to community workers and environmental 
planners contributing ecologically sustainable planning principles and practices. This 
exploration of worker roles and council structures has uncovered that there exist a range 
of barriers to integration of community workers and environmental planners in 
environmentally aware local area planning. The remaining task of this thesis, therefore, 
is to present ideas that will expand ILAP, the existing integrated planning model for 
local government authorities, in a way that emphasises the value of community workers 
and environmental planners in contributing to ecological sustainability. 
My aim in this chapter is to offer a rationale for an ecocentric approach to local area 
planning. I present a conceptual framework for ecologically sustainable local area 
planning to provide for inclusion of community workers and environmental planners on 
three interrelated levels- head, heart and land. This framework seeks to address the 
impediments to involvement of community workers and environmental planners 
experienced by those in the case studies, and to seize upon the opportunities and 
potentialities the case studies have revealed. 
Rationale for expanding ILAP 
As I have noted in relation to the case studies and ElA projects, it is frequently difficult 
both for policy makers and local government practitioners to reconcile social and 
environmental considerations in the planning process because they are prone to become 
competing forces. This tendency has been well illustrated in the examples where public 
conflict arose in relation to proposed developments on Magnetic Island and 
environmental protection in Douglas Shire. If ecological sustainability is to become a 
reality, common ground must be identified because ecological sustainability 
encompasses the interdependence of both human well-being and environmental 
protection. 
Plate 15 (Previous page) 'A lone tree' in Ihe TownsviUe Town Common Conservation Park 
Shane Duran, 1992 
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The li,AP model has offered a framework for taking into account the many local area 
planning issues, and structures to include the various planning practitioners. However, 
because the model has not offered a theoretical framework that can adequately address 
Issues of different practitioner epistemologies and methods as explained in chapter 
eight, further development of a conceptual framework for integrated planning is 
required. li,AP can be advanced as an ecologically sustainable planning approach by 
being conceptualised within a framework where the interdependence of people and non-
human nature is clearly recognised. The aim of such a theoretical framework must be to 
facilitate practical ways to overcome segregation of multi-disciplinary planning 
practitioners. It needs to focus on both the values of ecological sustainability and on 
planning processes. li,AP has emphasised planning structures and integrated plans. The 
conceptual framework I present in this chapter advances li,AP, because using ecocentric 
values to inform integrated planning, it enables practitioners with diverse perspectives to 
move beyond existing barriers to integrated planning. 
Advancing involvement of community workers and environmental planners 
The planning practitioners involved in this study brought to local area planning different 
ways of understanding problems, different visions, different values, knowledge, goals 
and methods. The case studies identified social and environmental practitioners in the 
councils as relatively powerless in influencing planning decisions. Ecologically 
sustainable local area planning will benefit greatly from their increased influence in the 
planning process because they offer a perspective with values that move beyond 
instrumental profit or efficiency-based market and contemporary corporate values. 
Intrinsic worth, participation and acceptance of diversity are three such values that are 
consonant with ecological sustainabiIity. 
Locating the social/environmental balance in planning 
Although their circumstances were different, the three councils in this study were 
struggling with the balance that ecological sustainability commands. An ecological 
sustainability-focused planning scheme in Douglas Shire did not address emerging 
problems of under-supply of affordable housing or social elitism. Environmental 
protection strategies must be developed with attention to potential local and global 
social consequences, not only local environmental conservation or local economic 
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growth goals. Townsville and Mackay, with an eye to economic advancement may be 
headed for the trap which Gorz (1980) referred to as 'the poverty of affluence'. Neither 
Mackay nor Townsville had adopted explicit ecologically sustainable environmental 
protection strategies. In chapter two, I illustrated that potentially environmentally 
destructive development was planned in both areas. The current generation may enjoy 
the affluence associated with that development but will the next generation be poor as a 
result of diminished resources and poor environmental quality? In other words. as the 
populations of the respective areas increase, will the planned urban and industrial 
development in these areas promise employment and a clean safe healthy environment 
in the long term? The tensions between social and environmental planning objectives 
can be addressed through the framework presented below with its ecocentric guiding 
philosophy. Ecocentrism is defined and discussed after I outline the model. 
A framework for ecologically sustainable local area planning 
Figure 9.1 presents the head, heart and land framework for ecologically sustainable local 
area planning. Viewed from the outside inwards, the external dimension represents the 
local government area. This part of the framework encompasses the diverse 
characteristics of the local area. The three case studies have illustrated that 
environmental, social, cultural, economic, historical and demographic factors contribute 
to making the ecological sustainability consideration of each place different. 
Inside the local area sits the local government authority and its multi-disciplinary 
planners who consider the particular features of the local area when formulating plans. 
The multi-disciplinary planners are within one dimension in this framework. This 
conceptualisation is intentional to address the problem of disciplinary components as 
depicted in the ll..AP model (figure 1.1). A significant issue addressed through this 
framework, therefore, is the process toward better multi-disciplinary integration. The 
actual processes for integration are the subject of the next layer of the framework. 
Ecocentric planning values inform this integrated planning process. Land represents all 
of non-human nature. The theoretical considerations for ecologically sustainable local 
area planning are drawn from this dimension of the framework. 
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Head refers to the knowledge, values, skills and strategies of local government planning 
practitioners and to the institutional and organisational structures in which they work. 
The heart is concerned with issues of inclusiveness and willingness to acknowledge and 
commit to removing existing barriers that restrict the involvement of community 
workers and environmental planners. It is the interaction among the three dimensions 
and the consequent wholeness that provides a distinct advance to integrated local area 
planning knowledge. 
The open-endedness of the diagram represents local area planning as an activity that is 
able to be connected to other local areas, regions and larger environmental, social and 
political entities. If 'act locally, think globally' is a serious strategy of ecological 
sustainability, local area planning is not, and should not be, a closed circuit. 
The diagram depicts a sty Ie of interaction between local government planning 
practitioners that equally facilitates the contribution of social and environmental 
planning concerns and those of other local government practitioners. The ILAP model 
(figure 1.1) proposed that a range of local government practitioners participate in local 
area planning. This framework focuses on the philosophy to guide collaboration about 
local area planning among the participants. 
Aims of the Framework 
This head, heart and land framework for ecologically sustainable local area planning 
specifically aims to provide: 
• A theoretical foundation for interdisciplinary planning based on a shared 
understanding of the interdependence of the human and non-human environment. 
Given this concept, integrated planning becomes a process of sharing the knowledge, 
skills and strategies specific to the different participating practitioners; 
• A model of local government organisation that is defined primarily by people and 
their expertise in both planning and knowing the local area, its history, culture and its 
limits. This perspective challenges contemporary local government that is moving 
towards a minimum number of functional departments (chapter three) whose 
directors make policy decisions but do not necessarily incorporate the expertise of the 
staff in their departments in planning decisions, as was the case in the three councils. 
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This study has illustrated that community workers and environmental planners were 
marginalised and becoming increasingly invisible within that model. The model did 
not enhance their involvement in local area planning; 
• A mechanism to facilitate acceptance on the part of multi-disciplinary local 
government practitioners, different ways of knowing and doing, and demonstrating 
respect for the range of planning contributions to achieve an inclusive planning 
approach . 
• Enough flexibility to recognise the different social, environmental and economIc 
circumstances of diverse Australian local government authorities. Any framework 
for local area planning must also be adaptable enough to accommodate different 
geographical areas, diverse organisational structures and distinct ecological 
sustainability issues. For example, a regional city like Townsville has very different 
environmental and economic circumstances to a place like Douglas with a unique 
extensive area of protected environment that is also its major economic drawcard. 
The ecocentric tenets of the framework 
Ecocentrism overtly recognises the interdependence of people and the environment. 
According to the ecocentric perspective the world is: 
... an intrinsically dynamic, interconnected web of relations in which there are no absolutely 
discrete entities and no absolute dividing lines between the living and the non-living, the animate 
and the inanimate, or the human and the non-human (Eckersley 1992,p.49). 
The ecocentric perspective discerns that loss of nature and natural resources will result 
in a different kind of human struggle; a struggle for health, safety, and ultimately, 
physical survival, not simply an economically determined quality of life. We can strive 
to halt human practices that are destroying nature but must ultimately be concerned with 
ecological emancipation, not solely human survival (Bookchin, 1991). 
Based on a philosophy of the relatedness of all organisms with their environment, the 
practical ideas of ecocentrism which can inform policy and planning practice are those 
of a just and sustainable society and include: 
• land-use according to environmental carrying capacity; 
• frugality (or voluntary simplicity); 
• dwelling in place; 
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• cultural and biological diversity; 
• local autonomy; 
• decentralisation; 
• soft energy paths; 
• appropriate technology; 
• rehabilitation of degraded environments, and 
• bio-regionalism 
(Fox 1984, p. 195). 
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Ecocentrism has been criticised as being anti-humanist and potentially unjust where the 
benefits of environmental conservation are not equally shared by oppressed and 
disadvantaged people (noted in Eckersley 1992). Although ecocentric philosophers are 
quick to argue that this is not so (Fox 1990), the fundamental preoccupation of 
ecocentric theory has been to advocate an end to arrogant domination of nature by 
humans. By the same token, theories of human oppression have generally ignored non-
human nature (Eckersley 1992). In my view, the important contribution of ecocentrism 
according to the above definition, is that it is explicitly inclusive of both humans and 
non-humans. 
Below I explain how the characteristics of ecocentrism provide conceptual keys to 
advancing ecologically sustainable local area planning. The case studies illuminated a 
lack of recognition on the part of practitioners that inadequate attention was being given 
to the dynamic relationship of interdependence among humans and the non-human 
environment. The theoretical insights provided through ecocentrism assist in addressing 
the challenge of conceptualising people and the environment more inclusively. The 
inherent values of ecocentrism are discussed more fully as I explain the three 
components of the model, land, head and heart. 
Problems the ecocentric framework seeks to overcome 
The three case studies have illustrated a number of factors that result in both 
environmental planning and community work being peripheral to local area planning. 
Impediments to these two work areas influencing local plans arose for a number of 
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reasons including: the lack of organisational status/power of community workers and 
environmental planners, the dominance of the economic growth imperative and lack of 
engagement with the reasons for people and non-human nature being tense relations. 
Each of these issues is now considered further. 
The low status of community workers and environmental planners 
Segregation of the community workers and environmental planners served to limit their 
involvement in strategic and land-use planning. Planning models that satisfy both 
ecological sustainability and development aspirations will therefore be difficult to 
establish while community workers and environmental planners are segregated and 
marginalised. In the three councils practitioners were segregated according to three sets 
of functions: bio-physical issues, social issues, and land-use concerns. Land-use 
planners were responsible for decisions about development and economic growth to a 
larger extent than the others. In Douglas, the environmental planner played a significant 
role in development assessment. This was not the case in Townsville or Mackay. 
Community workers in the three councils were all at arm's length from contributing to 
decisions about local area plans or development proposals. 
Decision-makers in the councils had little appreciation of those key community work 
and environmental planning values which are difficult to express in dollars terms. The 
problem was exacerbated because the managerialist paradigm informing the new 
corporate models for local government (chapter three) was pre-occupied with efficiency 
which translates as doing more with less. The notion that people and the non-human 
environment have an intrinsic worth is difficult to express in these profit-focused 
efficiency terms. Town planning on the other hand, has long been linked to the market 
because it is so closely associated with economic growth-oriented development 
(Birkeland 1991; Pickvance 1982). The significant objectives of community work and 
environmental planning, recognising intrinsic worth of people and the environment, are 
therefore difficult to place within the organisational ideologies and the structures of the 
councils. 
The most vocal advocates of ecological sustainability, the environmental planners, were 
pursuing environmental protection through council policy and formal plans as they had 
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limited roles in final decisions about development proposals. It has been noted 
however, that environmental planners in Townsville and Mackay were gaining 
acceptance because they provided a statutory function. Therefore, their organisational 
status was increasing as a result of their legislative legitimacy. The requirements of new 
legislation (chapter six) meant the councils relied upon the environmental protection 
knowledge and skills of environmental planners to avoid penalty. 
The status of the community workers was not increasing in the councils as it was for 
environmental planners. The aims of community work remained difficult to articulate 
in the efficiency-based corporate cultures of the councils. Even in the comprehensive 
planning scheme of Douglas Shire Council, where ecology strategies were clearly 
spelled out, social objectives were opaque and lacked plans for action. The natural 
environment was a major economic drawcard in Douglas and so had an instrumental 
value. Affordable housing on the other hand, would represent a cost rather than a 
pecuniary profit. There is not a great deal of calculable financial gain in providing a 
planning perspective and associated social services aimed at increasing social equality. 
The economic growth imperative 
Endurable levels of consumption that recognise that land, water and all life forms are 
finite, can conflict with development that supports economic growth objectives and 
cannot be endured in the long term. While this may appear obvious, the policy 
interpretation of ecological sustainability frequently circumvents the possibility that 
development and ecological sustainability are at times incompatible in practice. As 
shown in the Australian Senate Committee debate cited in chapter one, resistance to 
promoting ecological sustainability is at times maintained in case it restricts economic 
opportunity. In the current economic climate it is difficult for policy-makers and 
planners to recognise the intrinsic value of people and non-human nature because the 
ultimate aim is profit. Senator Hill, Minister for the Environment illustrated this point 
when he refused to apply the adjective ecologically before sustainable in an 
environmental policy document. The !LAP model simply did not address these tensions 
between economic and environmental concerns that are increasingly apparent within the 
local govemment planning system. 
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Tensions between development aimed at economic growth and ecological sustainability 
were also apparent in study respondents' defmitions of integrated planning and their 
aspirations for the future of their area (chapter seven). Study participants in Townsville 
and Mackay gave in-principal support to ecological sustainability. They advocated a 
controlled approach to development but were grappling with the means by which to 
control development in order to establish an ecologically sustainable approach. 
The strategic plans for land-use in Townsville and Mackay failed to identify instances of 
development where the precautionary principle would prevail. Instead, individual 
development proposals seemed to be assessed on their economic and environmental 
merits. It is difficult to see that the existing strategic plans in Townsville and Mackay 
would prevent environmentally harmful development if the same development promised 
significant economic gain. In Douglas, the strategic plan was more explicit about 
environmental protection measures within the Shire. However, a planning scheme is not 
ultimately autonomous of politics and the political persuasions of individual decision-
makers. If the council was pro-development, rather than pro-environmental 
conservation, as it was at the time of interviews, population limits and development 
restrictions may be open to challenge leading to greater support for development and 
less support for environmental protection. Could the ecologically sustainable planning 
scheme then uphold the current environmental protection interpretation? International 
and national environmental protection classifications would still limit development in 
protected areas but growth could advance at a much faster rate than that envisaged by 
the current Mayor and Town Planner in the council. With democratically elected 
councils, there are few safeguards that could be put in place to overcome this problem. 
Study respondents in Douglas were implementing development control policies but 
some were still questioning how to balance environmental protection with quality of life 
factors and citizen rights. The Deputy Mayor, for example, considered that mains power 
and sewerage were basic rights of residents living on the northern side of the Daintree 
River. The Council's strategic plan classified the area as one to be conserved (chapter 
six). As an ecological sustainability measure, the area plan did not include mains power 
and sewerage. The Mayor of Douglas Shire indicated residence was taken up by those 
in that area in the knowledge that the council did not intend to connect water, sewage 
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and power. He was concerned that supply of power and water to the area would lead to 
an increase in development proposals. If demand increased and development crept into 
protected areas, over time, he felt it would become difficult to consistently impose 
limits. This indicates his awareness that at times decisions about ecological 
sustainability and development must be black and white because of the dominant and 
pervasive nature of development. After all, ecological sustainability aims to ensure that 
future generations have the same range of options and resources that we have today 
through prevention of environmental degradation. The subjective views of a different 
council in years to come will conceivably take a different position on this issue. They 
may decide that the rights of residents are more important than the essentialist 
environmental protection view of the current council. 
Accepting interdependence 
The general statements of ESD philosophy, as discussed in chapter one, do not provide a 
sufficient the' _tical basis for local area planning that aims to achieve ecological 
sustainability. ESD therefore lacks guidance for practical localised planning decisions. 
As interdependence of people and the environment is often not explained, but simply 
presumed in ESD principles, ESD fails to provide practical guidance as to when a 
council should choose to limit development by imposing environmental protection 
controls. There are obviously situations where development can be modified to produce 
the least amount of environmental damage but this is not always the case. Burdge 
(1987) argued in relation to social impact assessment, that there are occasions where the 
no development option is the only option that will insure against harmful social and 
environmental development outcomes. Social and environmental concerns can result in 
lost economic growth opportunities for councils. Councils want the best long term 
outcomes for their communities but that is always tempered by their aspirations for re-
election. Again, ecological sustainability is susceptible to the political process. And 
councils are only elected for three terms. If majority voice of the voting community 
wants growth more than it wants environmental protection, it would be likely that a 
council would follow an economic growth path. In any case, historically economic 
growth and local development have been the benchmarks of success for a local 
government authority. 
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These conditions that sustain conflict between economic and ecological concerns also 
impede collaborative multi-disciplinary planning. The human - non-human ·nexus 
confounded respondents in this study. The rise of housing-related social inequality in 
Douglas resulted because the council acknowledged the intrinsic value of the 
environment through environmental protection policies in its strategic land-use plan, but 
gave insufficient attention to social implications of such policies. The planning process 
should be more aware of the interdependence between people and the environment. It 
must ensure that policies aimed at the well-being of the non-human environment do not 
create hardship for people and vice versa. This is indeed a complex task which surely 
requires multi-disciplinary expertise. The trouble really begins with the often too 
difficult task of combining the separate sets of ideas formulated inside different 
knowledge and value systems. This issue was noted through specific examples in 
previous chapters. 
Given this summary of the difficulties the head, heart and land framework seeks to 
address, below each dimension of the framework is explained. An ecocentric approach 
fosters the notion of interdependence in relation to each the three components of the 
ecologically sustainable local area planning framework. 
Land 
As one of three conceptual components of the ecologically sustainable local area 
planning framework, land encompasses three key ecocentric values: interdependence, 
intrinsic value and diversity. These values create a conceptual bridge by which I have 
been able to connect social and environmental considerations and apply them to the 
local government context given data that was derived from the three case studies. This 
philosophical dimension of the framework represents the most significant advance this 
framework makes on ll..AP. Some of the organisational structures and planning 
strategies advocated in the ll..AP model could still be applied with guidance from this 
conceptual framework. With practitioners linking this theoretical framework to their 
practice, the problems with ll..AP, as identified through its evaluation (Purdon 1995), 
could be addressed. 
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Interdependence 
Ecocentric philosophy begins with unity rather than dualism (Devall 1980), assuming 
that all entities are constituted by their relationships (Naess 1982). Ecocentric thought 
challenges the common view of humans as central and dominant in the web of life. 
Ecocentric theorists question the anthropocentric belief that: 
... there is a clear and morally relevant dividing line between humankind and the rest of nature. 
that humankind is the only or principle source of value and meaning in the world and that non-
human nature has therefore no other purpose but to serve humankind (Eckersley 1992. p. 51). 
Given this definition, the ecocentric perspective locates human-centredness as a serious 
obstacle to a truly ecologically sustainable society. 
Models for environmentalism are sometimes categorised into shallow and deep ecology. 
The division between the two is captured by Fox: 
The lesson of ecology is that we do share one another's fate in the shallow sense since we all 
share the fate of the earth. The message of deep ecology is that we ought to care as deeply and as 
compassionately as possible about that fate - not because it affects us but because it is us (Fox 
1984, p. 200). 
The ecocentric perspective can logically accommodate multi-disciplinary planning 
practitioners because it provides a theoretical explanation of ecological interdependence 
by recognising and respecting the importance of all the various parts, which together 
form the whole. In spite of the difficulties of translating ecocentrism into policy 
(Eckersley 1992) or models for planning (Birkeland 1991), practical responses to 
ecologically sustainable local area planning are readily encompassed within an 
ecocentric perspective. For example, Korten' s (1990) principles for Making it to The 
Twenty-First Century; justice, sustainability and inclusiveness, are consonant with 
ecocentrism as are the head, heart and hand and community development models for 
creating alternative visions (Ife 1995; Shields 1993; Nozick 1992; Kelly and Sewell 
1988). This is so because all recognise intrinsic value. Here, the head, heart and land 
are interacting components forming the whole as illustrated in figure 9.1. 
To theorise the environmental crisis, ecocentric philosophy adapts key concepts of 
social analysis such as domination and oppression. The crisis refers not only to the 
present rapid rate of destruction to the natural environment but also to the inability of 
models based within a technological, capitalist regime to deal with problems of 
unsustainable population growth (Erlich and Erlich 1990), water pollution and scarcity 
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(Resource Assessment Commission 1993), air pollution, global wanning and climatic 
change (Houghton et al. 1992), and land degradation (National Forest Policy Statement 
1995). From within ecocentrism, the crisis is viewed as a symptom of the lack of 
appreciation of the interdependence of humans and their environment and commands an 
ethical response (Birkeland 1991; Bookchin 1991; Noske 1989; Callicott 1987; Capra, 
1983; Nash 1982; Carson, 1962; White 1973; Leopold, 1949). 
Intrinsic value 
Within ecocentrism, people and non-human nature are interdependent within one 
ecological system. Thus, ecocentrism encompasses the components of ecological 
sustainability. Ecocentrism offers a conceptual framework for the broad nature of 
interdisciplinary planning; the relationships and interdependencies among planning 
considerations and practitioners. Accepting the ecocentric analysis, the head, heart and 
land framework (figure 9.1) views each local area as a system (and of course it is not an 
entity unto itself but also part of other, larger ecological and social systems). The 
conceptual framework here expands upon the findings in chapters five and six that the 
community workers and environmental. planners each brought to the local government 
authorities values different from those of other practitioners. The common element 
between community workers and environmental planners was that both recognised 
intrinsic value which is difficult to anticipate and assess among the usual quantitative 
planning criteria and within a fragmented organisational model. The difference between 
community workers and environmental planners and participants in this study from 
other work areas was that other participants did not question the rationalist, utilitarian 
land-use planning framework. They did not question unrestrained growth in terms of 
the social or environmental problems that might result. They simply assumed that 
economic growth was good because it contributed to prosperity - an instrumental view 
of planning reflecting little appreciation of ecological sustainability. 
While engineers, land-use planners and administrators were in privileged decision-
making positions in the councils, it was difficult for community workers and 
environmental planners to argue for mitigation measures or the no development option 
on the basis of intrinsic value in relation to local area plans. An argument based on 
intrinsic value can be too easily dismissed as emotive when compared to the so-called 
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hard facts delivered in a positivist mode. Decision-makers often feel more comfortable 
justifying their development decisions with scientific evidence (Taylor et aI. 1990: 
Hindmarsh et al1988). 
A promise of a stated number of jobs to be created by the proposed zinc smelter in 
Townsville, (chapter two) for example, is able to be presented as fact and to offer short-
tertn gratification to citizens. In a community with high unemployment, people may be 
less swayed by arguments that loss of bio-diversity as a development outcome will have 
long-tertn effects that could be disastrous for the health of current and future residents. 
Equally, it seemed difficult in Douglas Shire in 1983 to convince authorities that 
tourism development resulting in loss of an environment which is culturally significant 
to an indigenous community, could result in contravention of human rights and that the 
loss is as significant to those people as job creation is to others in the same community 
(chapter two). 
The head, heart and land framework presents possibilities for increasing involvement of 
community work and environmental planning in local area planning. From an 
ecocentric perspective, community work and environmental planning become integral 
parts of an interactive system. Without a balance between the concerns of social and 
environmental issues and other aspects of the local area, the system will not work 
efficiently and eventually the system will collapse. 
Diversity 
Recognition and acceptance of difference is a central feature of ecocentrism. ]';oske 
(1989, p.150) insisted: 
... there is a sense in which we cannot know the Other (whether it be other species. other cultures. 
the other sex or even each other) however, we must remind ourselves that other meanings exist 
even if we may be extremely limited in our understanding of them. 
Making the same point about pluralism Fox (1990, p. 21) asserted that: 
... to say that humans cannot be non-anthropocentric is like saying that a male cannot 
be non-sexist or that a white person cannot be non-racist because they can only 
perceive the world as male or white subjects. 
Heterogeneity must be recognised and legitimised as it is experienced and expressed 
through divergent experiences, cultures and discourses. Participatory democracy is a 
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means towards justice and greater equality (Mouffe 1993; Young 1990). Mouffe (1993) 
claims that the key to true democracy is necessarily pluralistic and is dependent upon 
antagonism: 
Once we accept the necessity of the political and the impossibility of a world without 
antagonism, what needs to be envisaged is how it is possible under those conditions to create or 
maintain a pluralistic, democratic order. Such an order is based on a distinction between 
'enemy' and 'adversary'. It requires that, within the context of the political community, the 
opponent should be considered not as an enemy to be destroyed, but as an adversary whose 
existence is legitimate and must be tolerated (Mouffe, 1993:4) 
Re-establislunent of the lost connection between politics and ethics is seen by Mouffe 
(1993) to be an important component of progressive change. In her view, that change 
will be manifested through civic communities bound by ethico-political values and 
where hostile power struggles can be diverted into the process of radical democratic 
expression. Mouffe's (1993) idea of radical democratic citizenship replaces 
rationalism, individualism and universalism with an articulation of different democratic 
struggles . 
... key concepts of liberalism such as rights, liberty, and citizenship, are claimed today by the 
discourse of possessive individualism, which stands in the way of a chain of democratic 
equivalences (Mouffe, 1993:19). 
Rights, liberty and citizenship should not be discarded but, rather, recognised as 
discursively constructed, plural and entangled with power relations (Mouffe, 1993). A 
common sense among the different struggles is required to achieve democratic 
equivalence (Mouffe, 1993). Diversity as advocated by Mouffe (1993) encompasses the 
principles which will assist interdisciplinary planning in local government if expanded 
to include non-human nature and the principles of ecocentrism. 
Findings of this study suggest that community work was the least integrated work area 
in the three councils and that this was so because community work was different. Non-
acceptance of that difference was manifested in the marginalisation of community work 
in all aspects of the organisational structures of the councils. Community workers were 
physically isolated and, with the exception of Townsville, without formal decision-
making power. In addition, they were not included in development assessment, strategic 
local area planning or the informal alliances that influenced planning decisions (chapter 
eight). 
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The particular difference between community workers in the tbree councils and study 
participants from other work areas was that the community workers alone assumed a 
participatory work approach. Environmental planners shared with the community 
workers the aim of upholding intrinsic worth, but saw it as being operationalised by 
experts tbrough formal land-use planning systems. The integral association of those 
systems with the market and the 'top-down' expert planning style was not questioned by 
the environmental planners. The community workers were not as confident as the 
environmental planners that they could assert influence tbrough the planning system. 
Theirs was a more democratic, 'bottom-up' process of working with the community to 
increase citizen power, and the quality of local services. 
A further difference between community work and other work areas was that 
community workers were not viewed by respondents from other work areas as having 
technical ability that could be useful in local area planning. Several participants 
considered community work as helping people in need or distress but few recognised 
them to have a role in anticipatory tasks including development assessment and strategic 
land-use planning. 
In relation to the case studies, there are two possible explanations for exclusion of 
community work from the planning process. The first is that the political model 
adopted by community workers aimed to increase citizen involvement in planning and 
thus tbreatened the entrenched expert planning model. The second is that respondents 
from work areas other than community work valued the community workers not as 
planners but as counsellors or pacifiers of disconcerted citizens who were unhappy with 
council decisions, plans or processes. Instead of enhancing the power of citizens in the 
local government system, the community workers were expected by some of their 
colleagues to smooth the path to operationalising their expert plans and controversial 
development proposals. 
The ecocentric planning framework legitirnises the approach of the community workers 
because it is participatory and upholds intrinsic value and diversity. Within the 
framework community workers would be key planning practitioners. Informed by their 
values and working models they could facilitate more inclusive organisational structures 
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and approaches to local area planning. Within a planning structure where practitioners 
from different backgrounds and areas of interest are prepared to accept each other's 
differences and value each others' particular expertise, they could learn from each other 
and integrate the maximum range of knowledge and skills. However. the 
anthropocentric predilection of community workers would need to be challenged in 
order to recognise interdependence as a central guiding value of the framework. 
understood. 
Developing ecocentric organisational structures and planning approaches will be a 
matter of multi-disciplinary practitioners debating the values of ecocentrism and 
reflecting on them in relation to their own values, practices and aspirations for the future 
of their area. Without a commitment on the part of practitioners to the values of 
ecocentrism and the principles of ecological sustainability, the framework cannot be 
developed into practical planning strategies or organisational structures. These further 
practical dimensions of the model are discussed further in the two following sections. 
HEAD 
The head component of the ecocentric local area planning framework represents the 
potential contribution of knowledge, skills and strategies of environmental planning and 
community work to local area planning. 
The knowledge bases of community work and environmental planning emerge from 
different epistemological paradigms as noted in chapters six, seven and eight. ILAP did 
not identify how these diversities would manifest or how they could create a barrier to 
collaborative planning. The case studies illustrated that they are significant obstacles to 
inclusion, particularly of community workers in the planning process. Here, I elaborate 
ways that this issue can be overcome in order that a more integrated planning approach 
can proceed. In this head dimension of the framework, the particular know ledge bases 
of community workers and environmental planners are discussed prior to explaining 
how the ecocentric perspective, with a commitment to accepting diversity, could assist 
in removing the forces of segregation between the various local government 
practitioners. 
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The knowledge base of community work 
The knowledge base of community work was founded on an understanding of human 
interactions, in contrast to that of environmental and town planners and engineers in the 
three councils, with a substantially technical, 'scientific' epistemology. Community 
workers viewed society as a dynamic entity constituted of people and the many types of 
interactions constantly taking place between them. As one of the community workers 
said, their work often results in more than one conclusion and more than one planning 
alternative. They accept that people within the local area have different aspirations and 
needs. Community work plans were often imprecise and multi-faceted. They were 
indicative of the many communities of identity or common interest co-existing within 
one area. 
This community work epistemology results in work which is dominated by processes. It 
is not one that is preoccupied with tangible planning outcomes or measurements of the 
technical approach outlined in Craig's (1990) planning dichotomy in chapter eight. One 
of the most significant contributions community workers made was to provide education 
and information to citizens to assist them in becoming aware of their rights and how to 
defend them. To the council, they bring the perspective of each of the many 
communities within the local area and their particular aspirations. A depth of 
understanding about these different community issues is accessed through interaction 
between the community workers and citizens. As the community worker in Mackay 
said, 'it's in the cups of tea that so much work gets done' (chapter five). 
Community workers not only augmented local area planning with information about the 
quality of life experience in terms of levels of affordable housing, public transport or 
disability access structures, they conveyed to councils information about actual 
experiences of people living in the local government area, particularly the lived 
experiences of disadvantage. Based on the lived experiences of citizens, community 
workers made recommendations to the councils for policies and programs to improve 
social opportunity and to alleviate disadvantage. 
This goal of social welfare takes a number of forms in social policy as indicated in table 
9.1. 
Table 9.1 
Model 
Assumptions 
about the causes 
of need, rights & 
responsibilities 
for meeting 
them. 
Redistribution 
Ideology and 
Key Values 
Chapler Nine 
Models of welfare policy: needs, rights and distribution 
Residual WelfarelPublic 
Assistance 
needs are individual and private to be 
met by nonnal structures of family. 
market and charity; 
when private mechanisms break 
down, public welfare through the 
private market ie, user pays; 
social problems arc resull of 
individual deviance; 
government should distinguish 
between deserving and non-
descrving; 
welfare slate is expensive and a 
burden on the economy - creates 
public dependency; 
economic growth and privatisation 
best guarantors of public welfare. 
minimal benents ·selective. targeted, 
vertical. 
COllservative (individualist) 
Industrial Achievement 
Performance 
risks to individuals are accepted as 
necessary costs of operating an 
industrial and highly technological 
sociely, and these risks/costs should 
be compensated; 
social services are a necessary part of 
any modem economy ego the state 
does have an important role to play; 
productive behaviour should be 
rewarded and needs should be met on 
the basis of deserts: merit, work 
pcrfonnance and behaviour (maintain 
work ethic): wage carriers welfare. 
fiscal and occupational welfare; 
economic growth, mixed economy. 
continuum of public and private 
services.efficiency before justice. 
Necessary but minimal compensation 
for dis·welfare through contributory 
social insurance. 
Liberal 
With Head, Heart mId Land 
Institutional Redistributive 
no single cause of problems ·needs are 
universal as people are interdependent; social 
and individual beings. 
welfare services are nonnal "first line" 
functions of modem industrial society. 
providing services on a blame the victim basis 
will fail and is stigmatising; 
maldistribution of resources: inefficiency and 
inequity of market and charity; 
citizenship rights of access to social services 
devoid of moralising judgements. 
prevention. social infrastructure; full 
employment. economic growth & 
participation; adequate (min) standards; 
welfare state best guarantor of welfare. 
universality: vertical and \horizontal equity. 
Social Democratic 
276 
Structural 
individual and social needs are a product 01 
economic and political power relations and 
existing pre·conditions eg structural 
inequality, powerlessness, systematic 
discrimination; 
oppression: pain and poverty not randomly 
assigned; 
welfare state is the product of ruling ideas 
dominant classes, patriarchal, imperialist 
Iracist etc., designed to protect capitalism il' 
profits before people and maintain 
inequality; 
welfare state is also an important arena for 
struggle in changing existing power 
relationships. 
people taking control as participants, not 
clients/henenciaries. 
To those according (0 their needs; from tho· 
according to their resources; 
Socialist (Collectivist) 
individualism competition collectivism: interdependence 
liberty frcedom from rCf;traint liherty: eo.opcration 
inequality equality of opportunity equality puhlic (community) ownership 
justice acccpt status quo justice c(Wality 
Source Adapted from Riches 1993 
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Social policy is generally considered to be either conservative or radical. The 
conservative models are linked to consensus theories that promote a functionalist. anti-
collectivist view that asserts social organisation should be based on the survival of the 
finest. The radical perspective applies a structuralist analysis of domination and 
oppression. In relation to power and ownership, these radical social welfare policy 
models assert the importance of social conflict as a catalyst for structural change. 
Maintaining the structural change emphasis of Marx's analysis of human oppression. 
feminist theory and 'New Internationalism' movements have contributed deeper insights 
into the politics of difference. 
The political orientation of the three councils was aligned with the conservative social 
welfare policy models. This helps to explain why other council officers had a limited 
understanding of community work knowledge and values. No doubt, it also contribute.d 
to community workers being marginalised. The head, heart and land framework 
addresses marginalisation of community workers because their values and knowledge 
are central if the ecocentric framework is to be successful. Their perspective will be 
instrumental in assisting multi-disciplinary groups of practitioners to link ecocentric 
values to planning practice. 
In taking pride of place in the collaborative multi-disciplinary planning structure, the 
community workers will need to reconcile how these models for welfare provision with 
their emphasis on material distribution, fit with intrinsic value. This may be a difficult 
call given the contemporary economic paradigm that traverses all echelons of 
government. This dilemma around intrinsic value was apparent in the transition of 
feminist philosophy to public policy. I provide a brief discussion of this and then argue 
that a clue to overcoming the problem lies within the knowledge base of the 
environmental planners. 
The feminist movement has influenced public policy towards a recognition of the 
unequal status of women in society. As a result, policies have been developed which 
propose affirmative action to address gender inequality in many aspects of social life. 
Translation of feminism into policy is a good example of how institutional ideology can 
effect these intentions. The feminist articulation heightened social consciousness about 
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the causes and consequences of ignoring the significantly different experiences and 
needs of women and men. Recognition of the rights of women in the political sphere 
has resulted in increased personal and social choices for women aimed to make the 
rights of women and men more equal. Feminism falls within the structural change 
model of social welfare, that claims to recognise intrinsic value, participation and 
diversity. In spite of its position on the social welfare policy spectrum, feminist policy 
has been largely framed within the distributive paradigm, seeking as a priority in the 
project for women's equality, improved economic status for women. Often women's 
rights have been associated with a goal of expanding opportunities for increased 
participation of women in the waged labour force (Pixley 1993; Bryson 1992; Sawer 
1990). There has not always been as strong an assertion in the feminist policy platform 
about the value of unpaid labour which has a significant but non-monetary value (Cox 
1995). 
The experience of translating feminist principles into public policy demonstrates that 
with the best intentions to seek equal opportunity and access to social well-being for 
women, it is difficult to work outside the dominant instrumental rationality of modern 
society. The Queensland local government social planning guidelines, (Menzies et al. 
1995) that imply technical social planning supersedes community development is also a 
manifestation of the influence of the dominant economic paradigm that predominantly 
recognises tangible outcomes. Cornmunity workers within the ecocentric local area 
planning framework would need to remain aware of just how easy it is to view social 
well-being as a product of economic conditions and to allow other circumstances such 
as the rights of citizens to live free of discrimination, polluted air and water, and in just 
communities where all citizens have opportunities, access and the right to participate, to 
become secondary considerations. After all, it is easier to rationalise material social 
services and provision, because the short gains are often more visible than the longer 
process of changing attitudes and detrimental social and environmental behaviours. 
New managerialism represents a great challenge to community workers in their plight to 
acknowledge intrinsic value as it becomes difficult in existing corporate structures to 
prove their efficiency without material outcomes that can be translated into dollars. A 
good example of this point is that councils now view citizens as customers. How can 
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the participatory democratic community work model be reconciled with this top-down 
approach when the role of governance has been traded for that of a profit-oriented 
business (Ernst et a1. 1998; Mahony 1997)? Changing the terminology from community 
workers to social planners may create the same dilemma and it may be the first step 
away from the values which have historically guided community work. 
The pressure to transform community work into a more technical and utilitarian practice 
is already evident in social welfare curricula. The community work content in social 
welfare courses is either being reduced or slipping off the curriculum of many university 
courses altogether. The courses are again emphasising individual therapy approaches 
which concentrate the cause of social problems in the realm of the personal rather than 
the political (Dixon and Hoatson 1997). Ironically, a new wave of social welfare texts 
argue that community work has never been more relevant (Ife, 1995, 1997; Ernst 1996). 
As global communities form, community work can be relevant both at the local and the 
global level (Ife 1997). 
As privatisation of government services escalates in the late 1990s, Ernst (1996) also 
predicts community work will be as important as it has ever been, particularly as it will 
be undertaken by the community sector for the community re-establishing broad 
opportunities for social change to be led by community action. Community workers in 
local government historically worked closely with the community social welfare sector. 
In fact, community workers who participated in this study said they are frequently seen 
as part of it because they are not removed like state and federal officers. 
The head dimension of the framework supports community worker involvement in the 
local area planning process as contributors of both social welfare knowledge and 
technical skills. Technical planners will gain a great deal from learning about 
community work approaches such as public participation skills, and how they can 
contribute to ecologically sustainable planning. The framework capitalises on 
opportunities for an exchange of knowledge between community workers and other 
practitioners. It is the community workers and environmental planners who together 
bring to councils a collection of knowledge based on values that are compatible with 
ecocentrism. 
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The knowledge base of environmental planning 
Approaches to environmentalism (table 9.2), like social welfare models. are founded 
upon different assumptions and values. The different approaches to environmental 
management have been viewed on a continuum ranging from anthropocentric to 
ecocentric (Eckersley 1992). Anthropocentric models rely on technology and technical 
expertise to manage the environment as a human commodity. 
The environmental planners in the three case studies were more involved in influencing 
the planning scheme and less focused upon problems than the community workers. 
Although environmental planners dealt with environmental degradation which had 
begun to occur, they were striving for policy to protect sensitive local environments. 
The environmental planners' knowledge base was technical and bio-physical. They 
were able to be more precise about which forest should be protected, for example and 
why, listing endangered flora and fauna as a justification for their proposition. Where 
an area was degraded, they were usually able to propose the exact methods and 
materials required to respond to the problem (chapter six). Physical planners were able 
to understand the technical approach of environmental planners. Therefore. they could 
call upon their knowledge and skills and utilise them in the planning process. Even so. 
they called on them selectively. The three environmental planners were also gaining 
acceptance from administrators because they could provide a utilitarian environmental 
management function. They could protect the councils from liability in the light of new 
rigorous environmental legislation pertaining to local government. 
Environmental planners could consequently increase their status in the councils by 
exploiting this aspect of their knowledge base and compromising on the more ecocentric 
dimensions of environmental management so as not to appear as unduly green and 
limiting local area development. But as Bookchin (1991, p. 314 ) so eloquently 
declared: 
A purely technical orientation toward organic gardening. solar. wind energy devices. aquaculture. 
holistic health and the like would still retain the incubus of instrumental rationality that threatens 
our very capacity to develop an ecological sensibility. An environmentalistic technocracy is 
hierarchy draped in green garments; hence it is all the more insidious because it is camouflaged 
in the colour of ecology. 
Chapter Nine 
Table 9.2 Models of environmentalism 
ANTHROPOCENTRIC 
Model 
Assumptions 
about Humans 
Assumptions 
about Nature 
Key Vailles 
Source: 
Resource 
Conservation 
seeks greatest goud for 
greatest numhcr; 
waste reduction and 
human management or 
(he natural environment 
(0 ensure maximum 
yield of natural 
resuurces. 
nature should he 
managed by humans so 
resources last as long as 
possihle; 
natural resources arc 
utilities of capitalist 
consumer society 
Mallagt!mell' 
human cnjoyment 
conservation 
accept status quo 
Human Welfare 
Ecology 
Emphasises human well-
being -health amenity, 
recreation; 
critical of unrestrained 
economic growth. 
Encourages ecologically 
benign technolugy 
lifestyles, 
global social equality based 
on social justicc principles. 
interdependence of humalls 
and nature; 
protect nature through 
Preservationism 
humans can live 
alongside nature; 
nature is necessary for 
human recreation and 
relaxation ie large 
preserved areas of 
natural environment 
enhance quality of 
human life. 
aesthetic and spirilual 
appreciation of 
wilderness; 
cnvironmenialmanagelllent preservation of natural 
Ipolicies. areas; 
JllIma" Welfare 
social justice 
conservatioll 
interdependence 
species diversification 
<lnd protection. 
BII vi rml me" I al 
I'rotectioll 
nature conscrvati{JIl 
hin-diversity 
human survi val 
interdependence 
Adapted From Eckersley 1992 
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ECO-CENTRIC 
Animal Liberation 
Humans should not 
discriminate by caring for 
one species at the cost of 
another; 
all species have a right 10 live 
without suffering or pain; 
moral rights for humans and 
animals alike 
Emphasis on sentient beings 
rather than all non-human 
species; 
prohibit hunting and 
slaughter of all sentient 
beings 
Animal Rights 
animal survival 
<Ulimal justice 
Eco-Feminism 
women in reproductive role 
and as nurturers are logically 
closer to nature; 
women are closer to nature 
because of shared experience 
of domination and oppression; 
human/nature 
interdependence. 
seeks mutualistic relationships 
to overcome sense of non-
humans as 'other'; 
seeks to end oppression of 
nature. 
I~'ma"cipation 
intcrdependcnce 
inclusiveness 
hio-diversity 
justice 
equality 
Deep Ecology 
humans are one part of the whole 
ecological system; 
human/nature interdependence; 
humans need to develop a 
consciousness of themselves as one 
part in the whole ecological world. 
equality, liberty, moral and legal 
rights for non-humans. environmental 
ethic should apply; 
intrinsic value of all ecological 
entities as holistic. Not atomistic 
parts of the ecosphere (gaia). 
Rmancipatinn 
interdependence 
inclusi veness 
hin-diversity 
justice 
equality 
p'lrticipati{1n 
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Models of environmentalism are difficult to conceptualise along a traditional political 
continuum because they are not focussed on material distribution (Eckersley 1992). 
Attempts to translate an ecological imperative into public policy emanated from the 
green political parties established in West Germany in the early 1960s. Their aim was 
conservation of the natural environment through policies which challenged destructive 
patterns of production and growth. Contemporary green political parties tend to favour 
a combined approach to sustainable development where there is an important role for 
the state as well as a collective community management approach (Eckersley 1992). 
In collaboration with community workers and other local government practitioners in 
the ecocentric framework, the significant contribution of environmental planners would 
be to further explore a planning approach aimed at heightening public awareness about 
the nature of human/non-human interdependence. With the community becoming more 
aware of ecocentric values, there would be a greater chance for enhanced public 
awareness that human survival and protection of non-human nature are inseparable. An 
important aspect of this work would be to educate colleagues and citizens about 
interdependence. Community workers would lend their expertise in the development of 
participatory planning approaches involving citizens. 
While ecocentric policies such as limiting popUlation growth can pose a threat to 
peoples' notion of freedom, this thesis has demonstrated that such policies generate an 
ecocentric debate and stimulate awareness about interdependence and intrinsic value. 
The six local government practitioners I interviewed in Douglas were seriously 
contemplating the nature of the relationship between people and the environment and its 
significance for local area planning. Although above I have argued that the population 
control policy in Douglas led to some unanticipated social impacts, it was certainly an 
important catalyst for stimulating among practitioners: consideration of interdependence 
and tensions between achieving social and environmental local planning objectives: 
debate about these issues among practitioners and within the broader community. 
Every study participant interviewed from Douglas Shire Council was working very 
strenuously on a personal and professional level, through the planning challenges 
resulting from the council's environmental carrying capacity policy. In particular, this 
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concept confronted the traditional economic growth orientation of local government. 
The policy exposed the fact that ecologically sustainable development was perceived as 
creating real restraint for local citizens and developers. Some study participants. and 
some Douglas citizens (apparent through local newspapers and objections to the draft 
planning scheme) were struggling with the idea of human restraint, especially as it 
affected private land-owners. 
The head dimension of the framework supports a discussion among practitioners about 
ecocentric values. The case in Douglas indicates that limiting population growth 
according to environmental carrying capacity is an extremely useful proposition to 
stimulate multi-disciplinary debate and discussion on a philosophical level. The 
proposition links a practical planning strategy to a theoretical perspective. It is therefore 
a good scenario for planning practitioners to explore in relation to their own area. The 
other ecocentric strategies listed above would be equally to workshop with a focus on 
not only practical ecocentric planning responses but also the values that inform them 
and their feasibility in a particular local government area. This process of sharing multi-
disciplinary knowledge and skill in response to specific ecocentric strategies is a major 
feature of this framework. Responses to the environmental crisis to date have been 
reluctant to acknowledge the fundamental interdependence between people and nature 
(Diesendorf and Hamilton 1997). An hierarchical rather than egalitarian relationship 
has been maintained (Devall 1980). The exchange and amalgamation of multi-
disciplinary knowledge and skill is an important feature of the framework. It must 
however be accompanied with know ledge and skill in organisational issues. 
The organisational context 
Throughout this thesis I have argued that local government authorities are restricted by 
state and federal policies and particularly the new managerialist economic and corporate 
approach. The councils in the three case studies had remodelled their corporate 
structures in line with the 1993 Queensland local government legislation, placing a few 
directors in superior positions. I have indicated the disproportionate status and power of 
local government officers as an impediment to ecologically sustainable planning. 
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The head dimension of the head, heart and land framework must encompass strategies to 
address these organisational barriers. The fIrst of those strategies is to unleash the 
knowledge and skills of the community workers and environmental planners so they 
have more influence on planning outcomes. With a multi-disciplinary planning team 
planning according to ecocentric values, the organisational change would come from the 
bottom up. The framework would promote the multi-disciplinary team of practitioners 
as those who ultimately design the planning scheme and assess development proposals. 
Community workers would contribute their knowledge about and skills in orchestrating 
a bottom-up approach. After all, the directors who are all powerful in the current 
models depend on the foot-work prepared by the various practitioners. 
The second strategy would be for the multi-disciplinary team to engage the community 
more integrally in the planning process. The aim of increasing citizen participation in 
planning would be to enhance public awareness of ecocentric values, to give them some 
ownership over the future of their place and to increase their political power by 
enhancing their knowledge of the planning system. Again, community workers are well 
versed in the principles of public participation and skilled in its implementation. 
However, such a strategy should not result in the community workers being the only 
practitioners working directly with citizens. With a sharing of public participation 
skills, other practitioners and citizens alike would benefIt from ongoing information 
exchanges. 
This framework challenges practitioners to be creative in their interpretation of policy. 
The three councils here had not been particularly creative in interpreting corporate 
planning policy. On the other hand, Douglas Shire Council was very creative in 
preparing a planning scheme that moved beyond the perceived restrictions of new 
managerialism. Douglas Shire developed a local area plan that was appropriate to local 
conditions rather than to the tenets of Queensland's economic policy position. The head 
dimension of the framework invites creative interpretation of corporate structures by 
practitioners. 
As I have noted previously, the ILAP model proposed multi-disciplinary input to local 
area plans but has not given adequate attention to developing a conceptual framework 
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that allows for the different approaches of multi-disciplinary practitioners involved in 
the local area planning process. In a nutshell, fifteen instrumental local area concerns 
informed the ILAP model (chapter one, figure 1.1). ILAP also proposed that multi-
disciplinary practitioners be drawn from the highly bureaucratically structured councils 
into one planning team. Within this team, according to ILAP, expenise about these 
fifteen local area concerns could be synthesised into a plan for the local area. As a 
consequence, all community planning considerations would be addressed in the plan. 
Alongside the council planning team, ILAP advised establishment of co-operative inter-
governmental and regional relationships. 
The head, heart and land framework expands this aspect of ILAP by proposing that 
establishing planning values is a prior consideration to developing a planning structure. 
Even if all planning areas are included in the structure, there is little benefit in a 
planning structure where disciplinary differences result in competition, ongoing conflict 
or particular practitioners being ostracised because they are perceived as different. The 
chances of building an integrated planning team would be enhanced by giving 
practitioners from different work areas an opponunity to discuss their planning values 
and how they apply them in practice. A constructive team building process is more 
likely to enhance practitioners' knowledge of the contribution others can make. As 
practitioners learn about what each can offer, they are in a better position to understand 
and acknowledge the diverse expertise among local government practitioners. 
HEART 
Finally, but by no means least, heart in the ecocentric ecologically sustainable local area 
planning framework represents willingness on the part of local government practitioners 
to accept ecocentric principles and to work towards inclusiveness characterised by 
participation and discourse. Community workers are skilled in facilitating participatory 
consultation and therefore well placed to assist the knowledge sharing process. 
Accepting that practitioners engaged in local area planning contribute a range of 
complementary knowledge and skills of equal value will require dismantling existing 
hierarchies and long-established disciplinary segregation. As Graham (1992, p. 33) 
warned, planning which integrates environmental protection will depend to a large 
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extent on the attitudes of planners and practice models at all spheres of government and 
' ... reform will be a matter of changing attitudes as it will be a matter of structural reform 
or spending more money'. 
The transition to ecocentrically-informed local area planning in Townsville, Mackay 
and Douglas would, no doubt, be a slow process. Acceptance of the ecocentric 
principles depicted in the framework (figure 9.1) presents a number of challenges to 
long-standing organisational cultures and practitioner beliefs. To begin with. the 
framework would require practitioners to be willing to look critically at the philosophy 
of their own practice in relation to ecological sustainability and be prepared to change 
long-held beliefs and ideas in some cases. For instance, the land-use planners would 
need to accept that there is an integral relationship between development, the market 
value of land and loss of significant natural environments. They would be challenged to 
accept that there is not only an association of human well-being and economIc 
development but also of environmental protection and human well-being. Likewise, 
community workers may have to reassess their concept of human need by realising that 
high levels of wants-based consumption are linked to irreversible environmental 
destruction. 
Secondly, in a political climate that imposes competition, practitioners would need to 
value the common goals of local area planning over personal advancement. Personal 
advancement was a strong motivational force in the hierarchical councils where only 
directors really had decision-making power. The model in which a director represents 
up to twelve practitioner groups, such as that in Douglas and Mackay, with whom 
he/she rarely consults, is not inclusive. The process in the councils whereby functional 
departments separately planned their annual projects and submitted for funds 
accordingly was not inclusive. It served to reinforce hierarchies with those who have 
the biggest budget being the most influential in planning decisions, as reported by study 
participants in Douglas and Townsville. If planning practitioners including community 
workers and environmental planners are to participate fully in local area planning, other 
practitioners will have to be prepared to listen to, and understand the knowledge and 
value-base informing their practice. This will involve acknowledging and re-
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conceptualising the relative sources and positions of power currently held by 
practitioners. 
The power relationships between practitioners, the organisation and decision-making 
processes will all have to be considered in the light of the head, heart and land 
framework with its ecocentric principles. It is most useful in this context to view power 
as exercised rather than possessed, not primarily repressive but productive, and as 
coming from the bottom up (Sawicki 1991, p. 220). This notion of power assists in 
thinking in terms of 'becoming, rather than being' (Harvey 1990, p. 359). Local 
government practitioners could thus develop a sense of their own power, not only in 
terms of the size of their allocation of council resources but also as, ' ... dispositions. 
manoeuvres, tactics, techniques, functionings that one should decipher in a network of 
relations constantly in. tension, in activity (Foucault 1979, p. 26). 
Relationships between the three spheres of government have historically seen local 
government as marginal. Power, structures and relationships at the institutional level 
also require review. Such a review is beyond the scope of this study. It is an area with a 
long research history and ongoing tensions. The downward pressure on councils from 
their national body and from other spheres of government to corporatise and become 
increasingly oriented toward profit is undeniably great. Individual councils can still 
influence the overall direction of their organisation if they have a well articulated local 
area plan and accompanying policies based on general principles to guide the local area 
into the future. 
The three councils that were the focus of this study illustrated this well. In particular, 
Douglas Shire Council had approached ecological sustainability with an embrace that 
Townsville and Mackay had not considered. In Douglas, the policy to limit local 
population according to environmental carrying capacity is useful in illustrating that 
national and state policies do not have to bind all local government authorities into 
uniform structures with one type of ideological approach to planning. The case 
illustrates that councils do have the power to enact distinct planning policies which have 
a significant local effect. In Douglas, a creative policy approach was possible not only 
because the council debated cornmunity-based issues philosophically but also because of 
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the huge protected area within the Shire, the sense of place that created and the 
economic benefits it was beginning to realise. The head, heart and land framework 
facilitates creative approaches because it opens up discussion at the philosophical level. 
Douglas Shire Council provided a propitious and unique exemplar of a council engaging 
discussion on the relative benefits and disadvantages of ecologically sustainable local 
area policies and plans. Every study participant interviewed from Douglas Shire 
Council was working very strenuously on a personal and professional level, through the 
planning challenges resulting from the council's environmental carrying capacity or 
limits to population growth policy. In particular, this concept confronted the traditional 
economic growth orientation of Douglas Shire Council and local government more 
generally. The policy exposed the fact that ecologically sustainable development was 
perceived as creating real restraint for local citizens and developers. Some study 
participants, and some Douglas citizens were still unable to reconcile the notion of 
human restraint. Yet, when the issue was analysed more closely, their biggest issue was 
that the economic growth capacity of private land owners would be compromised by the 
policy, not that the policy would eventuate in social disadvantage of a qualitative nature. 
I have argued previously that the environmental carrying capacity policy adopted by 
Douglas Shire Council has met with some challenges in meeting both the social and 
environmental requirements of ecological sustainability, as it has not sufficiently insured 
social justice. However, the policy has been an effective catalyst to local debates about 
the interdependence of the human and non-human dimensions of Douglas Shire. 
Debates among study participants in Douglas centred upon ecocentric principles. 
Certainly, that had not started to occur in Mackay and Townsville where the economic 
growth imperative had not been challenged by an environmental protection policy that 
restricted growth. Within the head, heart and land framework this fundamental tension 
is the area for primary consideration by planning practitioners at the very outset of 
strategic local area planning. The framework is also applicable to project by project 
assessment. With an interdisciplinary group of practitioners committed to ecocentric 
principles, a cooperative approach would provide support for all practitioners to 
maintain the philosophical framework for ecological sustainability. This could only 
occur once practitioners had an opportunity to reflect on the framework and to discuss 
and debate it in detail. 
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There is an intrinsic conflict between development aimed solely at economic growth and 
ecological sustainability. Together, environmental planners and community workers 
can expose such conflicts and can question their councils' economic policies to ensure 
they embrace ecological sustainability values. After all, one thing social and 
environmental planners have in common from the outset is that the professional goals of 
neither can be attained while the economic growth imperative primarily informs the 
policies and actions of their councils. 
Summary 
The ecocentric local area planning framework presented in this chapter aims to expand 
ll..AP by offering a conceptual framework for integrated planning in local government 
authorities. The case studies illustrated that ecological sustainability in land-use 
planning was difficult to address while community work and environmental planning, 
as central ecological sustainability components, were kept at arms-length from the 
planning process. The framework proposed here advocates a planning approach that is 
inclusive, participatory, discursive and recognises the diverse knowledge and skills of 
all local government practitioners. The framework aims to integrate community 
workers and environmental planners so they are able to contribute in a meaningful and 
constructive way to the local area planning process. 
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Conclusion 
When this research began, I believed that the Townsville, Douglas and Mackay Councils 
would provide fertile ground for exploring the research concerns and meeting the study 
objectives. The thesis is concluded here with reflection on what these case studies have 
contributed in meeting the study objectives and suggestions for further research. 
Ecological sustainability-oriented planning is necessarily multi-disciplinary and cannot 
be conceptualised through a single theoretical perspective. It incorporates the range of 
methodologies of participating practitioners. The conceptual framework to guide 
integrated local area planning presented in chapter nine acknowledges disciplinary 
differences and the potential for the particular areas of knowledge and skills of multi-
disciplinary planners to genuinely influence ecologically sustainable local area planning. 
The head, heart and land framework draws on the planning values of the practitioners 
who participated in the study in proposing a process-oriented approach that transcends 
the traditional council structures which separated practitioners according to council 
functions. To overcome constraints to effective involvement of community workers and 
environmental planners, not only structural change, but a philosophical exchange among 
practitioners has been proposed.' 
Study objectives revisited 
The major objectives of this research were: to explore the roles of community workers 
and environmental planners in the three councils; to observe the kinds of contributions 
they made to ecologically sustainable development; to identify hindrances to their full 
involvement, and propose possibilities to shift obstacles that prevented their effective 
integration in local planning. 
To address these objectives, the study explained the roles of the community workers and 
the environmental planners and perceptions other local government practitioners held of 
their roles. I analysed emerging issues on a number of interrelated levels including the 
institutional, organisational and disciplinary practitioner dimensions. In adopting a case 
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study methodology, the situations I have described in Townsville, Douglas and Mackay 
are specific to those places. The geographical, cultural, economic, social and 
environmental characteristics of each case study are in some way unique. The range of 
particularities among the three has provided a rich source of data and grounds for 
comparison. The experiences of these three case studies, particularly because they are 
so diverse, will have interest and educative value for other local government authorities. 
Community work and environmental planning roles 
As an established practitioner group with organisational status equal to that of 
traditional local government practitioner groups, community workers in Townsville 
carried out a role characterised by reactive and anticipatory tasks. The role essentially 
concerned identifying local welfare service needs and corresponding service and facility 
development. Community work sections of the Mackay and Douglas Councils did not 
have organisational status equivalent to their counterparts in Townsville, but their day to 
day work activities were similar. Community workers interviewed from the three 
councils did not have an established role in land-use planning or ecological 
sustainability initiatives of their councils. Although the community workers agreed with 
contemporary policy that stressed the important contribution community workers can 
make to local area planning, their colleagues from other work areas did not view them 
as having an integral planning role. Practitioners from other work areas in the councils 
had a limited understanding of the community work role as it existed. but could see 
potential for it to expand when they were presented in interviews with specific prompts. 
Environmental planners, being a practitioner group to more recently join the councils. 
were also working towards increasing their organisational status in the councils. The 
three environmental planners in this study consistently advocated that implementation of 
environmental policy in the councils would enhance their positions in their 
organisations. 
The environmental planners carried out a range of tasks that included devising responses 
to and strategies for overcoming environmental problems in their areas to establishing 
new environmental protection and enhancement projects. Like the community workers, 
the environmental planners in Townsville and Mackay were only marginally involved in 
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the land-use planning and development approval decisions of their councils. In 
Douglas, the environmental planner was unhindered by that problem on two counts. 
She had both town and environmental planning qualifications, was an accepted member 
of the town planning department from the outset and generally integrated the two. Her 
work also reflected an environmental protection emphasis more so than problem-solving 
because environmental protection was a primary concern of her council, given its 
special geographical circumstances. 
Working Approaches 
Unique to community workers was the participatory and political approach they 
consciously applied to their work. According to the community workers, their 
philosophical approach was not adequately understood by many of their colleagues, 
including environmental planners, who generally adopted a more technical 'expert' 
style. This has been a significant finding in this study that has informed the head, heart 
and land, ecocentric conceptual framework. A further important study finding 
emanating from the philosophical approach of both community workers and 
environmental planners has been the emphasis both groups placed on intrinsic value. 
Impediments and possibilities as major research f"mdings 
Analysis of a range of qualitative data collected through interviews, documents and 
observation has generated detailed information about the factors that impede 
involvement of community workers and environmental planners in local area planning. 
Many of these factors existing at the institutional, organisational and practitioner levels 
were common in the three councils. These factors were discussed at length in chapters 
five, six, seven and eight. 
At the institutional level, the dominant economic paradigm promotes unrestrained 
economic growth-oriented development which is at odds with ecological sustainability 
as discussed at length in chapter one. The organisational obstacles affecting integration 
of community workers and environmental planners included isolation of practitioner 
groups from each other and from planning decision-making forums. These structures 
inhibited practitioners developing a clear understanding of each others' roles, 
knowledge, skills and potentials. Practitioners did not have a clear understanding of 
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community work and environmental planning roles in terms of how they could 
contribute either to the planning process or ecological sustainability. 
The practitioners were informed by different beliefs about the role of local government 
in local area planning. what methods should be applied. and what outcomes were 
sought. Definite tension was apparent among practitioners in relation to whether 
planning outcomes should be primarily economic or prioritise environmental protection. 
There were few opportunities for the interviewees from different local government work 
areas to exchange their views on these matters. Certainly they had not been encouraged 
to do so as part of the process of developing strategic. land-use or corporate plans. 
In response to these impediments. the head. heart and land framework proposes that 
councils have potential to develop area specific. ecologically sustainable planning 
schemes as illustrated by Douglas Shire Council. Councils do not have to 
unquestioningly accept the rhetoric of national and state policy but have an opportunity 
to interpret it so it becomes relevant in the local context. 
The head. heart and land framework also presents possibilities to remove organisational 
barriers to effective inclusion of community workers and environmental planners. It 
proposes the formation of a bottom-up decision-making structure based on the political 
approach and utilising technical expertise. The framework proposes a multi-disciplinary 
team built on information about ecocentrism and a commitment to ecocentric principles 
including human - non-human interdependence. intrinsic value, participation and 
diversity. Through exposure of practitioners to the knowledge and skill each discipline 
has to offer to ecologically sustainable planning a more collaborative approach 
incorporating community workers and environmental planners can be established. 
Planning processes proposed through the framework will enhance practitioners' 
understandings of each other's strengths and attributes in order that the range of 
knowledge and skill amongst practitioners can be maximised to inform local area 
planning. The framework will ensure more integral involvement of community workers 
and environmental planners because it is built upon principles such as participation, 
intrinsic value. diversity and inclusiveness which inform the community work approach 
and interdependence which informs the environmental planners. This approach builds 
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on the ILAP model because it not only offers a theoretical ecological basis for 
collaborative planning but it suggests how ecocentric principles for ecological 
sustainability can be expressed as practical planning strategies. 
Implications for further research 
Through presentation of the head, heart and land framework, I propose that community 
workers and environmental planners will become integral contributors to an ecological 
sustainability-oriented local area planning process, and important facilitators in the 
development of the framework. It will be necessary, once they are in practice, to test 
these processes, evaluate their effectiveness and continually build upon them on the path 
to ecological sustainability. 
In addition to these suggestions for further research on this topic, this thesis has 
identified other important research opportunities that will potentially contribute to the 
future development of ecologically sustainable local area planning. The focus on three 
north Queensland councils has offered the basis for comparison between different types 
of areas as well as between different local government structures. Potential exists to 
consider the findings of this study in the context of other kinds of councils and areas, 
such as urban and metropolitan areas in other parts of Australia as well as across 
nations. 
Townsville, Douglas and Mackay have each illustrated particular ecological 
sustainability issues and specific responses to them. In particular, the issue of applying 
population limits according to environmental carrying capacity to the planning scheme 
is one worthy of further research. Population limits is one ecological sustainability 
strategy suggested from within ecocentric philosophy, but given early signs in Douglas 
that it may be associated with negative social impacts, what effect will such a response 
have when it is applied in a place like Townsville that does not have an area with eighty-
five per cent protected environment as its greatest asset? 
Another area for further research identified through this study, is the question of what 
effect large-scale loss of public service administration, such as the situation in 
Townsville, will have on local area ecological sustainability plans. The situation in 
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Townsville illustrated a regional centre replacing those lost public service jobs with 
positions in development and maintenance of heavy industry that is potentially 
environmentally damaging and therefore, also a threat to human-well-being on a number 
of levels. Surely, the knowledge and skills of both community workers and 
environmental planners are integral to better understanding these complex issues. 
The head, heart and land framework offers a possibility to extend the involvement of 
community workers and environmental planners in the councils through a Values-based 
process of developing a philosophical and practical basis for ecologically sustainable 
planning in local government authorities. Very little work has emerged to date on 
ecocentric planning methods, specifically. I believe the seeds are sown here for further 
development to proceed in this field, especially as research across professional 
disciplines is becoming more common. The ecocentric conceptual framework offers 
potential for a more holistic approach which is essential if ecological sustainability is a 
genuine concern of the councils. 
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Appendix One 
Endangered animal and marine species 
in Douglas Shire 
A. Rare, threatened, pooriy known and special interest vertebrates of QNPWS 
wet tropics tablelands management area 
Genus 
Anomalopus 
Antechinus 
Ardea 
Banleia 
Bettongia 
Caretta 
Casuarius 
Chelonia 
Cisticola 
Cophixalis 
Cophixalis 
Cophixalis 
Cophixalis 
Ctenotus 
Ctenotus 
Ctenotus 
Cynodactylus 
Dasyurus 
Delma 
Dendrolagus 
Egernia 
Erythrotriochris 
Erythrura 
Hamirostra 
Hydrophis 
Hypsiprymnodon 
Lagorchestes 
Lerista 
Lerista 
Litoria 
Litoria 
Lophoictinia 
Lygisaurus 
Macroderma 
Melanotaenia 
Melithreptus 
Melomys 
Mesembriomys 
Murina 
Natator 
Neochmia 
Nettapus 
Orcaella 
Ornithorhynchus 
Petrophassa 
Species 
gowi 
godmani 
sumatrana 
jigguru 
tropica 
caretta 
casuarius 
mydas 
juncidis 
bombiens 
concinnus 
hosmeri 
neglectus 
hypatia 
monticola 
zebrilla 
louisiadenis 
maculatus 
mitella 
llurnholtzi 
rugosa 
radiatus 
gouldiae 
malanostemon 
pacificus 
moschatlls 
conspicillatus 
ameles 
stom 
revelata 
rhecola 
lsura 
rococo 
gigas 
eachamenis 
gularis 
hadrourus 
gouldii 
florium 
depressus 
ruficauda (clarescens) 
coromandelianus 
brevirostris 
anatinus 
scripta 
Common Name 
Atherton Antechinus 
Great-billed Heron 
Brushtailed Bettong 
Loggerhead Turtle 
Southern Cassowary 
Green Turtle 
Zitting Cisticola 
Elegant Microhylid 
Ring-tailed Gecko 
Spotted Tailed Quoll 
Lumholtz's Tree Kangaroo 
Red Goshawk 
Gouldian Finch 
Black-breasted Buzzard 
Musky Rat-kangaroo 
Spectacled Hare-wallaby 
Square-tailed Kite 
Ghost Bat 
Lake Eacharn Rainbow Fish 
Black-chinned Honeyeater 
Thornton Peak Melomys 
Black-footed Tree-rat 
Tube-nosed Insectivorous Bat 
Flatback Turtle 
Western Star Finch 
Australian Cotton Pygmy-goose 
Irrawaddy Dolphin 
Platypus 
Squatter Pigeon 
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Genus Species Common Name 
Phascolarctos ClOereus Koala 
Pingalla gilbeni Gilben's Grunter 
Poephila personata Masked Finch 
Pogonomys mollipilosus Prehensile-tailed Rat 
Psephotus chrysopterygius Golden-shouldered panot 
Rhinolophus philippinesis Large-eared Horshoed bat 
Rostratula benghalensis Australian Painted Snipe 
Simoselaps wano 
Sphenomorphus miobergi 
Sterma albifrons (sinensis) Little Tern 
Tachyglossus aculeatus Short-beaked Echidna 
Tadoma radjah Radjah Shelduck 
Taphosous australis Nothern Sheathtail-bat 
Taudactylus actutirostris Sharp-snouted day Frog 
Taudactylus rheophilus Nonhern Day Frog 
Turmix olivei Buff-breasted Button-quail 
Tyto capensis (longimembris) Eastern Grass Owl 
Tyto novaehollandiae Masked Owl 
Source Brannock Humphreys 1994. appendices to Douglas Shire planning scheme. strategic planning 
study. 
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B. Rare, threatened, poorly known and special interest plants of QNPWS 
wet tropics tablelands management area 
Genus Soecies 
Agava Cordyline Fruticosa (L.) A.Chev. 
Aiseu Crispiloba Disperma (S.Moore) Steenis 
Anaca Buchanania Mangoides F.Muel!. 
Annon Haplostichanthusp. Q I 
Annon Pseuduvaria Froggattii (F.MueU.) Jessup 
Apocy Alyxia Orophila Domin 
Apocy Parsonsia Densivestita C.White 
Arace Pothos Brassii B.L.Bunt 
Arace Rhaphidophora PachyphyUa Xrause 
Arali Aralia Macdowallii (F.MueU.) F.Muell 
Arali Polyscias WiUmottii (F.MueU.) Philipso 
Arauc Agathis Atropurpurea B.Hyland 
Ascle Tylophora Colorata C.White 
Ascle Tylophora Sp. Q4 (WiUiamsii Ms.) 
Asple Asplenium Wi W Ii Bailey 
Bigno Tecomanthe Sp. Q I (Aff. Hillii) 
Blech Steenisioblechna- Cuminarum (C.White) Hennipman 
Campa Pratia 
Casua Gymnostoma Podenzanae S.Moore 
Celas Denhamia Australianum L.Johnson 
Celas Euonymus Viridissima Bailey & F.MueU. 
Celas Hypsophila Globularis Ding Hou 
Comme Floscopa Halleyana F.Muell. 
Conna Rourea Scandens Lour. 
Cunon Ceratopetalum Brachyandra F.Muell. 
Cunon Ceratopetal um Corymbosum C.White 
Cunon Ceratopetalum Macrophyllum Hoog!. 
Cyath Cyathea Succirubrum C.White 
Cyper Carex Baileyana (Domin) Domin 
CyperCarex Breviscapa C.B.Clme 
Denns Oenotrichia Rafflesiana B oolt 
Dicxs Culcita Dissecta (C.White & Goy) S.B.A 
Drose Orosera Villosa C.Chr. 
Ebena Diospyros Prolifera C.White 
Elaeo Aceratium Sp. Q3 (Mt Lewis) 
Elaeo Elaeocarpus Ferrugineum C. White 
Elaeo Elaeocarpus Rolinae B.Hyland & Coode 
Elaeo Elaeocarpus Grahamii F.Muel!. 
Elaeo Elaeocarpus Johnsonii F.Muel!. Ex C.White 
Elaeo Elaeocarpus SteUaris L.S.Smith 
Elaeo Peripentadenia Thelmae B.Hyland & Coode 
Epaer Dracophy Uum Phelpsii B.Hyland & Coode 
Epacr Leucopogon Sayeri F.MueU. 
Epacr Leucopogon Blaxei Pedley 
Epacr Trochocarpa Spathaceus Pedley 
Eri Q Agapetes Bellendenrerensis Domin 
Erica Rhododendron Meiniana F.Muell. 
Escal ArgophyUum Lochiae F. Muel!. 
Escal Polyosma Cryptophlebum Zemann 
Escal Quintinia Rigidiuscula F.MueU. & Bailey 
Eupho Austrobuxus Quatrefagesii F. Muel!. 
Eupho Benya Nitidus Miq. 
Polystigma Grun. 
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No. Counted 
I 
6 
II 
24 
8 
2 
9 
4 
I 
IO 
I 
7 
2 
5 
6 
2 
9 
4 
5 
2 
I 
I 
7 
5 
9 
4 
2 
2 
3 
I 
6 
2 
18 
4 
5 
3 
6 
2 
9 
I 
2 
7 
6 
16 
12 
I 
9 
5 
2 
Genus 
Eupho Choriceras 
Eupho Cleistanthus 
Eupho Glochidion 
Eupho Glochidion 
Eupho Macaranga 
Eupho Phyllanthus 
Ardei Ardea 
Casua Casuarius 
Embal Taphozous 
Gekko Cyrtodactylus 
Hylid Litoria 
Macro Dendrolagus 
Macro Dendrolagus 
Macro Pstrogale 
Micro Cophixalus 
Micro Cophixalus 
Micro Cophixalus 
Monot Ornithoroyncnus- Anatinus 
Murid Melomys 
Murid Pogonomys 
Musci Tregellasia 
Myoba Taudactylus 
Myoba Taudactylus 
Petau Petaurus 
Potor Hypsiprymnodon 
Pseud Hemibelideus 
Pseud Pseudocheirus 
Pseud Pseudocheirus 
Pseud Pseudocheirus 
Pseud Pseudocheirops 
Rhino Rhinolophus 
Scinc Calyptotis 
Scinc Larnpropholis 
Seinc Sphenomorphus 
Strig Ninox 
Terap Hephaestus 
Total count over all records = 238 
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Species 
Majus Airy Shaw 
Discolor Surnmerh 
Pruinosum Airy Shaw 
Pungens Airy Shaw 
Dallachyana (Baillon) Airy Shaw 
Brassii CWhite 
Sumatrana 
Casuarius lohnstonii 
Australis 
Louisiadensis 
Lorica 
Bennettianus 
Lumholtzi 
Godmani 
Bombiens 
Concinnus 
Hosmeri 
Hadrourus 
Mollipilosus 
Capito Nana 
Acutirostris 
Rheophilus 
Australis 
Mosceatus 
Lemuroides 
Cinereus 
Herbertensis 
Herbertensis Cinereus 
Archeri 
Philippinensis 
Thomtonensis 
Robertsi 
Mjobergi 
Rufa Queenslandica 
Carbo 
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No. 
Counted 
I 
3 
2 
5 
I 
6 
I 
I 
3 
I 
4 
2 
I 
2 
2 
42 
9 
I 
5 
2 
2 
89 
26 
I 
3 
6 
7 
I 
I 
2 
6 
2 
12 
2 
I 
I 
Source Brannock Humphreys 1994. appendices to Douglas Shire planning scheme. strategic planning 
study. 
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Summary of Native Title Claims in Douglas, 
Townsville and Mackay 
Register of Native Title Claims 
Date Lodged: 11 November 1994 Date Accepted: 19 September 1995 
Status: Mediation commenced 19 June 1996 
Description of Persons Claimed to Hold Native Title: The Yirrganydji people 
Area Covered 
Local Government Areals: Cairns City Council, Douglas Shire Council 
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Location: Areas of Far North Queensland, being parcels of land in and around Cairns and north to 
Port Douglas and areas offshore from Port Douglas in the north to False Cape in the south. 
Description: Land waters reefs and islands extending from Skeleton Creek in the south, east following the 
spur of the Nisbet Range to False Cape and west to Crystal Cascades and extending north 
following the Macalister Range to Packer's Creek north to Port Douglas and south to False 
Cape and including Low Isles, Double Island, Admiralty Island, Redden's Island. 
Michaelmas Reef and Cay, Oyster Reef, Upolu Cay, Hastings Reef, Wentworth Reef. 
Egmont Reef, Satellite Reef and Batt Reef in respect of which the native title of the 
Yirrganydji people has not been extinguished. The application includes the following lots: 
Solander I Salisbury. 
Details of Native Title Rights and Interests Possessed Under Traditional Laws 
and Customs: 
1. The Native Title rights and interests possessed under the traditional laws and customs observed by 
the Applicant and other persons with whom the Applicant claims to hold Native Title are that the 
Applicant and the persons with whom the Applicant claims to hold the title and the ancestors of the 
Applicant and the persons with whom the Applicant claims to hold the title have from time 
immemorial and for all living memory and recorded history, possessed occupied used and enjoyed 
the whole of the lands and waters. They have during that that resided upon the lands, taken their 
sustenance from the land and protected the land from degradation in accordance with Yirrganydji 
customs. The rights and interests they have exercised have included: 
a) The right to take wildlife including dugong, turtle, fish, seagull eggs clam meat, wallaby, flying 
fox and bandicoot and other wildlife from the area. 
b) The right to visit, occupy, reside upon and construct dwellings and other structures upon all parts 
of the area at will for the purpose of conducting ceremonies, social intercourse and the taking of 
flora and fauna, and for any other purpose, as they deem appropriate from time to time. 
c) The right to collect foods from the land and waters. 
d) The right to collect things such as timber, stones, ochre, resin, grass, shells and corals from the 
land and waters to make things such as ornaments weapons, tools and vessels, for personal use or 
for the purpose of trade. 
e) The right to gain and transfer knowledge concerning the traditional lands and waters to other 
Yirrganydji peoples. 
f) The care and custody of the lands and waters. 
g) The right to prohibit any activity in the area which would be inconsistent with the exercise of the 
rights set forth in sub-paragraphs a, b, c, d, e and f of this paragraph. 
h) The right to develop and make such adaptions and changes to the distribution and 
implementation of responsibilities, laws, lores and customs as Yirrganydji peoples deem 
appropriate and will from time to time publicly negotiate through dispute, challenge and debate. 
i) The right and ability for the Yirrganydji peoples to, where they deem appropriate negotiate 
joint-management arrangements with non-indigenous agencies joint-management arrangements 
with non-indigenous agencies and authorities to assist the future care, protection and controlled 
use of those lands and waters. 
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PROVIDED AL WAYS THAT these rights shall not be construed so as to limit the right of the 
Yirrganydji peoples to possess, use occupy and enjoy the whole of the lands and waters the 
subject of this Application. 
2. The physical connection of the Applicant and those other persons with whom the Applicant 
claims hold Native Title to the areas include: -
a) The continued residence within the mainland areas contained within the mainland areas depicted 
upon the maps set forth in Schedule 1. 
b) The continued performance of the rights and interests they have continued to enjoy by virtue of 
the traditional laws and customs of the Yirrganydji peoples including those as set forth in 
Paragraph A9(l) above in respect of all of the lands and waters the subject of this Application. 
c) The continued custody of and care for all of the lands and waters the subject of this Application 
in the same manner as their ancestors have done since time immemoriaL 
d) The continued performance of traditional dances and songs relating to all of the lands and waters 
the subject of this Application. 
Register of Native Title Claims 
Date Lodged: 11 November 1994 Date Accepted: 19 September 1995 
Status: Mediation commenced 29 March 1996 
Description of Persons Claimed to Hold Native Title: The Yirrganydji people 
Area Covered 
Loc:aI Government Areal.: Cook Shire Council, Douglas Shire Council 
Location: On the eastern side of Cape York Peninsula in Far North Queensland, stretching from Walsh 
Bay south to Port Douglas. 
Register of Native Title Claims 
Date Lodged: 10 April 1995 Date Accepted: 21 September 1995 
Status: Mediation commenced 18 June 1996 
Description of Persons Claimed to Hold Native Title: The Yirrganydji people 
Area Covered 
Local Government Areals: Cairns City Council, Douglas Shire Council, Mareeba Shire Council. 
Mulgrave Shire Council 
Location: An area of timber reserve to the west of the Captain Cook Highway between Cairns and Port 
Douglas to the crest of the MacAlister Range. 
Description: All that land located in the County of Nares Parish of Dulanban in the State of Queensland 
extending from Buchan's Point in the South to a point located between Pebble Beach and Yule Point in the 
North, and West to the crest of the MacAlister Range. 
Register of Native Title Claims 
Date Registered: 18 February 1998 
Status: Not yet accepted 
Area Covered 
Local Government Areals: Burdekin Shire Council, Townsville City Council 
Location: Designed allotment 1 of section 15 in the vicinity of the town of Cungulla, waters of Bowling 
Green Bay. 
Description: Designed allotment 1 of section 15 in the vicinity of the town of Cungulla, parish of 
Abbotsford. Waters of Bowling Green Bay (from the Lighthouse - at Cape Ferguson as it 
was formerly known or Cape Cleveland as it is now referred to - in the north to the mouth of 
Barratta Creek in the South) and its Tributaries. Called, by the Applicant and his Tribe 
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(family), "The Beach", "The Hut", "The Creek", "The Beach Hut", "Big Beach" or "The 
Haughton". 
Land andlor Waters: Land and Waters 
Details of Native Title Rights and Interests Possessed Under Traditional Laws and Customs: 
1. The applicant, and the applicants ancestors (namely, William Leslie Tait, Shirley Elizabeth Tait. 
Roger and Beryl McLennan, Peter "pop" Tait and others) have maintained a connection to the 
area covered by the application by living on (and practising erosion control of coastal zone 
within and adjacent to) the land at "Big Beach", moving about anywhere on the land or waters of 
Bowling Green Bay (BGB) and hunting, fishing and gathering food (eg. local bush turkey. wild 
duck, fish, crabs, squid, prawns, oysters and other seafood) from the land and waters of BGB. 
These activities were (for at least the last 70 years and/or three generations) and still are 
traditional customary activities which most of the applicant's tribe/family group practice (or have 
been in the habit of practising) ceremoniously-most often annually during the seasonal wet at the 
time of the new calendar year but also at other times of any year. 
2. The applicant claims to own traditional rights and interests in all varieties of seafood and other 
native flora and fauna previously fished, farmed, gathered or hunted (not commercially but for 
consumption and/or storage for consumption on or near the site of capture or the land at big 
Beach which is covered by this application) by the applicant and members of his tribe/family in a 
traditional hunter and gatherer fashion (as has been common practice amongst the applicants 
tribe/family for generations-indeed most of these activities are traditional state and national 
pastimes). 
3. Under the traditional laws and customs laid down by the Queensland state Government the 
applicant claims to have the right to use the land covered by the claim for "seaside residential" 
purposes. 
4. As is customary the applicant still travels to Big Beach to reside, fish, hunt, gather and practice 
erosion control of the coastal zone (by "direct seeding" and other methods) - these activities 
usually occur at, but are not confined to, the time of the annual wet season. Due to the "(allegedly 
illegal" removal of the applicant's dwellings at Big Beach some of the catch has had to be stored 
at sites far removed from BGB. 
5. The applicant was living off native food gathered within BGB and was residing permanently at 
the site, at Big Beach, until the dwellings at the site were "(allegedly" illegally" damaged and 
consequently rendered uninhabitable and beyond repair-apparently this was done by the local 
volunteer fire brigade under .the questionable authority of a contract struck with the Queensland 
Department of Natural Resources. 
Draft Determination Sought: 
The applicant asks the Tribunal to (if the applicant's application is unopposed) determine that: 
1. The applicant's tribe'S/family's original tenure, that was granted by the Queensland government 
over "THE HUT' site should be acknowledged as still valid; 
2. The applicant's tribe'S/family's right to use the land (that is the land covered by the permit to 
occupy that was granted to the applicant's parents-namely, William Leslie Tait and Shirley 
Elizabeth Tait-by the Queensland Government, AS STILL VALID; 
3. The Queensland Government should be directed to restore, in full, the applicant's tribe's/family's 
right to use the land (mentioned above in section 2) for "seaside residential"; 
4. The Queensland Government should be directed to grant, via official channels, appropriate 
tenure (over the land mentioned above in section 2, that is, "THE HUT" site) to the applicant: 
5. The applicant's tribe'S/family's "(allegedly) illegally" removed improvements (which previously 
existed on the land mentioned above in section 2, that is, "THE HUT' site) should be restored. 
by the authority or authorities that gave directions for them to be removed, at least to their 
previous condition; 
6. The authority or authorities mentioned above in section 5 should reimburse all and any members 
of the applicant's tribe/family for any financial, physical or emotional damage which was caused 
by the removal of the improvements mentioned above in section 5; 
7. The Queensland Government (and any other person or authority involved) should reimburse all 
and any members of the applicant's tribe/family for any financial, physical or emotional damage 
which came about as a result of the applicant's tribe/family being "(allegedly) illegally" forced 
from the land (mentioned above in section 2) at "THE HUT' site and their (the applicant's 
tribe/family) being "(allegedly) illegally" intimidated in the "(allegedly illegally process used to 
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cancel the tenure over "THE HUT' site which the Queensland Government had previously 
granted to the applicant's parents (namely William Leslie Tait and Shirley Elizabeth Tait). 
8. The applicant's traditional interests in the flora and fauna of Bowling Green Bay and the 
applicant's traditional and customary rights to hunt, fish. store. consume and share (amongst the 
local community) the catch of any native flora and fauna of Bowling Green Bay Should Be 
acknowledged and recognised by law as legitimate native title interests and rights. 
Register of Native Title Claims 
Date Registered: 1 September 1997 
Status: Not yet accepted 
Description of Persons Claimed to Hold Native Title: The applicants apply on their own behalf and on 
behalf of the WirilYuwiburra. Jangga. Birria, Ngaro and Gia People. 
Area Covered: 
Local Government Area/s: Belyando Shire Council, Bowen Shire Council, Broadsound Shire Council. 
Burdekin Shire Council, Charters Towers City Council, Dalrymple Shire Council. Mackay City Council. 
Mirani Shire Council, Nebo Shire Council, Sarina Shire Council, Whitsunday Shire Council. 
Location: The application is located between Mackay and Townsville on the coast , west to Charters 
Towers in Central Queensland. 
Description: We, are claiming to hold Native Title to all; 
• all "Unallocated" Crown Land, 
• all Stock Routes wider than 300 metres, 
• all National Parks, 
• all State Forest and Timber Reserves, 
• all Camping Reserves, and Recreational Sites, 
• all land Reserved for Aboriginal Purposes, 
• all waterways, natural lakes, creeks and river beds included within the following tenure as claimed. 
Land and/or Waters: Land and Waters 
Details of Native Title Rights and Interests Possessed Under Traditional Laws and Customs: 
The WirilYuwiburralBirra/Jangga People claim that the said Native Title Rights are exclusive to ourselves 
according to aboriginal custom and tradition but are subject to valid interests issued by the Crown and a 
right to exclude therefrom or accept "WirilYuwiburra/Birra/Jangga people". We wish to exercise our 
rights arising from traditional use and custom on land where Native Title has not been validly 
extinguished. Our Native Title rights include, the right: 
• of (territorial rights) possession. reside on, have access to, occupy, gather or meet. recreate, carry out 
custodianship, to be buried in, for all land claimed, 
• to exclude others, or limit access by persons, to areas, sites or places that have a special cultural 
significance to our people, 
• to hunt, gather and fish for our traditional foods and gather items for trading and bartering, 
• to undertake spiritual and cultural (ceremonial) activities, 
• to protect and manage our sites and places of significance and our environment and keep our land free 
from alien domestic animals and feral flora and fauna. 
• for economic purposes. being the right to utilise resources and at times to restrict economic usage of 
resources; 
• to hold and pass on knowledge about; our land. our language and our cultural heritage, included our 
sites and places of significance. 
• to identify with and to bestow our rights on to our descendants and other as agreed to by our people. 
• to undertake all, cultural, social and economic activities as determined by our people. 
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Summary of public service positions lost 
in Townsville at February 1998 
AgencylDepartment 
Australian Institute of Marine Science 
Attorney-General's Depanment (including AGS, ITSA, DPP) 
Australian Broadcasting Commission 
Australian Archives (CLOSED) 
Australian Customs Service 
Australian Protective Service 
Australian Quarantine Inspection Service 
Australian Taxation Office 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission 
Aboriginal Legal Service 
Centrelink 
Department of Administrative Services 
Depanment of Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs CES 
(CLOSED) 
Depanment of Health and Family Services 
Depanment of Immigration and Multi-Cultural Affairs (CLOSED) 
Department of Housing and regional Development (CLOSED) 
*Department of Defence 
Defence Housing Authority 
Family Court 
Spectrum Management Agency 
Telstra 
TOTAL 
Number of 
jobs lost 
30 
II 
2 
2 
6 
4 
10 
35 
8 
5 
30 
105 
110 
10 
5 
4 
30 
6 
4 
3 
200 
620 
Starr at 
March 
1996 
240 
SO 
10 
3 
20 
20 
30 
550 
25 
14 
290 
150 
200 
SO 
5 
4 
240 
25 
18 
8 
600 
2552 
304 
Note: Does not include cuts to James Cook University (more than 100 jobs to date) or the impact of 
Federal funding cuts on State and Local Government employment. 
* Potential loss of up to 200 civilian jobs pending the outcome of "Market Testing" (ie contracting 
out) exercises being conducted in 1998 and 1999. 
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LeHer to councils requesting study access 
May 24th. 1995 
Dear ...... , 
As a PhD student enrolled at James Cook University, I am interested in researching social 
impact assessment and its usefulness or otherwise to planners in Local Government. This topic 
is of importance and interest to me as I have worked as a community and welfare worker in 
Townsville over the last ten years. I have worked closely with the Council and perceive local 
government to be a most significant structure in community and regional planning. 
The study proposes to work with planners from all disciplines to research the use of, and 
reactions to social impact assessment as an integrated planning model. The research would 
involve in-depth work with two to three North Queensland councils. At this stage Townsville 
and Mackay, Charters Towers and Douglas Councils have been approached to be involved in 
the study .. These Councils have been chosen because they all currently manage local growth 
and aspects of sensitive physical environments. I am particularly interested in exploring 
development projects within each Council area where the model has been used as well as 
projects where the model might have been used but was not. 
The aim of the study would not be to evaluate Council's performance but to ascertain 
perceptions of planners about how useful the model actually is. In addition, the study is 
interested in developing a greater depth of understanding about planner's planning philosophies 
and the nature of their day to day work activities. The research would span a period of 
approximately eighteen months and would probably involve about 7-8 council officers in two 
or three interviews over that time. A further aim of the study is to adopt a two way information 
exchange. That is, I would like to be able to provide any information that I may have to 
research participants if they are interested and consider it to be useful. 
I would hope that the research will be of benefit to Local Government, to planners and, in 
particular, to the Councils involved in the study. I have attached a summary of the research 
aims and the proposed methodology for your interest and would like to make an appointment to 
meet with you and perhaps some of your officers with a view to discussing the proposed study 
in greater detail and seeking consent to undertake the study. 
Yours faithfully, 
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Research participant consent form 
A NORTH QUEENSLAND PERSPECTIVE ON INTEGRATED 
PLANNING MODELS AND RELATED ISSUES FOR LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT 
A PhD Research Study 
Being undertaken by Leanne Rougbley 
consent to participate in research 
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1....................................................... state that I hold the position of .............................. ,... at the 
.................................................................. Council, am over 18 years of age, and agree to participate in a 
program of research by Leanne Roughley of James Cook University North Queensland through the 
Departments of Social Work and Community Welfare and Tropical Environmental Studies and 
Geography. 
Purpose of the project 
The purpose of the research is to study the planning methods and philosophies of local government 
officers in three north Queensland local government authorities (Douglas Shire, Mackay City and 
Townsville City, especially in relation to the integration of social and environmental concerns into 
planning practice. 
Research Procedures 
The procedures to be used to collect information include analysing council documents made available by 
council officers, tape recorded interviews and researcher observations. These study methods will not 
cause harm to study participants. These study procedures have been explained to me and I have been 
assured that the information collected will be used to provide information to Leanne Roughley for PhD 
research material. 
I acknowledge that Leanne Roughley has explained the study purpose and procedure to me and that she 
will provide feedback on study findings to me and to my council after each of the three stages of the study. 
Leanne has also explained to me that I may withdraw from participation in the study at any time and she 
has offered to answer any questions which I may ask about the study procedures. In addition, Leanne has 
explained that she cannot guarantee my anonymity or confidentiality of my interview material because the 
study is very small. However, she has agreed to allow me to read each interview transcript prior to using 
it as study data. Leanne has also assured me that evaluation of my work perfonnance is not an objective 
of the study. 
I freely and voluntarily agree to take part in this study. 
Signed: ......................................................... Study Participant 
Date: .......................................................... .. 
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Summary research proposal 
Topic: Integrated planning in local government in north 
Queensland: a socio-environmental perspective 
Researcher: Leanne Roughley 
PhD Student! Lecturer in the Department of Social 
Work and Community Welfare at James Cook 
University, North Queensland 
Phone: (077) 814212 or 757750 
Fax: (077) 795435 or 757750 
Research Supervisors: Dr. Tony McMahon 
Lecturer in the Department of Social 
Work and Community Welfare. James 
Cook University 
Phone: (077) 815523 
Mr, Peter VaIentine 
Senior lecturer in the Department of 
Geography and Tropical Environmental 
Studies, James Cook University 
Phone: (077) 814441 
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The study 
The study will involve Townsville, Mackay, and Douglas Local Government Authorities from a range of 
professional disciplines including community workers, elected members, environmental planners. land-use 
planners, administrators and engineers (approximately six planners from each council). 
The study is centrally concerned with how social and environmental considerations are integrated by the 
Local Governments when planning local development, whether it be residential, commercial or industrial. 
The research aims to use the three case studies of councils with quite different circumstances to provide an 
in-depth exploration and analysis. of the relationships between corporate structures, professional values 
and integrated planning. The research inquires about respondents' working philosophies and models. their 
ideas and experiences in integrated planning and their perceptions of constraints to operationalising a 
more integrated planning approach. The study is situated in local government because it is the level of 
government closest to the community with most knowledge of the local environment - not only the 
physical environment but the histoty of the place and the people and its economic trends and needs. 
Study aims 
The literature indicates that local government in Australia has an important, even central role in planning 
for community/regional development. It is a level of government often disadvantaged at the bottom 
echelon of a three tier government system. As such, communities often place high and increasing 
expectations on local government while resources and policy decision-making arrangements remam 
inadequate. As a result of these findings, the objectives of this study include: 
• To develop an understanding of how community workers and environmental planners are involved in 
local area planning in Townsville, Douglas and Mackay Councils; 
• To explore ways in which community development and environmental planning have been integrated 
into the planning structures of the three councils and obstruction to their integration; 
• To use information emanating from the study to further inform the development of integrated planning 
models in local government. 
The Research Process 
Time-frame 
The time frame for the study is approximately 4 years, beginning in May 1995. It is anticipated that each 
research participant will be interviewed on two occasions over a period of approximately eighteen months. 
Interview times will be negotiated with consenting panicipants following council consent for the study to 
proceed. It is anticipated that the thesis will be completed in 1998-1999. 
Approach 
The study is concerned with finding out about the research panicipants' early experiences of integrating 
community work and environmental planning. It is primarily interested in what, where and how questions 
rather than attempting to measure through questions. which ask how many or how much. To ensure that 
such an approach is ethical and purposeful to panicipants, the process is very open and panicipatory. 
Full transcripts of all individual interviews will be sent to study respondents to enable them to add or 
remove any comments they are unhappy with prior to them being used as study data. If respondents 
desire, they may also be guaranteed that any direct quotes not be used without their expressed permission. 
All study panicipants will be required to sign a form giving consent to panicipate in the study. 
It is important that research participants and the participating councils derive some benefits from the 
study. These benefits may take the form of some aspects of professional development through enhanced 
knowledge and awareness of own practises and constraints. This often occurs when time is made 
available to reflect on ownJcouncil's role and activities. 
The Three Stages of the Proposed Study 
Stage One 
• Seek consent from each of the councils for involvement in the study; 
• Visit and familiarise with study areas and participants and confirm agreement to participate in the 
study; 
• Discuss the proposed study aims and process with potential panicipants; 
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• Collect documents from each council including: 
corporate plan 
town planning scheme and strategic plans 
maps of region 
demographic information 
social plans 
environmental plans 
annual repons 
relevant project plans and repons 
participants written job descriptions 
Begin document analysis 
• Review and revise study methodology to include participants suggestions. 
Stage Two 
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• Two tape-recorded in-depth interviews of approximately two hours duration with each participant by 
appointment (following the signing of an informed consent form by each respondent): 
• The interview format will be fairly informal, guided by a semi-structured interview schedule: 
• Questions in the ftrst interview will relate to research participants': 
• current role 
• working models 
• relationship with community workers and environmental planners 
• constraints to integrating community work and environmental planning 
• opinions about local development, and 
• the role of local government, more generally. 
In the second interview questions will be more speciftcally about the tasks of community workers and 
environmental planners and research participants' perceptions of those roles in each of the councils. 
Stage Three 
A third research stage may eventuate dependent upon the researcher securing funding. This stage would 
take the form of a weekend workshop involving all research participants. The workshop would aim to 
facilitate feedback of research ftndings to participants, validation of stage 2 study findings and an 
opportunity for information sharing amongst study participants. 
Data analysis 
The study will be largely of a qualitative nature aimed at understanding the information and issues which 
emerge and not at evaluating councils or individual study respondents. It will not aim to be a study which 
is representative of all local government authorities. Data collected throughout the study including 
interview transcripts and council documents will be analysed through a computer-assisted qualitative data 
analysis program, NUDIST. 
Use of data 
Once each round of interviews has been completed, the tapes will be transcribed and then destroyed unless 
participants wish to retain them. The hard and floppy disk copies of transcripts will be retained by the 
researcher in a locked place for a period of not more than eighteen months after successful completion of 
the PhD thesis. All of these records will then be destroyed. 
Because there are so few study participants. the study hopes to achieve depth rather than breadth of 
infonnation. However, with so few study participants complete anonymity of respondents cannot be 
assured. In a descriptive study with such a small number of respondents it is almost impossible to 
guarantee anonymity and confidentiality. 
Ethical concerns associated with the methodology 
The study methods selected are respectful of study participants and the authorities they work within. 
Therefore an open and participatory approach will be used at all stages of the study. It is envisaged that 
all parties participating in the study should take some beneftt from it. The researcher perceives the benefits 
to be as follows: 
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Benefits for participating councils/study respondents 
• Some aspects of professional development through enhanced knowledge and awareness of own 
practises and constraints; 
• Study findings and conclusions may have implications for developing a better understanding of how 
useful integrated planning models are and why. Such findings could have implications for influencing 
policy, resourcing levels required to undenake quality integrated planning or even for development of 
appropriate strategiclJanduseidevelopment planning models; 
• If participating councils would like to see other benefits through involvement in the study. the 
researcher would be happy to discuss these. 
Benefits for broader community/government 
• Potentially, the study findings will convey detailed information about planning philosophies and 
practices within the three councils participating in the study. That information will potentially' be 
useful to other councils, the Queensland and Australian Local Government Associations and to State 
and Federal Government. to inform some aspects of future policy development; 
• The study will reflect issues relating to the integration of social and environmental concerns at local 
government level and this information may be useful to groups and organisations/institutions 
concerned with social and environmental issues and aspects of development. 
Adequate debriefing and feedback 
The study methodology embraces principles of participation which includes open two-way discussion 
regarding the research process and findings. The aim of such a methodology includes provision of 
infonnation to informants to allow an educational component for research participants, so that something 
is given as well as taken by the researcher. 
Full transcripts of all individual interviews will be sent to study respondents to enable them to add or 
remove any cornments they are unhappy with prior to them being used as study data. If respondents desire 
they may also be guaranteed that any direct quotes not be used without their expressed permission. 
The researcher will provide feedback on findings to all respondents prior to the commencement of each of 
the three stages of the study as appropriate and as requested by participants. 
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Interview schedule No. 1 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE NO.1 
MayJ995 
Part A: Participant Information 
a. How long have you worked here" 
b. What is your actual title? 
c. Where did you work before here? 
d. EducationaVtraining background (where and when)? 
e. age 
f gender 
Part B: Role of Participant in Current Position in 
Council 
a. Can you describe your role here· what you actually do on a daily basis" 
b. What percentage of time do you spend on the different aspects of the role? 
possible prompts 
• new projects 
• ongoing projects 
• maintenance tasks 
• administration and or management tasks 
• community leadership 
• policy formulation 
c. Can you talk about your role or the tasks you undertook in relation to an integrated planning 
project like BBC or urban renewal? 
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Do you think you/your department could have been involved in any other or different ways' 
d. With whom do you work most closely on a daily basis? 
e. Wbat sons of things do you work on together? 
f. Would you say there are particular models. professional philosophies or personal beliefs that 
have an influence on the way you work? 
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g. In your daily work. are there any constraints to being able to put these preferred ways of working 
into practice? 
h. Do you have any ideas about how those difficulties could be overcome? 
possible prompts 
internal/external decision-making processes 
level of government 
training 
structural arrangements 
i. Is there any legislation that you must be aware of and work within in your current position? 
j. Are there any particular policies that guide your work? 
Part C: Roles of Community Workers and 
Environmental Planners 
This section will address other kinds oj planners ie. community workers will not be asked about the 
role oj community workers but rather, how they think the role oj community workers is perceived by 
other council officers. 
The Community Workers 
a. Can you talk about the role of the community workers in this council? 
b. Did she/he have any involvement in a BBC or urban renewal project? 
• 
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c. Do you think she/he could have been involved in any additional or different ways? 
d. Do you think there are any constraints that make it difficult in any way to work more closely with 
the community worker/s: 
e. Do you have any ideas about how these difficulties could be overcome? 
The Environmental Planner/s 
a. Can you talk about the role of the environmental planners at this council? 
h. Did she/he have any involvement in a BBC or urban renewal project? 
c. Do you think she/he could have been involved in any additional or different ways? 
d. Do you think there are any constraints that make it difficult in any way to work more closely with 
the environmental planners? 
e. Do you have any ideas about how these difficulties could be overcome? 
Part D The Role of Local Government in Planning Development 
a. Broadly. could you talk about what you see as the role and responsibilities of local government in 
planning for local development? 
h. On the whole, do you think local government is able to perform that role effectively and 
efficiently? 
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c. In your own opinion, what are the most important roles of local government and of this 
particular council? 
d. And, what are the least important roles? 
314 
e. What sorts of things, if any, prevent local government from performing the most important roles. 
as you see them, most effectively, in your opinion? 
f. How would you like to see things change so local government could be most effective? 
g. The final question is about how you see the respective roles of Federal. State and Local 
Governments in the planning of new development in this city/shire? 
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Interview schedule No.2 
Part A: General Questions 
a. If you were asked to describe this city to someone who had ever been here what would you say·) 
h. What would you like this City to look like in 25-50 years? 
c. What do you see as responsible development for this area? 
d. What does the term integrated planning mean to you? 
e. Do you think integrated planning does/would work here, in this council" why/why nor' 
f. Is it more important for local government to be a service provider or a strategic local area 
planner? 
g. Which services is it most important for this local government to provide and is that the 
same for a1110cal government authorities? 
h. What are the most important aspects of this local area that council needs to be planning 
for and is that the same for all local authorities? 
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Part B The Preferred Planning Process 
a. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential. commercial or 
industrial), do you consider it important that the development is based on long term. whole area. 
strategic plan? 
b. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential. 
commercial or industrial), do you consider it imponant that there is technical information at 
hand? 
c. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential. commercial or 
industrial), do you consider it imponant that there is an understanding about what the whole 
community really wants? 
d. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential. commercial or 
industrial), do you consider it important that a checklist of potential environmental impacts is 
used? 
e. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential. commercial or 
industrial), do you consider it important that a checklist of potential social impacts is consulted. 
f When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential, commercial or 
industrial), do you consider it important that local residents retain individual freedoms to use 
their land as they wish? 
g. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential, commercial or 
industrial), do you consider it important that that local government provide land-use controls and 
guidelines? 
h. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential, commercial or 
industrial), do you consider it important that there is a coordinated effon between local 
government authorities and State and Federal Governments? 
i. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential. commercial or 
industrial), do you consider it important that all planners (physical, economic. environmental. 
social) be involved in decision-making? 
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j. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential. commercial or 
industrial). do you consider it imponant that community workers be centrally involved in the 
initial planning process? 
k. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential. commercial or 
industrial). do you consider it imponant that environmental planners be centrally involved in the 
initial planning process? 
l. When planning new development within your local area (whether it be residential. 
commercial or industrial), do you consider it important that local government work in a 
coordinated way with other local authorities in the region. 
Part C: Community Consultation 
a. When planning new development within your local area do you consider it important 
that public consultation programs be resourced? 
b. When planning new development within your local area do you consider it important that public 
consultation be conducted from the beginning of the planning process and continued all the way 
through? 
c. When planning new development within your local area do you consider it important that public 
consultation involve a representative sample of all interested citizens, groups and organisations? 
d. When planning new development within your local area do you consider it important 
that infonnation provided to the public be comprehensive. balanced and accurate? 
e. When planning new development within your local area do you consider it important 
that public participation programs include processes. such as mediation for dealing with 
contentious issues? 
f. When planning new development within your local area do you consider it important that 
councils provide feedback to the community on how the public input was used in the planning 
process? 
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Part D: Professional Responsibilities 
1. Urban Improvement 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engmeer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ............................................................................. . 
(b) Who should he involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ............................................................................. . 
2. Developing Local Conservation Strategies 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ........................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ............................................................................ . 
3. TraffIC Calming 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engmeer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
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4. Involvement in Federal/State Programs Such as Landcare 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ....... ; ................................................................. .. 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other. please specify ......................................................................... .. 
5. Pollution Control and Monitoring 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ......................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
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6. Develop Responses to Local Community Problems Such as Safety, Domestic 
Violence, Health Promotion, Environmental Protection and Transport. 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ............................................................................. . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ......................................................................... .. 
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7. Heritage Protection 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engmeer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ......................................................................... .. 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
8. Tree Planting 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ........................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .................................................................. . 
9. Plan Community Facilities Such as Community Centres, 
Libraries, Ovals, Recreation Areas and Bike Paths. 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engmeer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .............................................................................. . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ......................................................................... . 
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10. Flora and Fauna Protection 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other. please specify ............................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ......................................................................... .. 
11. Recycling 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ............................................................................ .. 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
12. Preparation of Community Profiles 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engmeeT 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ............................................................................ . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other. please specify .......................................................................... . 
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13. Coastal Management 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other. please specify ............................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
14. Preparation of Social Need Statements 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ................................................................................. .. 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ......................................................................... .. 
15. Solid and liquid Waste Management 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ............................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
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16. Urban Preservation 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ............................................................................... . 
(h) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
17. Design of Community Consul1lltion Programs 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ............................................................................... . 
(h) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
18. Energy Management 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ...................................................................................... . 
(h) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
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19. Natural Area Enhancement and Protection 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ...................................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
20. Bushfire Management 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ................................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
21. Advise on social features in urban design such as safety, and access and 
equity considerations 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
Community worker 
Engineer 
Elected Member/S 
CEO 
Land Use Planner 
Environmental Planner 
Other, Please Specify ............................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
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22. Advise on the Possible Social Impacts of Local Development 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ...... : ................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
23. Catchment Management 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ...................................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
24. Wetlands Management 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ...................................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member/s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
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25. Environmental Education 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ..................................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify .......................................................................... . 
26. Environmental Impact Assessment 
(a) Who currently undertakes this task? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ........................................................................... . 
(b) Who should be involved? 
community worker 
engineer 
elected member!s 
CEO 
land use planner 
environmental planner 
other, please specify ....................................................... . 
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Appendix 9 
Codes of ethics of Australian social welfare 
professions 
A. Extract from the Code of Ethics of the Australian Association 
of Social Workers 
1. Preamble 
Social work has its origins in a number of 
sources, humanitarianism, religious and 
philosophic. It exists to meet human needs 
arising from interpersonal and societal 
interactions and to develop human 
potential. 
Social workers are dedicated to serve for 
the welfare and self-fulfilment of human 
beings as well as the societies in which 
they live. The achievement of social 
justice is thus co-equal with the attainment 
of fulfilment for the individual. 
The social work profession takes as its 
clients, individuals, families, groups, 
organisations, communities and societies. 
In this document . client' may mean any of 
these and may include those offering or 
providing service as well as the person or 
persons receiving service. 
In following these goals social workers 
pursue the cultivation and disciplined use 
of knowledge regarding human and societal 
behaviours and the development of 
resources to meet individual, group, 
national and international needs and 
aspirations. 
Social work is undertaken within the 
aspirations of The Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (UN General Assembly 
December 10 1948) both in recognising its 
principles and promoting its observance. 
In developing this Australian Code of 
Ethics direct reference has been made to 
the International Code of Ethics as adopted 
by the International Federation of Social 
Workers General Meeting, San Juan. 
Puerto Rico, July 10, 1976. 
A code of ethics provides a set of standards 
by which the social work profession (or the 
social worker) can distinguish what is 
legitimate or acceptable behaviour within 
social work practice. Such a code 
identifies standards of practice which 
adequately reflect the value base of the 
profession and stress basic principles on 
which to make ethical decisions. It also 
provides a statement of these standards for 
those outside the profession to evaluate the 
social work service being offered. 
This code is a guide to the conduct of 
members of the social work profession and 
will be the adjudication of issues in ethics. 
2. Value statement 
The social worker holds that: 
• Every human being has a unique dignity 
irrespective of nationality, ethnicity. 
social and economic status, gender. 
sexual preference, age beliefs, or 
contribution to society. 
• Regardless of its form each society has 
the obligation to pursue social justice, 
protect its members from harm and 
provide maximum benefits for all. 
• Each individual has the right to self-
fulfilment provided that the rights of 
others are not violated. 
• Every social worker has the 
responsibility to devote objective and 
disciplined knowledge and skill to aid 
individuals, groups, communities and 
societies in their development and in the 
management of conflicts and their 
consequences. 
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• Every social worker has a pnmary 
obligation to the objective of service, 
this taking precedence over personal 
interest, aims or views 
3. Principles of Practice 
3.1 Commitment to social 
justice 
The social worker will 
advocate for changes in 
policy, service delivery and 
social conditions which 
enhance the opportunities 
for those most vulnerable 
in the community. 
3.2 Development of 
knowledge 
The social worker will take 
responsibility for 
expanding, developing and 
using and disseminating 
knowledge for social work 
practice. 
3.3 Relationship with 
employing organisation 
The social worker will 
relate as a member of the 
social work profession to 
the employing organisation 
3.4 Confidentiality and 
privacy 
The social worker will 
respect the privacy of 
clients and hold 
information obtained in the 
course of professional 
Source AASW Code of Ethics 1989, pp. 1-2 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
3.9 
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service in confidence, 
except where the law 
demands otherwise or there 
are ethical or moral reasons 
not to do so. 
Client self·determination 
The social worker will 
make every effon to foster 
maximum self-
determination and social 
work responsibility on the 
part of clients 
Service 
The social worker will give 
priority to the service 
obligation of the social 
work profession. 
The integrity of the 
profession 
The social worker will 
maintain and develop the 
purpose, principles and 
practice standards of the 
profession. 
Competence and 
professional developmellt 
The social worker will 
maintain and strive to 
prove proficiency in 
professional practice. 
Professional conduct 
The social worker will 
maintain high standards of 
professional conduct. 
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B. Extract from the Code of Ethics of the Australian Institute of 
Welfare and Community Workers 
1. Introduction 
The welfare worker is a person who, 
through professional training, and field 
education, has the requisite values, 
attitudes, knowledge and skills to work 
autonomously, or with a team, in a social 
welfare agency or program intended to 
promote, relieve, or restore the social 
functioning of individuals, families, social 
groups or larger communities. 
The welfare worker as a professional 
practitioner in the field of welfare and 
community work is concerned to promote 
the worth and well-being of all individuals 
regardless of racial origin, sex, age, or 
social status or other individual differences. 
The professional behaviour and practice of 
the welfare worker are aimed at maximising 
the human potential and worth of all 
persons of human dignity and well-being 
for all persons within the welfare worker's 
professional practice shall be considered 
improper and unacceptable to the welfare 
work profession. Welfare workers are 
concerned with issues of social justice and 
equity for clients including access to 
quality services and the opportunity for 
maximum client participation in service 
delivery. 
2. Principles and ethics 
2,1 Every human being, regardless of racial 
Origin, age, sex, beliefs, and 
socio-economic status, has a right to 
maximise hislher potential providing it 
does not infringe upon rights of others. 
2,2 Every society has an obligation to 
provide for and to deal equitably with all its 
members and to make extra disability or 
misfortune are disadvantaged. 
2,3 The welfare worker in professional 
practice has an obligation to utilise all 
available skills and knowledge to promote 
the well-being of individuals, groups and 
communities. 
2 4 The welfare worker has a professional 
obligation to give to clients all knowledge. 
information and skills which will assist 
clients and client groups realise their 
maximum human potential. 
2 5 The welfare worker os a practitioner 
within complex social structures has an 
obligation to safeguard the human value 
of all persons encountered in practice. 
3. Responsibility to clients 
and client groups 
The welfare worker is placed in a unique 
relationship to other persons because of 
employment and profession. Obligations 
arise from that relationship--to safeguard 
the dignity of the client, to maintain the 
Integrity of the practitioner and to 
recognise the value and worth of all. 
persons involved in the welfare work 
practice. 
3.1 Confidentiaiity-The welfare worker 
shall regard all information concerning 
clients disclosed in the course of practice as 
confidential, except where: 
(a) with the client's permission referrals are 
to be made and other professional 
consultation is sought 
(b) failure to disclose information would 
breach the terms of the welfare worker's 
employment (such exemption must be 
notified to the client). 
3.2 Accountability-In exercising certain 
powers and using information the welfare 
worker has an accountability to both the 
employing agency and to clients. However, 
special accountability to clients in 
preserving their dignity and autonomy is 
acknowledged. 
3.3 Respect-The welfare worker has an 
obligation to treat clients with respect. to 
promote maximum self- worth and dignity. 
and to safeguard and promote the capacity 
for free choice by the client. 
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4. Responsibilities to 
colleagues 
As a professional person the welfare 
worker can be expected to: 
4.1 respect the practice skills, and 
conceptual abilities of colleagues; 
4.2 provide loyalty and support to 
colleagues where this does not contradict 
the principles of this code of ethics; 
4 3 share knowledge, skills and insights 
with colleagues; 
4.4 bring to the attention of colleagues, 
unprofessional or unethical conduct, and if 
unresolved, to refer the matter to the 
appropriate professional bodies; 
4.5 refrain from any personal behaviour 
which may damage the profession 
5. Responsibility to employees 
and employing organisations 
The welfare worker is expected to have 
clarified prior to employment that agency 
policies and practices are likely to allow the 
application of the principles contained in 
this code of ethics. 
As an employee of an organisation the 
welfare worker is expected to: 
5.1 carry out the duties and responsibilities 
outlined in the terms of employment 
5.2 assist in promoting the stated aims of 
the employing organisation in terms of 
policy, procedure and practice. 
5.3 distinguish in public statements whether 
acting as an authorised spokesperson of the 
employer or in a private capacity. 
Source AIWCW, 1994 
5.4 use professionally approved channels to 
express criticism of employment practices 
which are detrimental to the profession. 
5.5 be accountable to the employing 
organisation for the full discharge of duties-
except where such contradicts this code of 
ethics. 
6. Responsibilities to the 
profession 
As a member of a professional occupation a 
welfare worker is expected to: 
6.1 maintain proper standards of practice, 
and uphold the principles and ethics of the 
code at all times. 
6.2 maintain proper standards of 
knowledge, skill and leaning appropriate to 
professional development. 
6.3 promote understanding of the role 
and skills of professional welfare work. 
7. Responsibilities of the 
profession 
The welfare work profession through 
the Australian Institute of Welfare 
Workers will contribute to the 
knowledge, attitudes and skills of 
practitioners and positively promote 
social well-being in the community. 
By the application of sanctions, the 
Institute will move to protect individuals 
and communities against incompetent and 
unethical practices. 
On advice from a State Branch of the 
Australian Institute of Welfare Workers. 
review of alleged incompetent and 
unethical practices will be conducted by 
the Board of Examiners which may 
recommend to the National Executive 
sanctions including removing eligibility for 
or membership of the Institute. 
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Operational plans: Department of Community 
and Cultural Services Townsville City Council 
A: Social Planning and Facilities 
• Develop a social plan for Townsville; 
• Facilitate provision of community services to families and other households. to enhance 
their ability to care for their members, including children, people with disabilities and 
elderly people; 
• Support local community services and network groups and sponsor community groups 
where appropriate; 
• Facilitate community development in order to increase the participation and access of all 
people in Townsville to the facilities, services, decision making and culture of community 
life; 
• Develop profiles of communities in local areas, and communities of interest through 
consultation and needs analysis; 
• Promote, provide and improve access to services, facilities, events and programs for 
residents who have a disability; 
• Aim to address the issues and meet the specific needs of the different sectors of the 
community; 
• Maintain a commitment to the process of reconciliation between the wider community 
and the aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. 
B: Cultural Planning and Facilities 
• Encourage research into our cultural identity and foster its expression through opportunity 
and education; 
• Prepare a cultural development plan and strategies which support the creative 
opportunities of local groups and individuals and enhances the quality of design of public 
space and buildings; 
• Promote Townsville as an important centre of culture; 
• Create an environment which encourages the participation of all residents in Council's 
public libraries and cultural resources; 
• Explore with the other spheres of government and major cultural organisations. 
opportunities for Townsville's involvement in national and state initiatives in arts and 
cultural development 
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c: Recreation Planning and Facilities 
• Complete a recreation and open space strategy study of TownsvilielThuringowa; 
• Complete development concept plans for parks and gardens; 
• Complete detailed designs for parks and landscape features in accordance with the capital 
developments plan. 
• Complete a street tree master plan for the City; 
• Detennine appropriate levels of service for all parks maintenance operations; 
• Implement a range of procedures which will deliver assured standards of maintenance t the 
most efficient unit rate; 
• Develop a five year capital developments plan which recognises available funding and 
Council's various development strategies, including automated irrigation. playgrounds. 
botanic gardens, city beautification and greening projects; 
• Promote the city as a viable venue for hosting major sporting and recreational events; 
• Encourage new recreational opportunities and facilities for the community and raIse 
participation levels in sport and recreation events; 
• Manage the Council's community centres, recreation services and grants programs. 
• Liaise with the recreation and sporting organisations to assess needs and promote 
community co-operation. 
Source Townsville City Council Corporate Plan, 1995, pp. 12-19 
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Appendix 11 
Corporate strategies: Department Community 
Services Mackay City Council 
Section 
Public Health 
Environment 
Monitoring 
Waste Management 
Recreation 
Libraries 
Culture 
Community Facilities 
Community 
Development 
Strategies 
To enhance the city's quality oflife by promoting and 
maintaining acceptable health and safety standards, providing 
essential public health services and improving the general heal th 
of the community. 
To ensure the quality of the city's environment is maintained at 
a high standard, monitoring and controlling of pollution. 
To operate a waste management system which meets high 
standards of environmental protection and community health 
and hygiene. 
To provide amenities and an environment in which citizens are 
able to enjoy both active and passive recreation and to maintain 
an image of the city which is attractive to residents and visitors. 
To provide a quality library service catering for the recreational 
and informational needs of all sectors of the community. 
To foster the development of cultural and artistic expression 
within the community. 
To provide in conjunction with the community, infrastructure to 
meet identified social needs of all sectors of the community. 
To work with people towards the improvement of their potential 
and the development of a more equitable, caring and supportive 
community. 
Source Mackay City Council, 1995 
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Extract from the Code of Ethics of the 
Environmental Institute of Australia 
Development 
The environmental practitioner. working in 
many facets of environmental, 
management, science, policy, education, 
industry and consultancy, is an essential 
contributor to the directions of our national 
lifesty Ie and the quality of our resource 
base. 
Environmental practitioners often come 
from diverse backgrounds, having initially 
trained in disciplines such as planning, bio-
physical sciences, economics, geography, 
social science, engineering, law, 
agriculture, industrial technology and 
mining. Some have had specific training in 
environmental studies or natural resource 
management. 
Many environmental practitioners are 
members of specialist professional 
associations which do not necessarily 
provide a strong environmental perspective. 
There are other practitioners who have 
learned their environmental management 
skills through direct field experience and 
are not affiliated with a non specific 
organisation. The environment institute of 
Australia provides a professional 'home' 
for these diverse interests. 
Environmental Practitioners require: 
• recognition of their professional skills 
• effective means of regnlar 
communication with receptive and 
informed colleagues 
• participation in a interdisciplinary 
group to share professional knowledge 
and identify concerns 
• professional development 
opportunities; services 
• a forum for contributing to national 
policy discussion of interest to public 
and private sectors 
• a focus for interrelating and monitoring 
local, national and global 
environmental management goals and 
achievements. 
In response to these widely perceived 
needs. the Environment Institute was 
formed in November 1987. 
Principle objectives 
• 
• 
• 
facilitate interaction among 
environmental professionals 
promote environmental knowledge and 
awareness 
advance ethical and competent 
environmental practice. 
Code of ethics and professional 
conduct 
Under the rules of association of the 
Environment Institute of Australia, 
membership is contingent upon the member 
conforming with the letter and spirit of this 
Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct. 
I. The member shall carry out his or hers 
professional acti vities. as far as 
possible, in accordance with the 
merging principles of sustainable 
development and the highest standards 
of environmental protection. 
2. The member shall at all times place the 
integrity of the natural environment and 
the health, safety and welfare of the 
human community above any 
commitment to sectional or private 
interest. 
3. The member shall be personally 
accountable for the validity of all data 
collected, analyses performed. or plans 
developed by the member. and for the 
scrutiny of all data collected, analyses 
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perfonned or plans developed under the 
member's direction .. 
4. The member shall actively discourage 
misrepresentation or misuse of work 
the member has perfonned, or that 
which was perfonned under the 
member's direction. 
5. the member shall conduct professional 
activities, as far as possible, in an 
interdisciplinary manner and recognise 
the need to collaborate with suitably 
qualified persons in subject areas 
where the member is less experienced. 
6. The member shall ensure the 
incorporation of environmental 
protection considerations from the 
earliest stages of project design or 
policy development. 
7. The member shall not conduct 
professional activities in a manner 
involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, bias 
or misrepresentation. 
8. The member shall not advertise or 
present the members services in a 
manner that may bring discredit to the 
profession. 
Institute Administration 
National Council comprises Officers of the 
Executive and Counsellors representing 
each state and territory. Local activities 
occur through Divisions of the Institute. 
Membership Categories and 
Eligibility 
Member (MEIA) 
• accredited degree plus minimum of two 
years professional experience in 
environmental practice; or, 
• five or more years experience in 
functional areas" of environmental 
practice 
Associate Member 
• studying for accredited degree 
• accredited degree completed but 
required work experience not yet 
achieved 
• proven interest in functional areas" of 
environmental practice but not other 
qualified for membership 
• retired from active practice and wish to 
retain involvement but not as full 
member. 
Corporate Member 
• companies, organisations, 
consultancies, agencies working in 
functional areas" of environmental 
practice and having achievements 
consistent with purposes of the institute 
• director, principal or senior manager 
responsible for the environmental 
practice of the company or agency with 
credentials required for eligibility as a 
member of the Institute. 
•• Functional areas of environmental 
practice 
• assessment ( socio-economic and 
natural impacts) 
• planning ( including policy) 
• documentation 
(preparation/processing/review) 
• operations and design ( techniques for 
reducing impacts, monitoring and 
enhancing the environment) 
• education 
• research 
• legislation 
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Principles to guide public involvement in 
planning 
• Public participation programs should be adequately resourced (Taylor et al. 1989); 
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• Public participation programs must be specifically designed for each project (Social Impact 
Unit 1990 p. 7); 
• Public participation should be conducted from the beginning of the planning process and 
continued all the way through (Berger 1977; Blahna and Yonts-Shepard. 1988; Ross 1990); 
• A representative participatory population should be identified at the outset of planning and 
information generated through public participation should be representative of all citizens 
(Blahna and Yonts-Shepard 1988); 
• The information content of the public participation program must be comprehensive. 
balanced and accurate; 
• Personal. interactive forms of public participation should be included such as requests for 
written comments. meetings. conferences. seminars. workshops. tours. etc. These must take 
place prior to development of draft proposals (Blahna and Yonts-Shepard 1988); 
• A clear statement of alI parties involved in SIA. including government. development 
proponent/s and the community/citizens should be made publicly available (Roughley and 
Scher! 1992); 
• Processes for dealing with contentious issues including mediation techniques should be 
devised in the early planning stages (Blahna and Yonts-Shepard 1988); 
• Draft documents and reports should be generated which can be easily read. understood and 
responded to by the public (Roughley and Scher! 1992); 
• Planning agencies should demonstrate how the public input was used in the planning 
process to ensure the public that their comments were heard and considered (Blahna and 
Yonts-shepard 1988). 
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